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INTRODUCTION TO VOL. II.

HE second volume of the Book of Duarte

Barbosa includes his account of the countries

on the sea-board after passing the boundary

of the Empire of Vijayanagar. It begins

with the kingdoms of Malabar, the Maidive Islands

and Ceylon. From these he follows the East Coast of the

Indian Peninsula from Coromandel to Bengal, and here

it will be noticed that his information was not nearly

so full as that which he was able to give of the West

Coast. This remark applies with still greater force to

the sections which follow on the Countries of Further

India until he arrives at Malacca which had recently

been conquered by the Portuguese when he wrote. In

Sumatra he shows some knowledge of the Northern and

Eastern Coasts of the Island, but none whatever of the

South-western coast. Beyond Sumatra, in dealmg with

the other islands of the Archipelago, he was dependent

on the narratives of recent explorers, and in his account

of Champa (Cochin-China), China and the Lequeos he

had only the reports of merchants to guide him. Judging

from the narratives themselves it may be considered as

certain that his personal knowledge of the countries

mentioned extended only to Malabar, the Maldives,

Ceylon, some parts of Coromandel, Malacca and Northern

Sumatra. Posably Pegu may be added to the list, as

uiSi
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»

bis information of that country is much fuller than of

any other part of Burma or Siam. The latest historical

evait alluded to which can be exactly dated is the

foundation of a fort at Colombo in Ceylon by Lopo

Soares D’Albergaria in September, 1518 (p* 109, n. 3).

This may be compared to his mention of the attack on

Berbera by Antonio de Saldanha earlier in the, same

year (Vol. I, p. xlv and p. 34,^. 2). As Barbosa sailed

from Spain with MagalliSes in September, 1519, it may
be considered doubtful whether he could have remained in

India as late as September, 1518, although it would not

have been actually impossible for him to have made the

Journey to Lisbon in time to arrive at Seville by September,

1519. It may be noted that neither this passage nor

that regarding Berbera is to be found in Ramusio or in the

Spanish MS. translated by Lord Stanley.

Of all the countries dealt with by Barbosa, Malabar

exceeds the rest in interest, as it was here that, owing to

his long residence and his acquaintance with the language

of the people, he. was able to give a really full and accurate

description of the inhabitants, their customs and their

elaborate caste-system, such as is hardly to be found in

the writings of any other early traveller. The structure

of society in this comer of India continues almost unaltered

at the present day, and it is possible therefore to test the

accuracy of his observations on the caste-system by

comparison with that still existing. Iilaterials for making

this comparison are abundant in recent publications,

hnd I have been especially fortunate in obtaining the

collaboration of Mr. J. A. Thome, I.C.S., of Tellicherry,

who has an intimate acquaintance with the people of

Malabar, and has long been in chaige of the estates of

the l|te Zamorin of Calicut, the direct representative
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of the Zamorin or Qamodri of Barbosa’s time. Mr. Thome’s^

full and abundant notes have enabled me to supplement

the information derived from Mr. Thurston’s valuable

works and f^m the Mala&hr Gazetteer and other excellent

ethnographical works issued by the Madras Government

and by the States of Cochin and Tjavancore. Mr. Thome’s

notes jtrill be found in the following pages marked by.

the letter (T). He has also kindly furnished me with

the photograph of the late Zamorin Manavikrama Raja

in mourning attire, which is reproduced as the frontispiece

to this volume.

The valuable account which the Zamorin wrote of the
e

ceremonies accompanying the installation of his prede*

cessor as Zamorin, in which he himself took part as

Eralpad or Heir Apparent (the “ Prince ” of Barbosa’s

narrative), with notes by Mr. Thome is given in full in

Appendix II (a) as is also a Note on the Funeral Cere*

monies of the Zamorin (Appendix II (6)), and another in

which Mr. Thome explains the various titles borne by

the mlers of Malabar (Appendix II (c)). The latter

includes a new explanation of the much-discussed title

Zamorin of which Mr. Thome’s derivation seems to

me more satisfactory than any hitherto brought forward.

(With regard to the note on the procession of women

(p. ao, n. x), Mr. Thome writes me that he now considers

that this ceremony is connected not with the puratn

festival but with the tirumasam of which it forms an

integral part. This correction was not received in time

for incoiporation with the note.)

It has been found possible to identify almost without

exception the castes and tribes of Malabar mentioned b}!

Barbosa, and his account of their ^tem of marriagf

and matriarchal inheritance, and of the relative posltk»
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of the castes with regard to one another, including distance*

pollution and other remarkable customs, is proved to be

of extraordinary accuracy. The places mentioned by

^ him, mainly seaports, some of which are now obscure

villages, can also in most cases be recognized owing to

stability of conditions in .this part of India which has to a

great extent escaped the devastating floods of inyasion,

such as have swept over the northern and central parts

of the country.

After rounding Cape Comorin the information at once

becomes more scanty . The Portuguese never obtained

t
the same influential position on the Coromandel Coast

’as they did on that of Malabar, and most of what they

did obtain dates from a period later than that of Barbosa.

This does not apply to Ceylon, and it seems clear from

his accurate description of that island, and especially

of the pilgrimage to Adam’s Peak, that he must have

visited it personally. On the east coast the most note-

worthy points alluded to are the Legend of St. Thomas at

Mailapur, a version of which was also given at Coulam

(Quilon) on the Malabar coast, and the remarkable

system of succession at Quilicare according to which

each king was immolated by his successor with his

own concurrence, after reigning for twelve years. The

St. Thomas legends show'signs of having incorporated

local beliefs, possibly Buddhist in origin.

In Bengal Barbosa was dependent on reports received

from merchants, as no Portuguese expedition had visited

that country in his time. His account of that country

is remarkable as giving one of the earliest instances of

mention of the great city of Bengala which has been
the subject of so much controversy. In attempting to

elucidate this point I must acknowledge here the valuable
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assistance received from ‘Mr. W. H. Moreland, C.S.I.,*

C.I.E., who kindly placed at my disposal the result of

his investigations on this subject made in connection

with his recently issued work India at the death of Akbar

{aide Appen(fix C. of that work). I have also received much

assistance from Mr. H. Beveridge^who has for many years

studied this subject, and from the Hon. Mr. H. Hannen

who has given special attention to the early maps. It

must be recognized that the point to be dealt with is the

identification of the Bengala of Barbosa and Varthema

in the early part of the sixteenth century, and not the

speculations of later writers long after Europeans had

become more familiar with the country, when tlie*”

name of Bengala for a city was no longer in use, and

Chittagong and Satgaon were commonly known as Porto

Grande and Porto'Pequeno. I fear that my note on Bengala

(pp. I35~f6’ 145), may be of length out of proportion to

its importance, but as Barbosa’s allusion has been

so frequently discussed, it seemed best to go into it as

thoroughly as possible, and especially to bring out the

information which can be derived from native writers and

from numismatics.

Barbosa’s account of Pegu is of great interest considering

the period when it was written. It is impossible to decide .

whether he had visited Pegu personally. There is no

evidence that he did so, but the accuracy of his observa-

tions seems to make it probable, and there would have been

no great difficulty after the conquest of Malacca in his

sailing there in one of the vessels trading between these

two great emporiums or in one sailing across the Bay

of Bengal from Pulicat on the Coromandel coast
; the trade

from which place to Pegu is alluded to in § 100.

Siam, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, was in
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* possession of the coast of the Bay of Bengal from Martaban

southwards, and at this point Barbosa brings in his account

of the Kingdom of Anseam or Siam. His account of the

ports on that coast is fairly full, but of Siam proper he

has little to say. He alludes, however, to a heathen

tribe on the borders of China and Siam, and from De Barros

and other later writers we are able to identify jit \wth

the race known as the Guec^, who were often at war

mth Siam. The principal interest in Barbosa’s account

is his mention of the peculiar form of Cannibalism

prevalent in this tribe ; a form, as far as I can ascertain,

without any exact parallel elsewhere. It consisted in

' devouring deceased relatives evidently as a solemn

ritual. The tribe seems undoubtedly, as Sir J. George

Scott kindly informs me, to be identical with the Wa,
the Lawa of the Burmese, who occupy the hills north of

Chiengmai.

Sir J . George Scott considers that the cannibalism was
a ritual or agricultural rite, but he adds “ there seems

no survival in the wild Wa country nowadays, and even

head-hunting seems to be less active than it was.” The
later writers, De Barros and Linschoten, who mention the

Gueos allude to the cannibalism but not to its peculiar

form, and we have no account of it except that given by
Barbosa.^

The remainder of Barbosa’s work is concerned with

. Malacca, with the islands of the Eastern Archipelago,

and with the coast of Indo-China and China. As regards

Malacca his information is the earlies^t recorded by any

* Sco itt/fa p. 167. Some informfttion About these Wa is given
in the Burma GattUter (1908), Vol. I, 182, And Vol. II, 334. They
ATe aud to be given to cutting ofi the heads of human victims " on a
leligious basis," Sir J. George Scott's information unfortunately
react^ me too late to be incorporated in the notes to the text
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Portuguese writer, and is of considerable value. For the

'

Archipelago in general he was no doubt indebted to t^e

reports brought back by D’Abreu’s expedition, and

for China a^d the Lequeos (Formosa) to the stories of

merchants, and probably also to information from some

of the earlier Portuguese adventurers before the voyage

of Rafael Perestrello and the authorized expedition of

FemSo Peres D’Andrade (infra, p. 2x1, n. i). Giovanni

da Empoli’s letter of November J5th, 1515, must, as 1

have been able to show, take precedence of that of Andrea

CorsaU (really dated January 6th, 1516, and not 1515

as wrongly given by Ramusio), as the first record of any

such expeditions (p. 211, note), and Barbosa must have"

had access to the same sources of information as the

Italian writers.

In my notes on the Islands of the Archipelago I owe

much to the writings of the French scholars who have

done so much to elucidate the early history of these

regions, and especially to M. Gabriel Ferrand in his

recent works Malaka and K^iouen-Louen. M. Ferrand

has kindly assisted me with much valuable information.

I have also to acknowledge the extremely useful help

I have received from Monsenhor S. R. Dalgado, Professor

of Sanskrit in Lisbon University, who has not only assisted

me in explaining many difficult words, but kindly gave

me the opportunity of consulting proofs of Vol. II of his

invaluable Glossario Luso-Asiatico previous to publication.

Monsenhor Dalga^'s work in the explanation of the

interaction between Portuguese and various Asiatic

languages fills a much-required part in philological

enquiries and is a worthy successor to the work of Yule

and Burnell. His Glossario has been preceded by several

other works on Miwilar subjects of which his Influinda do
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* Vocabuldrio Portugufs em Linguas Asiaticas and Contnhui-

ft^s para a Lexicologia Luso-Oriental may be specially

alluded to here. Many notes embodying information

received from Monsenhor Dalgado bearing on points

dealt with in Vol. I will be found in the additional Notes

and emendations given in the present volume (pp. 233-237)

In the same list will be found notes on several points

for which I have to thank Sir @eorge A. Grierson, K.C.I.E.

I have also to thank Sir Richard Temple, Bart., for the

help derived from his Review of Vol, I in the Journal

of the Royal Asicdic Society, and also for the great

store of information in his recent Hakluyt Society

Edition of the Travels of Peter Mundy and his

edition of Thomas Bowrey’s Countries round the Bay

of Bengal.

In Appendix I, I have given tianslations or abstracts

of several passages from the Decadas of JoSo de Barros.

which as far as I know have not hitherto been translated.

These passages relate to Malabar and Bengal. Translations

'4>f the passages in the Decadas of De Barros and Do Couto

relating to Ceylon will be found in the History of Ceylon

by Mr. Donald Ferguson, and many passages relating

to Malacca and Sumatra are translated into French by

M. Gabriel Ferrand in his Malaka from various sixteenth-

century Portuguese writers. These include the Com-

mentaries of Afonso D'Alboquerque {olieii differing from

Mr. De Gray Birch’s translation), De Barros, the Lendas

da India of Gaspar Correa and the Decadas of Do ’Couto.

Most of the passages dealing with the first adventures of

the Portuguese in India and the Malay Archipelago are

therefore now accessible in English or French,

r Another valuable work Godinho de Eredia’s Declarofdo

itf Malaca (a.d. 1618) was first published at Brussels in
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1882, and is accompanied by a French translation by

M. L. Janssen.

M. H. Cordier’s work in re-editing Sir H. Yule's classical

books Marco Polo and Cathay is too well known to need
o

more than an allusion. M. Cordi^r has added to the

value of the first by his recently issued volume Ser Marco
Polo^ and has made a valuable contribution to the history

of the Portuguese in the Ea^t in his Uarrivi-e des Portugais

en Chine published in T^oung-Pao (1911). This forms

a chapter in his History of the relations between China

and the Western World. All these works have proved

invaluable for reference and for elucidating numerous
obscure points in Barbosa's work. It is only necessary^

to allude to Yule’s Hobson-Jobson and to Mr. W. Crooke's

edition of it, which still remains an indispensable source

of information to all students of Eastern Travel and

Archaeology.

In concluding this edition of the Book of Duarte Barbosa

I have only to add that the value of his work becomes

clearer on more intimate acquaintance. His careful and
acute observations regarding the customs of the races

of the East are, I believe, unrivalled among the writers

of his period, and I may be allowed to hope that my en-

deavours to elucidate them may not be found unprofitable

and may be useful to students of the sixteenth century.

M. Longworth Dames.





THE BOOK
OF •

DUARTE BARBOSA.

§ 87. HERE BEGINNETH THE LAND OF
MALABAR ; AND THE ENTRY INTO
THE KINGDOM OF CALECUT.

SS THEN we leave this land and this

Kingdom^ and return to the scacoast the

Land of Malabar^ begins from the place

called Cumbola, and in all from the Hill

of Dely® and ending at the Cape of Comorin it is

^ I,e.t Kingdom of Vijayanagar.

> The country called Malabar, Barbosa here commences his very full

and accurate account of the country comprised under the name Malabar,
which he begins at the point where the kingdom of Narsyngua or
Vijayanag^ar came to an end, that is at Cambola on the Chandragiri

( River, described in Vol. 1
, § 82. This point on the coast is now included

in the British IHetrict of S. Canara, and the District of Malabar
begins rather further south at Kav3.yu, a mile or two north of Mount
Deli, according to a note furnished me by Mr. Thorne. But, as he
says, the MalaySLlam language extends as far north as the Chandragiri,
and Malabar may be reckoned as extending south from this point to
Cape Comorin, about 330 miles. Taking the Portuguese league as
four miles. Barbosa’s 130 leagues is in excess of the actual distance,
but on the other hand the seventy leagues of Ramusio and the Spanish
yexsion are short of the truth, which lies between the two. This country
is now divided into the British District of Malabar, and the States
of Travancore and Cochin. In the early sixteenth century it belonged
to the Hindu States of Cananore, Calicut, Cochin and Coulam.

B$;;$bosa begins his account with the history of the country as
preserved in local legends ; he then proceeds to describe the people
and their castes, and finishes with a list and description from north
to south of the principal towns, most of which were on the coast.

* Mount Dety. The prominent foreland known to early European
travellers as Mount Dely has .been treated of by Yule in his Marco
Polo (ist Ed., 11 , 321 £f.) and also jointly with Burnell in Hobson- ^
Jobson, It was known to the Arab sailors as Ras Haili or Hili, and wa.s
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one hundred and thirty^ leagues along the coast. They

first Indian land-fall made by Vasco de Gama in 1498. There has
been some difference of opinion as to the origin of the name. Burnell,

as a Dravidian scholar, was no doubt responsible for the note in

Hobson*Jobson (s.v. Mount Delly). He considered that the name
lepresented the Malay^lam £H Mala, ** High Mountain '* and rejected

the common explanation that it was Mu mala, ** Seven Hills *' which
** arose from the compiler of the local Sanskrit Mahdtmya or legend
who rendered the name Sifpta-saila * Seven Hills,' confounding Hi
with elu (or ezhu) ' seven,' which has no application." He also

rejected Correa's explanation of Rat Hill, Hi, " a rat," being here
substituted for Hi, Yule's explanation in Marco Polo from Ham,
cardamom " (l,c. p.. 321) is not supported in Hobson*Jobson, Mr.

Thome in a note with which he has favoured me, says that these two
explanations are due .to " f^rnorance of the value of the consonant /

in Dely. In Malay&lam there are two /'s, and neither is found in the
vernacular original of Dely. The name is Ezhi mala or ezhu mala,
Zh is the accepted transliteration of this consonant, which it is im-
possible to reproduce* accurately. In Tamil the sound is in common
•speech I (cerebral /) hence Eli and the Port of D'EU. At the present day
the sound never has the value I in Mai. It is either zh or y, but it is

probable that the Tamil pronunciation was in vogue in Barbosa's
rday. Thus KOzhikkOd became Calicut. This cerebral f is quite
different from the I in eli

—" rat," and Jlam, " cardamom," and zh
cannot be corrupted from the latter L Ezhu is Mai. for seven. Hence
it is possible that the name means " Seven HiUs." Mount Dely is a
long narrow hill about 2} miles long from north to south, and half
a mile broad, jutting out at the south-west corner into its highest peak
(851 feet). It would be easy to pick out seven peaks to support the
derivatioi\. . . . But what is more striking is the abruptness of the
hill's rise from the flat alluvial country around, and its prominence by
contrast. This favours the derivation given by the lexicographer
Gundert. He derives ?zhi from the Dravidian stem Ifzhu, meaning
height or prominence. (He also derives ezhu, " seven," from the same
stem, and this is accepted by Caldwell, though the connection in
meaning is not very clear). I would hazard—with some diffidence

—

another suggestion as to the origin of the Eurc^ean Dely. The country
round about Mount Deli is to this day called Rftman-tali, t.e., the
temple of (Para9u) R&man. Is it not possible the Dely derives from
tali and that the attempt to derive it from the vernacular ezhi came
when the origin of the word was obscured and confused ? The Britii^
in the eighteenth century wrote of R&manta)i as Ramdilly."

This exhaustive note clearly sets out all the possible or probable
derivations, and any decisive opinion is impossible to one not a
Dravidian scholar, but one objection occurs to the last suggestion,
land that is that in the earliest recorded forms, those of Marco Polo,
jAbttlfeda and Ibn BatQta, the word begins not with a dental but
with the vowel e or with'A—Eli, HlU or Haili. 'The use of the A alone
seems sufficient to show that it could not have begun with a I or d.

In a further note Mr. Thorne sm that the old traveUeit* forms
Ely and Hill are no doubt forms of Eli, the old pronunciation of Ethi,
but that the forms Deli, Dilly, may fiave become established fhroni^
confusion with the tali in Rflmant^i, as in the form R&mdilly qnoM

> by Yule.
On the whole Burnell's opinion that it means High Mountain seems

preferable and Gundert's is not really inconsistent with it.

^ Seventy leagues in the Spanish version and in Ramusio.
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say that in 'ancient da]3 there was a heathen King,

whose name was Grimay Ficenf^,^ a very mighty

Lord: And after the Moors of Meca had discovert

India they began to voyage towards it for the sake of

the pepper, of which they first began to take cargoes

at Coulam,* a city with a harbour, where the King

ofttimes abides. " This wUl not be less than six

hundred years ago, for Jthe Indians of that period

adopted the era by which those Moors are ruled.” And
continuing to sail to India for tnany years they began

to spread out therein, and they had such discussions

with the King himself and he with them, that in the

end they converted him to the sect of the abominabid'

• Mafamede, wherefore he went in their company to the

House of Meca, and there he died, or, as it seems probable,

on the way thither ; for they say that the Malabarcse

never more heard any tidings of him.^ Before he started.

^ Spanish, Sernapehmal. The correct form is Cherum&O Perum&l.
De Barros has Sarama Pereimal (see Appendix 1).

> There are-two places known as Coulam in early Portuguese works ;

the best known of these is the southern port shown in our maps
as Quilon. now in Travancore, while the northern one is just north
of Quilan^- in British Malabar (T.). Either of these may be the
Coulam of the text, and there is also another Cota coulam (given by
De Barros as Cota, Coulam) in the extreme north just south of
Cumbola (]^. 65 and note). "The late account in the Tul^fatWl
Mujahidin is to the effect that the Perum&l of the legend after his
conversion went by sea to the northern Kollam, thence to Dharmadam
(just south of Tellicherry) whence he sailed for Arabia, and he asked
the Arabs to sail only to one of these places or to the southern
Kollam '* (T.). It is evident therefore that there was an early
confusion on this point. Both names, Mr. Thorne thinks, are abbre-
viated forms of Kovilagam, ** a royal residence." At the northern
Kollam the Zamorin still has a building called the Kovilagam, which
probably occupies the site of the ancient palace which gave its name
to the place. Barbosa's statement that Calicut was the site of
Chgramftn Perum&rs departure perhaps represents an earlier form
of the legend.

* The account here given by Barbosa of the conversion to Islam
of the King Cherum&n Perum&l appears to be the first recorded
mention of this tradition which has lasted to the present day. The
story will be found in Buchanan {Joufuey, 1807, II, pp. 349 and 474),
and in the GiueUeer of Malabar (1908), pp. 40, 41. Mir. L^an, in his

Manual of Malabar, 1884, accepted the story on the authority of

A 2
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this King divided his Kingdom ^ among his Kinsfolk into

several portions as it yet is, for before that time all

Mslabar was one Kingdom. He went on making this

partition in such a manner that when he had given a

certain land to any person, he forthwith left it never

to return thither. And.at last, having given away all,

and going to take ship from an uninhabited strand

(where now is the town of (^ecut), and accompanied

by more Moors than Heathen, he took with him a

certain Mappilla manuscripts in which it is alleged that at Zaphar
on the coast of Arabia {i.e., Dhofar, see supra, § 38), the tomb of a
Hindu King existed. He was stated to have been a convert to Islam,

and to have borne the name of 'Abdu’r-rahma.n Samiri. The dates
o|^is arrival and of his death arc given as 212 and 216 A.11. (827 and
831 A.D.). But there is no evidence that any such tomb actually

exists, and the absence of any mention by Ibn Batiita, or any of the
earlier Muhammadan writers, must be considered conclusive against

the truth of the story. But there must have been some incident
accompanying the great Arab settlements on the Malabar coast, some
conversion probably, which gave rise to the legend. Possibly this

may be found in Ibn Bau’Ua's statement as to the towns of Jur-fatan
and Deh-fatan and Biidd-fatan, which arc identified in Yule and
Cordier’s Cathay (IV, 7O, 77) with Cananor, Tarmapatam, and Pudri-
patam, the last of which is to •* be identified with Puthupattanam
(t,s„ new-town), the modern Puthupanam, on the north bank of

the Kdtta river, not far from Badagara*' (T.), Ibn Batfita says that
the Kawil or King of these places owned many ships trading to Arabia,
and that a great Mosque had been built at Deh-fatan by one of his

ancestors who had become a Musalman. His descendants reverted
to idolatry (Ihn Batnta, IV, 83-87). Mr. Thorne suggests that some
King may have been converted to Islam between 1450 a.d. and
Barbosa's time, and may have been confused with the famous PemmSl
of earlier times. In the KeralolpatH^ a Malay&lam history of Malabar,
the convert is called B&na PerumUl, and not Cherum&n.

This Kawil is perhaps the Kolattiri of Cananor. The first mention
of the Cherumfin Perumal story by a Muhammadan writer seems to
be that in the Tul^fatu ‘1 Mujahidin in the beginning of the seventeenth
century.

Barbosa gives the story very much in its present form. The sword
alluded to by him figures in the modern legend, and is still preserved
in the Zamorin's palace at Calicut (Malabar Gas,, p. 41, note 2).**

Mr. Thorne says that there is no trace of the lamp, and adds '* the
sword still exists and I have seen it. It is preserved as a quasi-sacred
relic by the Zamorins. It was brought out on a salver decked with
the flower of Chrysanthemum Ind, used in temple worship. It is

said to have been inscribed * Die, slay and conquer,' or * Stab, slay
and conquer.' The sword is now rusted to pieces, and is endosed
in a copper sheath."

A DtvMfOM oj the Kingdom, The division between the Zamorin,
tlie " King of Co\4am," the " King of Cananor " and others, is a
Convenient explanation of the supersession of the Perum&ls (who
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nephew who served him as his page to whom he gavd

this piece of land, telling him to settle and inhabit^ it.

He then gave him his sword, and a golden lamp which

he carried with him as a matter of state, and left a

chaise to all the Kings and Lords to whom he had

given lands that they should •obey and honour him,

save only the Kings of Cananor and Coulam whom he

made independent. Thus*he left in Malabar three Kings

free one of another, but none was to coin money except

his nephew, who was afterwards King of Calecut. This

partition made, the old man took ship, and the nephew

who stayed on that shore founded a city to which he

gave the name of Calecut, and the Moors, in memofy
of the embarkation of the Indian King there on his way
to become a Moor, began to take cargoes of pepper

there before any other place, and so the trade of Calecut

went on increasing, the city became great and noble,

and the King made himself the greatest and most

powerful of all in Malabar, and c''llcd hha i^midre,*

came from the eastern districts) by the three dynasties of Calicut,

Travancore and Cananor. All the chieftains among whom the
Peruiu&l divided his kingdom are said in the text to be his kinsfolk,

the Zamorin being his nephew. According to the Keralolpatti the
Cananore king (Kdlattiri) was the son of a Kshatriya woman wrecked
on the shore of Mount Dely, whom Cherum^n Perumal took to wife.

There were two other women (S'ildras) in the same boat, the descendants
of whom by the Peruma.1 became minor chieftains in North Malabar.
The Kdlattiri is even to this day closely connected with the Travancore
dynasty, which takes wives from the northern family, and observes
pollution in common with it. There is therefore some reason to
believe that the Perum&l kingdom did split up into a number of
kingdoms by the ordinary MalayS.lam modes of fissure, viz., (i) by
inheritance through sisters as in the case of the Zamorin in the text,

( 2 )
by provision for sons as in the case of the Kdlattiri in the Keralolpatti

story. But the Zamorin, and the Travancore dynasty also, were
probably rulers some time before the extinction of the PerumSls.
The Keralolpatti describes the partition in detail. Among the chiefs

provided ilor were the Zamorin, the Kdlattiri, the Travancore Chief,
the Cochin Chief, tlie Porlittiri, Kurumbiattiri and Valluvanad
Chiefs. All these families still survive, though only Cochin and
Travancore are ruling chiefs.—(T.)

^ Mr. Thome's note on the titles of the Malabar kings is very full,

and brings forward a new explanation of the word Zamorin and other
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which is a distinction above the others. They are only

tliree, to wit, the ^amidre whom they call Maly Con-

adary, and he of Coulam whom they call Benetady,

and he of Cananor whom they call Coberto^im. Besides

these, there are many great Lords in the Land who
wish to be called Kings, which they are not, for they

neither coin money, nor roof houses with tiles,^ nor

indeed in all Malabar can anyone roof them so, howso-

ever great a Lord he may be, for forthwith the Moors

would rise against him, save only if it be a House of

Prayer or a King’s Palace. Afterwards, in the course

of time the Kings of Cochim and Cananor struck money
by force.

And in this Land of Malabar all men use one tongue

only* which they call Maliama, the Kings are of one

titles. He rejects the accepted explanation of Zamorin (according
to Oundert) as equivalent to ^mddri from Skr. Samudra {sea)= '* Lord
of Thorne considers this improbable as the Zamorins
never were Lords onhe'^ei., tb« origin in Swdmi^*srt. The
latter word, as in many other words, becomes ana is louua in

other titles such as Kol&ttiri and names of castes such as NambQtiri.

The argument is too long for insertion as a note, and too important
to be omitted. It will be found in full in Appendix 11 (c).

^ Roofing of houses, * It was the prerogative of the Malabar rulers to

forbid roofing with tiles instead of thatch without permission. Thus
the English factors at Cananore had to get the Zamorin's permission

to tile their factory. Even at the present day it is said that occasionally

an important Nambutiri or other powerful landlord makes trouble

for some poor tenant who presumes to aspire to the cheap " mission
**

tile, but these stories may be malicious inventions.—(T.)

* The "one tongue only" is that now called Malayfilam, of which
Malay&zhma and Malayfiyma are variants. It is still the official

language of Travancore, Cochin and British Malabar, and is also in

general use in the southern portion of the South Canara District (T.).

(See Caldwell, Grammar of Dravidian Languages, 1875, p. 20.) For
the origin of the name Malabar see ib,, pp. 27-291 Hobson-Jebson,
under the same name, and Yule and Cordier, Cathay, II, 132. The
oldest form of the name is Male or Malai ; this is found in Cosmas
and in the Arab and Chinese authorities up to the eleventh or twelfth

centuries. The Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang spoke of tte Mo-lo-ya
or Malaya Mountain and the T*ang-Shu puts toe Me>lai country in

the extreme south of India (Watters, Yuan Chwemg, lit pp. 228,

232). Afterwards the termination bar (Arabic or rather PeiBMn) was
added in the sense of land or territory.
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caste, and custom, with, little difference between them ^

but that of the common folk varies much, for you must

know that in all Malabar there are eighteen castes* of

Native Heathen, each separate from the rest, so much

so that they do not so much as touch one another under

pain of death or forfeiture of their property, so that all

have castes, customs, and idol-worship of their own, as

I shall relate as I go on«

The Kings of Malabar^ are heathens and worshippers

of idols ; they are tawny men, almost white, but some

arc blacker than others. They go naked, save that from

the waist down they are clad in white cotton or silk.

Sometimes they wear coats’ open in front coming do^
to the middle of the thigh, of cotton or silk, or very

fine scarlet cloth or brocade. They wear their hair tied

^ Kings of one caste with very little difference between them. In this

Barbosa is accurate, as the customs of all these families, whether
Kshatriya or S&mantan, are almost identical. There are, however,
some points of difference. Mr. Thorne notes the following

(z) Kshatriyas wear the sacred thread. S&mantans do not.

(2) Kshatriya men can marry Kshatriya or S&mantan women.
S&mantan men cannot marry Kshatriya or ** royal " Slmantan
women, but women of subordinate SSmantan or N&yar families.

Kshatriya and Royal Sdmantan women may marry only Nam-
butiris or Kshatriyas, while ordinary Samantan women in addition
may marry SSUnantans.

(3) Kshatriyas can as a rule eat with Brahmans, S&mantans
cannot.—(T.)

* The Kings of Malabar, Only certain of the ruling families claim
to be Kshatriyas ; most of them call themselves S&mantan. The
only ones which have a substantial claim to the title of Kshatriya
are the Raja of Kottayam (North Malabar) and the Rajas of Beypore
and Parappan&d (South Malabar). The claims of the others are not
generally admitted. The Zamorin and the Valluvan&d Raja do *not
call themselves Kshatriyas, but S&mantans. The Zamonn is *con-
sidered to be an Efdde and the Valluvansd Raja a Vajlddi.

Much of Barbosa's description here is applicable to NSyars and other
castes to whom the royal families approximate. It remains even to

*

the present day the best description by any foreigner of the customs ^

of the Rajas and chieftains of Malabar, It is clear that he made a
special study of the customs of the Zamorin.

* Coals, This is no longer so. The '*r&jas" or rather Tamburftns,
go simply dad in a doth tied round the waist as do other decent
folk.
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*upon the top,^ and sometimes they wear small hoods

lil^ Gallego caps, they shave their beards ® with razors,

leaving short moustaches after the manner of the Turks.

Their ears are bored, and in them they wear very rich

jewels of precious stones filled with great pearls and

over their garments they are girt with belts of precious

stones, well worked, and rich, three fingers broad.- On
their chests, shoulders and foreheads, are streaks of

ashes in threes, whicl\ they put on, according to the

manner of their caste,® to remind them that they must

all become ashes, and they put these on mixed with

sandalwood, saffron, rosewater, and aloes-wood, pounded

together and made very fine.

They Uve in earthen houses, and seat themselves on

high platforms made very smooth, and plastered daily

1 Mode of tying the hair, that is in the distinctive Kudumi " knot **

of the Malayan which does not hang down behind as with the Tamils, but
lies on the top of the head or is drawn round to the left of the forehead.
The small hoods like Gallego caps are not now worn. All Malayalis
when in native dress go barefooted except when sandals are required
to protect the feet.—(T.)

* Shaving. Malayalis including Tamburftns ordinarily shave the
face and body all over, except during mourning periods. Barbosa,
judged by present customs, was wrong in saying that Tambur&ns
wear moustaches *' after the manner of the Turks," but old pictures
show that this was once the fashion.

* Barbosa here makes the mistake often repeated in more modem
works, of supposing these markings to denote caste. In reality they
indicate the sect and not the caste of the wearer. Thus Vaishnavas
are distinguished from S'aivas, etc. The ingredients of which the
paste is composed frequently include sandalwood. The aloes-wood
alluded to has nothing to do with the true aloes, for which see Vol. 1 ,

ip, 6i, n. I. The aloes-wood, otherwise called eagle-wood, is the wood
i of the Aquilaria Agallocha, or of the Aloexylon Agalhchum. The
' latter is the true aloes-wood, and is found mainly in Cochin China
and Camboja. The former is a native of India and is probably what
is here alluded to. In the table at the end of this volume, Barbosa

. mentions the true aloes-wood " Lenho aloes verdadeiro/' as worth
1 1,000 fanams the farazola, while Aguila [i.e., the common variety) was
worth only 300 or 400. The name aguila derived from Mai. ahii, has
been turned into Aquila and mistranslated into eagle-wood (for details
see Hobson-Jobson, s,v. Eagle-wood) and Gloss. Luso-Asialieo, s.v.

Aguila, Aquila, also Garcia da Orta, Colt, 30. Lenaloes {Orta, p. 25 1 ff.).

Cxematibn is the general method of disposal of the dead as with other
Hindus, but buritd is found among the lower castes.
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vdth cowdung, on which they place a very white stool
*

four fingers in height and a coarse cloth of sheep's w^l
dyed black, ^ as large as an Alemtejo cloak, folded in

three, and on this they sit, with some long and round

cotton pillows, and other rich cloths on which they

lean, and very fine carpets ^ on which also they sit, yet

they always keep that coarse woollen cloth with them,

or under them, it is a matter of ceremony, caste and

custom. And often they recline on couches with silk

rugs, and very thin white cloths. And if any visitors

come to sec them, they bring him one of those woollen

cloths, and lay it by him, and when they go out a page

carries it folded in front of them as a ceremonial custom,

he also always carries a sword with them, and when

they change from one comer to another he alwa}^ bears

it in his hand, [naked as they almost always carry them].

These Kings® do not marry, nor have they any marriage

^ Cloth of she^*s wool dyed black. This is called kavimpadam
*' dark cloth." This and the " white cloth," vellti, are indispensable
for the state occasions of a Zamorin.—(T.)

* Rich cloih, carpets, etc. These luxuries are seldom seen now.
Most of the Tamburans lead a simple life, and their kovilagams or
" palaces " are often unpretentious. Their incomes are not large, and
their expenses great, since much is frittered away in ceremonies and
feeding Br&hmans. Most of their treasures and jewels must have
been lost during the Mysorean invasions.—(T.)

• Marriage of the " Kings " or Tamburdns. Barbosa is right in
saying that Tambur&ns do not marry in the European sense, i.e.,

their wives are not of the same rank as themselves, and the issue
of the connections are not received into the royal families. Prac-
tically every Tambur&n takes a mate from among the NSyars or
other Mindus of good caste. When the connection is lasting, as is

usually the case nowadays, he builds her a house as stated by Barbosa,
and maintains her. The children belong to the family of the mother,
and in theory should be maintained by her, but the custom is growing
of provision being made by the Tambur&n for his children. Even so,
of course, the children are lower in the social scale than their fathers.

One of the sons of the late Zamorin was employed under him as a
rent-collector, and a son of the present Zamorin is employed on the
estate (which is now under the management of the Court of Wards)
as an inspector on .Ks. 35 a month. This state of things—and indeed
the whole maramakkathdyam system of Malabar—at first appears
anomalous and unnatural to Europeans.*—(T.)
For the marriage customs of the Kings of Malabar see p, 43,

note z, infra on N&yar marriage.
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‘ law. They keep as a concubine a woman of good family,

oi^Nayre descent, and beautiful for their delight. Tliese

they keep in an inn near the palace, quite independently

and very well supplied. They receive a certain sum by

the month or year ; and when they are dissatisfied with

one, they let her go and take another. Nevertheless

many of them out of regard for the royal honour will

not change or send away these women, and among

them it is held a great honour for a maiden to become

one of the King’s women. The sons which the King

has by them are not held to be his sons, nor do they

inherit the Kingdom, nor anything that is the King’s,

they take only what comes to them from their mothers.

As Icmg as they are young the King treats them with

great favour, like children of another whom he is bringing

up, but not as his sons ; for when they are men they

receive no more honour than comes to them from their

mother’s rank, yet the Kings ofttimes make them

presents of money, so that they can live better than

the other Nayres. The heirs of these Kings are their

brothers, or their nephews, sons of their sisters. They

consider that these are their true sons, for they know
who is their mother,^ and in this country for that the

^ Under this system of descent through women there is also
no marriage of women in the Western sense. The Tamburdttis,
or ladies of the ** royal '' houses, take their mates from the
Nambdtiri Brahmans, or sometimes from Kshatriya Tamburftns.
They remain in their kovilagams, and are visited there by their
mates, who, during their visits, are maintainable by the house
visited. The children belong to the kovilagams in which they are
born, and are heirs to the royal dignities* Their fathers are under
no obligation whatever to maintain them, nor would it be considered
at all proper for them to do so. These connections may be very
fleeling, as is perhaps natural when ^e *' husband " has no
obligation, and is precluded from living with his ** wife and children
even if he wished to do so. It is only in this sense that the
Tambur&ttis are ** very free *'

; they live a very secluded life, only
moving from the kovilagam to bathe in the adjoining tank or worship
in the adjoining temple, and their reputation and propriety^ so jealously guarded that a scandal is practically unheard
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women are very free of thdr bodies, the true stock of the*

Royal-descent is through the women, and the first soiibom
to the King's ddest sister is heir to the throne, and thus

all the brothers inherit one after the other, and when there

are no brothers, the nephews, sons of the eldest sister

succeed.^. If the sisters do not happen to have borne sons

there is no heir to the crown, and the King dies without

one ; then they meet in council and elect a relative as

King,* and if there is none, then any person who may be

suitable. For this reason the Kings of Malabarare always

old their nieces and sisters fromwhom the heir to throne

is to proceed are well watched and served, and have their

own revenues on which they live, and when any of them

attains the age of twelve or fourteen, and is fit for inter-

course with men, they send to summon some youth of

noble lineage from outside the Kingdom, appointed there

for that purpose, sending him money and gifts in order

that he may come and take the maidenhood of that girl.

^ Barbosa's account of the system of succession is correct in the
main, but wrong in one particular—that is, in attributing special
rights to the eldest sister's descendants. A man's position is deter-
mined by his own age and not by that of his mother. The eldest
male in the line of descent success, and an uncle may even have
to give way to a nephew who is older than himself. The case of a
younger Tambur&tti's son going over the head of an elder Tamburfttti's
son l^ause he is the cider of the two is common.— (T.)

* Election of a relative as King, Without the device of adoption
the Malabar hovila^ams could not have lasted as they have. The
Zamorin's family was kept alive by adoption from the Nilesvaram
Kovilagam in &uth Kanara. In 1706 the only living members of
the fa^y were two males. Three ladies with their children were
adopted; the eldest of these became Zamoiin in 1751 and was an
ally of the British in Tellicherry. It would evidently be useless to
adopt males only.—(T.)

* Kings always old. The fact Barbosa speaks of is a well-known
one, cf, Dellon {Voyages), £d. 2711, p. 2O8, written in the
seventeenth century. " A young sovereign is the greatest rarity
that can be seen among the Malabares." Within the last century
there have been fifteen Zamorins, seven of them within the last twenty-
five years. The present Zamorin, who succeeded about five years
ago, IS well over 70. and his heirs are very little younger than himself.
The disadvantages of the system are obvious. A Tambur&n succeeds
when he is too old to administec his state or property well ; he holds
the title a year or two, and is tiien succeeded by another pld man.—(T.)
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When he has come, they do him great honour, with

f^sts and ceremonies as if it were a wedding ; then he

ties round her neck a small golden jewel which she

wears for the rest of her life as a token that they have

performed that ceremony for her, and thereafter she

may dispose of herself according to her own desires,

which until then she may not do. The young man
remains with her some days, being very well served,

and then goes back to his own land. Thenceforward

she can choose any Bmmene that pleases her and as

many as she likes, and bears them children.

And when one of these Kings of Malabar dies they

bum him in an open place with great store of sanders-

wood and aloes, and at the cremation all hb nephews

and near kinsfolk gather together, as well as the great

men of the state and the attendants of the dead King,

and they allow three days to pass before they thus

dispose of the body awaiting the assembly of these

persons, and abo to make it clear whether he died a

natural death or whether he was murdered, in which

enquiry they must take part as they are bound to do.^

And after these three days are past, they bum him

and mourn for him, and after his cremation, all shave

themselves from the crown of the head to the soles of

the feet saving only their eyelashes and eyebrows
;
this

they do from the prince to the least heir of the kingdom

of the heathen ; then they clean all the blackness caused

by the betel from their teeth, and no one may eat it

for the space of thirteen days. If during this time they

find that anyone eats it, they cut off his lips as a penalty.

And in these thirteen days the prince gives no order, he

^

^ Thera is nothing here about taking vengeance in case of his having
i died 'a violent death, as appears in the Spanish version and in Ramusio.
The latter says “ per vendicarlo, conto soho obligati in easo 4i morte vio-
tenta," f. 304V.
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does not rule nor is he raised to the throne until those

days are past, waiting lest there should be someone ^o

Oppose him. When they are past, the assembly of the

great men makes him swear to maintain all the laws

established by the late King, and to pay the debts

which he owed, and to strive to win what former Kings

had lost ; and this is the manner in which they exact

this oath ;
they place a naked sword in his left hand,

and his right hand they place on a lighted oil lamp

with many wicks and in it is a gold ring which he touches

with his fingers, so that he takes the oath on the lamp ^ and

that gold to maintain everything with that sword. This

done, they throw a little rice on his head, performing great

ceremonies and worshipping with their faces to the sun.

Then forthwith certain nobles whom they call Cahimal,*

together with him who is to be Prince, and with the other

heirs take their oaths to the said King on the same lamp,

to serve and help and to be loyal and true to him.

During the thirteen da}^, while they await this ceremony

.a Cahimal® governs the Kingdom, who is as it were the

^ In describing this ceremony the Spanish version (p. 108) speaks of
** a chain lit up with many oil wicks/* an error which in this passage
is not shared by Ramusiof The mistake was no doubt in the Spanish
translation from the Portuguese, and arose from the similarity of
the words cadea, " a chain/* and candea (then usually written eddea),
** a lamp.'* There is no such resemblance between the Spanish
cadena, " a chain/* and candil, " a lamp.**

* Cahimed, see Thurston, Castes aud Tribes of South India, s.v.

Kaimal. He states that it is a title used among Nayars. and is derived
from the word Kai, " hand." For the use of the term in other early
Portuguese writers, see Hobson-Jobson, s.v, Caimal. Sec also
Thurston, l.c., s.v. Niyar, Vol. V, p. 296, and Kshatriya do., Vol. IV,
and Dalgado, Gloss, Luso-Asiatico, s.v, Caimal, where many examples
of the Portuguese use of the word are given. The Malabar Glossary,.

p* X14, says that some S&mantans have the titles of Kartavu and
Kaimal. The S&mantans are an aristocracy above the ordinary
Na.yars, but identical with them in their customs. See Art.
" Samantan/* Thurston, Vol. VI.

* Mangdt Achan, the Cahimal of Barbosa. There is at present no
Mangat Achan. The last holder of thp title died last year. The
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" principal Secretary thereof, and this duty and honour

ai]^ his by right. He is also Treasurer in Chief of the

Kingdom, and the King cannot draw forth aught thence <

unless he is present, nor can he draw forth anjdhing

without great necessity, nor without the advice of this

man, and others. And«all the laws of the Kingdom also

are in this man's possession.

During these thirteen da}^^one may cat flesh or fish,

nor may any boat go forth to fish under the penalty of

death, and in this period much alms is distributed from

the estate of the dead King to the fishers, and many poor

title passes by the ordinary rules of Marumakkath&yam in a S&mantan
Nambiyar family known as ChSlthoth Idam. This house is situated
in- the VattoU desam (hamlet) of the Kannavam amsam (Revenue-
village) of Kottayam Taluk in North Malabar. The present head of the
family is the Adhikari (Village headman) of a neighbouring amsam (T.),

In addition to his Adhik&ri's post he holds the Sth3,nam of V&zhun-
navar (lit. ruler). This is a Sthlnam conferred by the Kottayam
Raja on the senior man of three S3.mantan Nambiyar families of the
locality. When I asked him why he had not formally taken his title

of Mang&t Achan (with sword and shield) from the hands of the
Zamorin at Calicut, he told me that he thought his investiture would
interfere with the duties as Adhikftri and V&zhunnavar : but he assured
me that the title would be assumed by one of his jimiors, when old
enough.
The Mang&t Achan now holds no property under the Zamorin.

Large grants of land had been grants in the Zamorin's dominions,
but these have all passed into other hands. The only perquisite is

the yearly grant of 200 panams.
Nowadays the Mang&t Achan does not ordinarily live at the Za-

morin's court, though this was customary till 20 or 30 years ago. As
soon as a Zamorin dies, word is brought to the Achan, and he hastens
to the Kovilagam and assumes the R^ency. There is no doubt that
he is the Cahimal (Kammal) to whom Sarb^ refers. All the business
of the Kovilagam is in his hands till the installation of the new Zamorin.

It is very curious to observe that the Mang&t Achan alone of all

the dependants of the Zamorin comes from North Malabar. He
belongs to territory over which the Zamorin never held sway, and which
in historical times has been under the dominion of the Kottayam
Rajas. How came it that the Zamorin's chief Maniri was chosen
from outside his territories ? The traditional explanation is that the
Mang&t Achan was given his sword and shield by Cherumfin Perumftl
who particularly attached him to the Zamorin when he divided up his
realm. But this scarcely solves the difficulty.

The account Barbosa gives of the authority of the Kammal is fully
borne out by popular tradition of the part many Mangat Achans pla]red
as the Maniris of the Zamorin. He Is the hero of many a ballad, and
there is a couplet which says ;

—

The coming of the Musalman and the pillage of Malabar are the
fruit of the death of the gem-like Mang&t Achan."—(T.)
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men and Bramenes are fed. When the thirteen 'days *

are accomplished and the King has been raised to the

throne as above stated, they begin again to eat betel,

flesh, and fish, saving only the new King himself, who

continues his mourning for the late King for a whole

year, and eats nq flesh nor fish, npr betel, nor shaves his

beard, nor cuts a single hair of his whole body, nor his

nails. He prays at certain hours in the day, he may
eat but once in the day, he must bathe before he eats,

and after bathing he must see no one before he eats.^

The King of Calicut dwcUs always in the City in a

palace ^ a little apart from it. And when the year from

the late King’s death is fulfilled, then comes he who is

to be Prince,^ and also the heirs, his brethren and nephews,

^ The Spanish version has here ** after washing he must not drink
anything until he has eaten/' Ramusio agrees with the Portuguese
text.

' Palac$. There is still a block of buildings in Calicut known as
the Tali Kovilagam, which now houses the Zamorin's college. This
was by‘way of being the headquarters of the Zamorin in comparatively
recent times. But the palace of Barbosa was undoubtedly the old
palace to the north of the Tali temple. The land is still called K6tta
paramba (Fort Garden) and traces of old buildings are visible there.
It was here that Vasco de Gama visited the Zamorin, and it was here
that when Haider invaded Malabar in 1766, the Zamorin was shut
up ; he set fire to the place and perished in the flames. The Collector's
office now stands in the precincts of Kdtta paramba. The fine

Municipal tank in front of it was the Zamorin's bathing tank; it is

known as M&nfinchira, f.s., Mfinavikraman-chira (the tank of M&na-
viktaman, i.$., of the Zamorin).
Between the Ta^i tank and K6tta paramba buildings stand on sites

still known as Amb&di Kovilagam, Puthiya Kovilagam. and Padinhara
Kovilagam parambas. The Ambadi Kovilagam appears to have
been the mdginal (or parent) Kovilagam of the Zamorins. The Zamorin
still speaks of the Valiya Tamburfitti of the Amb&di Kovilagam (t.s.,

the didest lady of the family, as the Zamorin is the eldest man) as
Mother/' though she may he younger than he is ; and every Zamorin

speaks of bis predecessor as " unde/* though the relationship Is usually
that of brother or e^sin. The Amb&di Kovilagam no longer exists
as a Kovilagam. Tw Puthiya Kovilagam has moved to Tiruvannfir,
and the Padinhara l^vilagam to M&nk&vu.*—-(T.)

* The " prince Barbosa's narrative is the Er&lp&d or next in
succession.

Barbosa's extraordinary accuracy appears once more in this account
of the manner of Er&lpad's approach to the Zamorin. I have been
reading lately a contemporaneous narrative in Malayalam verse
describing the M&m&kam ceremony periodically held at Pirunnasayi,
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all the other great Lords of the Kingdom, to assist in a

ceremony ^ which he performs at the end of the year from

the King's death by way of a funeral, in which much alms

are given away, and much money spent in feeding many
Bramcnes and poor persons, and to all persons soever

who come to see him,^ and to as many others as they

bring with them. Here upwards of a hundred thousand

men are gathered together^ Then they confirm the

prince as heir, and the others after him, each in their

degrees. The offices are then taken away * from some of

the Governors, and Officials of the late King’s time, and

some are confirmed in their offices. Then the Princes

despatches everyone to his home, and the Prince himself

departs-'* for the lands set apart for him, and he may
come no more to Calicut as long as the King lives, all the

others may come to visit him at the court, and walk

that curious ceremony at which numbers of Nayars sacrificed their
lives in a gallant but hopeless attempt to pierce the Zamorin’s body-
guard and cut him down. On the last day the £r3.1pad, attended by
his minister, would come from his camp on the other side of the
river, and, with great ceremony approach the Zamorin, who took his
stand on a platform about half a mile from the temple. The manner
of his approach—even to the number of the Er&lp^d's prostrations

—

is described precisely as in Barbosa’s account.
The narrative referred to describes the Mamakam of 1691, For

another descripti<m (of the ceremony of 1683) taken by Mr. Logan
from original sources

—

vide Logan's Manual, p. 165 ei. sqq. Vide
especially foot of p. 167 and top of p. 16S.—(T.)

^ Ceremony. The Tirumasam. 1 remember on the Tirum&sam day
of the late Zamorin in 1916 seeing thousands of Brahmans thronging
the road from the M3>nkavu Kovilagam to Calicut, after getting their"
meal and money-present. The ceremony cost the Zamorin thousands
of Rupees. On that occasion the Court of Wards made the Zamorin
a special grant of Rs. 8,000 to assist him to meet the expenditure.— (T.)

* Offices are then taken away. Even now the first act of a new Zamorin
is to remove most of Kfiriyastans (agents) of his predecessor, and put
in his own men.—(T.)

> Prince himself departs. The headquarters of the ErSlp&d are at
Karimpuzha in ValluvanSLd taluk. The new Erfilpfid goes in solemn
procession to Karimpuzha from Kodikkunnu in Ponnanitalnk. The
jonnicy (more than 20 miles) is done partly in a litter and partly on
foot ; many shrines are visited on the way and many curious ceremonies
perforiped. An interesting account of it was written by the late

Zaifioi!ln^(T.)
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with him, saving the Prince only, who by law may not do

so. When he is dismissed he takes his way to a certain

bridge ^ where flows a river not far from the town ; there

h^ takes his bow and discharges an arrow towards the

place where the King is, and then after offering up a prayer
in an attitude of adoration, the Prince goes on his way.

And when he' comes to visit (the King) or on the

occasion of these funeral eeremonies, he comes accom-

panied by many great Lords who biing with them Na3nes

with numbers of drums, great and small, trumpets like

the anajUs,* flutes, cymbals, and tambourines ^ (and

certain instruments like tmto a sheath of brass), with

whidi they make a great harmony. Tlie Nayrcs go in

front, and behind them come lancers, then bucklermen

with bare swords in their hands, and the King comcth
forth from the palace, and standeth on foot in a doorway,

watching the coming of all these folk, and as each one
arrives he does him reverence, as one who worships him
and then withdraws himself apart ; and it occupies much
time uhtil aU have passed, and the Prince appears at a
bowshot's distance with a bare sword in his hand, which
he brandishes as he comes with a lofty countenance, and
his eyes fixed.on the King, on seeing whom he adores him,

casting himself flat on the groimd, his arms spread out iu

front, and after lying thus for a while, he rises, and he
goes on in the same fashion imtil he reaches the King,

when he again casts himself down on the ground.* The
* CerUnn Bridge^ Tliat is, over the KalUiyi River, just to the south

of Calicut.
* The Anaiil (Ar. an-nafil) is the long trumpet used by the Moors

of Morocco, which was well known to the Portuguese.
* For cesto,- ** a basket,'' read sestro, " a tambourine." *

^ Here the Sranish version adds " and at half-way he does the same
thing again." Ramusio has the same, and as to the fizial prostration
adds, " he again prostrates himself for the third time.'^ Thus both
these texts mention three prostrations, while the Portuguese text only
mentions two,

14331
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* King then comes two paces forward, takes him by the

h^d, and raises him, and so they both go together into

the palace. There the King sets himself on his dais,

and the Prince with all the other heirs and lords stand

before him, holding their bare swords in their right hands,

and their left hands ^ in front of their mouths as a sign of

great politeness, and a little removed from the King, and

if he gives them permission «to speak it must be very

softly so that he may,not hear them, to such an extent

that if there arc two thousand men in the same house

where the King is, they will not spit in his presence, nor

can anyone hear them speak.

The King of Calicut continually keeps a multitude of

writers ‘ in his palace who sit in a corner far from him ;

they write upon a raised platform, everything connected

with the King’s Exchequer and with the justice and

governance of the realm. They write® on long and stiff

palm leaves, with an iron style without ink ; they make

their letters in incised strokes, like ours, and the straight

lines as we do. E^ch of these men carries with him

whithersoever he goes a sheaf of these written leaves

under his arm, and the iron style in his hand, and by

this they may be recognised. And there are seven or

eight more, the King’s private writers, men held in great

esteem, who stand alwaj^ before the King with their

styles in their hands, and the bundle of leaves tmder

their arms. Each one of them has a number of these

* Left Hands, A person standing before tbe Zamorin must even
now stand with his left hand over his mouth and his right hand in
the left arm pit.—(T.)

* Writers, Those of the Zamorin ’s N&yars who were engaged in
clerical capacities received the title Menon. The office was hereditary,
and a large proportion of N&yars still call themselves Menons, their
ancestors having derived it from one or other of the Rajas.

* Tiey write, lliis is precisely how writing on palm leaves (alas)

is B^ill done. Paper has by no means altogether displaced the
(T.)
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leaves in blank, sealed by the King at the top. And
when the King desires to give or to do anything as ito

which he has to provide he tells his wishes to each of

these men and they write it down from the Royal seal

to the bottom, and thus the order is given to whomsoever

it concerns. These men are old and much respected,

and trusted. When they rise in the morning and wish

to write something, the fi#St time they take a style in

their hand they cut a little of the, palm-leaf with a pen-

knife which is kept in one of the cavities of the style,

and on a comer of this same leaf, they write the names of

their Gods, worshipping towards the sunrise with raised

hands, then tearing up what they have written they

throw it away, and this done, they begin to write (what

they desire).

This King has a thousand women ^ who are constantly

maintained by him, and attend at court as sweepers of

his palace
; this is done for display, for to sweep it less

than fifty would suffice. These are ladies of good caste,

they sweep twice daily and each of them carries her broom

and a brass basin containing cowdung mingled with

water ; when they have swept eveiything tiiey put on

with the hand a very thin coating of this which dries at

once. They do not all work at one time, but take turns ;

and when the King goes from one house to another, or

to a house of pra3rer, he goes on foot, and these women
go before him with their brooms and basins in their

hands, plastering the path where he is to tread. When
a new King comes to the throne there are great rejoicings

among these' thousand women. When the year of his

mourning and fasting is past, all of them, young and old

^ A thousand women. Though the Zatnoriii’s state is, of course,
much reduced nowadays, he still employs numerous women servants.
This office also is hereditary, and the women belong to the Menon
families.—(T.)

h 2
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alike, gather together in the King's palace gaily attired

wjth jewelled necklaces, golden beads of very fine work,

golden anklets on their legs, and great numbers of bracelets

and rings. From the waist down they wear garments of

rich silk, above the waist they are naked,^ as they ever

are, anointed with sandal-wood oil, and other scents,

and many flowers in their hair. “ On their heads they

wear nothing, but their haii^ which is right black, is

very well dressed, and some of them tie it into a fine

knot." Their ears are bored and in them they wear much

gold, they go barefoot as they use always. And with

them come all the instruments of the Royal music,

firing of guns and fireworks of many kinds.

Many Nayres also assemble who accompany these

women and are their lovers, they are well attired and

gallant in their appearance, also seven or eight elephants

covered with silk draperies, numbers of hanging bells and

great , iron ehains thrown over their backs. Tims they

bring an idol which they hold to be their patron, one of

whose priests holds it in his arms, and seats himself

with it on the greatest of those elephants, and thus they

go in procession, with much music, and fireworks, and

discharging of guns, and many jesters in fk>nt ; thus

they go on till they reach a certain temple, and there they

bring the idol down and place it with the others which

are already in that place, where they perform many

^ Above the waist they are naked. Till quite recently (and I am not
sure whether the rule is yet repealed) no woman could enter temples
in Cochin State if clothed above the waist.
Though Barbosa describes this ceremony as occurring on the expiry

of the Zamorin's year of mourning, he is evidently writing of
annual pUram festival as carried out in Calicut. Tw takes place at
the end of March. It is everywhere a festival in which women take
a peculiarly, prominent part. They go in procession, as described
i>y Barbosa, each girl carrying a brass plate {talam or taliga) on
whicli^rice is heaped, an carthem lamp being placed on the top of
the h^p. (The attentions of the N&ykr men aescribed by Barbo^
Would no longer be considered seemly,)-—(T.)
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ceremonies. Mighty crowds gather here to worship these *

idols, and pay their respect to their appearance. E^ch

of the women holds her broad and flat brass basin full of

rice, and on this oil lamps with many wicks and flowers

all round. They continue these ceremonies' until night-

fall, when they depart to go to the King’s palace, where

they must leave the idol ; they walk in front of it in

ranks of eight each in good order, with their basins and

their lamps lighted. They keep such good time that one

does not take one step more than another. The men
walk outside on each side of them, and keep putting betel

into their mouths, which they are perpetually eating, and

also carry their lamp-stands when they require it. The

Na3^s also who are in love with some of them, continue

to speak to them of their proposals, and to wipe the
^

sweat away from their faces, breasts and necks, fanning

them with fans, as their hands are incumbered with their

burdens. And they must discharge rockets, and explode

bombs, and they also carry fire-trees which burn all the

time so that this is one of the prettiest sights in the world,

" at least during this night march.”

And in front of the idol walk many Nayms with bare

swords, slashing themselves wheresoever they can, and

foaming at the mouth, and shouting so that they seem

possessed of devils, and they say indeed that the gods

enter into them and cause them to know it. With them

come numbers of tumblers and jesters, also the rulers of

^ At Calicut the festival is held at the Tali and Srivalayan&d temples.

These two temples are particularly revered by the Zamorins. The
SfIvalayanAd deity (Bhagavati) is the family deity of the Zamorins,
and the temple is regarded as the fmnily chapel, Tsdi is also a temple
of peculiar sanctity in the heart of Calicut. Srlvalayanad is on a
hill outside the town, about two miles from Tali. An ancient palace

of the Zamorins adjoins the Taji temple, and now forms the premises
of the Zamorin's College. At the p&fam the idol is taken in procession

from the Tall temple to the Stivalayanad temple (the certain temple **

of Barbosa's description), where the idol is temporarily housed, and
then taken back to Tali.—(T.)
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. the state and men of high position ruling and regulating

the procession ; and so they carry the image with complete

orher until they reach the King’s palace where it breaks

up.

One custom of this King of Calicut is that when he is

seated, his private attendants stand by him and rub his

armsi ..^nd legs and body, and a page waits on him

constantly holding a towel sli^g over the shoulders full

of betel leaves which he gives him to eat, sometimes in a

small box, gilt or painted or ornamented in silver, or

sometimes in a golden basin. From this the page takes

it leaf by leaf, adding a little shcll-lish salt {i.e., lime)

dissolved in rosewater as an ointment, which he keeps in

a little golden box, and in this wise he gives him a leaf

with areca-nut, " as I have already fully explained else-

where, and the virtue of this betel is such that he continues

chewing it night and day ” (which is a small fruit cut into

pieces, all mixed together, which thing makes his mouth

red, and his spittle like blood ; and another page stands

by holding a large cup, into which he spits out the juice

of the leaves, so as not to swallow it, and frequently washes

his mouth, so that he always continues chewing the leaf).

. And the custom as to his eating * is this : no one must-be

1 Rub his arms. The duty of performing these offices for the
Zamorin is hereditary and still attaches to certain NSLyar families.
There arc also families >vith the title of Panikkars whose duties
(Vayardttain) are kept shrouded in the greatest secrecy, the members
of the family being sworn not to reveal them. It would be improper
to violate this secrecy. But with regard to the privacy of the Zamorm's
meals, as described by Barbosa, it may be mentioned that the deity
at Snvalayanad (i.e., the family deity of the Zamorins) is a Sakti.
Though the lurid description of Sakti-puja given in Dubois, Hindu
Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, pp. 286 sqq., is certainly untrue
of modern Sakti worship in Malabar, it is the case that a feature of
it is the taking of alcoholic liquor and other forbidden fare.—(T.)

Barbosa's description of the Zamorin's ordinary -rice meal is,

tVi;cepting the appurtenances of state, an accurate description of any
decei^ 3£ilayali’s mode of eating and drinking. The plate is, however,
ordinarily a plantain leaf, round the edges of which are placed (not
ill saucers) the various condiments.—(T.)
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present vrhUe he is eating, nor must see him eat, saving

only four or five servants who wait on him. Before eating

he bathes in a very clean and large tank inside the pala<^,

where he performs his observances quite naked, wor-

shipping thrice towards the east wind, walking round

and dipping thrice under the water, then he attires

himself in fresh garments, clean and washed, and he

proceeds to scat himself ii^a house which is cleared for

his meals, whicli is plastered, and a round board placed

on the ground for his food, because they eat on the

ground ; there they bring him a large silver dish without

raised edges on which arc little silver saucers, all empty,

this is set out on another board on the ground, like that

at which he sits, all the saucers being arranged in order

round the edge of the dish ; then enters the cook, who is

a Bramene, bringing in a pot of boiled rice, and places some

of this with a spoon in the middle of the dish, and it

comes in so whole and dry that you would say it had

never been boiled ; and after the rice they bring in many
other pots and dishes which they empty, each one into

its 6^ proper saucer. Thus he begins to cat with the

right hand, filling his hand full of rice without a spoon, and

in the same way he takes the other viands mixing them

with the rice. He takes no food with his left hand.

Then they place before him a silver ewer filled with

water, and when he wishes to drink he takes this in his

left hand, and raising it into the air lets the water flow

from above into his mouth without its touching the

ewer. All the food which he cats, whether of flesh or

fish or vegetable, or other viands is flavoured with so

much pepper that no man from our countries would be

able to eat it. And when he cleans his hands he makes

no use of a napkin or any other cloth, and when he finishes

his meal, he washes himself. And if when he is about
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to eat there happen to be present any Bramenes of distinc-

tion, his private attendants, he commands them to eat

on the ground a little way back from himself, and they

place before them some leaves of the Indian fig {i.e., the

banana) which are alwa}^ broad and stiff, on which he

orders their food to be placed in the same way as it is

set before himself. If they do not wish to eat, they go

out, for no man must stay^there while the King cats,

those who stay must cat saving only two or three servitors,

as 1 have already said. When his meal is finished, he

returns to his dais where he again begins to chew betel.

When the King goes forth to amuse himself, or to

perform his orisons before some idol, all the Nayres

who are near by are summoned to accompany him,

and the officers of state ^ and the Pagans ; and the King

comes forth in his Utter® borne by two men, which is

Uned with silken cushions. And the litter is of silk,

and is slung on a bamboo pole covered with precious

stones ;
" it is as thick as the arm of a fat man, and

they carry him with certain turns and steps to which

they are trained from their birth.” These two men raise

the bamboo on their shoulders from which the aforesaid

litter hangs.

[The King® carries an infinite number of golden

croMms], “ and precious stones, and on his right foot

^ Menistros in the Portuguese text, probably ministros should be
read. Stanley, however, translates *' minstrels "

; and Ramusio, sanatofi,
*' musicians." The plural of menestrel, ** a minstrel." is menestreis.
On the whole, the interpretation " Officers of State "seems preferable.

• Litter, There are two forms of litter in use in Malabar, (i) thd®
doty, a sort of sedan chair, only used by notables: and {2) the manjal,
a hammock alung on a pole. I take th6 doly to be a comparatively
modern vehicle ; the word is from the Hindustani. Barbosa is

certainly describing the manjal. The maMjn/-bearers hum and grunt
in a curious antiphonic manner ; the weight of the pole is considerable,
and the short jog-trot paces of the bearers are no doubt the result of
haii^g.—(T.)

* pib jiassage is marked in the Portuguese text as borrowed from
R'.murio, but cannot be found in the. Italian text.
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a very rich and heavy ankJet. Many instruments of

metal are played before him, and many Nayre archers

with bows and arrows like those of the English, ^d others

with long spears with heads an ell in length, and metal

rings on their butt«ends." " They brandish them as

they go, and other Na3n:e bucklermen also go with him
with drawn swords in their hands, and they have other

rings on the hilts thereof ^with which they make great

disturbances, and as they go they shout one to the

other in a loud voice in their ovm tongue, 'Go on t

'

‘Go on !

’ " Some of them fence with one another as

they go in front of the King, and clear a space so that

he may see them. They are very active, and great

masters of the art of fencing, which art they hold in

higher esteem than we hold that of horsemanship.

The king often halts to let them continue their play

at his pleasure, praising and commending those who do

best. In front of him the King takes a page ^ who carries

his sword and shield, another who bears a golden sword

of state, and yet another the sword which belonged to

that King who ruled over the whole of Malabar and

who became a Moor, [and departed to go and remain at

Meca, which they keep as a relic]. And in his left hand

he carries [a weapon which is like unto] a flower-de-

luce,*

And on each side he has with him two men, one

carrying a large roimd fan, and the other a fan made

from the white tail* of an animal like a horse, which

among them is much esteemed, fixed on a golden staff.

^ In Ramusio and the Spanish vession a Bramin.

* Probably this was a lotus-bud.

* This is the chowru or ** whisk/* made of the tail of the yak, which
is still much sought after in India.. They have been in use from time
immemorial, and may be found represented in early Buddhist sculptures

from 150 B.C. (See Hdl^son-Jobsmt s.v. Chorny.)
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These men continue to fan him, two on one side, and

two on the other ; and on his right hand walks a page

bearing a golden ewer full of water, and on his left

another with one of silver, and yet another with a towel,

and when the King wishes to put his hand to his nose

or eyes or mouth, they pour some water from the ewer

on his fingers, and the other hands him the towel which

he carries, to wipe himself. pages also accompany

him, of whom one on his right side bears a golden cup,

and one on his left side a silvern cup into which he spits

out the betel he is always chewing ” which another page

continues to hand to him.”
" Behind him they bear two large round water-pots,

one of silver on the left, and one of gold on the right,

full df- water. Further in front of him go four parasols ^

on their staves, that is to say, two of very fine white

cloth, and two of worked and embroidered silk. Near

him they cairy an umbrella on a high support which

keeps off the sun.”

Behind the King walk his nephews and the Governors

of the country and the Officers all oh foot and all bearing

drawn swords and bucklers, and thus they proceed in

good order with extreme slowness, looking at the games
and the jesters, tumblers, and musqueteers who entertain

them. If the King goes forth by night he goes in the

same manner, but he takes with him four large iron

lamp-stands, with branches, like our cressets {fogareos)

full of oil, with very thick wicks ; two go in front, and
two behind, [and there are many torches of wood which

bum a long time].

In the City of Calecut itself the King maintains a

A The word here used is esparavel, which apparently refers to a
smaller and lighter umbrella than that mentioned just below, the
sotubreiro de pee, for which see Vol. 1 . p. 206, n. 1. i
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Governor who bears the name of Talixe,* a Nayxe Who

holds jurisdiction over five thousand Nayres, to whom
he pays the very large revenues assigned to him. He
possesses the right of administering justice, but not to

such an extent as to free him from rendering an account

thereof to the King. And as there are many castes

among the folk, so also do their rules vary, whereof

I will speak further on ; ap^ of those who belong to the

Biabares at the bottom, for they say that they are the

slaves of the King, and of the Nayres, and of the Lords.

If any of these low persons commit any crime or theft,

or if any person against who it is committed complain

to the said Governor, he sends to arrest him, and if

he confesses or is taken in flagrante delicto, if he is a

heathen, they carry him to a spot where justice is

executed, where arc many high sharp stakes ‘ and a small

platform through which they pass the point of the

stake. There they behead him with a sword, and then

impale him on the stake between the shoulder blades,

making it pass out through the belly, and project a

cubit or more beyond it, and his head is put on another

^ Tdlixe, This is the Kozhikkot Talachannavar, i.e., the Calicut
Talachan (avar is an honorific interpretation), mention of whom 1

have found in a ballad as being one of the Zamorin's ministers. The
title also appears in the Kcra|olpatti as Talachanna Nayar. According
to Barbosa's description he was the Governor of Calicut.—(T.)

This word is given by Ramusio as Talassen, and in the Spanish
version as Talaxe.

* Shiu^p stakes, A description of impalement on the Kazhu, a
recognis^ form of execution. Barbosa’s account of the adminis-
tration of justice agrees very closely with that in the report of the.

Joint Commissioners deputed to Malabar (1793). The rebel Pychy
Raja employed the Kazhu as late as 1795 {Mai. Gaz., p. 363). The
ordeal of the boiling oil was common. In the diary of the Tellicherry

factory for May 6th, 1728, there is an entry of an agreement with
the Zamorin, " a ^ant that any Malabare having accounts with us
must put lus hand in oil to prove the verity thereof, given anno 1710

"

{Mol. Gaz., 363).
To the modem mind the scales of justice in the ordeal seem to have

been heavily weighted against the accused, however innocent.—(T.)
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stake, 1 [and they tie ropes to his legs and arms, and

(asten them to iour posts, so that the limbs are stretched

out, and the body on its back on the stand.—Spanish

version]. And if the evildoer is a Moor, they take him to a

wide open space and there slay him with sword cuts. The

stolen goods are kept with the Governor of tlie country,

the owner has no profit thereof, for the law having

done justice on the culprit Ihe owner forfeits his goods.

But if the goods are found and the thief takes to flight,

the stolen property remains for certain days in the

Governor's hands, and if in that time they do not catch

the thief, they give back the goods to their owner. Yet

a fourth part of their value is kept by the Governor.

And if the thief denies his guilt and the goods are not

found on him, they take him to a lock-up like ours

and keep him there imprisoned for nine or ten days,

to see if he confesses, where he is badly ,icd, and very

evilly entreated. And if by the end of that period he

has not confessed then -they call upon the accuser and

tell him that as the thief will not confess, he must say

whether he is to be sworn, or whether they shall release

him. And if he says that the thief is to be sworn they

bring him there in bonds, and tell him that he is to fast

and bathe well and commend himself to his god, and
that he must not chew betel, and must clean his teeth

of it in order to take the oath the next day. If he

does so, they bring him out of the prison next day, and

take him to a tank where he bathes well with many

^ Ra.musio’s version differs somewhat from that in the text. He
says, *' Gli tagliano la testa, ma se' 1 delitto e atroce e che merit!
maggior punitione, sopra un palo alto appuntato, gV insidedano il

corpo pet mezzo le spalle, si che la punta gU esce niori un braccio
atomaco, &_a questo modo lo mnno morite"—^that is to say,
tqr beheading was the punishment for ordinary offences, arid

Awm by impalement for the more atrocious crimes. The Spanish
veiinpMin corresponds with the Portuguese.
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ceremonies ; then they carry him to a house of prayer^

and there he takes his oath on this wise
; ^

If he is a heathen, they heat a copper pot full of oil

until it boils (and that they may know when it is very hot

they throw into it some leaves of a certain tree, and the

oil makes them spring up) and when they see that it is

so, two clerks take the evil-doer’s right hand, and first

looking to see if there is a^y wound on it or anything

else, and the whole state of the said hand, they write it

down and show it to him alone ; and this examination

made, they order him to look upon his idol which is

before him and to say three times, " I did not commit

the theft of which this man accuses me, nor know I whD
committed it.” Then they order him to put two fingers

of the said hand into the boiling oil up to the knuckles,

and he at once continues to say that he did not do it,

and that he will not be burnt. " And when he puts in

his hand and draws it out, the clerks standing by again

look at it, and the Governor does the same, and after all

these trials they attest the condition in which the hand is,

and tie it up well in a cloth to know whether it is burnt

or not. Then they take him back to prison, and thence

bring him again after three days to the same place.

Then clerks unbind the hand in the Governor’s presence,

and if they find it burnt he suffers in the manner aforesaid,

and they inflict great tortures upon him to force him to

confess where he is keeping the stolen goods or what he

has done with them, and if he does not confess yet he is

still punished. But if they find his hand whole they

free him completely and either slay his accuser or make

him pay a fine in money, or banish him. In the same

maimer they punisli him who has slain another, or who
has slain a cow, or laid violent hands on a Bramene or

Nayre; or has had dealings with a Bramene’s wife.”
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" To Moors they give the oath thus, they make them

Ijck with the tongue a red-hot axe, and if it is burnt,

they take him to an open space as I have said above,

and there slay him with the edge of the sword."

" And if this Governor finds any youths or ’young men

who are vagrant, and have no employ, nor father, nor

mother, nor master with whom they dwell, these are

forfeit to him, and he sells tihem as slaves to the Moors,

or to any person whatsoever who is willing to purchase

them, at a very low price from three to five cruzados

each, whether men or women."
" And as to the Nayres who are privileged persons, as

I shall relate below, justice is done to them on this wise :

No Nayre may be imprisoned or fettered for an3dhing

he may do ; if a Nayre slays another, or steals, or kills

a cow, or sleeps with a woman of low degree, or eats or

drinks in the house of a low-caste man,^ or sleeps with a

Bramene’s wife, or openly speaks ill of the King, and a

complaint is made to the Governor against him who has

committed such a crime, he sends to summon him, and if

he does not come he summons three or four Nayres,

stout men in their persons, and gives them a warrant

{(dmra) * signed with his own hand, in which he tells

them to slay such and such a Nayre wheresoever they

may find him, for such is his will. These then go in

search of him and slay him wheresoever they find him
with spear thrusts or arrows, for some of them are such

that if they have warning, they will wound three or four

before they are killed', and thus they slay him even if

they light upon him in the city. When he is killed they

lay him with his breast upwards, and upon it they place

* The \rord used in the text is vilafu (vill&o in modern spelling)
cor^jespcrtiding to the English villain in its ancient sense.

* Alvara. This word denotes a Royal Warrant or Commission
from the Arabic The Spsmish form is albala*
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the warrant, and there they leave him, and no man is

so bold as to touch him, and the fowls of the air and tl^

jackals devour him. If they slay him within the city

the dwellers in that street where he lies may not remove

him thence unless they first ask for the King’s order,

and this order the King gives sometimes for money and

sometimes by favour. But if such a Nayre has com-

mitted a great theft of property, belonging to the King,

then they put him into a room very well closed and guarded,

so that he may not escape, and then put him to the oath

in the manner I have already described, save that in place

of oil they heat butter and if they find him guilty they

convey him to an open spot, and there slay him with

sword cuts and spear thrusts."

" When the Governor summons the accused theysummon
at the same time the complainant, and when they are

both there together they call on him to say all that he

knows regarding the other. Then the complainant

takes in his hand a small bunch of green grasses or a

branch of a tree and says, * So and so did such and such

a thing.’ Then the accused takes another like branch

and sa3rs,
‘ 1 did not such and such a thing.’ Then the

Governor orders that two coins of base gold called

fanams ® shall be set before each of them, each of which is

worth two and twenty ms, and when they have examined

them the Governor tells them to return alter eight da}^

to establish clearly what each one has said. Then eight

days past, they return to the Governor’s house, and

‘ Adibe. This term for jackal was no doubt borrowed from the
Moors of Morocco. The Arabic form is dhih or with the article

adh dhih. See Dalgado, Gloss, Luso-Asiatioo, s.v, Adibe, Adive, for

Portuguese use of the word. The above passage is the earliest in
date. It is used in French in the form adive by Dellon {Voyages,
Ed. 1711, pp. 222, 241).

* FanAes, pi. of fanam or fando.
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thence they go to the temple to take the oath as I have

tgld above.” ^

In this Kingdom of Calccut there is a Governor who

resembles a Chief Justice, who iscalled Coniante Camaxee*

who has his appointed deputies in every town. To him

is allotted the execution of justice in all cases not liable

to the penalty of death, for all other penalties are paid

in money. To him they Iviste with every manner of

plaints and wrongs, as to which he must give an account

and explanation to the King, and he executes justice

on the guilty in like manner to the Governor of Calecut.

In this Kingdom no woman of what rank soever she may
be suffers death by the law, but on evil-doers they inflict

fines in money or banishment. If any woman who is a

Nayre^ by caste offends against the law of her caste, and

the King knows thereof before it is known to her

brethren and relations, he orders her to be taken and

sold out of the Kingdom to the Moors or Christians, but

if the brethren or kinsfolk know of it first they slay her

1 In Ramusio's version a considerable part of the above narrative
is missing, and at this point he makes the remark qui mancano molU
right " here many lines are missing." But the missing part ii

actually that marked here on p. 45. This is found in the Spanisl
version but is not so full as in the Portuguese text.

* Contanie Camaxee. As the Talachan was the Governor of Calicui
so the official here named had jurisdiction throughout the Zamorin’
kingdom outside Calicut. The Spanish reading is Coytaro tia
Carnavi^, llie last word is obviously K&mavan. This nowaday
ordinarily means the head (or any senior member) of a family. Th3

it was formerly also used in the sense of Governor or Chieftain is cles

from parallels in the Keralolpatti. The rest of the title cannot I

reconstructed with certainty, but coytoro " seems to be probab)
KOyittara the dais

—

tara—of the palace

—

kfyil).—(T.)

* YToman who is a Nayre. The Zamorin still exercises cas
authority by appointing tribunals to enquire into unorthodox condu

- on the part of both Nambudiris and N&yars. For a description
,

kind of tribunal (smarta vichdram) vide Mai. Gas., pp. 364, 3(

^
There is an institution in North Malabar in which outcaste Nambdd
women are received (T.^ Dellon gives an instance of the sale of
Brahman woman to a Portuguese after her condemnation (Voyag
Ed. T7ix,p. 261).
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with swords and spears, for they hold that if they do

not so, they suffer great di^onour, and the King does

not act against them on this account as it is in accord wiffi

their caste and custom.

" There is also in this same Kingdom of Calecut a caste

of people called Bramenes ^ who are priests among them

(as are the clergy among us)^ of whom I have spoken in

another place." ^ These all speak the same tongue,

nor can any be a Bramene except he be the son of a

^ The Brahmans though strictly speaking the highest caste are here
placed by Barbosa after the Kings or ruling families whom he no doubt
considered to be entitled by their position to the first state, for to a
European of that period it must have been unimaginable that a " King "

should be of lower rank than a subject. The Brahmans alluded to
are no doubt of the Nambutiri section (called by Mai. Gaz., Nambudiri

;

in Cochin Tribes and Castes, Nambuthiri ; by K. M. I^nikkar, “ Nam-
pudiri" ; and by Buchanan, " Namburi who are very influential,

and ovm a great extent of land. They are very exclusive, and all

castes except the Nayars pollute them without touch at varying dis-

tances, and even the Nflyars pollute them by touch. They have a
privileged position with the ruling or so-called Kshatriya families as^

they are the favoured class among these and among all Nfiyar women
for the sambandham or actual marriage. It may be doubted whetlicr
the Nambutiri men regard these connections as true marriage, but, as
regards the majority it is the only form of marriage open to them.
Only the eldest son in a Nambutiri family marries within his own caste
according to orthodox Hindu rites. All the rest are barred from such
unions and have no other resource but to contract sambandhams with
N&yar women by whom they are gladly received, as they are subject to
the rule of hypergamy and can only marry in their own or a higher
caste while the men may find brides in a caste or section lower than
their own. Any connection of a woman with a man of a lower status
than her own is severely punished (Buchanan, II, 424 fl. ; Thurston,
V, 152 if. ; Mol. Gaz., Z04 ; Cochin Tribes and Castes, II, 169 if.).

* Bramenes, i.e., Nambfitiris (abbrev. Namburi). The only other
classes of Brahman proper in Malabar are those of the Pattars, immi-
grants from the Tanm country, settled mostly in the neighbourhood of
Palghat, and the Embrflntiris, who have come in from the Tulu
country. These Barbosa does not mention. The Nambutiri is still

a power in the land, owing partly to his spiritual ascendancy, and
partly to his position as owner of much of the soil of Malabar. They
are as a class orthodox and conservative, and wield a powerful con-
servative (or, as a reformer might say, reactionary) influence over
the Tamburftns and high class N&yars with whom they are associated.
In most Tamburfln families, the tal%*tier is a Kshatriya Tambur&n,

ai member of the Beypore Raja's family. In some he is a Nambfl-
tixi, but this is the exception rather than the rule. Barbosa (page 41)
makes the $ali-tier a Tamburfln, and not a Nambutiri.

* £.G. in Gujarai, VoL I, p. 114*
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Bramene. When they are seven years of age they put

over their shoulder a strip * of two fingers in breadth of

Wanned skin with the hair on it of a certain wild beast

which they call Cryvatnergam, which resembles a wild

ass. Then for seven years he must not eat betel for

which time he continues to wear this strap. When he is

fourteen years old ® they make him a Bramene, and taking

off the leather strap they invest him with the cord of

three strands which he wears for the rest of his life as a

token that he is a Bramene. And this they do with

great ceremonial and rejoicings, as we do here for a

cleric when he sings his first mass. Thereafter he may

eat betel, but not flesh or fish. They have great honour

among the Indians, and as I have already said, they suffer

death for no cause whatsoever, their own headman gives

them a mild chastisement. They marry once only in

our manner, and only the eldest son marries,® he is

^ Strip, This is the Upanayanam, or investiture with the thread

as a sign of entering on the stage of life known as Brahm&ch&ryam.
It is a peculiarity of the Nambudiris that they invest boys, not with

the ordinary thread, but with a strip of the skin of the black buck,

ns stated by Barbosa. For an account of the ceremony, vide Thurston,

Tribes and Castes, Vol. V, p. 236. For cryvamergam we should

probably read crysnamergam, i.e. Krisknamrigam or Krishna's

antelope. The Brahm£ch3.ryam of the South Malabar Nambudiri
is ordinarily spent at the Othummar matham (i.e., hostel of the

Veda-reciters) at Tirunn^vaya. This is maintained by the Zamorin
for ten months in the year, and by the V&dhyan Nambudiri for the
remaining two months. The Vlldhy&n Nambudiri is the instructor

of the yohths ; and there is an annual competition in proficiency in

the Vedas between these young Nambudiris (who belong to the Tirun-

nSlv&ya Yogam) and those of the Trichur Yogam who get their tuition

at Trichur in Cochin state, where there is a similar institution.—(T.)

> Fourteen years old, i.e., the samdvaritanam, which terminates the
tuition period (Brahm&ch3,ryam). The Nambudiri boy nowadays
often continues his tuition period to the age of 16 or 18.

* Only the eldest son marries. This is correct. But the eldest son
may, if he so desires, pass on the duty to a junior. Barbosa represents
the married Nambudiri as a monoganust. This is not nowadays the
case. Polygamy is allowed ; and in fact many a Nambudiri of poor
family marries several Nambudiri girls, in order to repair the family
fortunes by the handsome dowries which Nambudiri brides bring
with them. I know of one case in which riiis laudable aim was
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treated like the head of an entailed estate. The other

brothers remain single all their lives. These Bramenes

keep their wives well guarded, and greatly honoured, so

that no other men may sleep with them ; if any of them

die, they do not marry again, but if a woman wrongs

her husband she is slain by poison. The brothers who
remain bachelors sleep with the Nayre women, ^ they

hold it to be a great honour^ and as they are Bramenes

no woman refuses herself to them, yet they may not

sleep with any woman older than themselves. They
dwell in their own houses and cities, and serve as clergy

in the houses of worship, whither they go to pray at

certain hours of the day, performing their rituals and

idolatries. Their houses® have their principal doors

signally defeated. An indigent Nambudiri married four Nambudiri
girls, but his children by them were girls only—six or seven in number.
Thus his temporary gains by the dowries were more than discounted
by the necessity of providing dots for all his daughters if he wished
to marry them off.

Many a Nambudiri, having done his duty by taking a Nambudiri
spouse, finds it necessary for his pleasure to form sambandhams with
Nayar women. This conjugal laxity is not very favourably regarded
nowadays, and in fact there is a revolt on the part of advanced middle
class opinion against the whole system of hypergamy. There are
educate Nfiyar girls who would rather remain single than form sam-
bandhams with Nambudiris whose lack of refinement they despise.—(T.)

^ Sleep with the Ndyar women. The Spanish version ** Sleep with the
wives of the nobles **

is incorrect.

* Clergy, The highest offices in temples are filled by Nambudiris,
The Tdntfi, i.e,, supreme ecclesiastical authority of a temple, is always
a Nambiidiri. So are the Sdntis, at any rate in temples of repute,
though in minor temples they may be Embr&ndiris (Tulu brahmans)
or Pattars. There are also dignitaries, like the Azhuvfincheri Tam-
br9,kkal, the Tirunnavfiya Vfidhyfin and the Cherumukku Vaidikan,
who wield spiritual authority over certain areas, and have particular
functions at the ceremonies in the families of Rajas.—(T.)

* The houses. i,e., the " houses of prayer ” or temples are here
described. The main gate is incorrectly said to face the west. Mr.
Thome says that both houses and temples should face the east. The same
mistake is found in both the Spanish version and Ramusio. It would
seem probable therefore that the word ponente, “ west,*' was employed
in the original MS. The passage from Ramusio is as follows : Le dette
case hanno la porta princ^al verso ponente, and due altre, una per
banda, innanzi la principal di fuori vi h una pietra d'altezza dVn
huomo, d:c.'' That is: These said houses have the principsd gate
to the west, and two others, one at the side ; and in front of the principal

C 2
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facing the west, like ours, and every house has three

^doors in front of the principal door. Without the church

is a stone of the height of a man,^ with three steps round

it, and facing it is a small chapel in the midst of the

church, very dark inside, and in this is an idol of -gold,

silver, or metal where three oU lamps bum perpetually :

there none may enter except its own minister who goes

in thither with many flowgrs and sweet-smelling grasses

and rosewater. This he takes out once in the morning,

and again in the afternoon. He goes in after bathing,

and brings it out on his head, facing backwards, and

they accompany him with a great procession, playing

many instraments of music. Some wives of Bramenes ‘

walk in front with lighted lamps, and each time that they

reach the principal door they place the lamp on that

stone and worship it with many ceremonies ; then turning

round three times towards the church, they return in the

same order into the chapel. This house of worship is

surrounded by a wall inside which they go in processiqn,

and as they walk in it they carry to it a state umbrella.

gate outside is a stone as high as a man, etc." The words " one at the
side " do not occur either in our text or in the Spanish version. They
seem to be correct, as Mr. Thorne says that in addition to the main gate
there is a smaller one at the back and an entrance also on the northern
side. The Portuguese text should evidently be corrected by the
transfer of the colon, and should read " every house has three doors :

In front of the principal door without the church is a stone the height
of a man, etc."

^ Stone of the height of a man. This is the Mandapam, a stone
platform with a tiled canopy, in front of the Srl-Kdvil but within
the four walls of the temple enclosure. Only Brahmans may use
the Mandapam, on which prayers are said by worshippers. The
"small chapel" is the Srl-K6vil, in which the idol is kept. The
door is kept open so that the image is visible, but only the offidatiiig
Brahmans (SSntis) can enter. They p^form the toilet of the deity
daily, washing, anointing and garlanding the image. Twice a day
(as described by Barbosa) the deity—not the image itself, but a
smaller idol called Tidambu—is taken in procession (ffraMshifutm)
round the temple, preferably on* the back of an dephamt.— (T.)

^ * Senie wives of Bramenes. This is known as Diksha. Dlkdia is

abo observed, both by Nambndiris and lower castes, durii^ periods^ mourning.
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This stone which stands by the door on which they pbce

their offerings is washed thrice every day, and on it*

they feed the crows with boiled rice, as a ritual, twice a

day. These Bramenes hold the number three in great

reverence ; they hold that there is a God in three persons,

who is not more than one ; their pra3^rs are all cere*

monials, they honour the Trinity and would as it were

desire to depict it. The nsRne which they give it is

Bermabesma Maceru,^ who are three persons and only

one God, whom they confess to have been since the

beginning of the world. They have no knowledge nor

information concerning the life of our Lord Jesus Christ.

They believe and respect many truths, yet do not tell

them truly.

These men always put on their foreheads after bathing

certain marks made with ashes, as a sign that of these

they are made. They order their dead bodies to be

burnt.

When the wives of these men are with child, and the

husband knows it, he cleans his teeth and chews no more

betel, nor tnms his beard, and fasts until his wife is

delivered. Some of these Bramenes serve the Kings in

every manner except in arms. No man may prepare any

food for the King except a Bramene or his own kin

;

they also serve as couriers to other countries with letters,

money or merchandise, passing wherever they wish to go

in safety, and none does them any ill, even when the

Kings are at war. These Bramenes are learned in their

idolatry, and possess many books thereof. The Kii^
hold them in high esteem.

* These words represent the Sanskrit Brahma Vishtiu MiJufeara,
the three gods who are comlaned into the Trimfirtti, or three>fold'

god of Hinduism, represented in sculpture tqr tto three heads on
one body. MkhMvara is one of the names of Siva. (See Vol. I,

p. 115, a. I.)
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"
I have already spoken many times of the Na5TOs,*

yet I have not hitherto told you what manner of

men they are. You are to know then that ” in this

land of Malabar there is another caste of people called

Nayres, and among them are noblemen who have no

other duty than to serve in war,* and they always carry

their arms whithersoever they go, some swords and

shields, others bows and afrows, and yet others spears.

^ The Nayres or Ndyars have already been frequently mentioned,
and Barbosa here begins a systematic account of this interesting

caste and its customs, which form the principal feature in the peculiar

caste system of Malabar. This system differs greatly from those
prevalent elsewhere, and attempts to explain it have suffered much
from efforts to fit it to the Procrustean bed of orthodox Hinduism
as set forth in the so-called Code of Manu, which was never a real

code, and never did, and does not now correspond to the facts in

any part of India. As a result of this treatment the NfLyars, the
hereditary aristocracy and land-owning class of Malabar, arc classed
as SQdras, whereas their real analogy is with the Kshatriyas of ancient,
and the R&jputs of modern, days. Some of the principal families
have obtained a sort of grudging recognition that they are Kshatriyas,
whereas they are in reality of the same class as the rest of the Ndyars,
and neither more nor less Kshatriyas than they. The status of the
NfLyars is in itself as good as that of any caste in India, and they
gain nothing by attempting to identify themselves with long-lost

tribes of Northern India with which they have nothing in common.
The most interesting of the accounts of this caste or tribe which have
appeared lately is that by Mr. K. M. Panikkar, himself a member of
the caste (“ Some Aspects of NS.yar Life,"

J.
R. Anthropological Inst,,

1918). The accuracy of Barbosa's description may be tested by
reference to this account. His account of the Kalaris or Military
Academies, which still exist, although shorn of their former importance,
fully corroborates that on pp. 39, 40 of the text. Another close corre-
spondence of Barbosa's observations with modem practice is shown
by Mr. Panikkar's statement that " a N&yar young man or woman
may not talk to relations of opposite sex m the same family if they
are almost of the same age.**

The ori^n of the name NSlyar is doubtful. The explanation usually
accepted identifies it with N&yak, or Naik, from the Skr. Ndyaka,
'* a leader.*' Another derivation is from Naga, ** a snake, or man
of serpent descent," and some possibility is lent to this by ^e fact

—

vouched for by Mr. Panikkar—that every Nflyar family still holds
the serpent sacred. It is possible that the Naga was at one time
the totem of the tribe. See Thurston, Vol. IV, ?9iff. ; Cochin Tribes
and Castes, Vol. II, 1 ; Panikkar, p. 290. None of these derivations
can be accepted as satisfactory.

.
* ^erve in war. The N&yar in the present war has shown that long

disuse of martial practice has not emasculated the caste. Malabar
has been the most fruitful recruiting-ground for the Indian army in
the Madras Presidency during the war, and a great proportion of
the recruits have been N&yars.—(T.)
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They all live with the King, and the other great Lords ;

nevertheless all receive stipends from the King or frotH

the great Lords with who they dwell. None may become

a Nayre, save only he who is of Nayre lineage. They

are very free from stain in their nobility. They will

not touch anyone of low caste, nor eat nor drink save in

the house of a Nayre. They are bound to the service of

the King or of their Lords, jftid guard them well, bearing

their arms before them by day and night. They give

little heed to what they eat and drink, but only to serve

and to do their duty,thus ofttimes they will sleep on a bench

without any covering, to protect him who gives them their

food. They spend little money, and the most of them

get no more than two hundred reh a month each, fur

himself and boy.

“ The more part ^ of these Nayres when they are seven

years of age are sent to schools * where they are taught

many tricks of nimbleness and dexterity; there they

teach them to dance and turn about and to twist on

the ground, to take royal leaps, and other leaps, and this

they learn twice a day as long as they are children, and

they become so loose-jointed and supple that they make

them turn their bodies contrary to nature ; and when they

^ The passage from Johnston's Relations of the Most Famous
Kingdom of the World (1611). quoted in Thurston* Vol. V* p. 283*
would seem to have been Arrowed from this part of Barbosa’s account,
no doubt from Ramusio's version of it (fol. 307 v.) (wrongly printed

308 in ed. 1563).
The passage which begins at this point up to p. 45. 1 . 2. is here missing

in Ramusio. It is found in the Spanish version, though not so fully

as here. The passage omitted does not end (as stated in p. X19.

note 2, of the Spanish version) at the point marked on that page, but
extends to p. 120, 1 . 14. Ramusio’s note. ** Here several lines arc
wanting,” does not refer to this passage. S^ above (p. 32, n. i).

Ramusio, however, brings in the same passage in a shortened form
further on in the narrative. See p. 45, n. 2.

* Schoids, The Kalaris. Unfortunately this indigenous system of

ph^ical training is now almost defunct. But many Pannikkar
families still have the raised Kalaris in their compounds.— (T.)
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axe fully, accomplished in this, they teach them to play

^th the weapon to which they are most iridined, some

with bows and arrows, some with poles to become spear-

men, but most with swords and buclders, which is most

used among them, and in this fencing they are ever

practising. The masters who teach them are called

Panicals,^ and are much honoured and esteemed among

them, especially by their ptipils, great and small, who

worship them ; and it is the law and custom to bow
down before them wherever they meet them, even if the

disciple is older than the master. And the Nayre are

bound, howsoever old they may be, to go alwa}^ in the

winter (» e., in the rainy season) to take their fencing

lessons until they die. Some of the Panicals dwell

with the Kings and great Lords, and do not teach, but

are captains in war, in which they have great repute.

And in this science they take degrees as do learned men
among us, and in this way they receive more victuals

than those on which the other Nayres live.”

These men are not married, their nephews (sisters'

sons) are tlieir heirs. The Nayre women of good birth

are very independent, and dispose of themselves as they

please with Bramenes, and Nayres, but they do not

sleep with men of caste lower than their own under

pain of death. When they reach the age of twelve 3fears

their mothers hold 9. great ceremony.® When a mother

^ Panicai, This word represents, the title Panikkar (derived from
pani, *' work.*’ They kept Kalaris or gymnastic and military schools
(Thurston, V, p. 996, r.v. Nayar). See also ditto. 111

, p. 179, as to the
Kalari Panikkan, who belonged to the Kaniyan caste.—(T.)

* Great ceremony. This is theTflU-kettu Kalyftnam (ceremony of UUi-
Barbosa seems to imply that it took place just after the girl

;
ptt1!ferty. Nowadays it is always performed betoe puberty.

la^oeremony is quite distinct from the real marriage and nowadays
^jbas no connection with marriage except that the t fc-tier may be ihe
main destined to be the husband of the girl when she is old enough.
The origin and significance of this very i>eculiar custom are discussed
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perceives that her daughter has attained that age,

she asks her kinsfolk and friends to make ready tP

honour her daughter, then she asks of the kindred and

especially of one particular kinsman or great friend to

marry her daughter; this he willingly promises, and

then he has a small jewel made, which would contain

a half ducat of gold, long like a ribbon, with a hole

through the middle which eomes out on the other side,

strung on a thread of white silk.^ The mother then

on a fixed day is present with her daughter gaily decked

with many rich jewels, making great rejoicings with

music Imd singing, and a great assembly of people.

Then the Kinsman or friend comes bringing that jewel,

and going through certain forms, throws it over the

girl’s neck. She wears it as a token all the rest of her

at length in the Report of the Malabar Marriage Commission (1894).
From Barbosa's account it appears that the /A/i-tier, if not a kinsman*
actually had intercourse with the girl. This of course is never the
case now, but among some communities there is a mock consummation,
which may or may not denote that the former practice was as Barbosa
describes it.

However much the present-day Ngyar may dislike the fact, there
is ample authority for holding that polyandry, as described by Barbosa,
was once common among N&yars. It is now extinct as a recognised
custbm, except I believe among some N&yars in Travancore. Among
certain lower castes it is still by no means uncommon for one woman
to be the common wife of several brothers.
At the present day matrimonial connections among Nftyars are

often as permanent as among any European community. The absolute
freedom of divorce by either party remains, however, in theory.
Not a few observers have considered the present-day Ngyar practice
to exhibit all the advantage of a sound monogamous system with
none of the disadvantages of the legal and social bonds which else-

where bind together couples who would be happier apart. Perhaps
the chief flaw m the system is the conflict between the interests of a
man's Tarwfld and those of his children.—(T.)

^ Ramusio and the Spanish version both say that this ornament was
** a little shorter than the tag of a lace." The ornament alluded to is

the iaii widely used to the present day as a marriage token in Southern
India. For its use in N&yar wedmngs see Thurston, l.e, Vol. V..

pp. 313-332. The tali is described here (p. 318) as " a small round
plate of gold about the size of a two-anna bit, with a hole at the
top." Probably Barbosa intended to compare it to a half-cruzado of
gold, a very small coin about the size of a two-anna piece. (See also

K. M* Fuiukkar, J,R.AJ.^ 19x9, p. 269 fl.)
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life, and may then dispose of herself as she will. The

man departs without sleeping* with her inasmuch as he

is her kinsman ; if he is not, he may sleep with her,

but is not obliged to do so. Thenceforward the mother

goes about searching and asking some young man to

take her daughter's virginity; they must be Nayres,

and they regard it among themselves as a disgrace and

a foul thing to take a woman’s virginity. And when

anyone has once slept with her, she is fit for association

with men. Then the mother again goes about enquiring

among other young Nayres if they wish to support her

daughter, and take her as a Mistress so that three or

four Nayres agree with her to keep her, and sleep with

her, each paying her so much a day ; the more lovers

she has the greater is her honour. Each one of them

passes a day with her from midday on one day, till

midday on the next day and so they continue living

quietly without any disturbance nor quarrels among

them. If any of them wishes to leave her, he leaves

her, and takes another, and she also if she is weary ^

of a man, she tells him to go, and he does so, or makes

terms with her. Any children they may have stay with

the mother who has to bring them up, for they hold

them not to be the children of any man, even if they

bear his likeness, and they do not consider them their

children, nor are they heirs to their estates, for as I have

already stated their heirs are their nephews, sons of

their sisters,* [which rule whosoever will consider in-

wardly in his mind will find that it was established

with a greater and deeper meaning than the common
folk think, for they say that] the Kings of the Nayres

For auof0C0 read aborrece.

* The teact reads sobrinhos e das Mays** ivhich may be emended
to " sodHnJM filhos d*irmds,**
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instituted it in order that the Nayres> should not be

* The customs prevailing in Malabar as to marriage and the successftn
to property attracted the attention of travellers at an early date, and
have been very fully dealt with in many works both ancient and
modem by travellers, officials and anthropologists, both European
and Indian. It is strange, however, that none of the Arab travellers

in the Middle Ages who were familiar with Malabar through their
trade, and had important settlements there, have left any notice of
these remarkable customs. Nicolo de Conti, who travelled to India
in the fifteenth century, returning to Venice in 1444, is probably
the first traveller in point of time who has left any record of these
customs. His account as giverP in India in the Fifteenth Century
(II, p, 20), is as follows :

—

In this district along (i.e., Calicut) the women are allowed
to take several husbands, so that some have ten or more. The
husbands contribute among themselves to the maintenance of

the wife, who lives apart from her husbands. When one visits

her he leaves a mark at the duor of the house, which being seen
by another coming afterwards he goes away without entering.

The children are allotted to the husbands at the will of the wife.

The inheritance of the father does not descend to the children,

but to the grandchildren.'*

Almost contemporary with him was *Abdu 'r Razz3.k, an envoy
from Sh&h-Rukh, the son of Timur, who was at Calicut in 1441 a.d.

His account will found also in India in the Fifteenth Century (1, p. 17).

As to the succession to the throne of the Sdtnari he says :

—

*' When he dies it is his sister's .son who succeeds him, and his

inheritance does not belong to his son, or his brother, or any
other of his relations."

He says also :

—

" Amongst them is a class of men with whom it is the practice

for one woman to have a great number of husbands, each of

whom undertakes a special duty, and fulfils it. The hours of

the day and of the night are divided between them ; each of

them for a certain period takes up his abode in the house, and
while he remains there no other is allowed to enter. The Sameri
belongs to this sect."

At the end of the fifteenth century the Genoese merchant, Hieronimo
de Santo Stephano, made a journey to India which appears in Ramusio’s
Vol. 1 (1563^ and was translated in India in the Fifteenth Century.
Regarding the customs of Malabar he says:

—

" It is lawful for every woman to take seven or eight husbands,
according to her desires, nor do the men ever marry a woman
who is a virgin ; but before the wedding, she being yet a maiden,
they cause her to live for fifteen or twenty days with some man
who takes her maidenhood."

Joto de Barros, in his first Decade, published in 1552 (see Book IX,
Chapter 3, ff. 180 to 182 of the 1628 edition), gives a fairly full

description of the Naires and their marriage customs, which in some
respects corresponds with that of Barbosa, and is so close to it that
it seems probable that he had seen a MS. of this book. The passages
in question are given in full in Appendix I, i, as they have not hitherto

been translated.
F. L. de Castanheda, the historian whose work (Histofia do
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* descobrimento e conquista da India pelos Poriuguexes) was published in

1551-61, and who probably had personal knowled^ on the subject,

msifres a statement very close to that of De Barros, beginning with the
words, *' By the laws of this country these Nayres may not marry.'*

Caesar Fredericke, whose evidence refers to the year 1563, speaks
of the community of wives, and repeats the usual statement about
the sword and shield of the visitor being left at the door. His account
as given in Hakluyt's Traffics and Discoveries (Vol. II, p. 339# 1810 ed.

;

Vol. V, p. 394, H.S. cd.) is as follows :

—

** These Naires have their wives common among themselves,
and when anyone goeth into the house of any of these women
he Icaveth his sword and target at the doore, and the time that
he is there, there dare not any so hardie as to come into that
house. The King’s children shall not inherit the Kingdom after
their father, but of some other man, therefore they accept for
their King one of the sonnes of the King's sisters or of some
other woman of the blood roiall.”

Barbosa is. however, the first observer who has given a complete
account of these customs, and this account is not only fuller but more
accurate than any other until modern times. Varthema, who visited

the coast in 1510, alludes* indeed to the fact that the King of Calicut
was succeeded not by his son but by a sister’s son. owing to the '* JUt
primae noctis ** being e.xercised by the Brahmans with regard to
the Queen, and also tells a talc about the exchange of wives among
noblemen and merchants. He mentions the N&yars merely as the
second rank in the kingdom, and as being noblemen and warriors.
He adds below the following, " And amongst other classes of pagans
above mentioned (i.e., given in Varthema, p. 141-42) one woman has
five, six and seven husbands, and even eight. And one sleeps with
her one night, and another another night. And when the woman
has children she says it is the child of this husband, dr of that husband,
and thus the children go according to the word of the woman."

Linschoten (H.S, cd. I, 277 ff.) also gives an account very like

that from De Barros but inferior in accuracy. He probably had
access to the Decadas.

Pyrard de Laval, who was in Malabar in 1607, gives a fuller and
more accurate account (H.S. ed.. I, 384 ff). He says, however, that
the " Nairs may have but one wife at the time," which is not correct,
while a woman may have three husbands at once, " but a Nair woman
of the Brameny race may have one only," which shows a certain
confusion between the customs of the N&yars and of the Nambudiri
Brahmans.

Mandelslo's notice of the custom is cursory and of no particular
value (Eng. trans., cd. 1669, P> 88). His voyage to Malabar took
place in 1639. ' Pietro della Valle, who was on the Malabar coast in
1623, mentions the Ngyars, but says nothing of their marriage customs,
although he alludes to the succession in the family of the *' Samori "

going to the children of the King's sisters and not to his sons (Eng.
trans., 1665, p. 184).
Thevenot, who was in India in 1666, does not seem to have visited

Malabar. His account of the ** Naires " must therefore have been
deriyi^ from others (Eng. trans.. ed. 1687, Pt. Ill, p. 88).

He^ says " The son inherits not after his father broause it cannot be
knom who is the father of the child " bom to any woman. " For
su|Ke|iBion the child of the sister is preferred." "TOe sisters (even
ofthe lungs themselves) have liberty to chuse such Nairs or Gentlemen
as they ptoans." " When a Nair is in a ladies' chamber he leaves

* ItaliaaTimila Ramusiot Vol. 1, f. 160 b. tnd*x6i, Hak. Soc. Bdltieai pp. X44*-Z48>
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held back ftom their service by the burden and labour •

of tearing children.^
^

These men are called Naytes only from the time when

they come forth for war, yet they enjoy full liberty in

everything. “They receive no wages from the King,

until they are armed as knights, > chiefly in the Kingdom

his slide or sword at the door that others should know that the place
is taken up/*

J. Ovin^on^ a chaplain, who published his Voyage to Suratt in the

year 1689, in 1696, alludes to the Malabar custom on pp. 80-81. After
describing a similar custom near the mouth of the Congo, he con-
tinues :

—

** And thus likewise upon the Malabar Coast the first lodging
is allowed to the Bramin when the King marries any person ;

and therefore the Sister's Sons, as in Africa, and not the King's,
are heirs to the Crown, because the Blood Royal runs certainly in

tiieir Veins. And the King's Sisters are also indulged here the
freedom of bestowing their Virginity on who they please."

Fryer, although he mentions the " Nayres," says nothing about
their marriage customs.
More recent writers have written very fully on this subject. The

most important in the seventeenth century is Dellon (Voyages^
Ed. X711, p. 272), and in the eighteenth century A. Hamilton
{A New Account of the East Indies, 1727, Vol. I, p. 308). In the early
nineteenth century the best account is that of Dr. F. Buchanan
(A Journey through Mysore, Canara and Malabar, 1807). The latter is

very valuable, and &s account is probably the fullest and most
accurate available, after Barbosa's, until the most rccrent ethno-
graphical investigations. His account (Vol. II, pp. 346-350, and
411-412) of the history of the Nfiyars, and of their marriage customs
should be compared with that of our author.

In modem times the subject has beeh carefully investigated by
enquiries on the spot, both British and Indian, and by anthropologists,

who have used the history of Malabar customs to illustrate their

theories on the learly history of marriage. Of the former class, Mr. E.
Thurston's exhaustive articles in his Castes and Tribes of South India,

1907, and his Ethnographic Notes in Southern India, arc the most
important. The full account in Chapter 111 of the Malabar Gazetteer,

written byMrTLoftus-Tottenham, is also excellent. Mr. Anantha Krishna
Iyer's Cochin Tribes and Castes and Cochin Census Report, 1901, and
Mr. V. Nagam Aiyar's Travancore State Manual, 1906, should* also be
referred to, as well as an excellent paper by Mr. K. M. Panikkar,
himsdf a Nfiyar (" Some Aspects of Nfiyar Life," Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, 1919)

•

Of the anthropologists who deal with these customs as part of a
largtf subject it is sufficient to refer to J. F. Maclennan's Primitive
Marriage (1876), pp. 147 ff. ; Mr. £. S. Hartland's Primitive Paternity,
Vol. I, 266 ft., Vol. II, 41, n. ; Sir H. Risley's People of India, 2nd ed.,

<915. P- 2x0 f.

^ Spanish version " should not be covetous and should not abandon
the King's sendee."

^ Here Ramnsio inserts the passage omitted above. (See p. 39,
tt. I.) So also in the Spanish version.
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of Cananor, where it is the custom that many are knighted

the King with his own hand. The youth who wishes

to become a knight, calls together those of his kinsmen

who are already knights, that they may come to do

him honour, and thus many join them to him, and take

him honourably to the palace, having had a time

appointed ^ for this by the King. When he is come to

the King’s palace he commands him to enter with as

many as are with him, whereupon he la5?s before the

King on a leaf three small coins, which they call fandes

{fanams) (whereof each one is worth two and twenty

rets, as I have already said elsewhere). The King then

asks him if he will maintain the customs and rules of

the other Nayres, and he and his kinsmen respond
‘ Yes.’ Then the King commands him to gird on his

right side a sword with a red sheath, and when it is

girt on he causes him to approach near to himself and

lays his right hand on his head, saying therewith certain

words which none may hear, seemingly a prayer, and

then embraces him saying ‘ Paje Gubramarca.’^ that is

to say ‘ Protect cows and Bramenes ’
;
” and when this

ceremony is ended, a writer attends " who forthwith

asks him in the King’s presence in a high voice, so that

all may hear, to declare his name and lineage, and they

all repeat it that it may be yet more known. Then the

scribe enters it thus in the pay-book, that he may draw

thence his first stipend. His kinsmen then lead him
with great respect to the house of the Panical who
taught him. before whom, on perceiving him, he pros-

trates himself, and they go through many ceremonies.

^ I take the word prasme in the Portuguese text to stand lor praso
o^^proMO, a time fixed for appearing in a law court/' etc.

* The word Gubramarca is evidently Go-Brahnuina-cha ** Cows and
Brahmans/' Mr. Thome suggests that lor Paj» we should read Raji
which might stand lor the Skr. rakshaya, " protect.'’
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Then he springs to his feet. Then they conduct him to

his house and give him a banquet in accordance with

his quality ; and thus he remains for a little while that

he may be able to serve the King, go to the wars, or

challenge any man at his pleasure. In the Kingdom of

Calecut the Panical who instructed him, arms him as

a Knight in the school with the consent of the King

that he may be entitled to serve him and receive his

salary. There with great formality they place a naked

sword in one of his hands, and a buckler in the other,

then they receive from him certain coins and repeat to

him the same words as those given above ; nevertheless

they do not gird on his sword. From the school they

conduct him to the King’s palace, and then it is ordered

that he be appointed on a salary, and at once they put

into his hand two fanams as the beginning of the pay-

ment of his wages. This they consider a great honour,

so much so that all must be armed as Knights before

they can live with the King, or take arms to serve

anyone soever. Yet the King of Calecut knights with

his own hand certain noble persons in the same way as

does he of Cananor in order to show them favour and

distinction, however these are very few.

" These Nayres when they go to the wars fight very

valiantly; they take the swords of any enemies whom
they slay, and make great endeavours to accomplish

this that they may earn great honour. They then take

it to the King or Lord with whom they dwell, with

great merry-making and rejoicing, accompanied by their

kinsfolk and friends, carrying the sword he has taken,

in the right hand, and his own in the left, and even

if the King is far away from the field of battle they

take it, and lay it before him with great joy. The King

stands up, and stretching his hand towards the rising
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sun, he worships it ; then he accepts that sword showing

peat honour and favour to the Nayre who has brought

it and forthwith causes one of his scribes to make an

entry of it, and gives the Na3^e a golden bracelet,^

putting it on his arm as a token of honour. Then he

receives his dismissal, and the sword they order to be

placed in a magazine where are many other such, which

are used no more save to serve as a memorial.*’
t

When these Nayres accept service with the King or

with any other person by whom they are to be paid

they bind themselves to die for him, and this rule is

kept by most of them ; some do not fulfil it, but it is

a general obligation. Thus if in any way their Lord is

killed, and they are present, they do all they can even

imto death ; and if they are not at that place, even if

they come from their homes they go in search of the

slayer or of the King who sent him forth to slay, and
how many soever may be their enemies yet everyone

of them does his utmost until they kill him (and when
he is killed there comes another giving himself to the

slaughter, and then yet another, so that sometimes ten

,or twelve Nayres will perish for their Lord). If any
is in dread he takes one or two of these Nayres, or as

many as are daring, to maintain
; to these he gives a

certain small fee to protect him- and for love of them
none dares do him any hurt, for they jand all their

kindred will take vengeance for any injury done to

such an one;‘ and indeed, for this reason, the King

1 Golden bracelet. Presents from Tamburans still ordinarily take
this form. The bracelet is called “ Vlrachangala.*'-<—(T.)

* These Guards are called Sanguada (Ramusio). This word is
/anguada in the Spanish, p. 1 29. This word represents Med, changdtham
ladbhava of Skr« Sanghdtkam (T.) A full account of the word
i^ada is given in Dalgado's Glossario and in his Ctmtriln^des^ p. 138.
The Mai. form is given as ehang&dam from the Skr. Sadgha^ta union^
junction or cohesion. The most usual Port, ose of the word is in
rile sebse bf two boats ladied together, with a planking laid across
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ofttimes refrains from slaying or chastising persons who
have offended him who have a guard of Nayres, as h^

is unwilling to be the cause of their death, as, even if

they were not present when such an injury was done

they would die to avenge it.

These Nayres live by themselves outside the town,

apart from all others in places girt about by very deep

moats. Here they have thSir palm-groves and tanks

;

they have no dealings with any other folk, they eat

only with Nayres. They drink no wine,^ they do not

sleep with women of low caste, all this is forbidden

under pain of death. ‘ When they walk along a street

or road they shout to the low caste folk to get out of

their way ; this they do, and if one will not, the Nayre

may kill him without punishment ; even if he is a

youth of good family but poor and worthless, and he

them, see quotation from Correa, IV« 273, in Qlossario; also Hobson-
Jobson, s,v, Jangar, where its identity with the Sangara of the Periplus
IS pointed out (Schofi's Periplus, p. 46 and note on p. 243. where the
illustration shows a double canoe as now used on the Malabar Coast).

The application of the word to the N&yar guards is derived from the
idea of the moral bond between the guard and his employer.

1 This is no longer true. Indulgence in alcoholic liquors may not be
respectable, but it is very common among NHyars. Buchanan speaks
of them as excessively addicted to intoxicating liquors/' but Buchanan
was somewhat of a Puritan.—(T.)

< With this passage may be compared the account given of the
present custom by Mr. Fawcett in the Bulletins of the Madras Museum
(<|[uoted in Thurston. V, p, 382). "The mere approach anywhere near
his vicinity of # Cheruman. a Pulayan. or any inferior being, even a
Tiyan. as he walks to his house from the temple, cleansed in body and
mind, his marks newly set on his forehead with sandal-wood paste, is

pollution, and he must turn and bathe again ere he can enter his house
and eat. Buchanan tells us that in his time about a century ago, the
man of inferior caste thus approaching a Nayre would be cut down
instantly with a sword ; there would be no words. Now that the
people of India are inconvenienced with an Arms Act which inhibits

swo^ play of this kind, and with a law system under which high and
low are rated alike, the N&yar has to content himself with an imperious
grunt-hke shout for the way to be cleared for him as he stmks on
unperturbed. His arrogance is not diminished, but he cannot now
show it in quite the same way."
Buchanan's full account of the NSyars of hb day, alluded td in the

above quotation, will be foimd in his VoL II, pp. 408-412.
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finds in his way a man of low caste who is rich and

Inspected and in favour with the King, yet he makes

him clear the way for him as if he were a King. The

Nayres are great sticklers for this privilege, and their

women do the same to other women. They say that

they do this that their blood may not be tainted. If

one of these low caste men, by accident or of his own wiU,

touches one of these women 4ier kinsmen slay him forth-

with, as well as all his kinsfolk if they can lay their

hands on them. If these Nayres order any work to be

done by low caste men, or buy aught from them, the

order is passed from one person to another ; they will

not incur another punishment by touching them, for

they could not enter their houses without first bathing

and exchanging the clothes they wore for other clean

clothes, and the women also behave thus. But these

dealings must be outside and not in the houses, when

they are once inside the towns to some extent, they

touch the people more, yet the low caste men have to

keep close to the walls and let them pass.
*

No Nayre woman may go into the towns ^ under pain

of death, save once only in the year for which one special

night is set apart, when they may walk with their Nayres

wheresoever they will. On this night more than twenty

thousand women, all Nayres, go in, for the most part in

Calecut. In their honour the dwellers in the City set

out many lamps in the streets, and the houses of the

principal persons arc hxmg with carpets and decorated

with rich fabrics. The Nayre women visit the houses of

4 N&yar women no longer avoid the towns. The special night is the
Tijfia Vavu, New Moon day in the month Tul&m (October-November)
when Nayar couples visit the Varakkal Temple, just outside Calicut.
Tliousands gather there for this festival. This is. of course, the
mp&vali season, which explains the *' lamps in the streets." A brilUsuit

show is* stiirmade at Dlpavali by the illuminated shops of the foreign
Hindu merchants.— (T.)
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their friends, where they receive many presents and

entertainments, they also offer them betel as a compli-

ment, as is their custom (and sugared conserves which

they hold it is a great honour to receive from the hands

of friends). Some of them go veiled, and some with

faces uncovered. The mothers, sisters, and nieces of

the King also come to visit the towns, and walk about

the whole night looking at* them, and also visiting the

houses of the chief merchants where they receive rich

gifts and offerings because they take great care to sustain

these merchants in the friendship and favour of the

King.

These Nayres after they have been appointed to the

King’s service never lose their appointments, and even

when they are of great age they hold them without

diminution as long as they live, some indeed have their

pay raised.

If some years pass during which these salaries arc

not paid four or five hundred of these injured men

gather together before the palace gate and these send

in a message to the King they are on their way to seek

employment with some other Lord or King, because

he gives them not the wherewithal to live, whereupon

the King sends back to beg them to be patient, and

they will soon be satisfied. If he does not forthwith

pay them the third part of that which is due to them,

promising at the same time to give them the rest soon,

then they depart and go to some other King who they

think is in need of them, and present thertiselves before

him declaring who they are, and whence and wherefore

they come. He entertains them and feeds them for three

days without engaging them on salary, and during these

days he pays them something every day, sufficient for

their honourable maintenance. In this period he sends

D 2
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to enquire from the King whose service they have left,

whether he is willing to pay them at once, and if they

obtain not this remedy, then they take service with the

other King ; this among Kings is a great disgrace and

injury to his reputation.

When the Kings go to war they pay all the Nayres

who serve therein, even though they be in the service

of other Lords, their daily Mirages, that is to say, four

taras each, every day (which contains five rets).'

And when they go to the wars they may touch any

person soever, even though they be of low caste, and may
eat and drink with them in their houses without bathing

(as a purification). The King is obliged to maintain the

mother and the nephews of Nayres who fall in battle.

^ The tara is a small silver coin which was in use in the sixteenth
century (and up to the beginning of the eighteenth century) on the
Malabar coast. Sir Walter Elliot (Coins of South India, 1885, jp. 57)
says that specimens in his possession weighed 1*7 gr. each. Correa

(
1 , 624) compares them to the scale of a sardine. Varthema (1510
H.S. Edition, p. 130) says that 16 cash go to a tars and 20 tare to a
pardao, but in the Italian version in Ramusio, Vol. 1 (1563 Ed., f.

139b) the name tara is not given : he there speaks of “ a silver fanon
(fanam) which is worth 16 cas, one cos being about an Italian quattrino”

'Abdu'r-razz&k however (1442), speaks of a silver coin called ^ tar,

which is one-sixth of a fanam. In spite of this so many authorities

state that it was one-sixteenth of a fanam, that we should probably
here read '* sixteenth” for “ sixth.” Correa, I, 624, says that for a vintem
20 silver coins called tar2is were received in exchange. The vintem
being worth 20 reis, this makes the tara the equivalent of x real.

Varthema in the passage quoted above (in Ramusio's Italian text)

goes on to say that 16 cas (each worth about an Italian quattrino)
go to a silver fanam, and that this fanam is worth half of a silver

Marcello. (The Marcello was a small silver coin struck in Venice
named after the Doge Nicolo Marcello in 1473.) Later on in the
seventeenth century we have the evidence of Fyrard de Laval (I, 344-
412) who gives the value at 3 deniers, and says that 16 tarens go to a
phanan or larin (1610), and towards the end of the same century that
of Claude Dellon (Voyages, Ed. 1711, p. 233), who says: '*Un Naher
qui sert de garde dans une xnaison, gagne ordinairement quatre tares
par jour, et s'il va en c|tmpagne il en gagne huit, alors its recoivent
okyuble solde, ... La taie est une monnoye d'argent, qtd vaut k peu

" deux . liards ; il en faut seize pour un fanon, qui est une petite

piece d*olr de la valeur de huit sols.”

’'fyrard too. in the passage alluded to above, gives 4 tarents as the
'" daily wages of the Nair escort. This shows that 4 taras a day was still

a customary rate of pay in the seventeenth century, as it had been in

Barbosa's time. Fryer also gives the value of the Torr at Cuttycony
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and forthwith assigns them a pension. If they are

wounded the King orders them to be well cured, as w%ll

as giving them their customary pay. Some of them

possess also estates on which they live, and support their

sisters for whom they have great regard,^ especially for

the eldest, and show much affection to them, but they

never enter the same room with their younger sisters,

nor even a house where they are alone, nor do they touch

them, nor speak to them so as to give no occasion for

sin by reason of their youth, which woxild be impossible

as regards the elder sisters by reason of the' respect they

bear them. These Nayre women at their periods shut

themselves up in a house apart for three days, touching

no one, and preparing their food in separate pans and

near Mount Deli as l6 to the fanam (1. 149), though at Calicut
he makes it 28 to the fanam. In 1673, 10 tatrs went to a fanam, at
the same place, and it is hardly possible that 28 could have been
correct.

The Portuguese text here is rather confused ; after the words '* four
taras each,** these words follow : e cada dia tern sinco rs,

*' and every
day they have five reis.'* 1 take this to imply that the value of the
daily pay in Portuguese money of the pcri^ was five reis. Taking
the real as *28 of a penny (Vol. I, p. 101, n. i) the tara according to
this computation would be worth •syd. The Spanish (p. 131) gives

the same sense, using maravedis for reis, as is its usual practice.

Ramusio however, puts it in another form '* 40 cash daily, which are

40 maravedis/* At the rate of x6 cash to the tara, which is usually
^ven as the value, this would only give 2^ taras a day.
For quotations see imder ** Tare, tara/* in Hobson-Jobson (Ed. 1903).

The latest quotation is that from Logan's Malabar, III, 95 & 192,
which shows that this coin was in use as late as 1884. He values it at
2 mes. See also Dalgado's Glossario s.v. Tara.
Buchanan {Journey, 1807, Vol. II, p. 562) speaks of ** hired men or

Panicars, who are Nairs, Moplays and Tiars** being paid " six to
twelve silver Fanams (27! to 55 pence) annually for oil^ and salt.'*

These would seem to be the same coin as the tara, in which case its

value must have risen to 4}^. by 1807. Possibly the coin alluded to is

the 2-anna piece of Tippu, or of the restored Hindu dynasty of Mysore.
Mysore comage may have circulated in Malabar after Haidar's
invasions.

In another place {Lc. p. 540) Buchanan - speaks of a silver fanam
being w6rth xo paisas, but mentions also a copper " tarram, two of
which are equal to one paisa," so that the tara was no longer a silver

coin.

^ This custom retains its full force at the present day. C/. P^mikkarg
l.c„ p. 26Xg ** A younger tnrother can talk to a sister considerably older
than himself ; but under no conditions may be talk to a younger one/*
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dishes. When the three days arc past they bathe them-

selves in hot water, and attire themselves in clean clothes,

then they go forth from the houses to a tank, wherein

they bathe a second time, and leaving those clean clothes

take yet others, and thus they may go to their houses

and speak with their mothers or sisters or other folk.

The house in which a woman has passed these three da}^

is plastered and swept, for in*no otherwise would anyone

enter therein. ^ When they bear children these women are

thorotighly well washed in abundance of hot water for

the first three days, ahd many times afterwards, from

the crown of the head to the feet. These women do no

work except to prepare their own food, and to cam
their living with their bodies, for in addition to the

three or four lovers, whom every woman has, they never

refuse themselves to any Bratnene or Nayre who gives

them money. These women are very clean, and fare

very well, and they consider it a matter of g^at honour

and gallantry and pride themselves greatly thereon, to

be able to give pleasure to men, and it is article of faith

with them that every woman who dies a virgin is damned.
" These Nayres show great respect to their kindred and

brethren ; the lesser of them comes into the presence of

the others with great courtesy, and keeps his hand on

his mouth as a sign of silence, answering only to questions,

showing also great respect to their masters, so much so

that the King himself stanck up when his preceptor

enters, and both bow low one to the other, the preceptor

to him as King, and he to the preceptor as to his master.

" When the Nayres die, their bodies are sent to be

burned in their enclosures and gardens, and their mothers

and -kinsfolk mourn for them, and cast their ashes into

A For the modem ceremonies on these occasions Panikkar,
p. 27a 1., ia the best authority.
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runniiig water. The nephew, or whoever is the heir,

wears mourning for a year (even as the prince does f^r

the King), cooks his food with his own hand, or has it

done by a Bratnene, bathes before eating with great

ceremony, changing the clothes he wears and donning

others. He daps his hands before eating, whereupon

numbers of crows quickly gather round him, and he feeds

them and performs other idplatrdus rites, and gives alms

to the poor and to the Bramenes, according to his means.

The year accomplished, he strips off his mourning gar-

ments and performs other rites of a funeral nature.

“ All Nayres are mighty warriors, they believe in

ghosts of many kinds ; they have among them lucky and

unlucky days ; on the unlucky days they undertake

nothing, and do nothing ; they believe also* in omens,

that if a cat crosses in front of any person who is about

to do any business, he does it not ; or, if on coming forth

from the house for any purpose they see a crow carrying

a stick, they turn back ; or if in saying farewell to other

persons with whom they have been, some one of them

sneezes, he who was going, sits down again and does not

leave so soon

" They worship the Sun, the Moon, the lamp and cows,

and honour them greatly. They believe very easily ; if

anyone is possessed they say that it is with God who has

entered into him and that which the demon makes him

utter, very terrible things, they believe it all; and he

makes them cut themselves with knives, and whatever

they say to the King he does forthwith, and the demon,

in order that they may believe in him works many
devilish signs and wonders. They believe that with the

proper signs a man who has died may be bom again of

another woman.”

In this Kingdom of Bfalabar there is also another caste
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of people whom they call Biabares,^ Indian merchants,

natives of the land. They were there ere foreign nations

had sailed to India. They deal in goods of every kind

both in the seaports and inland, wheresoever their trade

is of most profit. They gather to themselves all the

pepper and ginger from the Nayres and husbandmen,

and ofttimes they buy the new crops beforehand in

exchange for cotton clothes |nd other goods which they

keep at the seaports. Afterwards they sell them again

and gain much money thereby. Their privileges arc

such that the King of the country in which they dwell

cannot execute them by legal process. Should the King

know of any crime deserving of punishment committed

by one of them he tells the others and they gather in

council and themselves slay the culprit with spear and

sword, making known to the King the justice that they

have done. They are very wealthy, and have much
property in land inherited from of old. They marry

one wife in our manner, and their sons are their heirs;

when they die their bodies are burnt. Their wives follow

weeping to the fire, and coming thereto they take from

their neck a little golden ornament which their husbands

^ This name has been corrected in accordance with Ramusio's
reading from the form Brabares in the Portuguese text to Biabares,
as it represents the Mai. form VydbUri or R&vari Nffyars, a mercantile
class akin to the Taragans. The name is given by Thurston (Vll,

412) in the form V^^pari, which shows its origin from the Skr. Bydpdfi
found in North India, in the form byopdrt,

” a trader/' JRdvarl seems
to be a corruption of the same term. If Barbosa's account of their
marriage customs was correct they have been assimilated to some
extent to the ordinary Nayar practice for although the men marry
only within the caste, the women may have Sambandhams with
Kiriyattil N&yars. There seems to be a great resemblance between the
Vy&b&n and two other classes of mercantile Nftyars, the Mfittftns,

and the Taragans (or Tarakans), and it is probable that Barbosa

g
eluded them all under the general title of Vy&p&rl or traders. The
Httftns seem to be the closest of all to the caste described by him.

y ^amhandkam is not allowed among them, and sons ixdierit their
m^ers' property (Thurston, V, 131 ; MaL Gaz., pp. 1x7, 118).

'* The N&yars are Marumakkathayam. They are numerous
round Quiumdi and Nadapuram in Kurumbranad Taluk."—(T.)
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^ve them when they first take them into their houses,

and.cast it into the fire, and so ^o back to their home?

They do not marry again, even though they may be young

girls. If they die, thehusbands have them burnt, and after-

wards may marry another wife. These men are of such

established lineage that the Nayres may touch them.

There is in this land yet another caste of folk known
as Cuiavem.^ They do not differ from the Nayres, yet by
reason of a fault which they committed, they remain

separate from them. Their business is to make p>ottery

and bricks for roofing the houses of the Kings and idols,

which are roofed with bricks instead of tiles
;
2 only

these, for as I have already said, other houses are thatched

with branches. They have their own sort of idolatry, and

their separate idols. [In their temples, which are called

Pagodes,® they do many enchantments and witchcrafts.

Those who are sprung from them may not adopt any

other caste or occupation.]

As to their marriage, they have the same rule as the

^ Cutavem or Cujavem. This appears to be the potter caste called

Kusavan. They are classed in the Afal. Gaz, (p. 120) among the
*' non*military classes ranking as NSyars.” Another name for them
is Anduran. The Kusavan potters described in Thurston (IV. p. 188)
appear to be found mainly in the Tamil country, and not in Malabar.
In Cochin Tribes and Castes (p. 18), they are c^led Anduran N&yars.
and said to be makers of earthenware for use in temples. Dalgado
in his Glossario, s.v, Cuiavem, gives the explanation ** Casta de Oleiros
do Malabar do Malayalam Kuxavan/* *' Potter caste of Malabar
from the Mai. Knskavan,” Barbosa's spelling is probably intended to
represent the sound Kushavan. “ Knswan is correct form, but it is

commonly corrupted into Kuyavan. which corresponds with Barbosa's
spelling."—(T.)

* Tijolo instead of telha ;
probably meaning that plain unglased

tiles were used instead of glazed or coloured tiles.

• CaUed Pagodes, " Pagoda ” is supposed to be a corruption
of " Bhagavathi " via Bhagothi. The shrines of lower deities in

Malabar are called K&vu as distinct from the temples (anibalam ot

Kshetram), and the " BhagavatM kflvu " is the commonest kind.—(T.)

This sentemee is not in the Portuguese text but is found in Hamusio
and the Spanish version. For a full account of the word Pagoda and
its various meanings reference should be made to Delgado's Glossario,

Pagode, and to his Coniribuifocs, He points out that in the sense
of " temple " this word is used by Barbosa only as regards the temples
of the Cuiavens.
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Nayres, and the Nayres may sleep with their women on

<X)ndition they cannot enter their own houses without

bathing to cleanse themselves from such a sin, and

changing their clothes.

There is another Heathen caste which they call

Mainatos,^ whose occupation is to wash clothes for the

Kings, Bramenes, and Nayres. By this they live, and

may not take up any other. They wash near to their

own houses in great tanks and cisterns which they have

for this purpose. They have much raiment as well of

their own as of others ; for there are many Nayres who

have no clothes of their own to wear but take shares

with them, and give them so much every month to

furnish them daily with well-washed garments ; and by

this they gain their living.

The Nayre sends every day a youth who takes away

some clothes and brings others, as is required by their

rank. For other folk they wash for money, and for all

they work with great cleanliness, and thus they live

well enough. Those bom of this class do not mix with

others, nor others with them, save only that the Nayres

may take their women as concubines if they bathe and

change their clothes. These washermen have their own
idolatry and separate temples. They have beliefe of

various kinds. Their marriage custom is that of the

Nayres ; their brothers and nephews are their heirs.

* Mainatos. The name Mainato ia given by Ramusio as ManatttowMr,
and in the Spanish as Manatamar, but no modem form closely cones-
ponding to any of these has been found. There can be no doubt
however, that the caste described is the Veluthedan or Vannath^Ui.
They are members of the non-military N&yar group, and are not subject

,
to distance pollution. Their occupation is, as described by Barbosa,
washii^ for the upper classes of N&yars, and the clothes so washed

^ tarry ho pollution. The name used by the Portuguese writer may
therefore with some confidence be referred to Vannathftn, the second
title of the caste, strictly applicable only to one of its sections. The
fullest account of this tribe will be found in Thurston, VII, p. 389 ; see
also Mol. Gof.i p. 121, and Cochin Tribes and Castes^ II, p. 115.
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There is another lower caste than these which they

call Ctddis,'^ who are weavers who have no other wa^
of earning save by weaving of cotton and silk cloths,

but they are low caste folk and have but little money,

so that they clothe the lower races. They are apart

by themselves and have their own idolatry. Their race

is not mixed with any other, yet may the Nayres take

their women as concubinesi on the conditions given

above. Many of them are sons of Nayres, and fine men
in their appearance, like them they carry arms and go

to the wars where they fight well. In their marriages

they foUow the Nayre custom, and their sons do not

inherit from them. Their women are free with their

persons doing whatsoever they please, but do not asso-

ciate with any other caste than their own and the Nayres,

under pain of death.

Besides the castes mentioned above, there are eleven

others lower than they with whom the others do not

associate, nor do they touch them under pain of death

;

and there are great distinctions between one and another

of them, preserving them from mixture with one another.

The purest of all these low, simple folk they call Tuias*

^ Caletis or Chaliens, This caste of weavers is that known by the
name of Chaliyan, who are found throughout Malabar. Barbosa
describes them correctly as like the N&yars in their marriage and
inheritance customs, and also as b^g weavers of clothes for the lower
castes. They are of low social status, yet are free from distance pollu-
tion, and are rightly included in the upper group by our author. They
seem to be originally immigrants from the East coast. (Thurston, II,

p. XI ; Mai, GoJt,, p. 122 ; Cochin Tribes and Castes, II, p. 1 15. In the last

mentioned there is a good illustration of a group of Chaliyans and
their looms.)

* Tuias, called Tiberi, by Ramusio, and 2ivil Tiver in the Spanish
version. (ZivU is the Portuguese word civil,

**
rustic," turned into a

Spanish form, and treated as a proper name.) The name Tuia represents
the Tiyan (Thiyyan) of modern books, or the Tiars of earlier writers
such as Buchanan. Although belonging to the so-called impure
castes, and subject to ** dbtance pollution," they yet occupy a
respectable posiuon, and hold themselves above the bulk of the low
castes as Barbosa has correctly noted. They are in fact an aboriginal

peasantry, tenders of palm-groves and drawers of toddy (" the wine
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Their work is mainly that of tending the palm-groves,

%nd gathering the fruit thereof, and carrying it away

for wages on their backs, for there are no beasts of

burden in the land. They are quarrymen as well, and

earn their living by work of all kinds. Some learn the

use of arms and fight well when they imdertake it. They

carry in their hands as tokens, sticks a fathom long.

The more part of them are^ slaves bound to the lands of

the Nayres to whom they are assigned by the King

that they may live and support themselves by the labour

of these men, and the Nayres protect and cherbh them.

They have their own idols,^ in whom they put their

faith. Their nephews are their heirs ;
* they are married

but their sons do not inherit because their women openly

earn their living with their bodies, and refuse themselves

to no one save to foreigners; their husbands are privy

to this and give them opportimity so to act. They make

the wine of this land, and sell it, and no others may do

this ; they avoid strictly touching those of a caste lower

than their own, and live apart from all other castes.

Sometimes among them two brothers have one wife

and sleep vuth her, and hold it nothing wonderful.

There is another caste still lower than these whom

of this land *'). That polyandry existed among them, as stated by
Barbosa and Buchanan (II, p. 416) admits of no doubt, and the cttstom
still lingers on. '' Two existing instances are recorded according to
Thurston (VII, p. 48) at the census of 1901. See also Cochin Tribes and
Castes, I, p. 301 . It is probably confined to the Tandan sub-ca^. The
Thiyyan caste is known in Coemn and Travancore by the name of lUuvan
or Izhuvan. The name Thiyyan is prevalent north of Calicut in the
country near Cananorc, with which Barbosa was most familiar, and
everywhere in Malabar except the part bordering on the Cochin State.

(See also Mo/. Gar., p. 124 f.)

^ Tlkey have their own Uhls, This caste cannot of course worship
4n the- caste temples. Nowadays they take to building temples of

their own {e,g., at Calicut and TeUicherry), wherefrom tt^ exclude
their inferiors just as they are excluded by the N&yars.—(T.)

* Their Nephews are their heirs. This is only true of the North.—(T.)
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they call Man^ (Mancu in the printed text)^ who
neither associate with others nor touch them, nor do*

the others touch them. They are washermen for the

common people, and makers of sleeping mats, from

which occupations all but they are barred ; their sons

must perforce follow the same trade ; they have their

own separate idolatry. They wash clothes for the

Na3n'es when they are living apart according to their

custom, for these garments must be washed and wrung

by them and by no other. If this is not done the Na}rres

are not freed from sin. They are slaves of the King and

of the Nayres as well.

There is another caste in this land still lower whom
they call Canaquas.* Their trade is making bucklers

1 The Manetts are omitted by Ramusio and the Spanish version. They
appear to be identical with the caste known as Vannan, and in Malabar as
Mannan or Bannan. (Thurston, VII, pp. 315, 318 ;

also Thurston, VII,

P- 39 s.v. Tiyan.) Mr. Francis in the Madras Census Report, 1901,
describes them as " a low caste of Malabar washermen who wash only
for the polluting castes, and for the higher castes when they are under
pollution, following births, deaths, etc.*' This is a good instance of
the accuracy of Barbosa's observations. {Mai, Gaz, p. Tyo.)

* Canaquas or Caniun, In the name of this caste, Kaniyan, the
origin of the names Canaqua in the Portuguese text and Caniun in

Ramusio is apparent. The name Kaniyan becomes Kanisan in Malabar.
Kanakan rather relates to the profession than the caste, being the
Skr. ganiha, an astrologer. The word used for umbrella in the Portu-
guese text is sombreiro (see VoL I, p. 206, n. i) and it should not here
be translated " hat," as in Lord Stanley's note on p. 139. The
umbrellas are made of palm leaves (Thurston, III, p. 194). This passage
from Barbosa is quoted on p. 187 of Thurston's work sdluded to above,
wherea full description of this caste will be found . Fraternal polyandry is

still prevalent in this caste (Thurston, 111, pp. X95-b). Mr. Thome adds,
" Barbosa's account is entirely apposite to the Kanisans of the present
day. ^trology and umbrella-making are both carried on by the ordinary
Kaniyans of British Malabar. There is no connection with the
Kanakkans who are a division of Cherumas much below the Kanisans."
Possibly however, the Skr. term may have been used occasionally
for the Kanisans, as they are known to be astrologers.
The greater part of this passage describing the manner in which the

Kings consult these astrologers is not found in Ramusio or the Spanish.
Mr. Logan's account of the Kanisans or Kaniyans in their capacity of
astrologers or casters ofhoroscopes is quoted in Thurston, III, p. 189* and
other accounts will be foundin the Mol, Gaz„ p. 129, and Cochin Tribes
and Cosies, p. 184 f, also in Pannikkar (J.H.A.l,, 1919), who describes
the Kaniyan as " a medicine man who has power to cast off spirits, to
porform preventive magic, and keep general control over ghosts."
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and umbrellas. They learn letters for purposes of

^tronomy, they arc great astrologers, and foretell with

great truth things that are to come ; there are some

lords who maintain them for this cause. If the Kings

would know what is to happen they summon these men,

and going forth to their fruit gardens behind their palaces

meet them there, and ask them whatsoever they desire

to learn. They write it d6wn and depart to their own
houses to study it, and having done so they return to

the same place (for owing to their low caste they may
not enter the palace) " whither the King goes with some

of his privy coimcillors, and having drawn near to him,

they tell him what they have discovered regarding that

matter for his information. They are also learned in

their idolatry and soothsaying, so much so that no

King or Lord will undertake any business, nor go forth

from his house without asking them the day and the

hour on which he shall do it. Some of the greater mer-

chants also do the same for their voyages. Thus they

make a livelihood for themselves and their wives and

sons and also for the Lords whose subjects they are.

No man departs from what they say. They alwa}^ carry

great sheaves of palm leaves inscribed with their decep-

tions. They may not enter the house of any person of

good family, but take their seats in the street and there

deliver their judgments and their tales." They know

well the Signs (of the Zodiac) and the Planets, and have

everything drawn out in plans as we do, and the months

divided, save that they have months of nine and twenty

da}^, of thirty, and of two and thirty, and thus there

,.,is but small difference from ours for certain months,

'-remain equal one to the other The first month of the

year is April, for in this land in May, June, July, and

August, and up to the middle of September, it is the
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winter with great rains and storms.^ From the middle

of September • on the other hand it is the summer with*

many calms and little wind; on the coast there are

always land winds, and light breezes. They sail only

in the summer, and beach their ships in the winter.

There is also another lower caste, also Heathens,

called Ageres.^ They are masons, carpHjnters, smiths,

metal-workers, and some ar® goldsmiths, all of whom
arc of a common descent, and a separate caste, and have

their idols apart from other folk. They marry, and their

sons inherit their property, and learn their fathers’

trades.

There is another caste still lower in this country called

* The rainy sieason is always called the winter by the early Portu-
guese writers. This practice was adopted by other Europeans and
lasted till the eighteenth century.

* In Kamusio and the Spanish version the rains are made to last till

the middle of October.

* The name Ageres undoubtedly repre.sent.s the word A sari, an
artizan. The artizan classes are grouped together into a caste known
as Kammalan. There are five or six of these groups, each representing

a distinct craft. In Cochin Tribes and Castes, I, p. 342, the number
is given as six, named as follows :

—

1. Marasfiris . . . . . . . . Carpenters.
2. KallasHris . . . . . . . Stonemasons.
3. Kollans . . . . . . . . Blacksmiths.

4. Musfiris . . . . . . . . Braziers.

5. Tatt&n Goldsmiths.
6. Tolkollans . . . . . . . . Leather-workers.

The MaL Gaz., p. 127, gives the list of five as follows :

—

1. Tatt&n Goldsmith.
2. Perinkollan . . . . . . Blacksmith.
3. Musfiri . . . . . . . . Brazier.

4. Asftri Carpenter.

5. Chemboti . . . . . . . . Coppersmith.

The list given in Thurston, III, p. 126, on the authority of S. Appa-
dorai Iyer agrees with the last except that the blacksmiths are called

Karum&n. The leather-workers are included in the Cochin list only.
.The Mai, Gaz,, p. 128. gives them as a separate caste. The carpenters
are freijaently called simply As&ris, and are probably the most imj^rtant
group m the caste. Barbosa probably found the word AsOri used for

artizans genendly, and he employs it here to include masons, car-

penters, smiths, metal-workers and goldsmiths. Ajafi is the form
used in the Spanish version and Aggeri in Ramusio.
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^Mogeres,^ they are almost the same as the Tuias, but

they do not touch one another. They work as carriers

of all things belonging to the Royal State when it moves

from one place to another, but there are very few of

them in this land ; they ate a separate caste ; they

have no marriage law; the most of them gain their

living on the sea, they are sailors, and some of them

fishers ; they have no idois. They are as well slaves

of the Nayres.

Some are very rich and own the ships in which they

jsail and trade with the Moors. Their nephews and not

j
their sons are their heirs, because their women are very

licentious, and give themselves to anyone they please.

They are eareful to refrain from touching others yet

lower than themselves, and dwell in villages of their

;
own. Their women are very comely and fair, they fare

very well. They are descended from foreigners [whiter

than the natives of the country, and the women go

very well clad, with many gold ornaments].

There is another caste yet lower whom they call

Monquer,^ fishers who have no other work than fishing.

. ^ Mogeres. in Ramusio ; in the Spanish version. This

I

is the Moger caste of fishermen, who are a Tulu-speaking race of South

I Kanara, but have spread into Malabar, north of Cananor, and are
there known as Mugavan or Mugayan {Mai, Gax., p. 126). The Moger$
are also porters and palanquin-bearers, as well as fishermen (Thurston,
V, p. 65).

^
According to Buchanan they are very like the Mukkuvan (or

Mucuar), but distinct from them in caste. According to Cochin
Tribes and Castes (I, p. 266) the Malayftlam Jlfa^Auvan and theCanard
Moger are of common origin, both b^ng derived from a root meaning
to dive.** ** The correct MalaySlam is Mukavar or Muka3rar. The pro-

nunciation resembles * Mogayar .
* As Barbosa says, there very few in

Malabar ; they are confined to the extreme north of the district.*'—^T.

* The Monquer (called Muchoahy Ramusio and Mueoa in the Spanish
version) is the caste now known as Muhkuvan, the princ^l fishing

caste throughout Malabar. Buchanan (II, p. 527) says, "The Muona
.-'Ipr, in the plural, Mucuar, are a tribe who live near the coast of Malaysia,
Vto the inland parts of which they seldom go/* They are the principal

aea-fishermen of Malabar, the fishing in the backwaters and inland
lakes being mainly in the hands of other fishing tribes. In social

standing th^ are below the Tiyans and the artisan classes. (Thurston,
V, p. X06 : Cochin Tribes and Castes, I, p. 366 ; Mol, Com,, p. 126.)
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yet some sail in the Moors’ ships and in those of other

heathens, and they are very expert seamen. Tliis race

is very rude, they are shameless thieves
; they marry

and their sons succeed them,^ their women are of loose

character, they sleep with anyone soever, and it is held

no evil. They have their own idolatry, they pay no

duty on fresh fish, but on some which they dry, they

pay four per cent., thus fis^ is good cheap, and is the

food most used among them, for they eat but little

flesh meat, and in this land there is but little breeding

of flocks and herds. Some of them are very rich and

well off, and they have large houses and farms, of which

the King takes possession whensoever he will, " they

give great bribes to his govemours that they may not

take them.”

In this land of Malabar there is another caste of

Heathen even lower than these, whom they call Betune$.^

Their business is salt-making, and rice growing, they

have no other livelihood.

They dwell in houses standing by themselves in the

fields away from the roads, whither the gentlefolk do

not walk. They have their own idolatry. They are

slaves of the Kings and Nayres and pass their lives in

poverty. The Nayres make them walk far away from

them and speak to them from afar off. They hold no

intercourse with any other caste. They marry, and their

sons inherit their possessions.

* Their sans succeed them, ** J.e., in the South. In N. Malabar
they are Maniniakathayam. Perhaps Barbosa confused these Northern
Mukkuvans with his Mogcres.”—(T.)

* Betunes. (Ramusio and the Spanish version, Betua.) This is the caste
now called Veiiuvau, once salt-makers, and now masons, earth-workers
and quarrymen " (Mai, Gat., p. 129). They are according to Cochin
Tribes and Castes (I, p. 139), one of ^e four sections of the Kanakkan
tribe ; but 1^. Thome thinks that the Cochin caste was not alluded
to by Barbosa* who was describing the castes around Calicut. At
present they do many kinds of work, one of their principal employ-
ments b^ng pumping water out of paddy fields.

E
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There is another caste of Heathen, even lower and

ruder, whom they call Paneens} vdio are great sorcerers,

and live by no other means. They openly commune

with demons who take possession of them, and cause

them to utter astonishing things. When any King is

ill, he sends for these men and women, ten or twelve

fanulies of whom come, the best performers and the

most approved of the devil, with their women and

children. At the palace gate they set up a tent of coloured

cloths, where they establish themselves, and thence they

go*forth at the call of any other Lord who has need of

them. They paint their bodies in many colours, they

make themselves paper crowns and other devices with

many flowers and grasses. They make great bonfires

and light lamps, they bring kettle-drums, trumpets and

C3mibals, with which they make music. Then they come

forth from their tents two and two, with bare swords

in their hands, yelling and making faces, running along

the ground, leaping one after another. Thus they con-

tinue awhile, giving each other sword strokes, putting

themselves naked and bare-foot into the fire, until they

are weary ; then come forth other twos or threes, both

men and boys singing, and they do something of a like

kind ; the women the' while singing and shouting and

brawling violently. They go on with this two or three

days, both by night and by day working one with another.

^ Paneens. This form is an amendment for Pencens, which appears
in the printed text. C/. infra, Pareens for Parcens. The misprint
appears a

,
natural one. In neither case could the form with c

possibl]r be correct. This amendment is also adopjted in Dalg^o's
Glossario^ The form in Ramusio is Paneru, in the Spanish version Paneu.
.It repsesents the modem P&nam. They are correctly described as
',:iK>rcerers by Barbosa ; exorcism, magic and devil dancing are much
^bs’actised among them ; they are also umbrella makers, and barbers
lor most of the low castes, uxcept the very lowest (Mal» Gar., p. 13 1

;

Cochin Tribes and Castes, I, p. X7X ; Thurston, VI. p. 29). '^Barbosa's
account is excellent. They are as he lifokkathayam." t.a.. thmr
sons succeed, ** In N. Malabar they aie called Malayans/*—(T.)
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and dcaMring circles on the ground with lines of ochre of

a white clay. Within the circle they cast rice and
flowers, they place lamps round it and walk about inside

it until the devil, in whose service they do this, enters

into one of them, and makes them say what the King’s

sickness is, and in what manner he may be made whole ;

they tell him, and he is fully contented therewith. He
orders them to be given food, money, and raiment and

does whatever they ask him. This race lives apart from

all communication with those of high rank, they touch

none of the other castes. They are as well great archers,

htmters and mountaineers ; they kill many wild boars,

deer, and other beasts of chase, also wild fowl on which

they live. They marry and their sons succeed to their

estates.

There is another caste lower and ruder than they,

named Revoleens} a very poor folk, who live by carrying

firewood and grass to the towns, they may touch none,

nor may any touch them under pain of death. They go

naked, covering only their private parts with scant and

filthy rags, the more part of them indeed with leaves of

certain trees. [Their women wear many brass rings in

their ears ; and on their necks, arms and legs necklaces

and bracelets of beads.]

^ ReuoUens, {Revolt in Ramusio ; Renaleni in the Spanish version.)

This name denotes the primitive jungle tribe known as Eravallen, or
Erava^r, who live in the hilly tracts of CochiUp and in the Coimbatore
District of the Madras Presidency. Their language is Tamilp though
soma speak Matay&lam. They are often in a position of serfdom,
and work for cultivators of higher caste, but occupy a higher position

than the Pulayans or Cherumans, and the PuUyans (Thurston,
tl, p, sio; Cochin Tribes and CasUs, I, p. 43). Mr. Thorne considers
that the identification with Eravallars cannot be correct, because
(i) Eravallars are a jungle tribe and no jungle men come near the
towns, and (a) Eravallars are not found in British Malabar, which
is the Goont^ Barbosa is descrilnng, and suggests that this may be
a caste which has died out in the 400 years since Barbosa wrote. The
name, however, seemsto be identical, and itmay also be possible that the
Eravallars once inhabited Malabar and have been forced to migrate.

E 2
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And there is yet another caste of Heathen lower than

tfiese whom they call Poleas}^ who among all the rest are

held to be accursed and excommunicate ; they dwell in

the fields and open campaigns in secret lurking places,

whither folk of good caste never go save by mischance,

and live in huts very strait and mean. They are tillers

of rice with buffaloes and oxen. They never speak tp

the Nayres save from afar*bff, shouting so that they

may hear them, and when they go along the roads they

utter loud cries, that they may be let past, and whosoever

hears them leaves the road, and stands in the wood till

they have passed by ; and if anyone, whether man or

woman, touches them his kinsfolk slay him forthwith, and

in vengeance therefore they slay Poleas until they are

weary without suffering any punishment. In certain

months of the year they do their utmost to touch some

Nayre woman by night as secretly as they can, and this

only for the sake of doing evil. They go by in order to

get into the houses of the Nayres to touch women, and

during these months the women guard themselves care-

fully, and if they touch any woman, even though none

have seen it, and there may be no witnesses, yet she

* Poleas. {Ptder in Kamusio and the Spanish version.) This is the Pul-
ayan caste» also known as Cheruman, one of the lowest in social position
in Malabar. *' They arc akin to Chemmas, but there is a distinction ;

e.gu in N. Malabar Pulayas are numerous, but they arc never called
Cherumas (T.). They were till recently slaves, and, although now
legally free, yet in practice they still retain traces of servitude. The
N&yars were, and still to some extent are, their lords and owners.
Some regard them as the aborigines of Malabar, and the name Cheruman
is supposed to be connected with the ancient Kingdom of Chera.
Certain districts in Malabar still bear the name CheranUd. The name
Pulayan is supposed to be derived from Mai. pula,

**
pollution.** This

name is chiefly used in North Malabar and Travancore ; and Cheruman
in South Malabar and Cochin. It was no crime to kill them till

i^odemE times. Barbosa’s description of the trouble caused to these
ilDfortunate people by '* distance pollution'* may be compared vrith

the modem efjcount by Mr. S. Appadorai Iyer {Calcutta Review, XQOo).

See sdeo Thurston (s.v. Cheruman), II, p. 45 ff. : Mol. Gas., p. 133;
Cochin Tfibes and Castes, I, p. 87 if. The propensity of the Pulayas to
revenin themselves by ** touching " Nayar women no longer survives.
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declares it at once, crying otot, and she will stay no longer

in her house that her caste may not be destroyed in

general she flees to the house of some other low caste

folk, and hides herself, that her kinsfolk may not slay her

;

and that thence she may help herself and be sold to

foreigners, which is ofttimes done. And the manner of

touching is this, even though no words are exchanged,

they throw something at iier, a stone or a stick, and if

it touches her she is touched and ruined. These people

are also great sorcerers and thieves ; they are a very

evil race.

Yet another caste there is even lower and baser

called Pareens} who dwell in the most desert places

away from all other castes. They have no intercourse

with any person nor anyone with them ;
they are

held to be worse than devils, and to be damned. Even

^ Pareens. The spelling given is amended from the printed text
form Pareens.* (See above, p. 66, under Paneens.) Ramusio has Parea,
the Spanish version Parent. The name is Parayan, a low-caste aboriginal
tribe of basket-makers and agricultural labourers, who seem originally

to have been included with others of the same character under the
general name of Chcruman. (See Mol. Gaz., p. 153, and Buchanan,
ll, p. 370,) The latter includes the " Parriar with others under the
head 01 Churmar. Mr. H. A. Stuart, in the Madras Census Report
of 1891, says (speaking of the Paraiyans of the East Coast) that

in the eleventh century the word Pulayan was used to denote this

section of the population as it is still in Malay&lam to this day." It

is .dear, however, that the Pulayans and the Parayans were regarded
as quite distinct in Barbosa's day, and there can little doubt that
they are connected only as being branches of the aboriginal Cheruman
stock. Except the name there seems nothing to connect them with
the better known Paraiyans of the East Coast, who as Pariahs have
become a by-word throughout the world for the degraded outcast,

although they are not actually the lowest. In Malabar they are not
quite at the lowest end of the scale, as the Nayadis and tXie Ulladans
are classed below them (MaU Gaz., p. 135: Cochin Tribes and Castes,

II, p. 68). Mr. Thorne' adds: "This caste now forms the important
if humble community of scavengers in Malabar. Their powers of
black magic in country parts of South Malabar are much dreaded.
Their designs on pregnant women in order to obtain the foetus for

making potions are notorious, and more than one Parayan has been
beaten to death in the belief that he has caused the death of such
women/*

* This •meadation it auimorted bv Mgr. Dalgado, who quotes tbit passage la hit

JLejrieolofte Luse-OrienUd (L&bon, 19x6), p. x7>.
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to see them is to be unclean and out-caste. They, eat

ys^s and other roots of wild plants.^ They cover

their middles with leaves ; they also eat the flesh of

wfld beasts.

With these end the distinctions between the castes of

the Heathen, which are eighteen in all, each one separate

and unable to touch others or marry with them; and

besides these eighteen castes,* of the Heathen who are

natives of Malabar, which I have now related to you,

! there are others of outlandish folk, merdiants and traders
i

' in the land, where they possess houses and estates, living

like the natives, yet with customs of their own. These

ate the following. First of these races whom 1 call

^ Here the’ Spanish version adds, " which is like the root of the maize
which is found in the island of AntOla." (See Vol. I, p. 25, n. 2.) The
true yam, inhame, is a native of Africa, and probably was introduced
into India at a later date. The allusion is probably to some root of a
wild plant of similar appearance. Roxburgh considers that no
Dioscorea are wild in India (De Candolle, Origin of CuUivaied Plants,
London 1884, p. 77). Possibly the allusion is to the root of Arum
Colocasia, often called yams,

* The eighteen castes of Malabar, The castes mentioned above by
Barbosa amount actually to seventeen, but there is no doubt that he
considers the Kings or Royal SS.mantans to be a separate caste, which
is correct, as they were distinct from the Nftyars.

Including the Royal Caste and some Royal S&mantans, among
whom some are Kshatriyas, there are seven names in ^e first group,
and eleven in the second, making a total of eighteen. Ramusio and
the Spanish version both give the total as eighteen, but mention only
seventeen ; one (Mancn) being omitted by both.
The following table shows the castes mentioned by Barbosa in the

order he assigns to them, with the variants of their names as given in
Ramusio and the Spanish version. In accordance with his arrange'
ment they are given in three groups, t.e., the Upper Castes, the Lower
Castes and the Foreigners. The modem forms of the names as far
as they can be identified are given in the last column. There are slight

variations from Barbosa’s order ofprecedenceinRamusio and the' Spanish
version which correspond with each other. The list, though not
exhaustive, includes nearly all the castes of importance which still

exist in Malabar, which comprises not only the British District of
^^l^labar, but thestetes of Travancore and Cochin. The correspondrace
i\very closer not only in name, but in occupation and social precedence.

^
finrf (foup, for instance, we have the Brfthmans and theNayfin,

the and Artisan sections of the latter, who apptbxi-
niate tb ^ltwin. and are not subject to the stigma of ’’ distance
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forei^^ who dwell in Malabar is a caste called C/^is,*

natives of the province of Charamandd, of which I shgli

speak further on. They are tawny men, almost white,

and fat. The more part of them are great. merchants.

CASTES.
Group I. Higher Castes.

Barbosa, Ramusio, Spanish, Modern Form,

1. Bramenes. Bramini. Bramcnes. Brahman (Nambutiri)
2. Nayres. Nairi. 4^ayrs. Nayar.
3. Biabares. Biabari. Brabares. VyapRri or R&vari

N&yar.
4. Cniavem. Cugianem. Cujaven. Kusavan.
5. Mainato. Manantamar. Manatamar. Vannathamar.
6. Caletis. Calian. Chalien. Chaliyan.

Group 2. Lower Castes.

Barbosa, Ramusio, Spanish, Modern Form,

1. Tula. Tiberi. Tiver, Tiyan. Izhuvan.
2. Manen. — — Mannan.
3. Canaqua. Caniun. Canion. KaniyRn. Kanisan.
4. Ageres. Aggeri. Ajares. As&ri.

5. Mogeres. Moger (z). Moguer (2). Mukayar, Mukavar.
6. Monquer. Muchoa (5). Mucoa (5). Mukkuvan.
7. Betunes. Betua (6). Betua. Vettuvan.
8. Paneens. Paneru. Panek. P&nan.
9. Kevoleens. Revoler. Renolcni. Eravalleii

(Chcruma 7).

10. Poleas. Pulcr. Puler. Pulayan.
11. Pareens. Parea. I^reni. Parayan.

Group 3. Immigrant Castes.

Barbosa, Ramusio, Spanish. Modern Fomt,

z. Chatis. Chelij. Chetis. Chetty.
2. Guzurates. Guzzerati. Guzuratcs. Gujar&ti Bany&n.
3. Mapuleres. Mapuleres. Mapulercs. Mappila or Mappilla

(Moplah).

4. Pardesi. Pardesi. Pardesi. Pardesi or " foreign
'*

. Muhammadan.
^ Chaiis, This is the widely spread commercial caste of South

India generally known as C^ettys. whose original home is on the East
or Goromande^ Coast, as Barbosa has correctly observed. They have
not up to the*"present day become incorporated in the caste system
of Mailator. and still remain Tamils and essentially foreigners. (See

Mai. Gat., p. 138; Thurston. II, p. 91 <1 . ; Hobson-Jobson, s,v. Chetty.)

The Malayglam form jChetti represents the TamU Shetti. which is

with much pro^bility supposed to be derived from* Skr. Shr^htha, or

Shreshthl. although some authorities dispute this. This derivation is

supported by &lgado. Lexicologia Luso-Asiatico, p. 119. and
GlossaHo, S.V. Chatim. The usual Portuguese form is Chatim. J. de

Jgwm gives this form as a nickname for a clever tradesnfan. and saya

uiirtrom this a verb ehaiinar, to haggle.’* had been constructed.

uses the ploral form Chatijs for the caste-name /. ix, i. 18a
£d. x6a8).
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and they deal in precious stones, seed pearls and corals,

;^d other valuable goods, such as gold and silver, either

coined or to be coined. This is their principal trade, and

they follow it because they can raise or lower the prices

of such things many times ; they ate rich and respected ;

'they lead a clean life, and have spacious houses in their

own appointed streets ; they also have their own houses

of worship, and idols differecit from those of the natives

of the land. They go naked from the waist up, and

below gather round them long garments ^ many yards in

length, little turbans oatheir heads and long hair gathered

under the turban. Their beards are shaven, and they

wear finger marks of ashes mixed with sandal-wood

and saffron on their breasts, foreheads and shoulders.

They have wide holes in their ears,* into which an egg

would fit, which are filled with gold with many precious

stones, they wear many rings on their fingers, they are

girt about with girdles of gold and jewellery and ever

carry in their breasts great pouches in which they keep

scales and weights of their gold and silver coins and

precious stones. Their sons also begin to carry them as

soon as they are ten years of age, they go about changing

small coins. They are great clerks and accountants, and

reckon all their sums on their fingers. They are given

to tuury, so much so that one brother will not lend to

^ The complexities of the costume of Tamils and other Hindu
foreigners are specially notable in Malabar, where the ordinary
dress of Malayalis is just a cloth passed round the waist, the end
being tucked in at the side, quite the simplest manner in which
it is possible to wear a cloth. Malayalis wear no turbans, except
where aifected by alien custom or requirements. The long hair is the
tuft hanging from the back of the head in Tamil fashion. The
Mulayali gathers his hair in a knob on the top of his head, a far more
pleasing fashion.— (T.)

f/.* Compare the account of the Baneanes of Gujerat (Vol. I, p. 1x4,

#>. 3) where Barbosa uses a similar phrase as to the size of the holes
in Hie ears* In the present instance Ramusio and Spanish have given
the correct xAeaning of the Portuguese. Ramusio has converted the
caste-name into Chelij,
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ainother without making a profit thereby. 'Hiey

are sober and orderly in eating and spending, l^ey

speak a tongue which differs from that of Malabar as it

is with the Castilians and Portuguese.* They marry as

with us, and their sons inherit their property. If her

husband dies the wife never marries again, young as she

may be ; if the wife dies the husband may marry again,

and if she offends he may poison her without any punish-

ment. They manage their own affairs, the Kings may
not enquire into their crimes ; they do justice to one

another with which the King is satisfied. When they

: die, their bodies are burnt ; they eat everjdhing save the

cow only.

In the Kingdom of Calccut there is another caste of

Heathen merchants whom they call Guzwates^ (but in

Cambaya, of which they are natives, they are called

Baneanes)? I have already under the head of Cambaia

told of their customs, which they practise correctly in

Malabar, for some dwell in Cochin, and some in Cananor,

but the more part in Calccut,^ and trade in goods of every

kind from many lands. The Kings delight in them

becarise of the hea\^dues they pay on their trade. They

• dwell in great houses^and streets of their own, as the

Jews are wont to dwell in our land. In the Idols they

differ from the others. They have many bells both

great and small, like ours.

^ CHUl, A very small Portuguese coin of copper which took the place

of the dinheiro in the reign of D. Joao II (i48i->95).

* The relation between Tamil and Malayalam is, in fact, very similar

to that between Spanish and Portuguese.

* GusaraUs (Buzarates in the printed text, Guzzerati iii Ramusio).
These are the Gujer&ti Banydns or Baneanes described under the

Kingdom of Guzarate, Vol. I, p. no. The copyist or printer has in

the printed text turned the name into Banqueanes. They were and arc a
commercial race who trade extensively outside their own country.

There is still a prosperous colony of Guzeratis in Calicut and other towns
of Blalabar.
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And in this land of Malabar there are Moots in great

numbers who speak the same tongue as the Heathens

of the land, and go naked like the Nayres, but as a token

of distinction from the Heathen they wear little round

caps* on their heads, and long beards, " and they are

so many and so rooted * in the soil throughout Malabar

that ” it seems to me they are a fifth part of its people

spread over all its kingdoms and provinces. They are

[ rich, and live well, they hold all the sea trade and

navigation in such sort that if the King of Portugal had

; not discovered India, Malabar would already have been

in the hands of the Moors, and would have had a Moorish

King
;
[for the Heathen if disifieased at anything become

Moors, and the Moors show them great respect, and if it

is a woman, they take her in marriage]. “ These follow

the Heathen custom in many ways ; their sons ixiherit’

half their property, and their nephews (sisters' sons) take

the other half. They belong to the sect of M^amede,

their holy day is Friday. Throughout this kmd they

have a great number of mosques. They marry as many
wives as they can support and keep as well many

* Little round caps and long beards. The little round caps are still

worn. Mappilas are not, as a matter of fact, successful in grovdng long
beards. A Muhammadan with a long beard is usually a foreign settler.

Most Mappilas either shave the face or cut the beard close to the skin.

-(T.)
* For reiguados ** in the Portuguese teset read *' arraigados.*'

’ Inheritance among Mappilas. Barbosa's statement that among the
Mappilas their sons Inherit hall their property, and their sistbis*

sons the other half/' is not true of the present custom. Mr. Thome
says :

" In Calicut and South Malabar Mappilas follow the ordinary
Mutommadan (Sh&fa'l) law of inheritance. In North Malabar they
are most Marumakkathayam. and follow the role of succession through
females, but even in this psirt there is a disposition to assimilate to
orthodox Muhammadan law. An Act passed lately (Madras Act I.

191S) povid^ that when a M&ppila dies intestate his self-acauiied
^property, as distinct from the tarwdd property, i.e., the joint &mily
under the rule of descent through femam. shall devolve according
'to Mu^^unmadan law/’ It seems possible that Barbosa>'a aooonnt
relates to some similar compromise betwMs orthodoxy and local

custom.
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lieathen coiKubines' of low c^te. If they have sons or

dat^ters by these they make them Moors, and oft-

times the mother as well, and thus this evil generation

continues to increase in Malabar ; the people of the country

call them Mapuleies.*

There are many other foreign Moors as well in the town

> Heathen concubines. It is no l^ger respectable to keep such
concubines, but when a Hindu woman of low caste becomes com-
propiised with a Mappila the result is often the conversion of the

woman and her children, if any.—(T.)

Maptderes. This name denotes the greater part of the Muham-
madan population of Malabar, who go under the name of IV^ppilla,

which in English books usually appears under the form Mbplah or

Mcmlay. This name includes the great bulk of the Moslefbs who form
fully 30 per cent, of the population. They are a mixed race, descended
from uie unions between Arab mercantile settlers and the women of

the country, and from a considerable number of converts among some
of the depresse4,castes and the fishermen. They are Sunni and Shl'a

Muhammadans, and have the correct marriage system ; nevertheless

in matters of inheritance most of them, especially in North Malabar,

follow the Nayar system of descent through females. The most
probable explanation of their name seems to be that of Mr, Logan,

that it is Maha-pilla or child of a great man,’* and was originally

an honorific tiHe. Thus it would have some resemblance to such a
form as KhSmUda, or Arntr-edda in Persia and in North India, the

latter of which, in its shortened form Mitea, has become a professional

title in Persia. The same title Ma^pilla, is occasionally used for Syrian

dujatians, and Jews are also known as Juda Mappilla. The full name
of 1m Muslims is Jonakan.Mappillas ; the word Jonakan of Yonakan
means Greek or simply foreigners, according to some. The derivation

from Yavana, a Greet or loniatf, is commonly accepted, but cannot

be consijmred as established. Having regard to the use of the name
for Christians and Jews as well as for Muhammadans, Mr. Badger s

derivation from the Ar. Muflib» prosperous or victoriotw

(Varthema, p. 123, n. 1) does not seem probable. The influential

position of these people at Cananor and Calicut owing to the long-

standing proclivity o* the rulers of Calicut towards Islam, to some

extent accounts for the hostile attitude taken up by the Zamonn
towels Portuguese. His trade was clearly dependent on the

Axabs and Moplahs, and the evident intention of the Portuguese to

get it into their own bands was sufficient to ensure his enmity. Jo&o

de Banos (I. ix. Ch. 3, f. 182) in speaking of these people uses the

name Naiteas, applied also to the mixed Muhammadan population

of the Sorth and South Konkan (see Vol. 1.

1

59 . p. 147.^?^
He considers that they formed a fourth part of the population of

.Malabar, Barbosa gave it as one-fifth, while modem statistics raise

ittfi 30 per cent (Thurston, I^ p. 455; Afo/. Gas., p. 1^199;
Cochin Vfibec and Castes, II, p. 459 They are an ^crgctic race,

good sailors, and farmers ; and Buchanan (in 1807) spoke of them as

the only people *' who possess any spirit in agriculture * (II, p. 5®*)*

This sfiritSo has often shown itself in a tendency to nsings and

tuttmteDce.
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of Calecut, who are called Pardesis} natives of divers

lands. Arabs. Persians, Guzarates, Curasanes* and Da-

quanis, who are settled here. As the trade of this

country is very large, they gathered here in great numbers

with their wives and sons, and seem to have increased.

They sail everywhere with goods of many kinds and

have in the town itself a Moorish Governor’ of their own

who rules and punishes them without interference from

the King, save that the Governor gives an account of

certain matters to the King. Before the Portuguese had

discovered . India, they were so many, and so powerful

and independent in the city that the Heathen did not

dare to enter it,' on account of their pride. Afterwards,

when they perceived the determination of the Portuguese

they endeavoured to cast them out of India, which,

when they could not do, little by little, they departed to

their own lands abandoning India and its trade, so that

but few of them have stayed there, unless in some way
forced to do so.

In the days of their prosperity in trade and navigation

they built in the city keeled ships of a thousand and a

thousand and two hundred bahares burden. These ships

were built without any nails, but the whole of the

sheathing was sewn with thread, and all upper works

differed much from the fashion of ours, they had no

decks. Here they took on board goods for every place.

^ Portuguese text Pardetis ; Pard^sl, the universal Indiain term
for a foreigner is no doubt intended. ParadSsl in Mai. There is a
considerable Parsi colony in Calicut.

* For Curaanes in the Portuguese text read Cutasanes, Khoras&id.

* Moorish Governor.
" In Calicut and elsewhere there are still

Mappila ' Tangals ' and, Kizis whose authority is much res^ted.
The 'Arab strain in them is easily recognisable'*—(T.). Further
information about these Tangals will be found in Thurston/ IV, p. 46 ff.,

s.v. Mappilla. The Sunnis and Shi'as each have their own Tangal.
There can be no doubt that these are the modem representatives of

the Moorish Governors.
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and every mon^on ten or fifteen of the&e ships sailed

for the Red Sea, Aden and Meca, where they sold their

goods at a profit, some to the Merchants of Juda, who
took them on thence in small vessels to Toro, and from

Toro they would go to Cairo, and from Cairo to Alexandria,

and thence to Venice, whence*they came to our regions.

These goods were pepper (great store), ginger, cinnamon,

cardamoms, myrobalans, tam£ft'inds, canafistula, precious

stones of every kind, seed pearls, musk, ambergris,

rhubarb, alocs-wood, great store of cotton cloths,

porcelains, and some of them took on at Juda copper,

quicksilver, vermilion, coral, saffron, coloured velvets,

rosewater, knives, coloured camlets, gold, silver, and

many other things which they brought back for sale at

Calecut. They started in February, and returned from

the middle of August up to the middle of October of the

same year. In this trade they became extremely wealthy.

And on their return voyages they would bring with them

other foreign merchants who settled in the city, bt^ginning

to build, ships and to trade, on which the King received

heavy duties. As soon as any of these Merchants reached

the city, the King assigned him a Nayre, to protect and

serve him, and a Ch^im clerk to keep his accounts and

look after his affairs, and a^broker to arrange for him to

obtain such goods as he had need of, for which three

persons they paid, good salaries every month. [They all

served him well, and when the merchant bought spices

the sellers gave him on every five and twenty pounds of

ginger, four pounds more for his three servants, and so on

with goods of other kinds.] " These men are white, well

bred and proper to behold ; they go well-clad and decked

in garments of silk, scarlet-in-grain,^ camlets, cotton ;

* SearM-w^ain. 1 have here and elsewhere used this phrase to

translate the Fbrtugnese gram or grgo. This use has been criticised
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turbans twisted round their heads. Thdy had very fine

'houses and many servants. They were luxurious in

eating, drinking and sleeping. Thus they continued to

’ thrive until the Portuguese came to India. Now there

arc, it may almost be said, none, and those that there

are do not live independently. Up to this point I have

told very fully of all the castes and the divers customs

of the people of Malabar, and alsosome specially of Calecut.

I will now relate the position of each Kingdom separately

and how the aforesaid land of Malabar is divided.”^

by Sir Richard Temple in a review of Vol. I in the J,R.A,S. for 1919,

p. 413. He contends that *' scarlet " in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries was not a " colour " but a cloth, and that the exclusive
use of the term for a colour came later. " One hears of scarlet of

all colours in the earlier days/' In adopting the phrase I intended
to give a translation of the Portuguese grdo, which without doubt
referred originally to the hermes or scarlet grain, and to cloth dyed
with it. Owing to the lasting character of the dye its use in English
in the seventeenth century extended to other fast dyes. In its earliest

use in English it was generally associated with the colour red, especially

scarlet. Thus we have in Chaucer's Tale of Sir Thopas, " His rode is

lyk scarlet in grain." In Manners and Household Expanses, Z465
(quoted in New English Diet.), "My maistyre dclyverd of crymeson
out of greyn ii yerdes." Moryson's Itinerary, 16x7, I-IV, p. 96 (ditto),
" The Spaniards and Portugals brought graino for Scarlet Dye."
North's Plutarch (1580), " This sail was not white but red, died in

grain, and of the colour of Scarlet." Holland, in his Pliny (1601)
speaks of " scarlet grain which commeth of the Ilex/' which may
be compared with Barbosa's own remark {infra, § 106, p. 158, n. 2)

that the lac in its method of production resembles the " grain

"

produced in Europe from the Hex or holm-oak. It is clear (x) that
the " grain " produced a bright red or scarlet dye, and that the term
was often transferred to the cloth dyed with it, and (a) that the use of

the phrase (certainly in use in England in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries) scarlet-in-grain may properly be used in a translation of

a Portuguese book of the early sixteenth century. There is no doubt
that scarlet was at a later time used for cloth independent of colour,

but as a rule I think it inmlied the colour, as several cloths of other
colours are mentioned white no other colour seems to be added to
the name scarlet. It is impossible here to deal with this question

^ ThereJBtttle to be added to Barbosa's full and picturesque i

da^riptiospn the Muhammadan traders.^of various countries who
morted tq the ports of Malabar, and grew wealthy and luxurious
on^lhe great profits they made there. The dependence of the rulers

^pvjlmis trade is well brought out, and it is easy to understand the
consternation with which these people b^eld the resolution pf the
Portujraese tb divert this trade to a new route, and take it out of

,

iheir hands. Hence the great combination between the Sultftns of

Egypt and Gujarftt to drive the intruders out of India.
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§ 88. KINGDOM OF CANANOR.

You are to know then that following the coast southwards

from Cutnbola which pertains to the King of Narsingua,

there is a place which they call Cotecolam^ on the strand

in a fortress where is posted a nephew of the King of

Cananor, the Warden of the Marches. Further on is a

river named Miraporam ‘ op« which stands a seaport of

Moors and Heathen, a place of much trade and navigation,

where dwells another of his nephews who often rises

against him, and the King again brings him imder his

power. After passing this place further along the coast

is the Mount D'Ely,^ close to the sea, a mountain of great

height and round, in the midst of low land whither all

the ships of both Moors and Heathen steer, and from it

they make their reckoning when they are about to sail.

From this mountain flow many springs where the ships

take in their water ; on it is much wood among which is

abundance of wild cinnamon. Close to its foot to the

south is a place called Maravel* an old town prosperous

^ CoUcolam. The modern Kattakulam in South Kanara. £>e

Barros commences his list of the places on the coast of Malabar (in

Dec. I, ix, i, t 174 Res.) with this place, but divides C6ta from Coulio
by a comma. The Sommarlo in Ramusio (1563) gives it as Cote
Coulam.

* Mira-pura in the Spanish version. This probably stands for Nilesh-
waram R. (see Yule and Cordier, Cathay, IV, 74, and Mai, Gae,, p. 5).

* Mount D*Ely, See former note, p. 1, n. 3. As to the springs and
the woods on this mountain Mr. Thorne says, “ the country round is

honeycombed with rivers. The hill itself is on an island. It has
now been practically stripped of all timber except scrub jungle.''

* Moroni in printed text, read Maravel (Spanish Marave). This is

the place now known as Madayi (also called Pazhayangadi, under
which name it appears in the map in the Mdl, Gae,) (see also ib.,

P* 397)* It is on the canal which connects Taliparamba R. with the
creeks of Mount Deli R. Under the name of Mar&wl it was often
spoken of ^ Muhammadan writers jointly with Hili, by which name
they knew Iw or Idount D'Ely. De Barros and Correa call it Marabia.
*CoiTea speaks of the Gulf of Marabia, close to the Monte Dcly, which
V. da Gama entered on bis second voyage (Correa, I, 291). De Barros
(/, U 174^) gives the following places from the commencement of
Malaba^r sontiimrds from the river Canherecora (Chahdragiri), all
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and well furnished with food, peopled by Moors, Heathen

iLnd jev^, who speak the country language and have long

dwelt there. In this place, and around the Mount D*Ely

there is a great fishery. Near thereto, a short distance

along the coast is a river on which inside is a very fine

Moorish and Heathen town called Balaerpartam^ in

which the King of Cananor constantly stays, where he

has a great and fair palace.* And on the strand there is

a hill on wliich stands a fortress. Four or five leagues

inland from this town there is another tovm of both

Moors and Heathen which has great traffic with the

merchants of the Kingdom of Narsyngua. It is called

Taliparam,^ and much copper is used there.

On the coast passing Balaherpatfim and going south-

wards there is a great city called Cananor,^ inhabited

belonging to the Kingdom of Cananor, Cota, CouUo («.«., Cotacoulam),
NilichiUo (Nir^hwara), Marabia, Bolepatan, Cananor, Tramapatan,
Chomba. Maim and Purepatan.

Maranel, Maravel, The derivation of Madayi from Mftd&'Ezhi
is probable, and is supported by the form here found. It is still an
important Mappila centre^ containing an old mosque built by Malik
Ibn Din&r, the early Arab apostle. There are no Jews there now,
but a Jew's tank (Chul£ Kulam) exists on the hill near the Travellers'
Bungalow."— (T.)

^ Balacrpariam. Tarmapatam in Ramusio, Balapatam in the Spanish
version. It is doubtless the town of Vallarepattanam (or Baliapatam)
on the estuary of the river of the same name.

* Taliparam is an emendation of Faliparam in Portuguese text. It

appears in the Spanish version under the form eah paranco, doubtless a
misprint. No doubt Taliparam stands for the modern town of Tali-

paramba, a place of some importance. A bathing shed was built
here in 1524, soon after Barbosa wrote {Mai, Gax,, p. 399). "There
is also an ancient temple at TaUparamba, which, however, is only
8 or 9 miles from Baliapatam."—(T.)

* Cananor. The city of Cannanore, which plays such a large part
in the early history of the Portuguese in India and where Duaite
Barbosa spent so many years, was at that time the headquarters of one of

the principal States which resisted the hegemony of Calicut and welcomed
titie>Portuguese as their natural allies. The Raja bore the title of Kollattiri

(Me above^ p. 4, n. x and Appendix II (c)). It is also the seat of the
infportant' Muhammadan family, the head of which was known as

. tM Ali Raja," which still retains some of its old importance. Here
was begun the first Portuguese fort on the mainland of India. The
Viceroy, F. D'Almeida, having obtained the Raja's permission, Began
to dig moats in 1505. The fort, however, was not finished till 1507^
when the Viceroy, as Correa tells us, gave it the name of SantHogil,
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by many Moors and Heathen ; they are great merchants

and have many ships both great and small, and deal in

goods of all sorts with the great Kingdom of Cambaya

Ormus, Charamandel, Dabul, Chaul, Banda, Goa, Ceilam,

and with the Isles of Maldiva. In this city the King

our Lord possesses a fortress and a trading factory in

perfect peace, love and safety, and around the fort is

a town of Christians of this country, married men with

their wives and children, who were converted to our

Holy Faith after it was built and continue daily to be

converted.

Leaving this city, and continuing along the coast

southwards there is a town of Moors named Cragmte}

They have ships on which they sail, and are natives of

the land. Beyond this place is a river which divides

after the castle of Sant* Angelo at Rome (Correa, I, pp. 383 and 728).
Meanwhile in 1506 another fort luul been built at Cochin (Correa,

1
, 640). A fort bad been built by Almeida on the Isle of Anchediva

earlier in 1505 (De Barros, /, viii, Ch. 9, f. 165), but he ordered it

to be dismantled soon after, in 1507 (Correa, I, pp. 726, 727).
Linschoten describes the Cannanore fort as " the best fortress that
the Portingalles have in all Malabar*' (Linscli., I, 67).

Pyiard de Laval says (T, 445)»
** The Portuguese are at peace with

him the Ali Raja), and by his permission hold a small fort in

Cananor containing a Church and a Jesuits* College.**

The fort now existing still bears the name of St. Angelo. The
Mol. Gai. (p. 394) says that the present fort is of later date. When
it was rebuilt is not clear, but possibly the reconstruction is that
carried out by Alboquerque, as we learn from the Commentaries
(IV, 208) that " he rebuilt the fortress of Cananor with stone and
mortar, but up to that time it was built with mud.*' The Dutch
took this fort and that of Cochin from the Portuguese in 1663, about
eighteen months after peace between the two countries had been
signed, but Portugal was never able to obtain its return.

Buchanan (II, 553) gives an account of the town and fort in the

beginning of the nineteenth century, and of an interview with the
Bi&, the mother of the young Ali Raja, who at that time held the
estates. (See also Mol. Gas., 393~396.)

Cannanor. *' Mai. Kannar, which is an abbreviation for Kannaniir
(town of Krishna.'*—(T.)

’

^ Cragette. (Crecate in Ramusio, Ciecate in the Spanish version.) I

propose to re^ this Eragaie and to identify it with Edakkgd on the

coast brtween Cananor and Dharmadam. It is now a station on the
South OiJiara Railway^.'

Mr. Thorne thinks this is probably a correct emendation,
and says the change of d to r is quite natural («.g.) Madayi-
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into two arms on which ships can sail, which sumnmd
*a great town of Moors, natives of the land, which they

call TremoptUam}- They are natives of the land, rich

merchants, owning maxiy and great slups. This is the

last place which the King of Cananor holds against

Calecut, it has very fine mosques of the Moors, who are

so rich and powerful that they rise with the whole city

in rebellion for any injury*^^they may receive so that the

King is ofttimes compelled to come and to threaten

them, or cajole them, " and had the Portuguese not

discovered India this city would by now have had a

Moorish King over it, and the whole of Malabar would

have been converted to the sect of Mafamede.”

Higher up the same river at four leagues’ distance

from this city there is another large and wealthy town

of the Moors, natives of the land, named Quategatam,*

the " inhabitants whereof carry on a very great trade
* ^

_
-

Maravel). He adds ** It is however, possible that Ciecate is the
correct reading, in which case it would be Kakk&d, a suburb of Cananore

;

but KakkSLd is not actually on the sea." A further objection to this

reading is that in Spanish or Portuguese C before i could not have
the sound of k, and that Kamusio keeps the form with r after the C*
1 think therefore that the reading Eragate may be adopted.

* Tremopatam. Tarmapatan in Ramusio and the Spanish version. This
place is undoubtedly the Deh-fatan of Ibn Batuto and the Darma-fatan
of the Tuhfatu'l-mujahidin. Its modem form is tlharmadam, repreront-
ing the older Dharmapattanam. It lies on an island formed by the
junction of the Tellicherry and Anjara-kandi rivers, just north of the
modern town of Tellicherry. It was a sacred place among Muslims,
and is still much honoured as the place whence according to the legend
(see above p. 3, note 2) Cherum&n Penim&l sailed for Mecca {Mat,
Gax., p. 422 ; Cathay, IV, p. 76).

It rises to a hill on which are the soUd remains of a small fort
called by Malayalis Cherum&n K6tta (i.e., the fort of Ch€rum&n
Perum&l), and by Europeans * Tippu’s Fort.* There is no fine mosque
in the place now."— (*!;)

* Quategaiam, Capo gatto in Ramusio, Cotaogatto in the Spanish
version. This place is doubtless Kottayam in the same vicinity,

, wherks are the palaces of the Raja of Kottayam (Afo/. p. 423).
"The Spanish reading Cotaogatto puts the identification teyond

doubt. It IS Kottayam. The oblique case of the word is Kottayaaath,
hence Kottioth or Cotiote of the Tellicherry factors. It was and is

. the seat of the Kottayam Rajas, the allies of the company. The
mercantile centre is now at the modem town of Knthuparamba, a
mile away,"—(T.)
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with those of Narsyngua." Here, and throughout the

Kingdom of Cananor right good pepper grows, but not*

in great abundance ; there is great store of ginger, car-

damoms, myrobalans, canafistula, zerumba and zedoary.^

In this Kingdom in some of the great rivers are found

also certain great lizards^ which devour men, the breath

thereof when they are alive, smells of civet, and in the

land among the woods and thickets are found certain

serpents which the Indians call Murcas* and we call

them cobras de capelo, (hooded snakes) for they make

a hood over their heads. They are very poisonous

and any man bitten by them lasts no more than two

hours [and sometimes two or three days]. Many jugglers

carry these about alive in earthen vessels so charmed

that they bite' not, and they gain thereby much money,

putting them round their necks and showing them.

There is yet another kind of snake even more poisonous,

which the natives call Madalis.* Such is their renown

that they kill in the very act of biting, so that the person

bitten cannot utter a single word, nor turn him round

to die.

^ See Hobson-Johson, s.v. zedoary and zerumbet where this passage
is quoted.

* Liiards, This refers to crocodiles which are abundant. Attacks
on human beings are, however, rare. They are supposed to be most
dangerous round Mount Dely.—(T.)

* Murcas, Mweas is an emendation from Nurcas of the Portuguese
text, in accordance with the forms in the Spanish version and Ramusio.
** It is the Malaya MUrkhan *a cobra,' used in the term E{{a4i
mO/rkham *

8 paces cobra,' because a man dies within 8 paces of the
spot where he is bitten. The usual name for a cobra is sarpam,
* snake,' or naUa sarpam, ' good snake.'"—(T.)

« Madaii (Spanish version Mandai, Ramusio Mandtdi.) No doubt in
the MS. this word was written MSdali, i.e,, Mandali, which, is evidently
the correct form. ** It clearly means the varieties of which
are regarded as very venomous. The payydna mai^dali is—so I gather
from descriptions—what we call Russell's viper. Malayalis do not
consider it so instantaneously fatal as Barbosa represents it, but the
bite is much dreaded as it usually tears the flesh * like the bite of a
dog/ "-(T.)
The Russell's viper (Daboia RusseUiii is usually considered in

,
Nortfaeni India to come next to the cobra in deadliness.

P 2
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§ 89. THE KINGDOM OF CALECUT.

Leaving this Kingdom of Cananor and going south*

ward, on the further side of this same river of Tremo-

patam is a town belonging to the Moors of the country

which is called TiramuingcUe} where there are many
ships and much traffic by sea. Beyond this place is a

river on which lies a large Moorish town called Manjaim,*

also a place of sea traffic, with many ships and much
trade.

Beyond this is another place also of the Moors which

they call Chamobai^ a place of much sea traffic. Inland

^ 'riramuingaie. The Portuguese text reads Firamuingate, but the
initial letter is undoubtedly *' T.” (Teringate in Ramusio, Terivagaty
in the Spanish version.) The Port, form represents the Mai. Tiruvan-
gftd. Identified with Tellichery ill Ca/Aay, IV, 76. The form Tellicherry
seems to have been already in use when the East India Company
occupied the place about 1683 {Mai. Gas., pp. 55 and 426.) The modern
prosperity of the place dates from that time, and the decline of Dhar-
mapattanam also, as political considerations prevented its occupation,
although its site was better.

** Tellicherry (Talasseri) is a modern name. Strictly speaking it

applies only to the mercantile quarter which (as in Calicut) has arisen

between the sea and the old town. The S.E. portion of the present
municipality is Tiruvang/ld, still the Hindu residential quarter. It

contains a famous and beautiful temple."—(T.)

* Manjaim. (Mazeirc in Ramusio, Mazeri in the Spanish version.

Maim in de Barros.) The form given by de Barros is closer

to the modern form Mah6. Yet it would seem that this name was
derived from Mah6 de Labourdonnais who took it in 1725. and changed
its original name of Mayyazhi to his own name Mahe (see Mol. Gax,,

pp. 57 and 435). It was several times occupied by the British but
was restored to France in 1817. and still remains a French possession.

Barbosa’s form is close to the vernacular name. " The Spanish reading
is nearest to the Mai. form " (T.) . A full history of the French settlement
is given in Les Origines de MahS de Malabar, by Alfred Martineau,

Paris. 1917.

* Chamobai. (Chernobay in Ramusio, and Combaa in his Sommario
de Regni, f. 332b.. Chernobay in the Spanish version.) The modem
form is Chombaila (Mol. Gaz., p. 433).

*' Chomb3.1a or Chombaya 3 miles south of Mah^. It is now
negligible as a port. The Basel Mission has a station there.

“BeErbosa says that the country inland of Tellicherry, Mah^ and
;Chomb&la in his time was divided between two lords, whose status

apparently was not that of kings. Undoubtedly this part of Malabar
was exceptionally independent, being beyond the influence of the
Zamorin to the south and having broken away from the Kolattiri

to the north. Even to this day the land belongs largely to a number
of N&yar ianmis^ contrasting therein with the enormous estates of
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from these three places the country is thickly peopled

by Nayres who are very fine men and give obedience to no
*

King, they are divided between two lords who rule them.

Passing by these places there is a river which they

call Pedirpatam} on which stands a Moorish town with

much trade and navigation, and from this place begins

the Kingdom of Calecut.

Passing thereby is anothcr^town on the coast called

Tircore^ and passing this tlicrc is another which they

call Pandanare^ beyond which there is yet another with

the ex<ruling families to north and south. Behind Tellicherry the
chieftains were the Truvalinad Nambiyars (i.c., NSlyars) one of whom
was the Kurungoth Nayar. Behind Mah6 and Chombala the Kada>
thanad dynasty, an offshoot of the Kolattiri, had not yet established
its power."— (T.)

^ In the printed Portuguese text Hopedirpatam, where the first

syllabic stands for the article ho or o, (Pudripatan in Ramusio and
Pudepatana in his Sominario, Pudepatane in the Spanish version). It is

the Bud-fatan of Ibn Batuta. and was known as far back as the time of

Cosmas Indicopleustcs as Pudopatana (Cathay, IV, p. 69). The note in

Cathay (l.c,, p. 77) says " the name is not found in modern maps, but
it must have been near the Waddakarre of Keith Johnston's."
Badagara or Vadakara is the form given in the Mai. Gaz., p. 432.

The town is still in the hands of Muhammadans (Mappillas).
" Pedirpatam stands for Puthupattanam * new town,' now Puthu^

panam on the north bank of the Kotta liiver, near Badagara, a
comparatively modern town. As Barbosa says, on crossing the river

one comes into the kingdom of Calicut (the Zamorin’s domain). To
this day the Zamorin does not own an inch of land to the north of the
Kotta River. His northernmost Cherihkal (rent-collecting centre) is

at Kollam, included in which are lands running up to the river.'*— (T.)

• Tifcore. (Tircori in Ramusio, but in his Sommario (l.c.) he makes
it into two places, Tiri, Corci). The modern name is Tikkodi or
Trikkodi (Mm. Gaz., p. 433 and map). " There is now a fine lighthouse

there."—(T.)

* Padanare (Pandarani in Ramusio and Poramdarani in his 5em-
mofio ; Pandareni in the Spanish version) . The modern form of the name
is Pantalftyini or Pantaiayini Kollam. The latter form is close to that
given from Ramusio's Sommario as quoted in Cathay, IV, p. 77 (Colam
Pandarani), but this form does not appear in the 1563 £d. of Ramusio,
I* P* 332 b. Whether or not it is the Patale of Pl^y is doubtful, but it

is certainly the Fandaraina of Ibn Batuta and Idrisi, the Flandrina of

Odoric [Cathay, II, p. 133) and the Fehderena of Fra Mauro and many
others. (See Hobson^jAson, s.v. Pandarani ; Cathay, IV, p.77 ; Mol.
Gom, p. 436). The modem town of Quilandi or Koilandi close by has
now supplanted it. This is the Coulete of de Barros.

Mr. W. W. Rockhill in his Notzz on the delations and Trade of China
in T*oang-Pao, Vol. xv (Leiden, 1914) p. 4251 alludes to Chinese trade
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^
a small river which they call Cafmcah?- This is a place

of great trade and many ships, where on the strand are

found many soft sapphires.

Two leagues beyond this place k the city of CaUcui,*

with this coast in a.d. 1296, and mentions Panam and Fandaraina
among the ports alluded to in the YUan Shih, His quotation from
Duarte Bar&»sa alludes to Panam or Pananie (Pananx on p. X53 of the
Spanish version) . Fandaraina or^antalayini seems to be mentioned also
in another Chinese authority of the same period (ib., p. 435, note i).

^ Capucate. (Capucar in Ramusio and Capucad in the Spanish version.)

This small port appears to be the Kappat or Kappata on the coast
between Quilandi and Calicut, alluded to inAfa/. Gas., p. 45, and shown
in the map in the same volume. • There can be no doubt that it is

the Capua of the Roieiro (Fd. 1838. p. 50), which was the first

town sighted in India by the Portuguese under Vasco da Gama.
*'And on this day (19th May, 1498) in the afternoon we anchored
two leagues below this city of Calecut and this we did because it seemed
to the pilot that a town which was there, called Capua, was Calecut,
and below this town is another called Panderamy, and we anchored
along the coast about a league and a half from the land.'' The writer of
the passage in the Mai, Gaz. supposes that as the south-west monsoon
was threatening a few days later they moved to the shelter of the
mud-bank off Pantalayini Kollam." But their return to this anchorage
did not take place until after they had arrived at Calicut and had
entered into communication with the King, by whose advice they made
this move (Hobson-Jobson, s.v. C^pucat ; Mai. Gaz., p. 45).

There is now no trade worth mentioning, and apparently no soft
sapphires are found there.

* Calecut. The important town of Calicut, once the capital of
the ruler known to the Portuguese as the Zamorin or (^amidre, and
'now the headquarters of the British District of Malabar, although
the Zamorins still maintain their state there, is famous as the first

town in India reached by the Portuguese under Vasco da Gama.
Yet in their subsequent history it is not as important as its neighbours
Cochin and Cannanor. The Portuguese were not received with joy
because the ruler was under theinduence of the Muhammadan traders
and feared to lose his profits. In addition to this the ^rt was a bad
one, and Cochin offered not only a more friendly reception but a safer

haven. After many years of dghting and truces Alboquerque at
length in 15X3 succeeded in buiMing a fort, but twelve years later

the Portuguese lost it and their control was never effective. Yet
their fort at Chaliyan on the Beypore river, only six miles away, gave
them considerable power. The distance given from Capucate. two
leagues, is correct. It is seven or eight miles.

"Barbosa does not refer to the popular explanation of this naine»
. The Mala^am name is Kdzhi-Kffd, i.e., ** Cock-fort " or ** Codc-
comer." The Keralolpatti story is that the Zamorin, who was over*
lookdh in the partition of the Perumal's territory, had to be content
with a piece of land so small that a cock’s crow would be heard
thmuglioat it. This is too fanciful to be accepted as a serious explana-
tkMi of the name. Kdzhi (which means fowl rather than cem) is

common in proper names in Soutii Malabar, s.g., KddiisBeil
village). KOzhipratii (a big tamad near Cahent)^ Can it be

Imft. the fowl was some sort of totem } Possibly a connection can
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wherein more trade was carried on, and yet is, by foreigners

than by the natives of the land, where also the King our>

Lord, with the full assent of the King thereof, holds a

very strong fortress. To the south of this city there is

a river on which lies another town called Chiliate} where

dwell many Moors, natives of the land who are merchants,

and have many ships in which they sail ; and beyond

this town and river there itf another city belonging to

the King of Calecut, called Propriatnguary,^ of both

Moors and Heathen, a place of trade. Passing this

there are two Moorish towns, five leagues apart one

from the other, one named Paramnor,^ and the other

Tanor? and inland thence is a Lord who rules over them

be traced with the cock festival at Crangaiiore (KodungaUur) to
which pilgrims go, carrying fowls, from every part of Malabar/*— (T.)

* Chiliaie (cf. Vol. I, p* 53, note r). Ibn Batuta gives the name
as Ash-Sh^liyat. Also see Alai. Gas., p. 31. The modern name is

Ch9,liyam,i " oblique form Chaliyath " (T.), an island formed by the
Beyporc and Kadalundi rivers, held by the Portuguese after they
left Calicut in 1525 ; they built a fort there in 1531, the foundations
of which have recently been excavated {Mat. Gas., pp. 382, 414).
" A mound where stood the Portuguese fort (de.stroyed by the
Zamorin in 1371) is still visible at the sea's edge. The merchant
town is now at Beypore on the N. bank of the river/*—(T.)

* Propriamguary, Purparangari in Ramusio, Purpurangari in

Spanish. The modem form is Parappanangadi {Mai. Gaz., 4x3, 419).
It was the centre of the dominions of the Parappanad l^ajas, and
figures in their revolt against Tipu. The Raja of Parappanad was
feudatory to the Zamorin."—(T.)

* Parananor—Tanor, " The latter is Tanur, an important fishing

town. Parananor may be Paravannur. but not if Barbosa means
to imply that it is on the coast, for Paravannur is about eight miles

(as tlw crow flies) inland from Tfinur, to the south-east of it. From
the fact that Parananor is mentioned first it might be supposed that
it is a place north of T&nur. In that case it might be identified with
Paikanchanur-^ village )ust north of Kadalundi. But tne objection

to that is that Pazlmnchanur is north of Parappanangadi adready
nientioned. If '* Parananor " is on the coast, south of Tfinur, it is

probably Parapana (Paravana), five or six miles south of T2Lnur. In
any case ** five leagues " seems to be too great a distance, for Par-
appanangadi IS only about seven miles north of Tftnur, and Ponnani
onfy about fourteen miles south of it. The * Lord who rules over
them* is the Vettath Raja, an unruly feudatory of the Zamorin.
Tbe family became extinct in 1793. when the secular estate was
escheated to Government and the religious endowments handed over
to the Zamorin, who still administers them/*—(T.)

Pereneiier is Paravanor in the Spanish version (not in Ramusio).
Tener Is Belief in the printed text.
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(and has many Nayres in his pay) and at times rebels

against the King of (3alecut, and does not obey him.

These towns trade in goods of many kinds, and mer-

chants of substance dwell therein.

Beyond these on the coast southward is a river, whereon

stands a city of the Moors natives of the land, also some

Heathen, which they call Pananee} In it are many
merchants who possess ships in great numbers, and from

it the King of Calecut draws a great revenue in dues.

And advancing thence, there is another river which

they call Chatua,^ on which higher up, are a number

of Heathen villages, and by this river comes out the

greater part of the pepper [grown in the country].

And yet further along the coast is another river

which forms the frontier with the Kingdom of Cochim,

on the hither bank of which is a place called Cranganor?

1 Panance. l^ananicin Kamusio, Pauanxin the Spanish version. This
is the important modern port of Ponnani which lies south of the mouth
of the Ponnani river, the largest river in Malabar. It is still a Moorish
city, most of the inhabitants being Mappillas (Moplahs). It was
attacked by Almeida in 1507 and by Menezes in 1525. The Portuguese
fort begun in 1383 was, according to the writer in the Mai. Gaz., never
ilnishcd {Mai. Gaz., pp. 454-6). It is the residence of the Maklidum
Tangal, the head of the Musalmans of Malabar.

2 Chatiia. Catua in Ramusio, Chatna in the Spanish version. This is

the modern town of Chettuvayi, or Chetwai, on an island formed by the
river of the same name, and the backwaters connected with it. The
more important town of Chavakkad or Chowgat, which lies to the
north of the estuary, is not named by Barbosa. Chetwai seems never to
have been occupied by the Portuguese, although the Dutch and English
held it intermittently in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Mu/.
Gaz., pp. 450, 451). It is the traditional landing place of St. Thomas.

* Ctan {jg)anor. Crangalor in Ramusio, Crongolor in the Spanish version
This city (here spelt in the text Crananor) occurs further on in the
more correct form Cranganor, the form still followed, representing the
Malay&lam Kodangalur, a very correct representation of the sound,
for here, as elsewhere, in the Dravidian languages a cerebral (/ easily

passes into r, and to European ears is often indistinguishable from r.

It was called Mu3dri-Khodu in an ancient copperplate inscription
e^lier than 1500 (see Burnell in Indian Antiquary, III, p. 334). It is

,
undoubtedly the Muziris of Pliny and the Periplus. The Pwipius
(sec. 54) also states that it was in the Kingdom of Kerobothia, t.e.,

Keralaputfa. The outlet of the great backwater was then, and till

much later, at this point. This is the river mentioned in the Pariflns,

The rise of Cochin and the decline of Cranganor was due to the water
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where the King of Cochim* holds a^rtain dues. In these

places dwell many Moors, Christians and Heatheiy

Indians. The Christians follow the doctrine of the Blessed

Saint Thomas, and they hold here a Church dedicated to

him, and another to Our I-ady. They arc very devout

Christians, lacking nothing but true doctrine whereof I

will speak further on, for many of them dwell from here

as far as Charamandel, whom the Blessed Saint Thomas

left established here when he died in these regions.

" And after passing this town of Cranganore along

the shore of the sea, the land of the King of Cochim

begins in the inland region, and above Cocliim, the

lands of Calecut extend,” ^ and this land, or rather the

of the lagoon finding its way into the sea near Cocliin, and the conse-
quent drying up of the Cranganor channel from the beginning of the
fourteenth century (Alai. Gaz., p. 402, 403). Tt had gone down
considerably by the time of the arrival of the Portuguese, but still

retained some importance and was an entrepot of the pepper trade
according to the Roteiro (p. 108). The ancient Christian population
of the Syrian Church attracted early attention, and was its principal

title to notice when Barbosa wrote. There was also an early Jewish
settlement. In earlier times Cranganor seems to have been known
to the Arab chroniclers under the name of Shinkali or other similar

names. This name (as well as the Gingalch of Henjamin of Tudcla
and the Cyiigilin of Fr. Odoric) appears to represent the second element
in the name Tiruvan-jiculam, one of the names of Kodangalur. It

is now an unimportant village known chiefly for its local cock festival.

(For quotations see Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cranganore and Shinkali.

Also Mai. Caz.t pp. q, 32, 148, 403 ; Scholl’s Periplus, pp. 205, 208 ;

Vincent A. Smith, Early History of India, 2nd Ed., p. 401.)

^ Cochin gradually superseded Cranganore and had become the first

harbour in India (South) at the time of the Portuguese arrival. (MaL
Gaz., p. 403.)

• Here Kamusio simply says, " After passing the town of Crangalor
the end of the Kingdom of Calicut towards the south, the Kingdom
of Cochin is situated.*" And the Spanish version is to the same
effect. What is intended by the statement in the Portuguese text

seems to be that Cochin territory extended along the coast and a short

distance inland, and that the Calicut territory lay still further inland^

being cut off from the sea by Cochin.
" When the Portuguese came to India the Zamorin was at the height

of his power. He had extended his dominions on the south to the
borders of the present Cochin state and beyond. The Portuguese
connection with Cochin effectually prevented him from further

encroachments in that direction, and eventually the Zamorin was
pushed back to the Chettuvayi river, which remains the southern
border of his estate.*"—(T.)
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whole land of Malabar is covered along the strand with

^m-trees as high as. lofty cypresses, the trunk whereof

is extremely clean and smooth, and on the top a crown

of branches among which grows a great fruit which

they call cocos,^ it is a fruit of which they make great

profit, and whereof they load many cargoes yearly. They

bear their fruit every year without fail, never either more

or less. All the folk of Malabar have these palms, and

by their means they are free from any dearth, even

though other food be lacking, for they produce ten or

twelve things all very needful for the service of man,

by which they help and profit themselves greatly, and

everything is produced in every month of the year.

In the first place they produce these cocos, a very

sweet and grateful fruit when green ; from them is

drawn milk like that of almonds, and each one when

green, has within it a pint ® of a fresh and pleasant water,

better than that from a spring. When they are dry this

same water thickens within them into a white fruit as

large as an apple which also is very sweet and dainty.*

1 Cocos. Cocoanuts. Kamusio. '* which they call ‘ tenga * and we
Cochi'* ; the Spanish version, " which they call tenga, by this they make
great profit, and it is a great article of trade, for each year more than four
hundred ships are laden with it for many parts. We call these fruits

cocoas.*' “ Tenga is correct as Mai. for cocoanut. The tree is thtga
and the nut tenga."*—(T.)

* A pint. The word quartilho here used is a measure denoting
one quarter of a Canada. As the Canada is about three pints, the
quariuho strictly speaking is about three-quarters of a pint.

* The description here given of the various uses of the cocoanut palm
and its products may be compared with that given in Mol. Gag., pp.
223-4. Products of the cocoanut—cocoanut oil, copra, coir yarn,
rope and poonac, to mention the most important—account^ for about
half the total exports from Malabar in 1903-04. valued at close upon

1^500 lakhs of rupees. But apart from these products every part of
^e tree^is of value. It is tapped for toddy, and from the toddy
jMgery is prepared and arrack is distilled. Its leaves are used lor

^atclung. their stems and the hard shells of the kernels lor lue!, the
ripe nut or elamr is full of the most refreshing liquid, and in the last

resort the tree is cut down and its trunk utilized lor building.** Almost
ail these uses can be found in Barbosa's account. Perhaps the poonac
or refuse which is made into oilcake is the only one to ^mch he does
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The coco itself after being dried is eaten, and from it

they get much oil by pressing it, as we do. And frofa

the shell which they have close to the kernel is made
charcoal for the goldsmiths who work with no other

kind. And from the outer husk which throws out certain

threads, they make all the cord ^ which they use, a great

article of trade in many parts. And from the sap of

the tree itself they extract a must, from which they

make wine, or properly speaking a strong water, and

that in such abundance that many ships are laden with

it, for export. From this same must they make very

good vinegar, and also a sugar of extreme sweetness *

which is much sought after in India. From the leaf of

the tree they make many things, in accordance with

the size of the branch. They thatch the houses with

them, for as I have said above, no house is roofed with

tiles save the temples or the palaces ; all others arc

thatched with palm-leaves. From the same tree they

get timber for their houses and firewood as well, and all

this in such abundance that ships take in cargoes thereof

for export.

' Other palm-trees there are of a lower kind whence they

get the leaves on which the Heathen write ;
it serves as

paper.* There are other very slender palms the trunks

not refer. The oil and thread are referred to as far back as the

Peripius. The word copra, which is of Indian origin and has now spread

all over the world, is not used by Barbosa- Cayro or coir, is not named
here, although he used the word in an earlier mention (Vol. 1, p. 27
note 1 ; and p. 197, note 3). Sec also Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Coco, etc

For early use of palm-oil and coir, see Schoff's Petiplus, pp. 29, 36

99. 154*

^ The cord known as Cairo or Coir. (See Vol. I, p. 27, note i.

"The correct Mai. form is kiyar not kiyar.'*—(T.)

* Here both Ramusio and the Spanish version add *' as yellow a
honey/* The allusion is to the coarse sugar known on the west coas

of India as Jaggory, called above by Barbosa jagata (Vol. I, p. 185

note 1).

* The palm alluded to is fhe Palmyra or fan-palm {Borrassu

yfeMfi/emiM). Hebson-Jehson, s.v. Palmyra.
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of which are of extreme height and smoothness ; these

bdEr a fruit as large as walnuts which they call Areca/

which they cat with betel. Among them it is held in

high esteem. It is very ugly and disagreeable in taste.

It is so abundant that ships take many cargoes of it for

Cambaia and Daquem and many other countries, whither

they take it preserved and dried.

§ 90. THE KINGDOM OF COCHIN.

Further in advance along the coast is the Kingdom of

Cochin, in which there is much pepper which grows

throughout the land on trees like unto ivy, and it climbs

on other trees and on palms, also on trellises to a great

extent. The pepper grows on these trees in bunches.

Here also grows very much fine belide® ginger,

cardamoms, myrobalans, canafistula,’ zerumba, aredoary*

» For the betel palm (Areca Catechu) sec Vol. I, p. 168, note i. Mai.
adakka, applied only to the nut. The tree is called kazhungu.

* Belide. The comma after the word ginger in the Port, text is

omitted in Ramusio. Dalgado in quoting this passage [Glossario, s,v.

gcngibfe) also reads "gengibre belide.'* The comma is undoubtedly
wrong. I have adopted this reading in the translation. The Ar-
haladi means belonging to the country.** Stanley translates ** ginger
of the country/* and has the note “Beledy j Arabic word no longer in
use.** The remainder of the list of products is identical with that on
p. 83, which is headed by ginger without the addition of hdide*
Stanley's explanation is the correct one. The word was still in use in
trade in the seventeenth century.

* Canafistula should probably lie read here and elsewhere as Cassia
fistula (Vol. J, p. 188, note 3). Myrobalans are alluded to in the same
note.

Garcia da Orta has a colloquy on this tree, and its uses (Garcia,

p. 133). The name Cana, was no doubt derived from the resemblance
of the long stiff pod (sometimes two feet in length) to a stick. The
pulp with which it is filled is still much used as a purgative in Indian
medicine (Brandis, Forest Flora of N,W, India, p. 164).

.« For Zedoary and Zerumbet see Hobson*Jobson, s.v. Zedoary, where
the passa^ in the text is quoted. There is no difference in meaning
beti)mn the two words, llie Persian suruntbdd is merely another

•milhie for the Arabic jadwar or zeduward* Shakespear calls it *' China
root," which is correct, as it is a native both ox Bengal and China.
The plant is Curcuma Zedoaria, sold in India either as turumbdd or
fangli haldi, and employed as a stomachic (Murray, PUnUs and
Drugs -of Sind, p. 2X).
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wild cinnamon.^ This Kingdom possesses a very laige

and excellent river,* which here comes forth to the sea

by which come in great ships of MoDrs and Christians,

who trade with this Kingdom. On the banks of this

river is a city of the Moors natives of the land, wherein

also dwell Heathen Chatims, and great merchants. They

have many ships and trade with Charamandel, the great

Kingdom of Cambaia, Dabitl, and Chaul, in areca (great

store), cocos, pepper, jagara, and palm sugar. At the

mouth of the river the King our Lord possesses a very

fine fortress, which is a large settlement of Portuguese

and Christians, natives of the land, who became Christians

^fter the establishment of our fortress. And every day

also other Christian Indians who have remained from the

teaching of the Blessed Saint Thomas come there also

from Coilam* and other places. In this fort and settle-

ment of Cochim* the King our Lord carries out the|

repairs of his ships, and other new ships are built, both>^

galleys and caravels in as great perfection as on the

Lisbon strand. Great store of pepper is here taken on •

board, also many other kinds of spices, and drugs which

come from Malacca, and arc taken hence every year to

^ Canela Brava or Wild Cinnamon. This, no doubt, was the wild
plant of Malabar which is inferior to the hne cinnamon of Ceylon.
See Garcia's Colloquy, No. 15, p. 127. They are both from the same
plant, Cinnamontum Zeylanicum. Vide infra, p. z 12, note i.

* The river here alluded to (known as the Cochin River) is “ hardly
a river at all/' as the Mol, Gax., p. 6, remarks. It is the only outlet of

the great system of lagoons and backwaters which extends along this

part of the coast.

* Coilam, i.e., the Southern KoUam or Quilon often spelt Coulam see

^ The Forlress of Cochin. This fortress was founded by the two
Alboquerques, Afonso and Francisco, who arrived in 1503 with
instructions from the King to build a fort there. They were just in

time to rescue the few Portuguese left there by Cabral and V. da
Gama, who were besieged by the invading King of Calicut. It became
the headquarters of the Portuguese in India until Goa took its place.

It was again besieged by the Calicut forcis in 1504. but bravely and
successfully defended by Duarte Pacheco.
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Portugal. The King of'Cochim has a very small country

was not a King before the Portuguese dis6overed

India, for all the Kings who had of late reigned in Calecut

had held it for their practice and rule to invade Cochim

and drive the King out of his estate, taking themselves

possession thereof,^ thereafter, according as their pleasure

1 The Raja of Cochin found in the Portuguese powerful allies against
his ancient enemy of Calicut, and Barbosa is probably right in stating
that his state would soon have been annexed to CaUcut had not the
Portuguese interfered. They were glad to be on friendly terms with
Cochin, for the harbour there was the best on the Malabar coast, far
superior to that of Calicut, and the King was willing to allow of the
construction of a fort. In 1510 a dispute as to the succession, to the
throne took place, which involves a question of the peculiar rights of
succession in Malabar which have been so fuller and correctly related

by Barbosa. The story is told in the Comfneniaries ofA, D*Alboquevque,
Vol. II, pp. 36-38 ; as it is told it is hardly intelligible, but it would
appear from a work lately published (A Contribution to the History of
Cochin^ by K. Rama Varmaraja, Trichur, 1914) that the claimant to
the vacant throne in 1510 was in reality not the legitimate heir, and
that his recognition by the Portuguese was therefore contrary to the
recognised rule of succession according to which a sister's son should
have succeeded. Mr. Rama Varmaraja states the case as follows

{ib., p. 13 ff)

(1) The land Kocchi (Cochin and vicinity) belonged to Idapilli, but
early in the fifteenth century the Raja of Idapilli made a present of it

to the King of Cochin, who happened to be his son. This is explained
thus.

(2) Early in the fifteenth century a prince of the royal house of
Perumpadappu, who happened to ^ the son of the Raja of Idapilli,

received the N. part of the Karapuram tract as a gift from his

father, and founded the small kingdom of Cochin as distinguished
from the large state of the north (Perumpadappu N&d). This prince,

it is suggest^ was not the head of his royal house, but a junior member,
perhaps second in the line of succession {Elaya Tavazhi). As he got
his title from his father as well as from his (own) maternal house, he
was doubly royal, and as a junior prince was addressed as Kocchu
Thampuran, the Idngdom also took the name Kocchi-rajyam,

(3) When he (the junior Raja) became the senior be was to move to
the royal residence in the Perumpadappu village and leave the junior
throne to the next in rank.

(4) But when Goda Varma, the friend of the Portuguese, died in 1510,
they abolished the custom, and restricted succession to the Cochin
throne to the branch of the deceased king, which was henceforth
known as the Elaya Tavazhi, having permanently retained therein
the titles, estates and sovereign authority attached to the second
\Vank.

4.v(5) But if fAir ruler happened to be senior member of the whole joint
jp&OiSio and at the same time refused to give up the funior throne of
Cbchfh, the next in the line would object. Hence family feuds
foliowcd.

(6) On account of his violation of the customary rule of succession he
was denied the rank and privileges of the Perumpadappu Chief, and
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was, they would give it back to him oi: not. The King of

Cochim gave him every year a certain number of elephants^

but he might not strike coins, nor roof his palace with

tiles under pain of losing his land. Now that the King

our Lord has discovered India he has made the King

independent and powerful in his own land, so that none

can interfere with it, and he strikes whatsoever money he

will. »

§ 91. THE KINGDOM OF COILAM.

Going yet further along the coast southwards, and passing

by the Kingdom of Cochim we enter forthwith the

Kingdom of Coilam^ and midway between it and the

Kingdom of Cochim is a small town which they call

Porqua * imder its own Lord, where dwell many Heathen

the temple of the family patron deity at Pazhayannur was shut against
him for ever. Hence he ever after carried on his worship in private
shrines in his own palace. Perhaps he may have taken an oath never
to enter the temple unless he recovered the crown worn at the last

capital. In any case there was a taboo of some sort. The chieftainship

of Perumpadappu was ultimately recovered. (Sec also Whiteway*5

Rise of Portuguese Power, pp. 107*8.)
Cochin remained as one of the important centres of

Portuguese power for a century and a half. Vasco da Gama died there

soon after taking over the Government as Viceroy in 1524. In 1634
an English factory was established there with the consent of the
Portuguese Government. In 1663 Cochin fell into the hands of the
Dutch, and the Portuguese power in Malabar was at an end. The
Englii^ factory receiv^ no toleration from the Dutch company, and
was removed to Poxmani. Cochin passed into British po.Hsession in

1795 (see Mol, Gaz,, p. 402 if). In 1806 the fort which the Dutch had
maintained (although in a reduced form) and the Cathedral were blown
up by order of the E.I. Company, who it is said, feared that the place

was to be given back to the Dutch (Mai, Gaz., p. 505).
» The Kingdom of Coilam or Coulam (spelt both ways in the text)

corresponds very closely with the modem State of Travancore, which
obtained its old name from the City of Kollam or Couifo, now generally

known as Quilon (see below).

* The two towns mentioned as lying between Cochim and Coilam
are given here in the order of their actual position on the coast. Porqua
or Area represents the modem small town of Porkad, which appears
to have betm at the time one of the pirate ports which preyed upon
the trade of the Malabar coast. The Portuguese afterwards had a
small station here, and were succeeded by the Dutch in the seventeenth

century. Its position in the debateable land between Cochim and
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fishers whose livelihood in the winter season is nought

*but fishery, and in the summer they live by robbery of

all they can find, and everything they can take on the

sea. They make use of small rowing vessels like a

bargcAim}- They arc great oarsmen and a multitude of

them gather together all armed with bows and arrows in

plenty, and thus they surround any vessel they find

becalmed, with flights of aAows until they take and rob

it. Those who arc taken therein they put ashore. Thus

\>vith these boats of theirs which they call catures,^ they

take much spoil, part whereof they give to the lord of

that land.

Passing this place we come at once to another, the

first in this kingdom of Coilatn, which they call Cole

Coilam,^ whither come numbers of Moors, Heathens and

Coulam no doubt encouraged the maritime population to take to
piracy. It may with great probability be identified with the Bakare
of the Periplus (Barkare of Ptolemy), one of the principal jpepper

ports in early days (Schoflf's Peripius, p. 211). In the present day its

trade has passed to Alleppey a little to the north.

^ Bargatim, probably to be read bargdttim. These vessels had no
resemblance to the modem brigantine, but were light rowing boats
of some size, drawing little water and suitable for coast work. These
were familiar to the Portuguese, and were much used in the Mediter-
ranean.

* Catur. The catur as used on the coast of India was something of the
same kind as the bargantim, although according to Castanheda it was
smaller. Cotgrave says it was smaller than a foist, but larger than a

fregat.*' The suggestion made by Yule in Hobson-Jobsan, s.v. Caiur,

and by Burton in his Commentary on Cam^es, IV, 391, that this name is

the origin of the English cutter,” is not supported \>Yth!0 New English
Dictionary. Mgr. Dalgado (Glossario, s.v. Catur), however, considers

it probable. He thinks that the origin of the term is to be found
in the Malay&lam Kattiri, which comes from the Skr. kartart, "scissors ^

or " cutter.” The first instance of its use in English is in 1745. and
as the word caiur must have by that time become familiar to the
English in India its adoption in English as cutter seems by no means

^ inadmissible.

* Cals Coilam (called in the Spanish version Caymcolan) is evidently
M!lie modem Kayankullam, a port on the backwater. It was a centre

of the Syrian Christians from an early period, a church having been
built there in a.d. 829. The form Cale Coilam appears to be an Arab
form of the Malayfilam name, Cah being clearly the Arab Kat'a,
" a fort."
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Christians of the doctrine of the Blessed Saint Thomas
and many of them also dwell in the inland country.

Here there is great store of pepper, of which many ships

take cargoes ; sometimes also our own ships do likewise.

Passing C<de Coilam there is on the coast immediately

to the south of it a very great city with a right good

haven which they call Coilam.^ Hither come Moors,

Heathen and Christians in great numbers. The Moors

and Heathen are great traders and possess many ships

dealing in goods of divers kinds, in which they sail in all

directions, to Charamandel and Ceilam, to the Isles, to

BenBuala. Malaca. Camatra and Peeguu, but they trade

not with Cambaya. Here there is great store of pepper,

and there is a great river.

In this Kingdom reigns a Heathen King, ® a great Lord

over many lands and treasures and armed men, the more

part of whom are skilful archers and very trustworthy.

At a certain point where the land projects into the sea

^ Coilam or Coidam, the modern port known as Quilon in the
Travancore State, represents the Malayalam Kollam, which the Arabs
knew as Kaulam or Kaulam-Male. It was well known to the Chineses
who prior to the Yuan dynasty called it Ku-lin, but from the time
of the Mongol Emperor Kubilai Kaan gave it the name of Hsiao Ko-lan
or Little Quilon. It is described in some detail in works dealing with
that period. Ibn BaiGta (IV, 99, 103) states that Chinese merchants
were settled at Kaulam, and that envoys from the King of China
arrived there during his visit (W. W. Rockhill, Notes on the Relations

and Trade of China, T’oung-Pao, Vol. XVI, 1915. PP- 445-449)-
Marco Polo a short time before visited the Kingdom of " C^ilum "

and found both Christians and Jews there. Fr. Jordanus and Mari-
gnoili call it Columbum. {Marco Polo, Bk. Ill, Ch. 22, ed. 1871,

p. 312.) Odoric turns it into Polumbum (sec Hobson-Jobson, s.v,

Quilon).

Portuguese dealings with Coulam began in 1503 when A. D’Albo-

querque obtained permission to open a factory there for trade. He
was well received, as the southern kingdom was jealous of Calicut,

with which the Portuguese were at war (De Barros, /, vii, 3, f. 130 ;

Castanheda, Bk. I, Ch. 62, Vol. I, p. 175). The Portuguese were
paramount here until the capture of Quilon by the Dutch in 16O1.

A Hamilton (Eosf Indies, I. 331) calls it Coiloan, and mentions the

:SmaU Dutch fort. The trade was much deca3red in his time.

• Heathen King. The descendant of this king (if the term may
be used of a Marumakkathayan dynasty) is the present Mahaiaja
of Travancore.—(T.)
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is a very great church, miraculously built by the Apostle

•Our Lord Saint Thomas ^ before he died (as the Christians

of Saint Thomas asserted to me that they had found this

written in their book which they preserve with extreme

reverence). It was in this manner. He arrived at the

City of Coilam (all there being Heathen) in poor attire,

and thenceforward he began to convert some poor

folk to our holy faith. He took with him some com-

panions who were natives of the land. One day as he

was going about in the city at daybreak a great log of

wood from the sea was seen in the harbour and grounded

on the strand. Tidings of this were forthwith brought

to the King, who sent many men and elephants to draw

it to the land, but they could not move it, and when the

King ordered that they should do everything in their

power to draw it forth, yet they had no power to do so.

^ Christians of St. Thomas. This story of the miraculous foundation
of the church at Coulam by St. Thomas is told also by MarignoUi,
who, however, ascribes it to Mirapolis, that is Mailapur in Ma'bar
or Coromandel and not to Columbum or Coulam. His account differs

to some extent from the version given by Barbosa, for Marignolli's

legend states that the log was cut down by two slaves of St. Tbomas
on Adam’s Mount in Seyllan " and drawn to the seaside by the
Saint’s girdle, and then by his orders floated to the haven of Mirapolis.'

He also adds that the Smnt was murdered afterwards while engaged
in the task of building churches {Cathay, Yule and Cordier, HI, 249-251).
Marco Polo relates the story of the martwdom also under his account
of Ma’bar, but says nothing about the log {Marco Polo, II, Ch. 18).

Under his account of Malabar {ib., Ch. 25) he says nothing about
St. Thomas.

Friar John of Monte Corvino also visited Ma’bar, " the country
of India wherein stands the church of St. Thomas the Apostle,” and
there spent thirteen months. His companion. Friar Nicholas, died
there and was buried in the church. Yule, in his Marco Polo (ed. II,

p. 293, 1st ed.), says that this was about the time of Polo’s homeward
journey. It is probable, therefore, that at the end of the thirteenth

century this legend was not in circulation.

It is not easy to say when the legendary connection of St. Thomas
mth South India began. The early forms of the legend connect
him with Gondophernes who, in the first centniy a.d., was reining
over an extensive kingdom in North*west India and Afghanistan,
•including Taxila, Sind. Kflbul, Kandah&r and Slst&n (see Jnd, AnH"

1903, pp. 1, X45). There can be little doubt that the story

was brought to India by the Christian immigrants in the fifth and
joQowlng * centuries (see Milne Kae, The Syrian Church in India,

4*92).
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The Blessed Saint Thomas then perceiving that they had

no hope of moving it, went to the King and said to him*

that he would draw forth the log to the land on condition

that the King would give him a piece of land whereon

he might build a church in honour of the Lord who had

sent him thither. Whereat the King laughed and said

that if he with all his might could not make it stir how
could the Saint be bold enough to drag it out. Saint

Thomas replied that he would draw it out by God's

power, which was very great. Tlie King then ordered

that all the land of which he had need should be given

to him, and this being done and the grant made out, he

went there where the log lay and bound it to a rope with

which, by divine grace, he began to draw it to the land

without help from any person, and this same log came

behind him to the spot where he would build his church.

The King having witnessed this notable miracle then

ordered that he should do whatever he would with the

wood and the land which he had given him (treating

him) with all honour and favour, and holding him to be

a saint. Many men of that land became Christians,

but the King would not. The Apostle then, whom they

called Matoma, ordered that all the carpenters and -

sawyers in the land should be called together, and began

to fashion the wood, which was of such a size that it

sufficed to build the church, and so it was done. It is

the custom among the Moors and Indians that when the

workmen come to begin any work they give them a

certain quantity of rice to eat, and when they depart at

night they give them a fanam each. The Blessed Saint

Thomas at .midday took the measure wherewith the rice

was to be measured and to every man he gave it full

of sand, and it was turned into good rice and when they

departed at n^ht he gave every man a chip of wood.
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and it became a fanam. Thus the work was accomplished

' and all the workmen were well pleased. Beholding these

miracles and many others, which Our Lord daily worked

through him, many became Christians from Cochim to

the great Kingdom of Coilam, which extends to the coast

facing towards Ceilam, in which there may be well twelve

thousand households ^ of Christians scattered among the

Heathen, and there also 'Some churches in the inland

country. The more part of these lack both doctrine

and baptism, having only the name of Christians, for

St. Tliomas in his time baptised all who desired baptism,

and as the King of Coilam perceived that so many people

were receiving his doctrine he took heed of it, saying

that they would take possession of the land. So he

began to shun them, and on this Saint Thomas departed

thence, persecuted by them and by the Heathen, towards

the land of Charamandel and came to a great town named
Mailapur, where he received martyrdom and where he

lies buried, of which I will speak more fully in its place

further on.^ Thus from that time the Christians remained

in this Kingdom of Coilam with that church, and levied

duties on pepper, of which it possesses somewhat, and also

other duties. These Christians, thus continuing without

instructions and with no priest to baptise them, were for

long Christians in nothing but name only. Then they

gathered together and took coimsel one with another, and

determined to send forth some from among them into the

world where the Sacrament of Baptism was known. With

this intent five men set forth into the world at great

cost, and came to stay in the land of Armenia where they

found many Christians and a Patriarch who ruled them,

who, understanding their object, sent with them a

^ The Spanish version has 2,000 and Ramnsio 7,000.

• Ifrfra, p. 126.
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Bishop and five or six clerks to baptise them and say

mass and instruct them, which Bishop tarried with them*

for five or six years, and when he went back there came
another, who stayed with them for as many years. Thus

for a long time they continued<to improve.*

These Armenians are white men,* they speak Arabic

and Chaldee. They have the church law and recite

their prayers perpetually. Yet I know not whether they

recite the whole office as do our Friars. They wear their

tonsures reversed, hair in the place of the tonsure and the

head around it shaven. They wear white shirts, and

turbans on their heads, they go barefoot, and wear long

beards. They are extreme devout and say mass at the

altar as we do here, with a cross facing them. He who

says it walks between two men, who help him, one on

each side. They communicate with salted bread instead

of the host, and consecrate thereof sufficient for all who

are present in the church, they distribute the whole of

this as if it were blessed bread, and every man comes to the

foot of the altar to receive it from the priest's hand. And

the wine is in this wise, as at that time there was no

wine in India they take raisins brought from Mcca and

Ormuz, and leave them for the night to soak ; the next

day when they go to say mass they press out the juice,

and say the mass with that.
" These men baptised for

money, and when they returned from Malabar to their

country they had great riches, and thus for lack of

money many went unbaptised.”

* After '* improve Ramusio adds ;
" And the said priests having

lemained there for a time return to their house in Armenia, taking

with them great riches, for they demand money from everyone who
would be baptised, which is very ill done, for some having no money
cannot receive baptism.'* (This passage in Portuguese is at the end
of the paragraph.)

• After ** White men/' Ramusio adds :
** they speak Arabic and have

the Holy Scripture in the Chaldee tongue.** Do. in the Spanish version.
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*' Paging southwards from this City of Coulam, there

*is on the coast a village of Moors and Heathen which they

call Tiramgoto,^ where there is some sea traffic also. It

pertains to a Lord who is of the King of Coulam's kindred.

The land is rich and produces supplies of rice and flesh in

great plenty.”

§ 92. CAPE‘OF CUMERL
[Further in advance on the said coast is the Cape of

Cumeri, where ends the Land of Malabar, yet, as for

the said Kingdom of Coulam, it extends another ninety

miles as far as a city named Cael.‘]

[At this Cape Comory there is an ancient Church of

Christians which was founded by the Armenians, who

r 1 Tiramgoto- This name stands for Tiruvankodu, a small town,
now nearly deserted, but with the ruins of an ancient fort. It was
originally the capital of a small state, as described by Barbosa, but
this state has developed in later days into the state of Travancore,
which has taken its name from this now obscure place which long ago
lost its importance. The present capital of the state is Trivandrum,
which is not mentioned by Barbosa or other early Portuguese writers.

De Barros gives the name of the state and town of Travancore in the
form of Travancor ; while that given by Barbosa is closer to the
Malay&lam form. The passage from De. Barros in his topographical
chapter (f, ix, 1) is as follows :

—

From Porca to Travancor is the Kingdom 6f CouUo, of which
the coast may be about twenty leagues ; the towns of which are
Gale CouUo, where we hold a fortress, Rotora, Beiinjan, and
other towns and ports but little known. And at the town of
Travancor, at which the Kingdom of Coul&o ends, begins another
taking its name from the said Travancor, whom our people,call
the Great King, for that he is greater in land and dignity than
those which we have passed in Malabar, and be is subOTdinate to
the King of Karsinga."

The port of Berinjan mentioned by De Barros is probably Vizhingani,

on the south coast of Trivandrum, which was sackra by the Portuguese
in 1505, and was a place of some importance under the Dutch (Trap.

State Manual, 111
, p. 602).

** Berinjan might very well (etymologically speaidng) be from
Vishinganl. The letter sh does in fact sound something like r to

vjnexpefienced European ears."—(T.)
s Thie paragraph is not found in th^Portuguese version nor in

the Spanish, and is quoted in the Portuguese text and in Lord Stanley's

hniiimtion from Ramusio. The distance from Cape Comorin to Cael

ffiven in Ramusio (ed. 1563, f. 313) as idnety miles, which the
^^^'fiotrtuguese ^itors give as eighty, and Lord Stanley as thirty leagues. ^
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Still direct it, and perform in it the Divine Service of

Christians, and have crosses on the altars. All mariners*

pay it a tribute and the Portuguese celebrate mass there

when they pass. There are there many tombs, amongst

which there is one which has written on it a Latin

epitaph :
" Hie jacet Catuldus Gull! iilius qui obiit

anno .”
>]

§ 93. THE ISLES OF MALDIO.

Across the sea facing the greater part of this Land of

Malabar at forty leagues distance lies an archipelago

of islands,* whereof the Moors report that they number

twelve thousand. They begin in the sea of Mount Dely

where are the shallows of Padua,® and extend towards

^ As this passage appears, according to Lord Stanley's note, neither
in the Barcelona MS. nor in the Munich MS. No. 570. and is not found
in the Portuguese text nor in Kamusio. it depends only on the Municli
MS. No. 571. It would seem, therefore, to be a rather late inter-

polation.

C/. De BarroSj III, iii, 7, f. 726. " This line (of the Maldiva Is.)

runs like a band stretched in front of the coast of India ; it begins at
those shoals to which we give the name of Padua in the roads of

Mount Dely, and continues till near to the land of Java and the coast
of Suiida." It will be noticed that Barbosa's mistake as to the
eastward extension of the Maldives was shared by De Barros as late

as 1563. The whole passage is translated in Sir A. Gray's edition of

Pyrard, II, 479 para. 22.

* The shallows of Padua {0$ baixos de Padua) will be found denoted
in Ribero's map of 1529 [in pocket, Vol. 1] immediately to the north
of the northern group which appears to bear the name Mahldio,
although the reading is uncertain. This group is now designated

separately as the Laccadive Is. They are also shown, as Sir A, Gray
h£a already noted, in Vaz Dourado's map oi- 7370 {Pyrard, II, 477,

bank appears (unnamed) in Rennell's map of 1782, but is still

to be found in modem maps as the Bank of Padua or Munyal Par,

extending between 12' and 14' N. Lat. (see India ” in Keith John*
ston's Royal Atlas, 1873, and others).

It is referred to in the Commentaries of Alboquerque (III, 55). In

February, 15x1, Alboquerque was prevented from passing this bank
owing to the lateness of the season, i.e,, the breaking of the monsoon,
and was therefore unable at that time to carry^ out his intention of

attacking Aden. Correa (It; 179) attributes the failure to bad weather,

but does not mention the shoals of Padua. De Barros, however,

corroborates the statement in the Commentaries : he says,
** He turned

back to Goa before passing the Baixos de Padua " (II, f. 127). Albo-

qoerqoe hjaiBelf alludes to this occurrence in a letter to Duarte Galvfto
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Malaca. The first are four little isles, extremely flat,

•which are called Mal(!io ; they are inhabited by Malabar

M^rs,^ and they say that they belong to the King of

Cananor ; nothing else grows here save palm groves, by

which they live, as also on rice which goes thither from

Malabar on ships which go to take in 'cargoes of cairo

cord.

§ 94. THE ISLES OF PALANDURA.

[In front of Pananie, Cochin, and Coulan are other

islands, ten or twelve whereof are inhabited by tawny

Moors of short stature, who speak a tongue of their

own.

The King is a Moor, and dwells in an island called

Mahaldiu, and to all these said isles they give the name

of Palandura. The men of these isles have no weapons

whatsoever ; they are a feeble folk yet right cunning,

and above all things they are mighty magicians. The

King of these Isles is chosen by certain Moors, merchants

from Cananor, and they change him whenever it pleases

them. To them he pays a yearly tribute in ship's shrouds

(without date) in which he explains how he was prevented from
prosecuting his journey to the Red Sea, and undertook the Malacca
expedition instead. He says, For the space of eight days, turning
hither and thither, I could never double the shoals of Padua, and as
the season was a little late the wind did not allow me to pursue my
way, therefore having sent Diego Fernandez of the wardrobe with
three ships in advance to destroy the fort of Camatra and to wait
for me up till an appointed time there, our Lord, in whose hands
is all the Indian business, as you. Sir, say, turned our journey and
our voyage to the taking of Malaca" {Cartas de A. de Alboqiterque,
Vol. I, p. 396).

^ Malabar Moors. Barbosa is right in saying that the inhabitants
of these islands (now called the Laccadives) are Mappilas. In Bar-
ftOsa's days these islands were under the nominal suzerainty of the
Kelattiri. * Some time in the sixteenth century he made them over

^t<|(fthe AU Raja of Cannanore, who also Obtained later the island of
Minicoy (the northernmost island of the Maidive group). On account
of the All Raja's maladministration they passed to the British Govern-
ment. The Laccadive islands and Minicoy are fully dealt with in
Mol. Gas., ch. xvi.—(T.)
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and Cairo cordage, and other things produced in the

j

land, and ofttimes these Moors go thither to lade certaitk

ships taking no money with them, and then either by love

;or by force they must receive whatsoever they ask.^]

There is in these isles great store of dried hsh, and

they carry hence as well certain small shells {buzios),

which are much sought after ^ in the Kingdom of Cambaia

and in Bengal, where they pass current as small change,

for they hold it to be cleaner and better than copper.®

^ See Sir A. Gray's note in Pyrard, ii, 477, as to this passage
here inserted from Uamusio. Sir A. Gray's opinion is that '* this is a
paraphrase of the preceding paragraph by the Spanish translator
whose text Ramusio used. Unfortunately this has not been noted
in the Hakluyt Society's translation of this work, and the author is

thus made to describe two separate groups in strangely similar language ;

whereas it is tolerably clear^ if we omit this passage in brackets, that
he regards the Laccadives and Maldives as one group, some of the more
northerly islands of which were occupied by Malabars. With these
he seems to include Male {Mahal-diu) probably on account of the close
commercial relations of that island with Cananor. It will be seen
that De Barros follows Barbosa in all his mistakes. P%landura (or,

as Lord Stanley reads, Palandiva) is unintelligible." There can be
no doubt that Sir A. Gray was right in this opinion, and lhat a better
idea of what Barbosa really wrote can be obtained by^omitting this

passage altogether. Palandiva or Paiandura still remaiiie unidentified,

and is evidently a corruption of some name ending in dfua, i.e., dvipa,
** an island."

* Ramusio calls them large and small snails (cafacoH), imitating
the Spanish (caitacoles)^ or little pigs (/>orrr//f//£). .' The last epithet
evidently refers to the pig-like shape of the cowrie. /

* The Maidive Islands have long been known as the principal source
of the supply of cowries, and a full list of ancient authorities on the
subject is given by Sir A. Gray inJiis notes to ii. pp. 420.

432, 444, &c., &c. The earlier Portuguese travellers called them
buMtos. The first contemporary record of the use of the word
cowry or caury is probably that in an entry in the Torre do Tombo of

1520 (quoted on p. 242 of Mgr. S. R. Dalgado's Glossario). That in

Correa's Londas (of which a full translation will be found in Pyrard,
.

l.c. II, 473) although relating to the events of 1503, cannot be placed

earlier than the date of the work (1563). Other early instances will

be found in the Livro de Pesos e Medidas (Subsidios I, pp. 35, 37), which
dates from 1554. The best modern account of Maidive coinage,

including the cowry and the larin, is that by Mr. J, Allan, of the British

Museum (ATum. Chron., 19x2, p. 3x31!).

Castanheda's mention, quoted in Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cowry, and in

the Ghssario, is dated 1532. After that its use became common among
Europeans. In Arab writers the usual form was al-wada*, but the

Indian word haufi or a slightly altered form kaudha or kauda are

occasioxudly found from the time of Alberuni (1020) onward. Examples
of this use will be found in Hobson-Jobson, /.c.
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" In these islands they make vety rich cloths of cotton

nnd silk and gold, which are worth great sums of money

among the Moors for their garments and turbaiis. The

men of these isles wear very fine and thin kerchiefs

round their caps,* so finely wrought and perfect that

our workmen would not be able to make them, and

having no difference between right and wrong sides

(lit, unless he has both right and wrong side). They find

in these islands shells of tortoises which they call

alquama,^ these they divide into little pieces, very thin,

which also is a great article of trade in the Kingdom

of Gujarate.”

Here too ambergris’ is found in large lumps, some

•A
^ Th^ turban itself appears to be intended by the word while

touqua di^signates the cap or ^ulla round which the turban is wound
among many classes of Muhammadans.

* Alquafna\ Mai. for tortoise is 3.ma, which is obviously the second
part of the vliord. The first part is unrecognisable. In the Maldives
they speak Mhhl (not Malay&lam). In Logan, Vol. II, p. 1x4, I find

K&mpuphai\* as the Mahl word for tortoise-shell. Malayalis
distinguish between Vellama (white turtle) and K&r&ma (black turtle).

—(T.)
(

* Ambergris. \Here and elsewhere among the Portuguese writers of
this period the prord ambrB means “ ambergris and not **

amber.*'
The fullest accouh^t is that given by Garcia da Orta (Co//.» 3, pp. 20 fi,

of Sir C, Markhafp's translation). The word " amber " is, however,
used throughout inV this translation, which is misleading. The trans-
lator in a note on p| 23 says that Averroes, who is quotra, ** here ob-
viously refers to a^nbergris/* but he omits to note that the whole
colloquy refers to nothing else, and <^ould have no possible meaning
as applied to amber. Orta describes the white, grey and black
ambergris much in the same way as Barbosa, and alludes to the
Maidive Islands as one of the principal spots where it was found.
Linschoten, II, C(2. also mentions the Maloive Islands as one of the
find-spots. Herei as elsewhere, he draws freely on Garcia da Orta,
without acknowledgment (C/. Vol. I, p. 226, Note 2, as to diamonds).
A^yrafd alludes io ambergris, when washed up on the shore in

the Maldives, being one of ^e King's rights, as in the flotsam
of old English law (H.S., Ed. I, 229) where Sir A. Gray in a note gives

m exhaustive account of the actual nature of ambergris and of the
prions notions which have been prevalent regarding it.

B^re, B&rbosa calls the white ambergris Ponambar and the black
JIMekiwfiar; the name for the grey apparently was omitted by the
transcribers of the MS., but the Spanish version gives the three names
as Pofiofiar, Puambar and Minahar* Ramusio (f. 3x3) gives the three

xxaniXM as Pofahat, Puabar and Mindbar* It may be taken therefore

on emparison of these texts that the forms intended by the author
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white, »me grey, and some black. I have ofttiines

asked these Moors what thing this ambergris was, and*

whence it sprang. Among themselves they hold it to

be the dung of birds, and they say that in this Archi-

pelago among the uninhabited islands there arc certain

great fowls which alight on the cliffs and rocks of the

sea, and there drop this ambergris, where it is tanned

and softened by the, wind, the sun, and the rain, and

pieces both great and small are torn by storms and

tempests and fall into the sea until they are found or

washed up on the strands or swallowed by whales. And
those which they find white, called Ponambar, they say

have been in the sea but a short time, and these they

value most ; the grey has been long in the sea and thus

obtains that hue ; this too they hold to be good, but

not so good as the white. The other which is found

black and crushed they say was swallowed by whales

and thus turned black, and it has such strength that

the whale cannot bear it but vomits it up^altogether.

This they call Minambar

;

it is worth le^ than the

others. (It is heavier and lacks scent.)

And in these Maldio Islands they build many great

ships* of palm trunks, sewn together v^th thread, for

were Ponambar, Puambar and Minambar, in all of which the last

element is the Ar, ^atnbar, and the first elemeiit the local word
for the colour. The names still used in Malabai are Ponnambar
and Minambar. This is explained as follows : Ponnambar is the slightly

yellow ambergris {pan means golden in Malay&lam). The native
theory still is &at this is the dung of birds. The Minambar (which is

dark) is so called because it is got from the stomachs of big fislm (min»
fish in Mcdayfllam). This is precisely what Barbosa was told. My
informant is an educated Nayar. I believe that' the prefixes pon and
min are, as this account implies, the Malay&lam terms. According to
Logan (II, p. Ill), in Mahl black is khalu and white dffm. The term
Puamlw. m unknown in Malabar. Suph a word is, however,
etymologically possible. pH meaning fiower in Malayfilam.^'—(T.)

^ As to these vessels large and small Barbosa is a good witness, as

he had a practical experience in shipbuilding, having been commis-
sioned by Alboquerque to build ships for his Hurmuz expedition.

(See Introduction. Vol. I. p. xUv.)
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they have no other timber, and in these they sail to the

main they have keels and are of great burden. They

also build smaller boats for rowing, like bargantins or

fustas ; these are the most graceful in the world, right

well built and extremely light. In these they voyage

from one island to the others, and also cross in them

to Malabar.

Many ships of Moors which pass from China, Maluco,

Peegii, Malaca, ^amatra, Benguala and CeUam towards

the Red Sea touch at these islands to water and take

in supplies and other things needful for their voyages.

At times they arrive here so battered that they discharge

their cargoes and let them go to the bottom. And among

; these isles many and rich vessels of Moors are cast away,‘

which, crossing the sea, dare not through dread of our

ships finish their voyage to Malabar “ and from these

the natives obtain much valuable merchandize, which

they sell t|o the Malabares who come liither to take in

Cairo, as I have already said.”*

^ An interesting parallel to the many rich vessels the Moors cast
away for fear of' the Portuguese is furnished by the victims of the
Emden ** in the late war. The '* Emden " destroyed a number of

vessels in the ncig'*ibourhood of the islands. The island boats brought
to Cannanore immense quantities of scrap iron, which was part of the
wreckage, and somci ingots of bronze. These were claimed on behalf
of Government by tlie Kcccivcr of Wrecks, and fetched very handsome
prices when sold.—^(T.)

^
* The Chinese in the Maldives. . The late Mr. W. W. Rockhill in his

:
Notes on the Relations and Trade of China, published in T'oung-Pao

;
in 19 14-1 5. has given an interesting version of what he believes to be

‘ the first reference to the Maidive Islands in Chinese literature (T'oung-
Pao. 1915. p. 387). This is from the Too i Chih Ho, a work dating
from A.D. 1349 {ib. pp. 61. 62). The author calls the northern
Maldives Pei Liu, and his description may be compared with that of

Ibn Batata of a sU^tly earlier date. The trade in cowries (p. 388),
ambergris (p. 388) an.d coir (p. 388} is alluded to. Further details

ifi)out ambergris are given in a later Chinese work, the Hsi yang ekao
hung Hen ^lu, of 1320 [ib,, p. 392, Note). It says Their boats are

^ngt clamped with iron, but bound with cocoanut fibre. They are
"^caulked with melted ambergris. Great is the quantity of ambergris
' that they get at the Lia Islands. There are numbers of coiled up
dragons among the rocks of these islands. In the spring they vomit
spittle which flocks of birds collect and schools' of fish suck it up. The
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§ 95. THE ISLAND OF CEILAM.

Leaving these Maldio isles and proceeding further

[where the Cape Comorim is turned] we come to the

great island Ceilam ^ [which Moors, Arabs, Persians and

Syrians call by that name, but by the Indians it is called

Tenarisint, the meaning whereof is Land of Delight],®

“ where the King our Lord possesses a fortress for trade,

newly built, which was established by Lopo Soares®

yellow kind is like fish glue, the black like wu~ling (?), the white like
medicine (?). When heated its odour is rank. It is also procured
from the bellies of fishes in balls as big as a bushcll measure. It is

sold by the ounce weight, an ounce bringing twelve gold coins.'* It
will be seen that the Chinese writer mentions three colours, yellow
taking the place of Barbosa's grey.

1 The name Ceilam or Ceylon. J. de Barros, in his account of
Ceylon, Dec. Ill, ii, f. 25, rev., siiys that the ancient name of the
island was “ Ilanarc or Tranate as others say." The old Tamil name
was 11am, which Burnell {Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Ceylon) says represents
SiUn, the Pali form of Sinhala-dwipa, Tamil having no proper sibilant.

Cf. the Sielidiba of Cosmas, p. 363. D. Ferguson (Hist, of Ceylon, p. 30),
in a note on this passage of Dc Barros with regard to the name Ilanare,
says that all these varietics_ of spelling represent the Tamil name
Ilan-nadu, " the country of Ilan, viz., Ceylon." Ilam' represents the
form Sllam by omission of the sibilant, and Sllam =*- the Pali form
Sihalam for Skr. Sihhala-dwipa. The Tenarisim of Kamusio is evi-

dently a clerical error for some such form as Ylinajim as found in
the Sj^nish version. The Tranate given by De Barrosy as an alternative

name is probably also due to a similar blunder.
.
Cast^nheda's Ilibenaro

may be referred to the same origin. Tlie changes in the forms of the
name of Ceylon are faithfully reproduced by the Chinese travellers

who visited the island from time to time. In the fourteenth century
it still is given its ancient title of .Sinhala {Seng-hia,-la), while in works
of the fifteenth century the modern form Sil^n [Hsi-lan) has been
adopted. In each case the forms reported belong ^to a considerably
earlier date than that borne by the compilations ill which th^ are
recorded (W. W. Rockhill, Notes on the Relations ancf Trade 0/ Chinji,

T'oung-Pao, Vol. XVI, pp. 375. 377. 381). , .

* This passage from Ramusio occurs also in the Spanish version,

with the excej^tion that Tenarisim is turned into Ylinarim.

• Lopo Soares D'Albergaria, who succeeded Alboqucrque as Governor,
made an expedition to Ceylon and founded a fort (see De Barros,
III, ii, ch. 2 : Correa, II, p. 539, ff., where a view of the fort is given)
at Colombo in September, 1518, having come to terms with the King
of Candy. The fort was to be for the protection oi a trading factory.

The first Portuguese expedition to Ceylon was that in 1506 u^er
Louren^o D'Almcida, son of the Viceroy Francisco D'Almeida. The
mention of the foundation of this fort by Barbosa shows a knowledge
of the events of 1518, and is one of the passages to be considered in

fixing the probable date of bis departure from India (see infra, | 126,
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when he was Governor of India." The people of this

island are Heathen, yet in its seaports dwell many Moors

in large towns, who are subject to the King of the land.

The natives of this island, as well Moors as Heathen, are

great merchants. They are stout and well-liking, tawny

almost white in hue, the more part of them are

big-bellied ; they arc extreme luxurious and pay no

attention to matters of weapons, nor do they possess

them. All are merchants and given to good living.

They go naked from the waist up, and below they are

clad in silk and cotton garments ; they wear small

turbans on their heads ; their ears are bored, and in

them they wear much gold^ [and precious stones in

p. 2 1 1 , note i) . The passages relating to the first Portuguese expedition
under Lo^nco D'Almeida in 1506, and the second in 1518 under
Lopo Soarl^D'Albergaria, from De Barros and Do Couto, have been
carefully tr»slated and annotated by Mr. Donald Ferguson in his

Hist, of Ceylim, The account of Louren9o D*Almeida's voyage is on
pp. 20-25 of /this work. Mr. Ferguson, in his Discovery of Ceylon
by the Portugmse (Journal, Ceylon Branch, R.A,S,, Vol. AlX, 1907).
fixes the time ps September, 1506.

> This passage, descriptive of the products of the country, is taken
from Ramusio and occurs in a much>abbreviated form in tne Spanish
version. "The sweet and beautiful oranges which are larger than
Adam's apple," seem to be some kind of citrus fruit according to
Yule (Hobson-Jobson, s.Vi Adam's apple), but the large size of the
fruit makes it at^ least possible that the Jack-fruit is alluded to

;

this always attracted the attention of newcomers by its size. Garcia
da Orta (Coll,, 28) says " they are the size of very large melons, and
some larger," and in more modern times Sir E. Tennent (Ceylon,
i860, Vol. I, p. <.19} speaks of "the ubiquitous Jak, with its huge
fruits weighing from 5 to 50 lbs., the largest eatable fruit in the world."
The Adam's apples seem to have been plantains or bananas in early

usage, though some writers considered them to be some kind of citrus

(Yule, Marco Polo, cd. i, I. p. 93). Marignolli (Yule and Cordier,

Cathay, III, p. 236) distinctly makes it the pumtain. But in Barbosa's
time the Portuguese universally called the plantain the Indian fig.

Garcia da Orta alludes to it simply as the fig (Coll., 22). It is therefore

improbable that Barbosa could ^ve alluded to this fruit as Adam's
apple. The fruit was evidently of the orange family, and its large
%zo makes it probable that it may have been the shaddock or pomifielo.

This fruilf, though not indigenous in Ceylon, is believed to have been
introduced from Java, and possibly may have been established in

this congenial climate when Barbosa (or the author of Ramusio's
additions) wrote. The Adam's apple with which it is

size». if not the Jack-fruit, must have been some large frmt of the
citm family.
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such quantity and so great that their ears touch their

shoulders; on their fingers they wear many rings set*

with the finest gems; and they gird themselves with

golden belts set with stones. Their language is drawn

partly from Malabar and partly from Coromendel.^

Many Malaby Moors come to settle in this island by

reason of the great liberty which they there enjoy, and

also because it is not only well furnished with all the

comforts and delights of the world, but is also a country

with a very moderate climate, where men live in good

health longer than in any other part of India, and very

few become ill. Here grow many and excellent fruits,

the hillsides are covered with sweet and bitter ‘ oranges

with three or four distinct flavours, and of some the rind

is sweeter than the juice, and they are even larger than

Adam’s apple ; lemons of a sweet bitterness, some large

and some very small and sweet, also many other kinds

of fruit not found in our lands, and the trees are con-

tinually laden with them throughout the year, so that

flowers and fruits ripe and unripe are seen perpetually.

There is also very great plenty of flesh of ,fevers kinds

of animals, and of fowls of the air, all dejlcate food, of

fish as well great store, which are taken close to the

island. Of rice there is but little, they bring the more

part of it hither from Coromendcl,^ an^ this is their

^ Thifi is llamnsio's spelling. The Spanish form^ere and else-

where is Cholmendel. In the Portiigueser text the shelling Chara-
mandel is always used. The Tamil language is identical with that

of the Coromandel Coast, but the Sinhalese has no connection with
the langnage of Malabar, Malay&lam being an Aryan language.

* Swui and hitter oranges. The word for bitter used by Ramusio is

garhi, which b^ongs to the Venetian dialect. As to the abundance
of frmts of the citrus family we may compare what Robert Knox
said ^^68x). ** Rare sweet oranges and sower ones, Limes but no
Lemons, such as ours are ; Pautaurings in tast all one with a Lemon,
but much bigger than a man's two fists, right Citrons, and a small

sort of sweet Oranges" (ed. i9iif p* 23).

* Ceylon still depends for its suppU^ of rice mainly on imports from
the Indian mainland.
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principal diet. There is also great plenty of good honey,

and of sugar which is brought from Bei^ala. Butter in

abundance is found on the island.]

In this island is found the true and good Cinnamon.’-

> Cinnamon. The principal object which the Portuguese had in

view in their first expeditions to Ceylon was to obtain the control of
the supply of the cinnamon grown there, which was considered far

superior to that of Malabar and fetched a much higher price. Yet
in more ancient times Ceylon was unknown as a source from which
good cinnamon came. The eastern horn of Africa got the credit
of supplying it in the first century a.d. {Periplus, sections lo, 12
and 13, and the note in SchofTs ed., p. 82), and in the present day
the best cinnamon comes from China. Whether the quality found
in Ceylon owed its superiority to better conditions of soil and climate
than those of Malabar, or whether it was another species, is doubtful.
The Dutch are said to have improved the cultivation in Ceylon as
late as 1770 a.d. Garcia da Orta gives a full account of what was
known of Ceylon cinnamon in the middle of the sixteenth century

I in his fifteenth Coll. He says that one quintal of Ceylon cinnamon
f cost 10 cruzados, while in Malabar four quintals could be bought for

I cruzado. The earliest mention of the cinnamon trade with Ceylon
is believed by Yule to be that in a letter of Friar Menentillus, dated

' 1292. He says, " The cinnamon tree is of a medium bulk, not very
high, and in trunk, bark and foliage is like the laurel {i.e., the bay
tree) ;

“ indeed altogether it resembleth the laurel greatly in appearance.
Great store of it is carried forth of the island which is hard by Maabar "

(Yule and Cordier, Cathay, HI, p. 62). Marignolli, who travelled between
1338 and 1353, and describes many of the wonders and fruits of Ceylon,
does not mention cinnamon. Ibn Batuta, at the same period, cer-

tainly mentions the cinnamon tree, but says nothing of the use of
its bark as a spice. He mentions only its use as firewood (Ibn
Batuta, IV, p. ^), and in his account of Ceylon (IV, p. 166) he speaks
of the logs of cinnamon wood being piled up on the strand as they were
washed down by the torrents, and adds that the people of Ma*bar
and Malibfir were, allowed to carry them away for nothing on con-
dition of making a present to the king. It is not the case therefore
as Sir E. Tennent supposed (Ceylon, II, p. 6, note 2) that Malabar was
supplied with cinnamon from Ceylon, according to Ibn Batuta's
account. It may be noted that according to Knox in the seventeenth
century the cinnamon tree was freely cut down for use as timW
(I.C., p. 26). N1CC0I6 Conti, whose journey to the East ended in 1444,
gave a go^ account of the cinnamon tree in Ceylon, and of the use
.of the bark, but sajrs nothing of the trade (India in Fifteenth Century,
^Conti, pp. 7-8). Hieronimo di Santo Stefano. in the latter part of the
fifteenth century, visited Ceylon and mentions the growth of the

I

cinnamon tree, but he too says nothing about the trade. It seems
probable that the Arab merchants who brought it to the Indian ports
kept the place of its origin secret, and it was not till the Portuguese
found their way to the west coast of India that they di.scovered that
the good cinnamon did not grow in Malabar, but was brought from

i'Ceylon. In 1500 a.d. the author of the Navega^o de Pedro Alvarez
Cabral (Ch. XV) mentions caneUa among the articles brought
for sale to the emporium of Cambaya, but says nothing about its

S
lace of origin; while in 1502 Thora^ Lopes {Navegofdo as Indias
^rientaes, Ch. XIX) says> " The people of Cochim relate that a
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It grows on the hillsides in bushes like bay trees. The
King has it cut into fine branches and the bark is stripped*

and dried during certain months of the year. With his

own hand he makes it over to those merchants who
come to buy it, for no dweller in this country, save the

King only, may gather it.

And in this island are reared many wild ' elephants

which the King has caught and tamed. These he sells

to the merchants of Charamandel, of Narsingua, Malabar,

Daquem and Cambaia, who come hither to seek them.

And the manner in which they take them is this^ : They

hundred and fifty leagues thence is the Island of Ceylon, a wealthy
Island 300 leagues long, where there are lofty mountains ; and it

produces canella in greater abundance than any other place, and also/
of the finest quality.*' It is evident therefore that the fact that the
best cinnamon was to be got in Ceylon became known to the Portuguese
very soon after their arrival in India, and that it is not correct to
give Barbosa the credit of being the first to pr<x:laim its superiority as
Sir £. Tennent did (Ceylon, II. p. 6. note 2). The fact of the despatch
of the expedition under Lourenco D*Almeida in 1306 is alone sufficient

to prove this, for De Barros tells us that one of the Viceroy's reasons
for sending the expedition was to get possession of this trade. *' When
the Viceroy learnt of this new route that they " (i.e., the Moorish
merchants) " were taking, and also of the Island of Ceilam, where
they loaded cinnamon, b^ause all that was to be found in those parts
was there . , . (D. Ferguson, Hist, of Ceylon (J., Ceylon Bran6h»
R.A.S.9 X908) p. 22, quoting De Barros, Dec, /, x, p. Is)* Further on
De Baxros (//, iii, p. x) tells us that in 1508 Nuno Vaz. Pereira failed to
obtain any cinnamon because the king was ill and the Moors had
incited the Heathen of Ceylon against the Portuguese. *

t The fame of Ceylon for elephants is of ancient date. Strabo
(II, i, p. X4) mentions ivory as one of the exports of Taprobane. The
PeHplus does hot mention elephants in its notice of the island. Aelian,

in the third century a.d., mentions the trade in elephants between
Ceylon and the mainland ; and Cosmas, in the sixth century, describes

the pordiase of elephants by the King of Sielediba at a price in pro-
portion to their haght, varying from 50 to 100 nomismata, that is,

according to Yule (Yule and Cordier, Cathay, I, p. 230, n. 3), from £12
to £6$, Barbosa's prices, nearly a thousand years later, are also

in gold, 1,500 to 400 or 500 cruzados, that is, about £^^0 to ;£2oo

or £250. In Vijayanagar the prices varied from £731 to ^£975 (Vol. I,

p. aio, n. x). Ibn BatQta (IV, p. 171, ff.), after leaving the port of

Salftwftt (f.s., Chilfiw), crossed a rough country full of wild elephants,

^rther on he speaks of Kunfir the Sultfin of Kunakftr, who possessed

a white dephant, the only one the traveller had ever seen. (See also

Yule and Cordier, Cathay, pp. 32, 33.) Odoric (Yule and Cordier, Cathay,

II, p. lyt) had spoken of the abundance of wild elephants. The
system of taking dephants described by Barbosa is of great antiquity,

was practisedTong after his time. That described by Robert Knox
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place a female elephant as a decoy on the hill where

*they are wont to graze, which is fastened by the foot to

a tree with strong chains. Around it they dig three or

four very deep pits covered with very fine branches

spread over the ground as^ cunningly as they can. The

wild elephants, seeing the female, fall into these pits

where they keep them seven or eight da}^ without food,

and many men watch them night and day and speak to

them so as not to suffer them to sleep, until they become

tame, and then feed them from their hands. When they

are tame and broken-in they surround them very softly

with thick chains, and in order to draw them forth from

.
the pit they throw in so many branches that the elephant

gradually rises until he can come out. They then tie

him to a tree where they keep him several da)^ more,

men with fires always watching by night, coaxing him

and speaking to him constantly, and giving him food

in small quantities until they have him at their disposal.

In this way they take both male and female, great and

small. Sometimes two fall into one pit. These elephants

are a valuable merchandize among them, they are worth

in the latter part of the seventeenth century was almost identical, the
use of a tame female elephant as a decoy being a principal feature in

it (Knox's Ceylon, ed. p. 34) : and Wolf (quoted in Tennent's
Ceylon, II, 334, n. 1) mentions a similar method as followed as late as
X750. The corral system was introduced by the Portuguese ; the use
of the Portuguese word corral is alone enough evidence of this.

Ribeiro, in hts Falalidade Historica (1683}, says that the revenues
of the King Paria Pandar—Perea Pandar in Couto, see Ferguson,

p. 410 ;
properly Dharmap&la, ibid., p. 102—(who made the King

of Portugal his heir in 1597) consisted mainly in the income derived
from cinnamon and elephants, and that he sold about twenty to
thirty elephants every year to the Mogor," i.e., the Mughal Emperor
of Delhi, at a very high price [Collecf^o de NoHcias, Vol. V, p. 27).

. Further on {ib., p. 50) he says that the price varied from eight to
twelve^ or fifteen thousand pardaos. His account of the method of

'"taming' newly-caught elephants resembles that in the text. He says,

xhe bc»t means of taming them is not to let them sleep one instant

for the three days and nights, and if they are inclined to sleep

to keep them from it by blows. After this they encourage them by
speaking kindly to them, and in the time we have mentioned they
are tamed
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much, and are greatly esteemed by the Kings of India,

who keep them for war and to labour on various tasl&.

Some are very tame and have as much sense and under-

standing as men. The best and most thoroughly trained

are worth a thousand or a thousand five hundred

cruzados, others four or five hundred according to their

training, this in Malabar and Charamandel. In this

island their price is small. No one save the King may
take them [who pays those who catch them].

In this island also arc found precious stones^ in plenty

* The precious stones of Ceylon, though not now con.siclered to be
of the highest quality, were far-famed in ancient days, and its pearl
lisheries were also believed to be the most productive in the world.
The Periplus ($61) says that the island of Palaesimoundou produces
pearls and transparent stones. Ptolemy and Pliny both mention
precious stones and pearls as produced in Taprobanc, but their informa-
tion appears to be derived mainly from Megasthenes, and is not there-
fore contemporary. It is of value as showing that in the third century
B.c. Ceylon had the reputation of producing gcnis (McCrindlc's
Ancient India, Ptolemy, pp. 247 and 251 : Pliny’s Natural History,

Bostock and Itiley’s trans., Bohn 1855, pp. 51, 52). ^
Ptolemy also

mentions beryls and hyacinths among its products. /Fah-Hian, the
Buddhist pilgrim from China, found that the country produced precious

stones and pearls, and also that the sacred gem of Buddhism, the
Mani, was found in one district (Beal's Fah-Hian, p. 148.) His
journey supplies a link between the period 0/ the periplus and that

of Cosmas in the sixth century. Cosmas found that the hyacinth
or jacinth was one of its principal products, and that the great

hyacinth, an object of reverence, was on a high peak (Cosmas, pp.
364-5). This gem may undoubtedly be identifted, with the Buddhist
“ Mani *’ alluded to .by Fah-Hian. Moses of Chorene, in the fifth

century, also alludes to the gems of Ceylon, Yuan Chwang, in the

seventh century, gives an account very similar that of Fah-Hian
as to the great gem, but says nothing as to gein^.in general. It is,

however, probable, according to Mr. Watters, that*; he did not visit

Ceylon in person, but relied on talcs and books (Watters, Yttan Ckwang,
II, pp. 235-6).

After the rise and spread of Islam we are dependant for many
centuries on the reports which found their way into the Arabic chronicles.

Albgriinl (I, p. 211) alludes to the pearl fishery which he says had died

out, the pearls having migrated to the cast coast of Africa. Bashld-

u*d-din reports that rubies and other precious stones were found in

Ceylon (Sarandlp) (Elliot and Dowson, I, p. 70).

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the Chinese clironicles

report the despatch of embassies to Ceylon to collect gems and drugs

(l^nnent, I, p. 621). Ibn Batfita, here as elsewhere, supplies valuable

information, for in the early part of the fourteenth century (IV, p. 173)

Kunakftr, according to him, was the centre of production, some,

especially rubies or carbuncles, being found in the waters of the gulf

and others in the earth. Some were red, some yellow, and some

H 2
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of various kinds, and also many lapidaries, who are

s^ed to such an extent, that if one should bring one

of them a handful of earth in which precious stones

were mixed he would say at once “ There are rubies in

this hand or sapphires in that.” And in the same manner

when they see the ruby or other stones they say " This

must be kept for so many hours in the fire,” and it will

turn out very clear and good. The King sometimes

ventures to place a ruby in a very fierce charcoal fire

for the time the lapidary tells him ; and if any ruby

endures it without peril of destruction it remains much

more perfect in colour. When this King finds any

precious stone he keeps it for himself and places it in

his Treasury.

[Nigh to this Island there is in the sea a shoal covered

by a depth of ten or twelve fathoms of water whereon

are found pearls both great and small in extreme

abundance. ^Of these some are shaped like a pear.

The Moors and Heathen of a city named Gael, pertaining

to the King iof Coulam, use to come hither twice in

every year to fish for them. They find them in oysters

smaller and smoother than ours. Men dive and find

them at the bottom of the water, where they can stay

for many hours. The little pearls belong to the pearl*

blue. The king had a right to all gems worth loo fanams, while
all of lower value belonged to the finder, zoo fanams, he says, were
equivalent to six gold dinfirs. He also speaks of the great abundance
of gems worn by the women.

Friar Oddric, at about the same time, speaks of the collection of

gems by the poor in the water of a certain leech-infested swamp, but
says that the king allowed them to keep all they could find (Yule
and Cordier, Cathay, II, p. 171). and also speaks of the finding ofrubies

«||nnd diamonds, although, as Yule remarks, there are no diamonds
im Ceylon. Marignolli also speaks of gems being found in the waters
of/ a pool near Adam's Peak, and mentions with disapproval the
legend that they were formed from Adam's tears 1 (Yule and Cordier,

Caihay, HI, p. 235). Hieronimo de Santo Stefano, at the end of the
fifteenth century, s^ks of garnets, cat's-eyes and jacinths in C^lon,
and adds that the finest were found in the mountains {India in
Fi/f^th Century, IV, p. 5).
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gatherer and the great ones to the King, who keeps his

factor there. They pay him as well certain fees to

obtain his permission to fish.

The King of Ceilam resides in a city called Calmucho,^

which stands on a river with a good port whither sail

every year ships from divers lands to take cargoes of

cinnamon and elephants and bringing gold, silver, very

fine Cambaya cotton cloths and goods of many other

kinds such as saffron, coral, quicksilver, cinnabar, yet

b their greatest profit in gold and silver for they are

worth more here than elsewhere. Likewise many ships

come from Bengala and Coromandel, and some from

Mala^ to buy elephants, cinnamon and jewels. There

are also four or five other ports in this island, populous

towns, where great trade is carried on, which are under

the rule of other Lords, nephews of the King of Ceilam,

to whom they owe allegiance
;

yet at times they rise

up against him.]

In the midst of this Island there is a lofty range of

.mountains among which is a very high stony peak, • on

^ Coluwbo in the Spanish version. Calmucho appears to be a
clerical or transcriber's error for Columbo, as there is no such place,

and Columbo was the capital of the part of Ceylon best known to

the Portuguese at -this period. The passage ps not found in the

Portuguese MS.
• The incidents attending the pilgrimages to Adam's Peak have been

narrated by many travellers. Ibn Batuta's acedunt corresponds in

many points with that of our author. Espccialw the talcs of the

attacks on the pilgrims by ** flying leeches ” and! the ascent of the

peak by means of chains fastened to the rock may be noted (/•c., IV,

pp. 178-181). The print of Buddha's foot was accepted by Ibn

Bathta with complete faith as that of Adam. The chains still exist,

and tevellers to the peak are still attacked by land>leeches, as described

by Tennent (II, pp. 137-9)- The Cave of KWhr dewribed ^ Ibn

Batata is also evidently of Buddhist origin. It is not described m
any modem work, and Captain Suckling, in his Ceylon (1876), says

(It, p. 19) that the seven caves and the ridge of Alexander cannot

now be identified, unless he meant the deep ravines and the great

mass of granite near Deabatine."
. ^ ^ «

The chains do not seem to have been mentioned by any traveller

before Marco Polo, who gave a good d^pton of the mountMn,
and was able to discriminate between the Buddhist and Mutommadan
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the sununit whereof is a tank of water deep enough

te swim in^ and a very great footprint of a man in a

rock, well shaped. This the Moors say is the footprint

of our father Adam, whom they call Adombaba, and

from all the Moorish regions and realms they come

thither on pilgrimage declaring that from that spot

Adam ascended to Heaven. They travel in pilgrims’

weeds girt about with great iron chains, and clad in

the hides of leopards, lions and other wild beasts of

the field, on their right arms they have great blisters*

caused by fire which they perpetually expose on the

way that they may always bear open wounds with

them, saying that they do so for the love of God and of

Mafamedc and of Adam. Many of them carry money

secretly, and are very wealthy, intending therewith to

purchase precious stones, which they do. Before they

reach that lofty mount where is the footprint they call

Adam's they pass through flooded lands and valleys and

versions of its legends, for which see Ch. XV of Marco Polo (Yule
and Cordier). Friar Odoric at the same period speaks of the leeches
infesting the passage, and like his contemporary Ibn Batuta alludes
to the pilgrims' practice of squeezing lemon juice over their bodies
as a protection. He, however, says that this prevented the leeches
from attacking themv while Ibn BatuU says it made the leeches drop
of! after biting theniA So also Ibn Batuta says that the bitten men
used a wooden knife to scrape the place where they had been bitten,

while Barbosa simply says that they used knives to get rid of the
leeches. Barbosa probably heard the phrase Adam B&b& used of
Buddha by Muhammadans. I have myself heard the God S'iva
called B&b3. Adam in Northern India, and the identification of one
of the leading gods with Adam may have come down from the Buddhist
period.

^ Here Ramusio has " a pool of clear water which flows perj^etually,'*

and the Spanish version, " a pool of spring water." Neither of these
keeps the meaning of the Portuguese nadivelt " which can be swum
in."

* Ramusio here says, " On their arms and legs they have certain
buttons ipoUoni) with sharp points with which they continue to hit

tlleiiiselves as they go, causing wounds from which blood flows "
;

and the Spanish version, " On their arms and legs they inflict wounds
continually along the road to keep op open sores." Both seem to
hi^vt missed the idiomatic meaning of botdes de fogo, i,e., blisters caused
by toms.
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rivers, and must always go for five ot six up
to their waists in water, and they all carry knives

their hands in order therewith to rid themselves of the

leeches, which are so many that they would kill them
if they did not so. When they reach the mountain*

they go up, but they cannot ascend the peak by
reason of its steepness save by the ladders of very

thick iron chains which are placed there with which it

is surrounded. At the top they bathe in the water of

that tank, and recite their prayers, and therewith

they hold that they are saved and freed from all their

sins.

This Island of Ceilam is very near to the main land

and between them there are two shoals* in the midst

of which is a channel called by the Moors and Heathen

Chilam* whereby pass all the zambucos of Malabar on

their way to Charamandel. Many of these are lost on

the shoals every year, for the channel is v^,ry narrow.

In the year when the Admiral came the scc)()nd time to

settle the affairs of India so many of these ships and

zarnbucos of Malabar were lost, that it is reckoned*

twelve thousand men were drowned, who came thither

1 Reading sevra for terra, which seems to be tlfc writer's intention.

Ramusio and the Spanish version both have " mountain."

• The shoals of Chilam are alluded to by De Barros in his general

description of Ceylon as very dangerous to navigation (Dec. HI,
ii, p. I, of which a translation will be found in D. Ferguson's Hist, of

Ceylon, p. 31). The name is evidently derived from the port of

Chilaw. De Barros fancied that the name Ceilam was derived from

that of these shoals, which it is needless to say was a mistaken

derivation. The name, however, seems to have been applied to the

whole Gulf of Manaar by the Tamils engaged in the pearl fishery.

According to Sir E. Tennent (U., T, p. 440) they called both town and
gulf SalObham, "the sea of gain." Mr. Ferguson, however (l.c.,

p. 31, n. 5), says there is little doubt that Chilaw represents the Tamil

saldpam, " diving," and this seems the most probable origin for a

name connected with the pearl fishery.

• Chilld in Ramusio and Chylam in the Spanish version. Ceilam

in the Portuguese text is undoubtedly a scribe's error for Chilam
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determined to drive away the Portuguese fleet from

Jndia without allowing it to obtain cargoes.^

§ 96. QUILICARE.

Leaving this island of Ceylon I return to the mainland,

and after the Cape of Comorim has been passed there is

hard by a land belonging to the King of Coulam and to

other lords who are subject to him which is called

Quilicare* wherein are many and great towns of the

^ It is not clear whether Barbosa means to say that all these vessels

were lost in the shallows near Ceylon. It may be that ships from
Malabar were engaged in the pearl fishery or in trade with Ceylon,
and were summoned thence to take part in the attack on the Admiral
(Vasco da Gama) organised by the Zamorin. This was during his

second voyage to India, in the year 1502.

* Quilicare, This is the small seaport now known as Kilakarai
situated in the Rfimnfid estate, Madura district, about 10 miles south
of the town of Rfimufid. It is a decaying place, and what trade there is

is in the hands of the Muhammadans known as Labb^s, who occupy
a similar position on the Coromandel Coast to that of the M&ppilas
in Malabar. They are a Tamil-speaking Hindu race converted to
Islam, with some admixture of Arab blood. They are described as
**
industrious and enterprising, plucky mariners and expert traders."

- Some are divers in the pearl and chank fisheries of the Gulf of Manaar,
and others are ueavers of sedge mats. A good deal of the trade is

carried on with Penang and Singapore, and among the imports from
those regions is tl^ Malay blow-^n which Dr. N. Annandale found
in use at Kilakarai ^or shooting pigeons. There are also among them
many fishers for dt^gong, and growers of betel. There can be little

doubt that these et/terprising folk are the descendants of the Moorish
traders mentioned by Barbosa. They must be classed as a mixed
race springing from the union of Arab traders with women of the
country, and thdr position is thus similar ito that of the Nivft3^t8 of
the Konkan (Vol. I, p. X47, n. z, and p. 187, n. z) and the M&toilas of
of Malabar {supra, p. 74). (See Thurston, s.v. Labbai; Madras
Gasettesr, s.v, Kilakarai.)

Lassen and H. H. Wilson identified Kilakarai with the Coldios of
the Psripius, but this identification has been generally abandoned
in favour of Korkai {Tinnevelly GateUeer, s,v. Korkai, p. 430).

Allusions to Kilakarai in older writers are lacking, but Yule thought
^i^t the great port of Fattan (or Patan) mentioned by Ibn Batflta

'

'i^d Ra^du'd-din was probably the port of the city of Madura " and
Ib^efore should be looked for in the vicinity of Rftmn&d, as at Devi-

or IQUikarai, which have both been ports of some considera-

:^,(Yule and Cordier, Cathay, IV, p. 35, n. z). This Fattan was also

^nks the city of Maabar of J^n of Montecorvino and Marco
(ibid., Ill, pp. 65 and 67). It may be considered not improbable
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Heathen and many others with havens on the sea where
dwell many Moors, natives of the land. Its navigation’

is carried on in certain sniall craft which they call

champanes^ in which the Moors come to trade there,

and carry thither the goods of Cambaya. Here certain

horses are of great value, and they take cargoes of rice

and cloth and carry them to Malabar. In this Province

of Quilicare there is a great Heathen House of Worship

wherein is an Idol which they hold in great honour.

Every twelve years * they celebrate for it a right great

festival whither come all the Heathen with indulgences,

considering that thereby they obtain salvation as at a

jubilee. This temple possesses many estates producing

great revenues, and it is so great that it has its own

that this celebrated ** Fattan **
or port was Kilakarai. as no other place

seems to fit the position so well.

It is remarkable that Barbosa, or his copyist, has reversed the
correct order of Quilicare and Gael. The latter is nearer to Cape
Comorin and would be first approached after rounding the cape.

Possibly, however, the more usual route from Ceylon was by Quilicare,

and the writer mentions that town as first approached after leaving

Ceylon.

‘ Champanes. The small boats now known as sanipans. The term
is Malay, and apparently ultimately Chinese. (See Gloss. Luso^

AsiaHco, s.v. Champana ; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Sampan.)

The death of the priesi-hing. This is a remarkable example of the

widely-spread early custom of— /

The priest who slew the slayer.

And shall himself be slain,"

which forms the starting-point of Sir J. Frazer's Golden Bough. It is

clear that the successor to the priest, who was also a king, if he did

not actnally slay him' with his own hands, W'as obliged to be present

and ass^tmg to his death ; also that although the departing king

began to mutilate himself, he was not allowed to administer the final

stroke. The period of twelve years is remarkable. ...
In Ramusio and the Spanish version, however, the d3ang king

himjself gives the blow. Ramusio says. " He himself cuts his wind-

pipe (canna della goUa) and makes himself a s^rifice to the idol."

A. Hamilton relates a custom similar to that here described, but

applies it to the Zamorin in his account of Malabar {New A ccoutti of the

East Indies, Ed. 1727. I. 30^).- The period for which the Zam^n
could reign is stated, as here, to be twelve years. It is most ui^kel^

that such a enstom, had it really existed, could have escaped Barbra s

attention, considering his minute acquaintance with Malabar, and it u
probable that the account ^ven to rfamilton was based on a distorted

.vemion of Barbosa's narrative.
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King, who cannot reign more than twelve years from

*one jubilee to another should he live so long. In this

manner when the twelve years are accomplished on the

day when the festival is held a great crowd of people is

here assembled, and much money is spent in feeding a

multitude of Bramenes. The King has a platform

{andaimo) made, which is h\mg with silken draperies,

and on the appointed day he goes to bathe in a tank

with music and much ritual. Thence he proceeds to

offer his orisons to the Idol, and this done he goes up

into this wooden stand, and there in the sight of all

he takes certain very sharp knives, and therewith he

proceeds to cut off his nostrils, then his ears and lips,

and what members soever he is able to cut off himself,

and casts them away quickly until he has lost so much

blood that he begins to faint, when they cut his throat

with a sword and thus accomplish his slaying. Thus

they offer him up to their Idol. And whosoever would

reign in the lordship of this Church for another twelve

years must take part in that martyrdom, for the love

of the Idol, and must himself behold it. And there

straightway they make him King.

§ 97. THE CITY OF CAEL.

Advancing further along the coast there is a city which

they call Cad,'^ also pertaining to the King of Coulam

* CaeL The identification of the great port of Gael described by
Marco Polo was first made known in Yule's Marco Polo in 1871 from
notes furnished him by the late Bishop Caldwell, the great Dravidian
scholar. It is now accepted that Gael is represented by the deserted
site among the lagoons of the delta of the Tfimbrapami river now
known «s Palayak&yal or Old K&yad. Yule had been at first inclined

to identify it with the still existing port of K&yalpattanam or Kfiyal-

tdwn further south along the coast, but at once admitted the correctness

of Caldwell's opinion. The ancient port of Golchoi, as mentioned in

§ 59 of the Periphis and also by Ptolemy, has been shown to
be the spot now known as Korkai (formerly Kolkai) in the same
delta. The successive abandonment of Colchoi and Gael was due to
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inhabited by Moors and Heathen merchants of import-

. ance. It has a very good haven whither every year sail

many ships from Malabar and others from Charamandel

and Benguala, so that here there is traffic in goods of

many kinds coming from divers regions. The Chatis of

this land are men of high standing dealing in abundance

of precious stones and of seed-pearls also, for the right

of fishing for these belongs to the King.* A wealthy and

the accumulation of silt and the advance of the shore at the mouth
of the river. For a fuller account reference should be made to Yule's
Marco Polo (ed. Cordier, where there is a fuller map than in the
1870 ed.) ; also to the article ** Korkai ” in the Tinnevelly Gazetteer

(1917), p. 429 ff., and Schoff's Peripltis, p. 237.
The histories represent this country of Chola as under the rule of

Vijayanagar at this period, but it is clear that from the middle of
the fifteenth century the King of Coulam successfully di.sputed the
authority of the Vijayanagar kings, and throughout the Tinnevelly
district inscriptions of these rulers have been found from 1439 to

1532 (Tinnevelly Gazetteer, p. 58). After the latter date Vijayanagar
was again supreme. Barbosa's statement about the residence of the
King of Coulam at or near Gael, and his .successful resistance to
“ Narsyngua," is therefore correct. Varthema also at the same period
states that he made his way from " Colon " to " Chayl " belonging to
the same king (Varthema, p. 184). Kail was one of the ports visited

by the Chinese in the early fifteenth century. It is alluded to in the
travels of the eunuch Ch6ng-Ho under the name of Kia-i-16 (Kock-
hill, U„ T'oung Poo, Vol. XVI, p. 83).

^ The pearl fishery on this coast had bet?n important from the

earliest times. It has generally been in the hands of a fisher caste

known as Paravans, who have their headquarters at Tuticorin, which
has long since supplanted Kayal as the principal port on this coast.

The Muhammadans, accustomed to the pearl fishing of the Persian

Gulf, had. however, established their supremacy at this period, and
the Par ivans did not recover their independence unt’l the Portuguese

took their part in 1532. Most of them adopted ChHstianity at this

time, and to the present day most of them a**e Roman Catholics, and
many bear Portuguese names (Tinnevelly Gazetteer, p. 231 ; Thurston.

Vol. VI, p. 143 ff.). In Barbosa's time the " Moors " were still in

possession arid he well describes the strong and independent position

of their chief. It may be presumed that the King of Coulam supported

him and received a share of his profits. The report of the Dutch

Commandant and Senior Merchant in 1669 (quoted in Thurston, l.c,)

gives an account of the state of things in the early part of the sixteenth

century, which shows that the Raja and the Moors combined to exact

all they could from the fishermen. Mr. Hornell's report, also quoted

(f.c.). states that these “ Moors " were Labbais, and that their chief

settlement was at Kgyal. It is possible that the Friday impost in

favour of the owner of the boat was imposed by the Muhammadans,
as Friday is their sacred day. They were no doubt owners of the

boats. The King of Coulam's corps of female archers does not appear

to be mentioned elsewhere. « ^ ^ j
The trade in pearls with Vijayanagar has been alluded to already

(Vol. I, p. 203).
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distinguished Moor has long held the farm of the duties

levied on seed-pearls. He is so rich and powerful that

all the people of the land honour him. as much as the

King. He executes judgment and justice on the Moors

without interference from the King.

The fishers for seed-pearl fish all the week for them-

selves save on the Friday when they work for the owner

of the boat, and at the end of the season they fish for

a whole week for this Moor, whereby he possesses great

abundance of seed-pearl. The King of Coulam is alwa)^

near to this city, who by reason of his title thereto is a

right noble, wealthy and mighty lord, and master of

many armed men. In his land are found the best

archers in the whole world, and he ever carries with

him three or four hundred woman archers who march in

his escort and has them instructed from their youth.

They wear very tight bands on their heads of silk and

cotton ; they are very active. This King is often at

war with the King of Narsyngua (who is very powerful

as I have said above), and defends himself well from

him.*

§ 98. CHARAMANDEL.

Yet further along the coast the land turns northwards

and bears the name of Charamandel,* which land may

^ The practice of duelling was according to Ramusio's version of

Maatco Polo practised at Gael in his time under royal ausj^ces. Yu1e«
-n his Marco Polo, in a note quoted Barbosa's passage under Batecala,
vhere a similar practice is recorded, and added, ^ This is the only
p^a^ge in Ramusio's version as far as 1 know that suggests the po^
libility of interpolation from a recent author." In my note on this
passage (Vol. I, p. X90, n. 2) I considered that this remark referred to
Barbosa's text and was not justified, but on reading it again 1 have
come to the conclusion that the reference is to Marco Polo's text and
not to Barbosa's, which also is quoted from Ramusio and not from

text.

This spelling is followed throughout in the printed

^iilj^ese text, but probably Barbosa himself wrote Choramandel.
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have seventy or eighty leagues of coast. Here are many
cities, towns and villages wherein dwell great numbers of

Heathen folk. This land is under the King of Narsyngua,

it is very fruitful and abounds in rice, flesh-meat, wheat

and all vegetables of other kinds are found there ; it is

a land of open plains. Numbers of ships from Malabar

sail hither every year, most of them to take cargoes of

rice by which they make great profits : and they bring

hither abundance of goods from Camba}^, copper, quick-

silver, vermilion, pepper and goods of other kinds. In

this Province of Charamandel are also found many sorts

of spices and drugs which come from the kingdoms of

Malaca, China^ and Benguala in Moorish ships for they

dare not pass by Malabar through fear of our fleets.

This is the best supplied of all the lands in this part

of India, saving only Cambaya, yet in some years it

so happens that no rain falls, and then there is such a

dearth among them that many die of hunger, hndfor

this reason they sell their children for four or five fanams

each. At such seasons the Malabares bring them great

store of rice and coco-nuts and take away ship-loads

of slaves.

The more part or all of the Heathen merchants or

that is, Cho^mandalam or Chora-mandalam, the Country of the
Cholas. Barbosa does not attempt to hx the name to any special

city* ^ some early writers did, but understood it in its proper sense,

vis., the country extending from the point where the coast turned
northwards, from Point C^imere, at which point the coast, which
runs in a north-easterly direction from Cape Comorin, takes a^ due
north and south extending to the delta of the Krishna River,

The only towns he mentions on this coast, which in his time formed
part of the kingdom of Vijaysmagar, are Mailapur and Paleacate

(see V61, I, p. 227, n.). Madras, which is a creation of the East India

Company's rule, was an unknown name in his time.

That there was some Chinese trade with the Coromandel coast

cannot be doubted. It was visited by Cheng-Ho in 1408 and 1412,

and is alluded to under the names of So-li (Chilla) and Hsi-yang So-li

(Southern Chilla) (Rockhill. Lc, raung-P^, Vol, XVI. p. 83). It

did not, however, occupy the same prominent position as slalabar,

end no special ports are named vrith the exception of KAil,
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Chatis who live throughout India are natives of this

country, and are very cunning in every kind of traffic

in goods. At the seaports also are many Moors, natives

of the land ; who are great merchants and own many
ships.

§ 99. MAILAPUR.

Going yet further and leaving behind Charamandel and

its lands there is on the sea strand a city, which is right

ancient and almost deserted, called Mailapur,^ which

erewhile was very great and fair, pertaining to the King

of Nars3mgua.

Here lies buried the body of the Blessed Saint Thomas *

^ Mailapur is now practically a suburb of Madras, but there is no
doubt as to its antiquity. The name is sometimes given as Maliapur,
and is by l!0rignolli turned into Mirapolis. It is mentioned by Thomas
Bowrey (/.c., pp. 38, 45) as Mylaporc, and by A. Hamilton (/.c., I, p. 356)
as Malliapore. The Portuguese maintained an establishment there,
but lost it in 1662, the Dutch assisting the Muhammadan Governor
in the attack. Towards the end of Aurangzeb's reign it became a
mint of the Mughal Emperors (Whitehead, CaL of Coins in Lahore
Museum, Vol. II, cxii).

The legend of St. Thomas as here related must be read in con-
nection with what has been told above in the account of Coulam (§ 88)

.

It seems probable that this legend was of local ori^n, and was influenced
by an earlier story of Buddhist or Hindu origin. This is suggested
not only by the form of the story, but by the prominent part taken
by the peacock. The incident of the assembly of the peacocks on a
flat rock may be compared to the similar assembly of peacocks and
other birds in the Nacca JUtaka or Hansa Jfltaka, which is represented
among the sculptures of the Bar&hat Stflpa (Cunningham, The Stupa
of Bharhui, PI. XXVIT).

It is remarkable that Barbosa's is the only version of the story
which represents the saint as assuming the appearance of a peacock,
and, after being pierced by the hunter's arrow, rising into the air

and then turning into human form and falling to the ground. The
earliest form in which we have it is that of Marco Polo (Yule. Marco
Polo, pp. 278, 290, 291). He simply says that the saint was shot acci-

dentally by a " Govi " who was shooting peacocks. Odoric, Monte-
corvino and Conti only mention the fact of the saint's burial at
Mailapur. Marignolli, however (Yule and Cordier, Cathay, III, p. 250),

^ says that the saint wore a mantle of peacocks' feathers and retired
vat night to a place where there were many peacocks, and was there
"shot. There is, as Yule noted, an evident hiatus here, and it is

possible that some such incident as is related by Barbosa may have
been intentionally omitted by the pious chronicler. MarimolU makes
this the conclusion of his narrative of the log of wood, localised by

at Mirapolis or MaiUpur.
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in a little charch near the sea. The Xtians of Coulam

say that when Saint Thomas departed thence, being

J. dc Barros. who probably had access to Barbosa’s narrative
among others, tells first the legend about the log of wood at '* Maliapor.”
After the saint’s success an envious Brahman killed his own son and
accused him of the murder. The saint confounded his accuser by
causing the dead boy to si)eak and declare that his father was his
murderer. The Brahmans afterwards attacked the saint and stoned
him, and while he was lying at the point of death he was pierced with
a spear and killed. There is here no mention of peacocks (Dec. Ill,
vii, ch. II, ff. 204-206, wrongly printed 304-306 in ed. of 1563). He
says that the first investigations here by the Portuguese were made in

1525-6 by Duarte de Mencses. He appointed .Antonio tril as overseer
of some works of repair to the church, who in excavating for a new
foundation under a pinnacle which was in danger of collapsing found
a tomb he believed to be that of Saint Thomas, and among the bones
an iron spearhead and parts of an iron>shod shaft. This find, taken
in connection with the whiteness of the bones as compared with other
bones found near by, was considered as establishing the fact that
these were the saint's bones. Afterwards, when Nuno da Ciinha
was Governor, in 1533, he founded a Portuguese town near Palcacatc
(Pulicat) which he called San Thomd.
A version of the story is given in the seventeenth century by

Mandelslo (English edition, 1669, p. 93). He follows De Barros, and
had no doubt read his account. The town of Saint Thomas, he says,

was situated 13'’ 32' north of the line, which would make it correspond
very closely with Pulicat but not with Mailapiir.

See, for a more modern consideration of the subject, M. Cordier’s
note in Cathay (Yule and Cordier, IT. pp. 141-2), in which Yule's note
in Marco Polo (ed. 1871) is embodied. It should be noted, however,
that the date of 1522 there assigned as that of the Commission sent
by D. Duarte de Meneses to search for the saint's body is not correct.

De Barros (Dec. Ill, p. 204) and Correa (II, p. 722) both agree that the
first information on this point reached the Portuguese in 1517. being
brought by Diogo Fernandez and Bastiao Fernandez, who had been
guided from Paleacate by an Armenian. They had visited the
church, which it may be noted they found in charge of a very old
blind pagan, and very much ruined. This heattien, among other
stories, told them that some twelve or fiftcon years before an English
duke named George had visited this shrii^ and had died there and
was buried with other pilgrims. This .incident is mentioned by
Correa only. Was this an echo of some rumour that George, Duke of

Clarence, had not in reality been made away with by Richard CrcK)k-

back, but had escaped and spent the remainder of his life in pilgrimages
to holy places ? The dates would correspond, and there was no other
English duke named George.
These events were reported to the Governor, D. Lopes de Sequeira,

who made the matter over to his successor as Governor (not Viceroy),
Duarte de Meneses (who succeeded in the beginning of 1522) according
to Correa, who is on this point a witness of the highest value, as he
took part in the expedition. His narrative is given below (p. 129, n. i),

and the date of the visit to the church was Corpus Christi Day, 1521.
It would seem, therefore, that the orders must have been given by
Sequeira before the arrival of Meneses as Governor.
Barbosa had evidently heard only of the first discovery, that made

in 15I7, and his description (including that of the old man who acted
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persecuted by the Heathen* he came with certain of

•his fellows to the city of Mailapur which in those days

was a city ten or twelve leagues in length, and far

removed from the sea* which afterward ate away the

land and advanced well into the city. At first Saint

Thomas began to preach the faith of Christ, and con-

verted certain men thereto, wherefore the others went

about to slay him, and he for this reason dwelt apart

from the people, wandering ofttimes in the wilderness.

On a certain day a hunter while walking through the

hills, bow in hand, saw a great number of peacocks

near to the ground, and in the midst of them one

exceeding great and fair which had alighted on a flat

rock. The hunter shot at this and pierced it through

the middle with an arrow ; both it and the others rose,

and flying through the air it turned into the body of a

man. The hunter on beholding this stood astonished

until he saw it fall, whereupon he went straightway to

the city to declare so great a miracle and in what wise

it had taken place. The Govemour of the city with,

other great men went then to see the place which the

hunter shewed to them, and they found that it was

the body of the Blessed Saint Thomas. They went also

to see tlie spot where he had wounded it, and on the

flat rock they fovaid. two clearly impressed footprints

whidr he had made as he rose when wounded. When
they perceived how great a miracle had been wrought

they said " Of a truth this man was a saint, and we

as custodian of the church) was certainly derived from the first
cx^>lorers, for he must have left India at the latest in 1518. Blany
writeiupeak of the church as at or near Paleacate. and it'is probatde

^ that tins was the nearest seaport from which it was accessible. Correa
calls the distance seven leagues, or about 28 miles, which corre^Kmds
very closely with the actual distance from Pulicat to Maiiapur.

* Ramusio :
“ was about six miles distant from the sea." Spanish

version :
" was twelve leagues distant from the sea."
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believed him not,” and thereupon they carried the body

to the tovra and came to bury it in the aforesaid church

,

wherein it lies to this day. They also brought the stone

with the footprints and placed it beside the grave, but

they could never bury the right arm nor put it into the

grave ; if they placed it inside, when they came on the

following day it was outside, and thus they let it stay,

and thus it remained for a long time. The Heathen of

the land held it to be a saint's body, and did it much
reverence. Folk from many lands came hither on pil-

grimages, and the Chinese when they came wished to

cut off the arm and convey it as a relic to their own
land, but when they would strike it with a sword the

Blessed Saint Thomas drew it back into the grave, and

they never again struck it. Thus he lies very modestly

in the church which his disciples and fellows built for

him. The Moors and Heathen used to bum lights on it,

each one claiming it as his own. The church is arranged

in our fashion with crosses on the altar and on the

summit of the vault, and a wooden grating, and peacocks

as devices, but it is now very ruinous, and ail around it

covered with brushwood, and a poor Moor holds charge of

it and begs alms for it, from which a lamp is kept burning

at night, and on what is left they live. Some Indian

Christians go there on pilgrimage ;iand carry away many
relics, little earthen balls from the same tomb of the

Blessed Saint Thomas, “ and also give alms to the

aforesaid Moor, telling him to repair the said house."

§ 100. THE CITY OF PALEACATE.‘
Proceeding yet further and leaving the town of Mailapur

there is on the coast another City belonging to the King

^ The town of Paleacate. now called Pulicat, is situated on the
south end of an island which separates the lake or lagoon of Pulicat

I
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of Narsyngua, inhabited by both Moors and Heathen,

'great traders. It has a very fair sea-haven whither resort

ships of the Moors in great numbers conveying goods of

divers kinds. By land also from the Narsyngua kingdom

come many traders to buy goods of many kinds, for

from the sea (lat. 13** 25' N., about 25 miles N. of Madras). When
the Portuguese first made its acquaintance it formed part of the
territories of Vijayanagar, being comprised in the province of Teling&na,

called Telingu by Barbosa (Vol. I, p. 183), This province extended
to the Orissa boundary, and wars between the kingdoms of Vijayanagar
and Orissa were frequent. The allusion to the mountains called

Odirgualcmado (Diguirmale in the Spanish version ; Udir^male in

Ramusio) is to Udayagiri south of the Krishna River, to which point
the forces of Orissa had advanced in the early part of the sixteenth
century, and Barbosa's account was evidently written before Krishna
Devd had recovered his lost provinces south of the Krishna. As to
these wars, sec the note under § loi, p. 133, n. t.

The first mention of Paleacatc or Pulicat by a European traveller

appears to be that of Varthema (l.c., p. 194). He arrived there after

leaving Ceylon, and alludes to its subjection to the King of Narsinga,
and also to its trade with Ceylon and Pegu, especially in jewels. He
speaks of its wars with Tarnassari, by which he probably meant
Orissa, as there is no probability of any actual war having taken
place with Tciiassarim or any place on the eastern side of the Bay of
Bengal.
Mr. Badger's note on p. 195 of his edition of Vafthema alludes to

Faria y Souza's statement that the Portuguese ** established a colony
at Pulicat as early as 1522 a.d. *’

; and he adds that the name does
not appear in the list of their fotU on the Coromandel coast." It may
be added that no mention of any such post can be traced in any of
the earlier chronicles. Caspar Correa, who was himself on the Cioro-

mandel coast at this period, and alludes to the appointment of Manuel
dc Frias as/<;t7or on this coast in 1522 (II, p. 721), does not mention it,

although he* alludes to Paleacate and its trade under the events of

1519 (II, 567). In 1521 he records that he himself was present at
the investigation made regarding the relics of Saint Thomas and this
passage deserves translatioii| It is as follows (ffc., p. 725) : "I, Caspar
Correa, who write this story, went in the company of Pero llopes de
Sampayo to visit this holy house. And the Captain Pero Lopes left

the ship at Paleacate, and twelve or fifteen men landed with him on
a pilgrimage to the holy house which is seven leagues away (t.s., at
Mailapur). all on foot, singing and rejoicing, with plenty of food and
drink. On coming in sight of the holy house we were all overcome
by a devout sadness so that we sang no more nor spoke one to the
other with a new devotion in our hearts, remembering our sins. Eatih
man recited his prayers with so great a trembling that his legs and
arps weakened and shook, for we seemed to be juanting our feet on
holy ground. And outside the door of the holy house we fell on our

land shed so many tears that 1 know not whence they came,
all confessed and the Father said fuass (having brought

^th him all that was needful therefor), and we all took the holy
Hacrament. And this was the first mass that was said in the holy
house, being the day of Coipus Christi of the year X521.'* Then he,
gdls on to describe the repairs done to the church, and the discovery"
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which reason they bring hither from Peeguu, of which^

I will speak below, great store of rubies and spinels, an<f

. abundance of musk [which precious stones arc good

cheap here, for him who knows how to buy and to choose

them].

of some of the bones of the king who had been converted by Saint
Thomas, who was reported by t£e country-folk to have been called
Tanimudolyar, interpreted as “ Thomas, servant of God."

Mandelslo's apparent identification of the town of St. Thomas with
PuUcat (judging by the latitude given, see § 99. p. 126, n. 2) may be
due to the met that Pulicat was the best port available for pilgrims i

to the shrine. He also remarks on this point (ib., p. 94),
" The south

and south-west Winds reign here from April to September, during
which time the Road is very good ; but all the rest of the year, small
Barks are constrained to get into the river Palacatie (stc), and greater
Vessels into the Haven of Negupatam” He also alludes to the Dutch
fort of Geldria at Paleacatte,

Although the Portuguese never made any settlement on the east
coast of India north of Mailapur, the Dutch turned their attention
to this neglected coast at an early period. The fort called Geldria
was built by them in 1609. This fort at Pettipolee or Nizampatam
was, according to Mandelslo {l.c.) founded in 1606. and an English
factory followed in 1621, Madras was not founded till 1639. The
Dutch retained Pulicat till 1781, when it was surrendered to the
English. British authority was finally admitted in 1823.
A full note on Pulicat, including Schouten's description of its con-

dition in 1662, is given in Sir R. Temple's H.S. edition of Bowrey's
Countries Round the Bay of Bengal, pp. 51. 52. Bowrey compares
Pulicat favourably with Fort St. George (Madras) as a port, although
the bar was an obstacle to all vessels over 40 tons, and he adds,

"

this coast indeed wanting nothing but some good harbours for shipping."
This lack of harbours is the clue to the neglect of the Coromandel
coast by the Portuguese, although during the south-west monsoon its

roadsteads afforded safer anchorage than the Malabar coast. The
best of these roadsteads was the port generally known as Masulipatam, *

which was famous for its trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries and up to modern times. It has been identified vdth the
Msusola of Ptolemy ahd the Massdia of the Periplus. But during the
sixteenth century it does not seem to have been well known, and its

absence from Barbosa's list of ports is remarkable. In the seventeenth
century it seems to have been the principal outlet for the trade of.^

the Central Deccan. The accounts of Bowrey {l.c.). Fryer (I, p. 78 1),

Tavernier (l.c. Fart II, p. 70) and A. Hamilton (l.c. I, 3^) give full

information for this period. For the sixteenth century there seems to
be nothing earlier than Fitch's account of the port and of his journey
thence via " Servidore " to Balapur and Burhlnpur (Fitch, l.c.

p. 94). Whatever may be the modern name of " Servidore," it is

clear that Fitch was following the old trade route leading from the
east coast to Weslaj^^badia, which, as J. F. Fleet has shoum in his

paper identifying Tagara with the mod^n Tgr {J.R.A.S.,

1901, pp. from Masulipatam and Vinukdnda through
Golconda or Haidam^, Tfir and Paithan to Daulatabad and thence
to Broach, and evidently to BurhAnpur as well. In the same paper
the author ^ows that the merchandise brought to Tagara and

I a
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In this city the King of Narsyngua maintains a

6ovemour under his orders, and collectors of his duties.

Here are made great abundance of printed cotton cloths

which arc worth much money in Malacca, Peeguu,

Qamatra and in the kingdom of Guzerate and Malabar

for clothing. Here also copper, quicksilver and vermilion

as well as other Cambaya wares, dyes in grain [Meca

velvets and especially], rosewater. Beyond this town of

Paleacate the coast continues towards the north in the

direction of Bcngala, on which coast arc many towns

belonging to the King of Nars5mgua as far as a range of

mountains called Odirgualemado, where his kingdom

Comes to an end.

§ loi. KINGDOM OF OTISA.

Thus going forward and leaving behind this boundary

of the great kingdom of Narsyngua there lies on the coast

the kingdom of Otisa,^ which is held by Heathen, very

Paithana, according to the Periplus, from districts bordering on the
sea,” was derived from the east and not the west coast. At the time
when the Periplus was written, the first century a,d., the Andhra
kingdom extended right across the Deccan from east to west. Its

capital lay between the lower courses of the Krishna and God&vari
Rivers, not far from Masulipatam, and Paithan and Tagara were
in its western parts, so there was evidently strong ground for the
development of such a trade route. Possibly in Barbosa's day the
great power of Bijapiir and Vijayanagar led rather to the use of the
more southern route westwards starting from Pulicat. J\xi Lord
Stanley's version from the Spanish the following passage (which is

not found either in the Portuguese text or Ramusio) is given at the
commencement of § loi : Further on. after passing Marepata, along
the coast which trends to north-east by east, the lungdom of Orissa
commences.” It would seem that this must be a later interpolation,
for Barbosa had already given Udayagiri quite correctly as the
boundary between Vijayanagar and Orissa in his time. When this
passage, was written the boundary must have been further to the
north-east, although I am unable to identify Marepata. The ” Moun-
tiSsi of Diguirmalc ” is indeed mentioned in the Spanish version

^ (P* ^ 1 7) the heading of a section, but not in the text, which is

evidence that some alteration had been made.

^ Orissa has already been alluded to by the author in | 83 among
the border countrie^at war with Vija3ranagar, and he adds little

here to the scanty if^rmation given there. It is doubtful whether
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good fighting men, and its King who has a mighty army
of foot soldiers and is ofttimes at war with him of

Narsjmgua.^ This kingdom extends far inland and has
|

but few seaports and little trade. It extends along the 1

coast northwards where there is a river called Ganges •

any Portuguese had visited Orissa, and certain that no expedition
had been made to any part of its coast. What is told was doubtless
derived by reports which came through Vijayanagar. The form Otisa
represents the vernacular Odi$& or Orisfl. The coast may be roughly
said to extend from the Chilka Lake (south-west) to the Subarnarekha
River (north-east).

^ Narsyngua. Barbo.sa is correct in asserting that Orissa was often
at war with Vijayanagar. There had been wars in the fourteenth
century when the Gajapatis of Orissa were defeated by Sangama II,

but in the fifteenth century, when the power of Vijayanagar had
declined, the King of Orissa was able to extend his borders southwards
as far as Udayagiri, south of the Krishna River. This conquest wa.s

carried out by Kapilendra Deva, founder of the Solar dynasty, who
also waged war successfully against the BahmanTs and Bengal. His
successor, Purusottama Deva, was also successful in his war against
Vijayanagar, but his son Prat&parudra D6va, in the early part of the
sixteenth century, was defeated by Krishna Deva, the Vijayanagar
King of Barbosa's time, and lost all the conquests south of the Krishna ;

and shortly afjibr the district between the Krishna and Godilvari was
lost to Kiili^utb Shdh, the founder of the Kutbsh^hi dynasty of

Golconda. At one time, in the latter half of the fifteenth century,
the conquests of Orissa had extended over the whole of the northern
half of wh^^s now the presidency of Madras. At its furthest it reached
K&nchL.(Conjecveram), and for a long time the Pennilr River was its

southern boundary. When Barbosa wrote, as noted under Paleacate

p. 129* n. I, Udayagiri marked the border line, and the final delivery of

Northern Teling9.na by Krishna DSva must have taken place at a
latar date.

A lately published volume (Sources oj Vijayanagar History

^

by S.

Krishnaswami Aiyengar, Madras University Press, 1919) gives a good
deal of information on these wars contained in Telugu poems and
prose records. One of these poems (p. 132) claims to be by Krishna
D6va himself and records his advance across the Krishna and the
God&varl Delta, and the erection of a pillar of victory at Potnfiru,

and adds that the Gaj^pati had even to flee from his own capital

(at Cuttack).

* The river Ganges stated to form the boundary between Orissa

and Bengal cannot be the great river universally known by that
name. It is also mentioned as the boundary in the following para-
graph on Bengal. The similarity of name led to its being confounded
vrith the trud Ganges, the sacred river. The name Gang^, originally

meaning river," is applied to many streams in India, generally as

an appendix to some qualifying term, such as R&mganga and Pain-
ganga.

In Lavanha's map of Bengal (reproduced facing p. 135) a rivernamed
Ganga is shown as Mting into the estuary of the Hugh from the
south, while the actual Ganges is given its classical name and is not
called Ganga.
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(but they call it Guorigua), and on the further bank of

This river begins the kingdom of Bengal where also the

King of Otisa is somtimes at war.

To this river of Ganges go all the Heathen on pil-

grimages, and bathe therein, saying that thereby they

ob^in salvation, for that this river issues forth from the

fount of the Terrestrial Paradise. This river is very

great and fair on both banks and well peopled with

fair and wealthy Heathen cities. Between this river and

Eufrates lies the First India [and the Second], a country

very fruitful and healthy, and with a very temperate

climate, and hence onward towards Malaca lies the

Third (India) as the Moors say “ who have known it

longer than we. And between these aforesaid rivers

there arc fertile and well-furnished lands, in the interior

as well as on the strand of the sea. The people thereof

is very polished and wealthy. The more part of them

are very stingy and spend little. It is a land of very

good air, many trees and evil smelling streets ; all live with

but little toil, there is here neither great heat nor extreme

cold, but rather it is well tempered.” >
*

^

This Ganga is stiowii as a branch of another river falling into file
-

sea further south near Cape Cegogara (now called Point Palmyras):
This is the broad estuary now known as the Dhamra River, which is

the outlet for the joint stream of the Brflhmani and Baitarani Rivers
and even for some of the northern branches of the Mahanadi Delta
(CiUtack District Gtuietteer, Calcutta. 1906. pp. 4-6). The Baitarani is

a sacred river. Mr. O'Malley, in the Cuttack Gazetteer, says ** it is

the Styx of Hindu mythology, and legend relates that R&m, when
marching to Ceylon to rescue his wife Situ from the ten-headed demon
KiLvana, halted on its banks on the borders of Keonjhar ; in com-
memoration of this, large numbers of people visit the river every
January." The Br9.hmani flows from the mountainous regions of the -

G&ngpur state, and there the confluence of the S&nkh and the South
Koel, wl^h form the Brahmani, is also a sacred spot (Bengal Gazetteer^ '

:X909,. I, p. 236). It is possible that the name GangA was applied to
this holy stream, and that it may be connected with the name GAngpur.
jn this case the joint stream of the two holy rivers with the Dhamra

—

file beat harbour on that part of the coast, a noble estuary " (CuUack
pp. 6, 8-9)—would be well known to navigators, and con-

fusion with the great Ganges was inevitable. ^

In Renneirs map of 1782 the Brihmani River is given the name
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S 102. THE KINGDOM OF BENGALA.

^^RTHER on, leaving this River Ganges^ and following

the coast in a northerly direction, comes the Kingdom of

Bengala wherein are many towns, as well inland as on

the coast, the inhabitants whereof are Heathen. Those

who dwell inland are independenjt but under the over-

lordship of the King of Nars5mgua.*^he Moors dwell in

the seaports where tliere is great traffic in goods of many
kinds and sailing of ships both great and small ^ to many
countries ; for this sea is a G»// which runneth in between

two lands, and going well into it there is to the north

a right great city of the Moors, which they call Bengala,*

of Gunjoory or Gawitry. These names/suggest Barbosa's alternative

name Guorigua, which is not found ^ Ramusio or in the Spanish
version. It may, however, be a misreading for Ganga, written
Guangua. Ramusio calls it Giienga.f

It is evident that Lavanha's Ganga is intended for the Subarnarekha.
the actual boundary between Bengal and Orissa, and also that it was
considered to be a branch of the Bnjhmini River. This is confirmed
by the following passage from Dec- iV of De Barros as edited and
emended by Lavanha :— \

"'These same mountains further tjfu^rds the south d.vide Bengal
from the kingdom of Orixa, the plains^f Bengal lying between the
mountains and the stream of the Gajj^esX Another river, which falls

into the Ganges below Satigam. run.^'Srough Orii-a. and has its springs

on the mountain slopes xV/
" ' Gate in the parts near

Chaul). and as it is a grea\ ^^jand flows through many lands the
natives, in imitation of the^. which it flow^ call it also

Ganga and hold its waters sa '.red as those of th'^ Ganges "

(Dec, IK ix. X, ed. 1615. P- 'W
The remainder of Barbosi s description refers to the Ganges proi^^ ^

which in accordance with the prevailing ideas he believed to b^^^^ i

of the four livers flowing from the Earthly Paradise.
'

linschoten (I. p. 92) repeats Barbosa in stating that the Ganges was
the boundary of Onssa and Bengal, and also in his allusion to the
Earthly Paradisj^^

^ For the River Gar^^s here alluded to see p. 133, n. 2 under Orissa.

* The overlordship ot the kingdom of Narsyngua is a mistake due
apparently to some confusion with Orissa. There is no record of

any war between Bengal and Vijayanagar and the two countries

were not conterminous.
* In original " ^aos ** and “navios."
* The City of Betmeda. The mention by Barbosa, and at a slightly

earlier date by Varthema. of a great city of Bengala (Banghella in the
latter) has given rise to a controversy as to the identity of the aty so
called in which Sir H. Yule in HcAson-Jobson and Cathay (and M.
Cordier in the second edition of the latter). Mr. G. Badger in his edition
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^ very excellent sea-havenj]^t has its own independent

of Vafihema (H,S., 1863), Mr. H. Beveridge in Th$ District of Bakarganj
(1876) and others have taken part. Various theories have been

^advocated, the cities whose claims have been discussed being Chittagong,
jSunfirgaon (or another port near it, Sripur), Satgflon, and lastly Gaur,
Ithc ancient capital of Bengal. Varthema simply states that it was a
great town which he arrived at by sea from Tenassarim. Barbosa is

more definite, and no doubt expresses accurately theaccounts he had been
able to collect from merchants and sailors as well as traders travelling by
land, lie says it was a seaport, at the head of a gulf or estuary running
northwards with land on each side. It was a Muhammadan city and the
residence of the King, and situatedin an extensive andTertilc regionwhere
cotton and sugar were grown ; it was also known for its fine cotton fabrics.
The claims of the cities mentioned may be considered seriatim.

(i) Chittagong. This port lies entirely outside the Ganges Delta,
on the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal, not far from its most
northern point. It is situated on the estuary of the small river
Karnaphuli. Chittagong had long formed part of the Kingdom of
Arakan, but was occasionally occupied by the Bengal Kings and
sometimes by those of Tip^ra. C^uns y;cre struck at Chittagong by
Jalfilud-din, of Bengal, who di<;d in 1430. In thesame year a Bengal army
restored the King of Arakah to Chittagong from which he had been
expelled by the Burmese (Ph^re, p. 78), and Arakan was for a short
time tributary to Bengal. but\his did not last long, and Chittagong
was recovered by Arakan in 1459- Husain Shfih of Bengal seems to
have occupied it for a time iii 1512, but it was again recovered by
Arakan, and held until its absoiption in the Mughal Umpire in Akbar's
^ime. (The Gazetteer of Easte^ Bengal and Assam, 1909, p. 395,
strangel> speaks of the tempomry annexation of Chittagong by the
Mughal El pire in the thirte^th century I) It is clear then that

i— "^r short periods came under the power
^r the capital of a Muhammadan King,

way to Barbosa's description.
^,’thema's account was fictitious both

i'

’

Chittagong Only occasional!;

of Bengal, and "that it was
It docs not in fact

Sir H. Yule consl^^
^ered tJ

He held ChMfF^arim and
it was thfirfRuagong to be j.

caniifli«PBorto Grande of t ie Pol

considered as aficc :ing tl

^he

_ ainly on the ^ound that

f:se at a later period, but this

. J of the word at the beginning

tne sixteenth century, .he port ^Chittagong was undoubtedly

-ch used from the first ^ays. and the pnnci^ r^wn
ll^a it was an open i>ort outside the power of the Sidtans of Bengal,

^easUy approa&ied and dominated by Portuguese ships«compw»n
w"Ke pcSts of the Ganges Delta, which were dominated by

rulers and approached by channels difficult to navigate and exposed

*°TW^s illustrated by the history of the T

in the year 1516-17, of which evidently no i^onna^n
Barbosa when he wrote his account of Bengal. Fcr^ PerezD And^
^^t out by the Governor Lopo Soares D, Albergaxm on a voj^e

Sf ®xXraUon to China and Bengal. He started for China, but^
delay^ by the burning of his best ship at Pacem, in Sun^a, and

del^nined to go to Bengal instead. As a/forerunner b« o® »

cectain Joio Coelho in a sliip. belonging t^ a Moor Groi^le

(Ghul&m ‘All) who was related to thp Governor of f^ttagoM
• <a?mmOTtlA represeatativdOf Husain ShMi of Bengal, who hadoccwi^

«14). Fernio I^ez D'Apdrade afterwards resumed luz

iSraeSTcffi matog another start in August. 1516. «ui ag«n
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Moorish King. The inhabitants thereof are white men,^

in June, 1517. i'hc last expedition wa* successful, but he never
resumed his journey to Bengal. He did not return to India till the end
of 1518. Exactly when J. Coelho was despatched is not clear, but he
was in Chittagong when a second expedition under Joao da Silveira

arrived there. He had been sent first by the Governor (Lopo Soares)

to the Maldives, where strange to say he captured a ship on which was
Gromalle, apparently the same man who conveyed J. Coelho. After
this the Governor, evidently knowing nothing of the Coelho episode,

sent him to Bengal. On his way up the coast he touched at the
Aracan River (near by modern Akj'ab) and was there asked by the
Aracanese to help them in their war against Bengal ; he refused to do
this, but on arriving at Chittagong he was regarded as a pirate and
pretender, as J. Coelho had arrived with a message from the King of

Portugal sent by Fernao Perez D'Andrade. This led to complications
and conflicts. He was detained in the river all through the Monsoon
and never succeeded in getting into communication with the King of

Bengal, and it is doubtful how far the “ Governor " was under the

latter's authority. (Sec De Barros,.

Correa gives no account of this expedition, but says that
D'Andrade on his return from China was informed at Malacd.^^
D. Aleixo Mencscs that the Governor had entrusted the Beiig.

adventure to his brother-in-law D. Jo3o da Silveira, and that he
(Fernao Perez) was to return to India (Correa, II. p. 530).

This account shows clearly how far Chittagong was from being a,

principal port of Bengal or an outlet for its abundant products. It

was only a step on the way to the real Bengal, and to any place which
could be called Bengala. Similarly the next Portuguese expedition,,

that of Martim Affonso dc Mello, in 1528, came to grief at Chacuria,
on the coast south-east of Chittagong and ended in the imprisonment of

de Mello and his companions by Codovascam
(
Khuda Bakhsh Kh&n).

a local chief. The whole romantic story is told in DecT JV, Bk. ii,

pp. 90-91, where an omission in Dc Barros's narrative is supplied by
quotations from do Couto and Castanheda. M. Affonso de Mello was
sent on another expendition in 1534. He went again to Chittagong
and succeeded in sending a messenger with presents to the King
Mahmiid Shfih at Gaur, but in reply Mahmfid Shah sent orders that
the ambassador and his companions were to be imprisoned. Many
of them were killed and the remainder taken to Gaur as prisoners.

In revenge the Governor Nuno Da Cunha sent an expedition against
Chittagong under Antonio da Silva Meneses, which attacked and burnt
Chittagong. (For the whole story see Dec, JV, Bk. ix, Ch. 3, and a
good version of it in Tke Portuguese in Bengal, pp. 31 to 37.)

Just at this period Bengal was attacked by ShSr Kh&n Sfir (the

Xercansor of some Portuguese writers), afterwards better known as
Sher Sh&h, and Mahmud ShfUi finding himself in danger thought of

obtaining Portuguese help. At the same time Diogo Kebello, captain
of the p^rl-fishery of Callccard or Quilicare (§96), who had been
despatched by Nuno da Cuiiha with a small flotilla to find out what
could be done for the release of the captives, made his way up the western
or Hfigli branch of the Ganges to the port of Satigam (Satg&on) with
two fustas and'^an aialaya, causing some dismay there, as they knew
what Meneses had done at Chittagong. This is the first Portuguese
expedition which we know to have visited Satg&on. This led to the
despatch of ambassadors, and, as Castaq(heda tells us (Bk. 8, Ch. 187),
to the sending of a fleet from Goa to help Mahmud Shfih. Most of
the prisoners were released, and Martim Affonso de Mello and the
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well-built : and there dwell there as well strangers from
••

;

otlfers who remained took. some part in fighting against Sher Kjhfin.
and were at last released just before his final conquest of Ma^mfid
Shfih and the latter's flight to take refuge with Humfiyfin.
The object of the Governor to obtain sanction for the erection of

a fort at Chittagong was never attained ; Mahmfid Shfih made many
promises, which were all futile, as he lost his crown and his life in
1538. ShSr Shah paid little attention to Eastern Bengal, which was
long in a state of anarchy. For some reason the Portuguese took no
steps to secure their position at Chittagong ot at Satgfioh. as Castanheda
(Bk. 8. Ch. 198) thought they could have done without difficulty.

Their trade settlements continued on a precarious footing, and for
some time flourished exceedingly, but no place in Bengal was ever
under Portuguese rule.

, Chittagong had been often made use of by travellers as a convenient
point from which to enter the Meghna and attain the port of Sunixgfion^
and thence to ascend the eastern branch of the Ganges to Gaur. This
was probably the course followed by Ibn Batflta and afterwards by

Arakair" bu"
Ma-Huaii in the early part of the fifteenth

sometime -\Sce Ma-huan’i account of '"tne kinguuiu oi i3c;ugaia

T^]jii->iillips. J.R.A.S., 1895, P* 523 Ibn Batflta after leaving
jU^ittagong^wnfc'lt'OrfhwardS lu Hit mountains of Kflmrfl (Kflmrflp) to

visit a celebrated .saint. Apparently he went by a mountain route, as
• he took a month on the way, but he returned by river and landed at

^Sunflrgflon. For this journey, and the identification of the city of

^Habank and of the country visited (Sylhet) Sir H. Yule's Note E (in

Yule and Cordier, Cathay

,

iv. p. 151) should be consulted. On his return

Ibn Batflta came back by the Surma River (in Yule’s opinion). In
any case whether lie came by this river or the main stream of the
Brahmaputra he would have passed Sunflrg&on.

The Chinese traveller made no such divagations but went straight to

Sitnargflon in small boats. He then travelled in a south-westerly
direction for thirty-five stages to the Kingdom of Bengala. Mr.
Phillips commenting on this passage says "the probability is great

that the city of Bengala (if such a city ever existed) was situated still

further to the southward, of Dacca than Sona-urh-kong." Mr. J.
Beames in a letter in the same volume of the T.R.A.S. (p. 8q81 points
out that thirty-five stages or 105 miles south-west from Sunfligflon

would bring the traveller to *' the boundary of the Sark&r or fiscal

division of Satgflon. and forty miles further in the same line is the
site of the famous ancient city of Satgflon, which if not precisely the
capitid of Bengal was the residence of one of the provincial Governors,

and the largest and most important commercial town and trading port
in the country. Satgflon is 1 think beyond doubt the place meant by
Mahuan."

In the J.R.AS, for 1806. o. 20^. Mr. Phillips continues his notes on
the journey' of Ma-huan, and shows that the capital of the country of

Bengal was Pan-tu-wa. a large walled city, although Ma^huan does not
name it himself, and that there can be litue doubt that this was Pandufl,

actually at that time the temporary capital of Bengal. The name of

capital is given as Pan-tu-wa in a Chinese encyclopaedia, atnd it

was^only for^a short period the capital. See also Mr. W. W. Rockhill's

notw on the P8ng-ka-la or Pang-ko-la of the Chinese travellers in Ttmng-
XVI, pp. 435-44. In a paperin thesame volume ofthe /.R.A .5

(Notes on Ahbar's Subahs—Benget) Mr. Beames gives a map based on
the Afn-i^Akbari. In this there are two places named PainduA one
in the present Maldah district, north of the ruins of Gaur, and one in
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many lands, such as AiabS; Persians, Abexis

the present Hugh district between SatgSLon and
Panduft was in the Sarkgr of SulaimSn^bad in the Aln-i-Akba^ : .

P- 99)* hut the northern Pandug near Gaur is not mentioned ui'.^
^

the SarkAr of Lakhnauti. There can be little doubt that ti^
SulaimAnAbad, distinguished for its ruins (now in the Hugh distri^
and a station on the Calcutta and BardwAn Railway), is the ancient
capital. (Yule and Cordicr, Cathay, IV, p. 85, although another note
on p. 83 of the same volume identifies it with the PanduA in the MAldah
district.) Its neighbourhood to SatgAon provided it with a good port.

Ibn &tAta speaks of lakhnauti as separate from Bengal ; he says,
according' to Defr^mery and Sanguinetti :

“ Les Bengatis ont sur la

ileuve (Gange) de nombreux navires avec lesquels ils combattent les

habitants du pays de Lacnaouty **
; and the same passage in Cathay,

IV, p. 83, reads :
" The people of Bengal maintain a number of vessels on

the river with which they engage in war against the inhabitants of
Lakhnaotl.** But a reference to the Arabic text shows that there is

no mention of the people of Bengal or the ** Bengalis." The
allusion is evidently to the war waged by Fakhru'ddin (when he made
SunArgAon his capital and called himself King of Bengal) against *Ali

ShAh (alias 'Ali MubArak). Fakhru*ddin*s coins in the India Museum
• were struck at SunArgAon in the years a.h. 745-749, and those in the
British Museum in 743-750 (Catalogue of Coins in India Museum,
Vol. II, p. 149 ; British Museum, Catalogue of Coins of Muhammadan
States, p. 13.) The division of Bengal was therefore temporary. The
coins show that FaJsbru’ddin was living as late as a.h. 750 (which
commenced March 22, 1349).
The three provinces which made up Bengal are given by Firishta

(lithographed text, p. 137) as y^VA- (read y^^) and

fftVjjUa (read that is Lal^nauti, SunArgAnw and SatgAnw
(not Chittagong as Briggs has it in his translation). (See also the note
on this point in Cathay, IV, p. 83.) BarnI also gives these three names
in his TArikb-i FAroz ShAhl (in Elliot and Dowson, III, pp. 242-3) in a
passage to which attention has already been drawn by E. Thomas in

his Chronicles of the Pathdn Kings of Delhi, p. 262, note 2.

Firishta proMbly drew his information , from Barni. It is clear

therefore that FaUiru'ddin. who practically began the scries of

independent Kings of Bengal was not concerned with Chittagong, but
mainly vrilih SunArgAon, and that SatgAon and Lakhnauti or Gaur were
also in his possession.

In later days the Portuguese continued make Chittagong their

principal port principally because tliere no strong government
there to fight against, and until Akbar's ^Pnquest it was not in the
power of the Bengal Kngs. It was called Porto Grande and SatgAon
Porto Pequeno, as may be seen in the quotation from Fitch ^ven
bdiow, and other quotations in Hohson-Jobson under Porto Pequeno
and Porto Grande.
The later name of Pgrto Grande given to Chittagong seems to have

influenced the cartographers of the second half of the sixteenth and
the early part of the seventeenth century to place the city of Bengala
in its neighbourhood. Thus it appears in the Portolano of Diego
Homem of 156B (reproduced in Kartographische Denkmdler, Leipzig,

1903) and in Hondius’a. great nu^ of 1608, now in the Royal Geo-
graphical Sode^s map room. This is repeated in Blaeuw's great
atlae of 1663. The latter shows Bengala to the south of the river

(the Kaznaphuli) to the north*west of which Chittagong stands. It

is from such sources that Ovington, writing of the year 1689, obtained
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by reason that this land is large, fruitful and

yiiforination alluded to in the following paragraph on the Kingdom
^^Aracan {A Voyage to Suratt, London, 1896, p. 553). “ It (viz.,

/lean) is bounded on the north-west by the Kingdom of Bengala,

V ;^ie authors making Chatigam to be its first frontier city, but Teixeira
//ml generally the Portuguese writers reckon that as a city of Bengala,
and not only so, but place the city of Bengala itself on the same coast,

more south than Chatigam. Though I confess that a late French
geographer has put Bengala into his catalogue of imaginary cities.**

Chittagong, in spite of its nominal conquest (with Bengal) in Akbar*s
time, remained practically independent. (See the remarks on this

point of Mr. Boames in J.R.A .5., 1896, p. 1 35.) It was finally conquered
and renamed Islamabad by Aurangzeb in a.h. 1073 (a.d. 1665), when
it became a mint of the Mughal Empire. The earliest known Mughal
coin struck there is dated a.h. 1106. When Peter Mundy wrote
(1628-34) Chittagong was under Aracan (Peter Mundy, II, p. 152).
With regard to the location of Bengala on the coast south of Chitta*

gong the suggestion first made by Mr. Badger in his edition of Varthema,
identifying it with Bacola seems deserving of consideration. The island

of Bacola as shown in Lavanha's map (and mentioned by Dc Barros
in the text of liis description of Bengal) corresponds very closely with
that assigned by Hondius to Bengala. The resemblance of the names
is sufhcicntly close to render some confusion probable. Bacola was
visited by Fitch after he left Chittagong.

. Sundrgdon and Satgdon. These two places were situated near the
mouths of the two principal branches of the Ganges and were both
ports of great importance till the early part of the sixteenth century.

^ Sunftrgaon seems to have been replaced by another place lower down
the Meghna Kiver, Sripur, and no doubt the change was due to altera-

fions in the river bed.
/ In the same way Satgaon was given up by the Portuguese in favour
of Hugh (Hooghiy) owing to the drying up of the channel on which it

stood (the Saraswatl). The process of tran.sition was in progress at
’ both places at the time of Fitch's journey (1586). Both Hugli and
Satg3,on on the western and Sripur and SunSrgaon on the eastern
branch were important places. The coast in the Ganges delta has
advanced a great deal since that period, and all these ports were much
nearer to the open sea than they arc now. Abu'l Fazl in the Ain
.says that "the Ganges after dividing into a thousand channels joins the
'sea at Satg&on *’

; Satgilon was adopted by the Portuguese as one of
their principal marts as soon as they were allowed to settle in peace,
and on the diversion of the channel of the Saraswatl, HQgli, a few
miles off, took its place.

Satgfton was a mint in the time of Muhammad Tughlah and coins
were .struck there by the independent Kings of Bengal in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. After a.h. 82k (a.d. 1418) apparently the
mint fell into disuse, but was revived by Sber Sh&h after his conquest
of Bengal and continued by hiS son Islftm Sh&h. It was never a
mint after the conquest of Akbar.

Sun&rgHon is not found amon^ the mints of Muhammad Tughlak
but occurs frequently under the independent Kings of Bengal jin the
fourteenth century, nor was it revived by Sh8r Sh&h. Its importance
was to some extent due to its having been the capital of the first

indep^tiJent King Fa^ru'ddin.
Both Sripur and Siin&rgfion as well as Satgfion are mentioned by

Fitch, and his notice deserves quotation (Ralph Fitch, Ed. 1899* P*
iiof.). He begins by describing how he came down the Ganges to
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*)iealthy. All of these are great merchants and they

TSncla in the land of Gouren (Gaiir). Thence he made a detour to
*' Couche ” (Kuch Bih^r). He continues : From thence I returned
to Hugeli (apparently he came back to T&nda and thence down-
stream, to Hugh) which is the place where the Portugals keep in the
country of Bengala which standeth in 23 degrees of northerly latitude,

and standeth a league from Satagan : they call it Porto Piqueno
" Not far from Porto Piqueno, south-westward, standeth

an haven which is called Angeli in the country of Orixa " (i.e., llijiti

in the Midnapur district ; called Angelin by W. Clavell, sec Countries
on the Bay of Bengal, pp. xxxvii 162, n. 2, 166, n. 2).

** Orixa standeth 6
dales journey from Satagan south-westward . . . .

" Satagan
is a falr'citie for a citie of the Moors, and very plentiful of all things/'

“ From Satagan I travelled by the country of the King
of Tippara or Porto Grande, with whom the Mogores or Mogen" (i.e.,

the Maghs of Aracan, not the Mughals) " have almost continual warres.
The Mogen which be of the Kingdom of Kecon " (Aracan) “ and
Rame " (apparently the Chittagong country, sec Phayre's History of
j^urma, p. 170) be stronger than the King of Tippara so that Chatigan
or Porto Grande is oftentimes under the King of Rccon." ....
From Chatigan in Bengala I came to Bacola, .... from Bacula

1 went to Serrepore which standeth upon the river of Ganges ; the king
is called Choudery. They be all hereabouts rebels against their King
Zebaldim Hchebar : for here arc so many rivers and Islands that they
flee from one to another whereby his horsemen cannot prevaile against
tham Sinnergan is a towne sixe leagues from Serrepore
where there is the best and finest cloth made of cotton that is in all

India Great store of Cotton cloth gocth from hence and
much Rice, wherewith they serve all India, Ceilon, Pegu, Malacca,
Sumatra and many other places."

(P* 153)- ” I went from Serrepore the 28th of November, 1586, for

Pegu in a small ship or foist of one Albert Caravallos, and so passing
down Ganges, and passing by the Island of Sundiva, Porto Grande,
or the countrie of Tippara. the Kingdom of Recon and Mogen, leaving

them on our left side with a faire wind at northwest, our course was
south and by east, which brought us to the barre of Negrais in Pegu."

Gaur, From the above it is clear that the real entry to Bengal was
either by the port of Sun&rg&on (and later^by " Serrepore " or Sripur
lower down stream) on the Meghna or by Satgflon (and later by Hugh)
on the western branch of the Ganges. These two ports were the centres
of trade and by both these routes the capital, Gaur (Lakhnauti, T&nda),
could be reached.
Gauda or Gaur was the ancient name of Bengal and its capital seems

from an early date to have been situated near the diverging point of

the Eastern and Western branches of the Ganges. The town took its

name from the country. For a time it was called Lakhnauti after a
Hindu King, but the name Gaur came into use again, although the
country had ceased to be called Gaur. The more modern name of

Bangflla seems in its turn to have passed in common usage from the
country to the capital (E. Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings ofDelhi,

p. Z07, n. 1 ; Yule and Cordier, Cathay, IV, p. 83, n. i). From the date
of the Catalan map, about 1375 (see Yule and Cordier, Cathay, Vol. I,

pp. 300 and 309) the existence of a city of Bengflla had become known
to travellers, and at the beginning of the sixteenth century, as the notices

of Barbosa and Varthema show, it was well known by name. That it

was known by this name not only to sailors or travellers approaching
by sea is clear from various indications. Mr. H. Beveridge has pointed
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possess great ships after the fashion of Meca ; others^

out to me its occurrence in an inscription in a cave at JjjUindah&r, in which
the various cities forming part of Bflbur's empire are detailed. There
are as a matter of fact three inscriptions and the third dated 1002 h .

(1594) in Abkar's time is that containing the detailed list. The
eaxlicst copy of this inscription is that made by Mohan L&l in 1831,
a^d published in the first edition of his travels in 1834 at Calcutta.

The Persian text given here was not reproduced in the London edition

of 1846. Another copy made more recently is given by M. James
Darmesteter in his article La Grande Inscription de Qandah&r in

Journal Asiatique (Tome XV. 1890. F6v.—Mars., pp. 195, 230), but
Mr. Beveridge considers that Mohan Lai's version, made by a
competent Persian scholar when the inscriptions were more perfect
than they are now. is more to be relied on. In this inscription (Mohan
Lai’s version, p. 281) the boundaries of B&bur’s empire are thus
described : "Its length is from the bounds of Sarandip and Ud!sah
(Orissa) and Bandar Gorfi K&t (Ghoraghat) and Gaur Bangftla to
Thatha and Bandar Lahor! and Hurmuz, which is nearly a two years'
journey, and its width from Kabul and Kashmir to the bounds of the
Dakan (and Berfir) about a year and a half's journey " The word
given as Bcrfir has been misread by Mohan Lai and is inserted from
Darmesteter, and yak-nim (i|) is misprinted yak-rim, Darmesteter,
however, mistranslates this as " half-a-year " instead of " a year and
a half." The important point of difference is that Gaur Bangftla in
Mohan Lai's version becomes Gor wa Bangfila in Darmesteter's. The
latter reading is apparently wrong, as no names of countries, only
those of towns, are given in the list. I think, therefore, that the correct
reading is Gaur Bengala, the two names for the town being given, as
we find sometimes on coins (such as Shahabfid-JKIanauj). This is

confirmed by the fact that in the list of mints for. gold given by
Abu'Fazl in the Ayin-i-Akbari the name Bangfila is given as one of
the four mints for gold in Akbar's reign. No gold coins of this mint
have yet been discovered, but on the other hand several rupees bearing
/Bangala as the mint town have been found bearing dates from a.h.
1002 to loio (1593 to 1602). (Whitehead, Punjab Museum Cat,, Vol.
II, pp. Ivii, 39; "Numismatic Suppt." XI (1909), p. 319;
Numismatic Chron, 1902, Some Coins of the Mughal Pmperors, No.
16.) A still further piece of evidence Ls found in the statement' in
the Memoirs of Bayazid Biy&t, of ^hich an abstract was published by
Mr. H. Beveridge in the J.A.S.B., 1^8, pp. 296-316. P. 315 gives an
account of Munim Khfir s removing his headquarters from Tfinda to
Gaur, and the pestilence which broke out there in 1573. He uses the
words Gaur-Bangfila just as the contemporary ^andahar inscription
does. There is thus good evidence

j
for the use of the word Baogfila

for the capital of Bengal in Akbar's reign and it may be considered
probable that this practice did not o^ginate then.

It remains to consider Yule's opimon that this use of Bengala was
derived from an " Arab custom of giving an important foreign city or
seaport the name of the country m which it lay" (Hobson-jobsen,
$,v, Bengal). This has been widely accepted on Yule's authority,
which is undoubtedly great, but 1 am not aware of any sufficient

evidjMBGe that there was any such custom. The only example adduced
in the article in question is the city of Solmandala (under >

CoMoandel). This instance of its use, however, is not from an Arab,
souxte but from the seventeenth century Dutdunan Valentijn, wM
speaks of the foundation by the Portuguese of a town on the rite of
" the old Gentoo City of Chiormandalem." The Editor here remarks /
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It is not absolutely clear what place was so called, probably by the
Arabs in their fashion of calling a chief town by the name of the
country/' This seems an example of argument in a circle. The
Arabs in fact called the Coromandel coast Ma'bar and no other name,
as Yule often pointed out. Another instance is given in Cathay, III,

p. 67, where John of Monte Corvino speaks of Maabar as a *' city in
the province of Sitia in Upper India." This proves nothing as to any
Arab usage. MahAchln as used for Canton is alluded to in Cathay,
II, p. 180. Odoric's Censcalan is supposed to be from Sin-KalSn, a
translation of the Indian form into Persian, but M. Cordier in the same
note derives it from Sin-Ky&lan ; the Muhammadan name for Canton

(:>**).

The Arabs occasionally used the reverse custom of calling a country
by the name of its chief town, as when they called Gujarat the kingdom
of Kamb&yat, but I believe there is no instance of their using the name
of a country for its chief town or port.
We have to consider which of these places was that alluded to by

Barbosa, and this should be recognised as entirely a different question
from that of the use of the terms Porto Grande and Porto Pequeno at
a later date. It must, I think, be considered as most probable that the
capital of Bengal under its independent Kings was the place intended.
Barbosa derived his information not only from sailors and merchants
approaching Bengal from the sea but also from Indian sources, especially
Vijayanagar and the Muhammadan kingdoms of the Deccan, and in
their mouths it could only have meant Gaur. The only objection to
this solution is that Gaur was not a seaport in the strict sense of the
word. It was on a great navigable river, and on the two branches of
this river were the ports of Satg^on and Sunargfton. It seems probable
that one or b^h of these ports may have been included with the
capital as the entries by which it was approached, for, as Mr. Moreland
has pointed out, the word " Porto " was undoubtedly often employed
to comprehend not only any actifal point of embarkation, but all

the various landing places on a gulf or inlet. Thus Bengala may
be held to denote the capital and its ports either Sateaon or Sunarg^nn.
It is impossible to be more definite than this, but if is, 1 think, probable
that Barbosa, following his usual custom, alluded to the first branch
of the Ganges which would be reached by ships following the coast line

from the south after passing Pulicat and Orissa, and that his allusion
was therefore to the Ifugli branch of the Ganges up to and including
Gaur, the capital of the Muhammadan Kings of Bengal. This corre-
sponds more closely than the eastern branch with Barbosa's description
of a gulf or inlet (enseada) running northwards between two lands and
leading (" going well into it ") to a great Muhammadan city under its

independent King {Rey Mouro sobre sy).

Reference should be made to Mr. H. Moreland's India at the
Death of Ahbar (1920), pp. 21 1, 212 and Appendix C i SiaWdil^s of
Bengal, p. 307, as regard the use of the word Porto, anSTthe nam^
Porto Grande and Porto Pequeno, as well as Sunfirg&on, Sripur anc
Satgfion. I must here acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. Morelanc
for much information on the subject which has been utilised in this note

In the SommaHo de Regni, Cittd et PopoH Orientali appended b]
Ramusio to his version of Barbosa (translated by him from a Portu
guese original) the following passage regarding the city of Bengak
occurs on f. 333 Rev. of the 3rd Ed. of 1363, Vol. I : J

''Of the pc^ of the kingdom the principal is at the city of Bengal
from which the kingdom has taken its name. It is two days' jo*xhe
from the mouth of the iiver Ganges to the city, and in the
ebb of the^tide there is a depth of three fathoms {braccia)

The city contains forty thousand hearths {fuochi), where suggests

If
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has his residence constantly. This alone is roofed with tiles and built
of good brick masonry. The river Ganged is the greatest river in
India, and the inhabitants say that it flows from Paradise.**

According to Kamusio’s " Discorso” or preface to Barbosa’s book,
this Semmario was written ** by a Portuguese gentleman who had
sailed all through the East, and having read Barbosa’s book desired
to write on the same matters in his own manner according to the
information he had obtained." Further on Ramusio adds that he
had obtained a copy from Lisbon with great difficulty and that he
regretted that it was imperfect, as was also the case with the copy of

. Barbosa’s bc^k he had obtained at Seville.

This seems to be an important piece of evidence that Bengala was
a city some distance up a branch of the Ganges and that it was the
capital of Bengal. The information would probably date from some
period before Uamusio’s first edition, which was in 1533, and might
refer to the time of the kings of the Sur dynasty. The actual site of
the capital may have at that time been at T&nda, not far from the
site of Gaur.

1 have been favoured by the Hon. H. Hannen with his notes on the
subject of the identification of Bengala, made some years ago. These
unfortunately reached me too late to be incorporated in my note.

Mr. Hannen has compiled a list of all the maps bearing on the question
at issue in addition to those mentioned by Sir H. Yule and Mr. Badger.
For reasons already stated I am of opinion that the later maps, certainly
those published after the end of the sixteenth century, are of no value,
and from the earlier ones 1 have here selected only those which distinctly

show Bengala as a city. Mr. Hannen considers that Bengala is

represented under various spellings, Baracura, Baratulla, Batacouta,
Bagdala. Bagnela, Bogla (" probably misprint for BSgla or Bflngla ’’)

Bangella, and adds " If Bacola was the same place we must add Vacalia,
presumably for Bacalia, Balkhada, and, according to Phayre, Batecala
or Bakla." He suggests that ** Batecala and Bengala were one and
the same place, that it was a place of considerable importance at
one time, and that the confusion arose from the similarity of name.”
The following maps from his list seem to be those of most

importance ;— «

PtolemauS’Roma, 1490 (nth map of Asia).—To S.E. of Ganges
Delta between two rivers ” Baracura Emporium,”

WaldseemUller*s World-map, 1507.^
—"baratula” or *’ boratula ”

to E. of Ganges Delta between two short rivers.

Waldseemuller*$ Carta Marina, 1516.
—

” bagdala ” as a city about
where Chittagong should be. ” Bagnela Regnum ” stretching
from N.E. of Ganges Delta far down the coast of Burma.
In centre of it on the coast a town called ** Bagnela Regalis.”

Orontius Finnaus, 1531.
—” b6gla ” at head of bay to E. of

Ganges.
Mercator*s double cordiform map, 1538.

—” Bagal,” inland to E. of
Ganges.

O. Finnteus-Cordiform map, 1566.
—” Bongla,” well to E. of

Ganges, and, close to W. of Bongla,. Magdala, (?) Bagdala.
Parcacchi. 1 isole piu famose, 1372 (in the map of the Moluccas,

p. 98).—Bengala, on an island in centre of Ganges Delta.
Mercator, 1387.—Bengala as a city between the two mouths of

^ the Ganges.
Cornelius,—(De Judsis Ant. 1393) •—B^ala as a kingdom, and

Bangalo as a city on an island in the middle of Ganges Delta.

^carefully considering the maps in this list I am unable to find

'^ reasons for altering the conclusions arrived at in my
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there are from China, which they call " juncos,"^ which

are of great dze and carry great cargoes. With these

they sail to Charamandel, Malaca, Qamatra, Peeguu,

Camba3ra and Ceilam,* and deal in goods of many sorts

with this coimtry and many others.

M

in this city are

many cotton-fields, patches of sugar-canerGf ginger and

long pepper ; in it are woven many kinds of very fine

and coloured clothes for their own attire and other

white sorts for sale in various countries. They are -very

precious, also some which they call estravantes? a certain

note to the effect that Gaur taken together with its subsidiary ports
was the place known as Bengala in the early part of the sixteenth
century.

^ Juncos. This is an early instance of the use of the word junks.
The Spanish version has it in the form jungos (now in use in Portugal),
and Ramusio as gijunchi. This is the first case in which Barbosa
employs it. See also § 115 for its use in Java. In Portuguese early
instances are also to be found in the documents of the Torre do Tombo
and in Albuquerque's letters (Glossario Luso-Asiaiico, s.v, Junco).
Instances of its use by Ibn BatSta, Odoric and Marignolli will be
found in CeAhay, IV, p.103, ii, p. iji, and iii, p. 230. Sir H. Yule, in a
note to the last-namra. considers it ** perhaps the oldest item in the
Franco-Indian vocabulary." In his introductory essay to Cathay
(IV, p. 25) he considers it to be derived from the Malay jong or ajong^
a " great ship." For details also see Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Junk.

List of ports with which trade was carried on. Ramusio omits
ftgu and adds Tarnasseri and Malabar. The Spanish version adds
these two without omitting Pegu.

* Esiravante^ See Vol. I, p. 93. n. i. Mgr. Dalgado, in his
Glossario Luso-Asiatico, p. 383, suggests that this word (which only
occurs in the present passage and in the versions of the passage in
Vol. I. given by the Spanish version and Ramusio) is identical with
" seerband " which appears in an old list of exports from British
India, He adds, " probably from the Hindiistam sirband, band or
fillet lor the hair." This is probably correct, and the meaning
corresponds with Barbosa's explanation. The word is no doubt
Persian in origin and should be written sar-band, which is explained
by Shakespeare as " a wreath or fillet for fastening the ladies^ head-
dress." It does not seem impossible that the word turban is in some
way connected with saraband. See quotation from A. Hamilton,
s.v. Turban in Hobson^Jobson. From the variations in the form in
the text the original may be either saravantes or taravanies. Sea the
same note for the other fabrics mentioned in this passage.

In Ma-huan's Account of the Kingdom of Bengal, translated by
Mr. G. FhUlips 1895, p. 523 f.) this Chinese traveller in the
early part of the fifteenth century gives in Chinese characters the
names of several of the fabrics produced in Bengal. See also Mr. WJIV.
R^ckhill's remarks on these Chinese names in T*ouifg Poo Vol.*"yVL

PP^43^40. These are Pt-cht (or Bit-ti) for which Phill$^suggesb
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0 sort, a very thin kind of cloth much esteemed among us

for ladies’ head-dresses, and by the Moors, Arabs and

Persians for turbans. Of these great store is woven, so

1
much so that many ships take cargoes thereof for

{ abroad ; others they make called mamonas, others

duguazas, others chautares, others sinabafas, which latter

are the best of all, and the Moors hold them the best

for shirts. All these sorts of cloth are in pieces, each one

whereof contains about three-and-twenty or four-and-

twenty Portuguese yards. Here they are sold good cheap,

they are spun on wheels by men, and woven by them^^

Much good white sugar is also made here from canes

;

but they know not how to compress it and make it

into loaves ; so they wrap it as a powder in parcels of

untanned leather, well sewn. Great store of this is taken

in cargoes and carried for sale to many lands, for it is

a principal article of trade^When these merchants were

wont to go freely and fearlessly to Malabar and Camba}ra

with their ships, a quintal of sugar would bring in one

Betieela as the origin, Sha-na-kieh, Hin-pei-tung-tali, Sha-ta-urh
(mo3t probably Chauiar), Mo-hei-mo-leh and Man-ch6-ti. Of these
Mo'hei-mo-leh may be the mahmMis alluded to by Barbosa under
the name of mamonas, or possibly malmal, " muslin/* Mr. T. Beames's
letter on Mr. Phillips’s paper (in the same Vol. of the p. ^8)
gives some notes on these identifications. He remarks that beatilha
was introduced by the Portuguese, and could not be the origin of
Pi>chi at such sin early aate (see also Vol. I, p. z6i, n. z^ He suggests
the Beng&li and Hindustani buti (or butiAur), *' embroidered muslin/'
as a possible origin. He also suggests the Persian ia^n, the sanes of
the sixteenth century, as the original form of sha-na-kieh. Possibly
sina-bafta or shanbaff, Barbosa’s synbajo, may be intended.
The Spanish version gives the length of each piece as about ao

cubits, and Ramusio as 25 Venetian braccia ; the caniaro (or quintal)

of sugar was worth, he says. 2I ducats in Malabar ; a piece of heatilha^

300 maravedis (so also in the Spanish version), a piece of Cautar {i.ej
ChatUar) 600 maravedis. of sinabafo 2 ducats (the last only in the
Spanish version). Maravedis and ducats stand for reis and cruxados,
dad 1,300 fiis becomes a^ ducats,

Mr. Moreland has noted that the abundance of these fine fabrics

shou'<« that the port of Bcngala was situated in Bengal proper, always
famous such manufactures, for which Chittagong never was a
centre. This is one among other reasons for holding mat Chittagong
was not Bengala.
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thousand three hundred reis in Malabar, a chautar o&
the best kind six hundred reis, a sinabafa two cruiados,

and a piece of the best beatilha three hundred reis ; and

thus those who carried them thither made great profits

by selling thenTj^jid in this city they make as well great

store of ginger conserve, also of oranges, lemons and other

fruits which grow in this land. ^^Jid there are here horses,

cows and sheep in great numbers, herds of many other

kinds in plenty, and barndoor fowl great abundance,*^

\The Moorisli merchants of this city ofttimes travel

up country to buy Heathen, bo}^ * from their parents

or from other persons who steal tjiem and castrate

them, so that they are left quite Many die from

this; those who live they train Welfa^ sell them. They

value them much as guardians of their women and

estates and for other low objects.
" These eunuchs they

hold in high esteem as men of upright character, and

some of them become their lords' factors, and some

Govemours and Captains of the Moorish Kings, so that

rich and have great estates."

Moors walk about cJad in white cotton

smocks, very thin, which come down to their ankles,

and beneath these they have girdles of cloth, and over

them silk scarves, they carry in their girdles daggers

garnished vrith silver and gold, according to the rank

of the person who carries them ; on their fingers many
rings set 'with rich jewels, and cotton turbans on their

heads. They are luxurious, eat well and spend freely,

and have many other extravagancies as well. They

bathe often in great tanks which they have in their

houses. Every one has three or four wives or as many

they become verj

r^e respectable

^*The trade in eunuchs from Bengal was of ancient date. The
slave trade alluded to by Ibn ^atflta lYule and Cordier, Cathayt^,

p. 82) and Marco Polo X871* II, pp. 78* 79

1

ed. Yuie and
Cordier, IJ, p.'lxj) alluicfei to the traffic in eunuchs a^d slaves.

/ K 2
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cas he can maintain. They keep them carefully shut up,

and ‘treat them very well, giving them great store of

gold, silver and apparel of fine silk. They never go

forth from the house save at night to visit one another,

at which time they have great festivities and rejoicings,

and superfluity of wines, of which* they make many
kinds, for the most part from palm-sugar, much whereof

is consumed among these women. They are cunning

performers on musical instruments of divers kinds. The

lower castes of this town wear short white shifts, which

come half way down their thighs, and on their heads

little twisted turbans of three or four folds ; they are all

well shod, some wear shoes and some sandals, well

fought and gilded. The King is a great and rich Lord

f

jpver wide and thickly-peopled lands. The Heathen of

these parts daily become Moors to gain the favour of

their rulers.^ On issuing forth from this city of Bengala

and going further on there are many other towns likewise

inhabited by Moors and Heathen both up country and

on the coast, subject to this King. In these he keeps his

Govemours and Receivers of the customs and revenues

which he possessST^

In this Gulf alfthe cities lie along the seacoast, and

the coast begins to .turn again to^^ds the south.

§ 103. KINGDOM OF BERMA.
Going past the Kingdom of Bengala and following the

coast towards the south there is another Heathen King?

dom called that of Berma,* and the King thereof is called
- -

-T. _ ^

A The large Muhammadan population in Eastern Bengal is ol almost
nnmixed Hindu origin, and there is no doubt that conversion proceeded
{apidly at the period in question. .

'

It is evident that very little inlomiation about Burma properly
^called had reached the Portuguese at this p«tiod. It was in lact



the saihe. There are no ^Moors therein inasmii!

has no seaport which they can use for their traffic,

inhabitants are black men ; they go naked from th^

waist up, and are clad in cotton garments below. They

have their own indulgences (or idolatry) and houses of

prayer. They are ofttimes at war with the King of

Peeguu.

As to this Kingdom there is no further information for

the reason that there is no means of sailing thither, save

that on one side it is bounded by Bengala and on the

other by Peeguu. [And it has a gulf in the middle

which enters the country in a direction north-east by

east forty leagues and is fourteen leagues wide at the

mouth and twenty leagues wide further in, and in the

middle of it is a large island which is thirty-six leagues

long and from four to ten leagues broad.^]

an inland Kingdom, as Barbosa says, and inaccessible to maritime
traffic. It i».:aiso alluded to in the next section under the name of

DabCs wliich^j^ald bo road D*Aba or of Ava." In Ramusio and
the Spanish

.
Vtirs^ it is called Ava. This city had been founded

in 1364 as the capital of the Burmese Kingdom, which had been
struggling for existence against its enemies the Shans of the north
and the Talaings of Pegu on the south. The Talaings were also in
power at Martaban to the south, and supported by Siam had con*
quoted Pegu. The Burmese, however, wlio had once ruled Pegu,
still endeavoured from time to time to assert their authority, and
wars were frequent. During the fifteenth century the Shans l^ame
very powerful at Ava, and the pure Burmese tended to make Taungfi
the cenixe of their power, and at the time when the Portuguese first

began to make acquaintance with this region there were distinct

Kingdoms of Ava and Taungfi. The state which had its capital at
Taungfi is evidently the Kingdom of Burma of our text. North of it

lay the Kingdom of Ava, and south of it that of Pegu. Aracan lay
to the west and cut it off from the Bay of Bengal. A full account
of the tangled history of this period is given in Sir A. Phayre's History

ofBurma^ Ch. X ; see also the Burma Gazstteer, Vol. I, p. t8. Barbosa
recognises the separate Kingdoms then existing, vis., Burma with its

capital at Taun^, Ava (| 107), Aracan (f 104), Pegu (| 103) and
Martaban (| 106). The statement that Burma is bounded on one
side by Bengal catf only be explained by the suppmtion that Aracan^
which was occasionally under the power of the Kings of Bengal, was
considered as a part of that ICLngaom, but this cannot be reconciled

with the account of Aracan in | X04.

* The concluding paragimh is given only in the Spanish version

and does not appear in "^^Ramusio. The great gulf alluded tcbis
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'
§ 104. KINGDOM OF ARACANGIL.

the immediate interior of this Kingdom of Berma.

there is another Kingdom, also of the Heathen, which

possesses no port on the sea bounded on one side by

Bengal and on the other by the country of Daba ($.e.,

of Ava) which they call Aracangil.^ The King thereof

is a Heathen also, and a great Lord.* They say that he

undoubtedly the Gulf of Martaban, which is described by De Barros
in his geographical chapter on the Bay of Bengad (D^c, /, ix, Ch. 1,

see Appendix). It had nothing to do with the Burma Kingdom as it
existed in Barbosa’s day. De Barros’s description leaves no doubt
that its shores and islands were a deltaic region resembling the Ganges
Delta, and there is no other gulf which answers to this description.
De Barros is mistaken, however, in placing this gulf on the further
side of Tavoy. There seems to have been some confusion with the
islands of the Mergui Archipelago, which lie south of Tavoy.

* Aracan was certainly almost perpetually at war with its neighbours
Bengal and Tippera to the north, Burma and Pegu to the south, but
none of these IGngdoms were subordinate or tributary to it. On the
contrary, it was with difficulty it maintained its independence, and
it was at times itself tributary to Bengal and Burma (sec Phayre.
Hist. 0/ Burma, Ch. IX ; Burma Gazetteer, I, p. 174).

• There are very few notices of Aracan in the early travellers to
the East. The earliest probably is that of Conti [India in Fifteenth
Century, p. 10), who arrived at the River Rachan, and sailing up it
for six days arrived at a large dty of the same name. Thence he
travelled across the mountains [i.e,, the Aracan Yoma) to Ava. His
form of the name [Rachani fiuvii in the Latin) may be compared with
Fitch's Recon, and no doubt represents the form Rakhaing, the native
name of the country (Hobson-Johson, s.v. Arakan, Aracan). Mendez
Pinto also has the form Racao [PeregrinafOo, ed. 1839, II, Ch. CXLVI,
p. 2O9, and Ch. CXLVll. wrongly printed CLXVII in Hobson-Jobson,
p. 275). How the name was changed into Arrac&o or Aracan is not
clear, but it seems possible that some such form as ALRak&n (pro*
nounced Ar-Rakftn) with the Arabic article may have been used by
Arab sailors and passed into common circulation.

It is probable that the syllable guy or gil stands for the Burmese
gyi,

**
great,” which Dr. Anderson considers explains the last syllable

of Mergui. He thinks that the ** European form Mergui was a cor-
ruption of Marlt with the addition of the Burmese word gyi, meaning
gyi, meaning great, an affix that frequently occurs in Burmese names
of places.” It may evidently have been used in the same way as an
affix to Recan or Aracan. In § 107 the name is given in the form
R^cwiguy, In the Spanish version in this section the name is given
as^re Can Guy, and in § 107 as Daran Canguy. Ramusio has Aracan
ana Aracam.
The first recorded visit of a Portuguese fleet to Aracan was that

of Jofto da Silveira, who put into the Arakan River on bis way to
Chittagong (see above under Bengala, p. 137), and was asked to jbin
the Arakanese in their war against Bengad.
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possesses towns and cities in great numbers, he has also

many horses, and elephants to boot, which come from*

the Kingdom of Peeguu. His folk are tawny and go

bare, save that from the waist down they are girt with

raiment of cotton.^ Tliey are given to the use of bows*

of gold and precious stones. They worship Idols and

have;great houses of prayer. The King is ofttimes at

war with the Kings his neighbours, of whom some do

him obeisance and some pay him tribute.

He lives luxuriously in very good houses, and wherever

he may be sojourning he has many tanks of water and

right pleasant gardens, for the more part in twelve chief

cities of the Kingdom, in each he has a very fine palace

and a governour in charge thereof, and each one of these

takes every year from his own city twelve maidens born

in that year, daughters of the noblest and the fairest

women that can be found. These he has brought up at

the cost of the said King. There is great luxury in those

palaces, and these maidens are bathed every day until

they are twelve years of age, they give them also the

best food with scents and flowers in plenty. They go

bravely attired and are taught to dance and sing. Thus

each governour has in his palace one hundred and twenty

maidens great and small, and every year they take to

the king twelve who have reached the age of twelve

years, wheresoever he may be, all are sent well washed

Another visit was that of Martim Afonso, who was sent to BengaL
by Lopo Vaz de Sampayo in 1328, and was wrecked on the island of

Negajnale close to the town of S^o6 (see above note under Bengala).
Sodo6 is undoubtedly the,town now known as Sandoway, and it may
be conjectured that Negamale was the island called Cheduba on
modem maps {Burma Gazetteer, I, p. 223). The siege of Sandoway
in 1545 by the King of Burma is alluded to by Mendez Pinto, who
calls it Savady {PeregrinafOo, Cb. CLXX, Phayre, p. 100).

^ Ramusio and the Spanish verson add " and of silk."

* For arquos, ** bows/' Ramusio reads concieri ; the Spanish version
has " ornaments."
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and clean with very thin garments, in a white robe, oh

*the edge of which the name of each is written. £arly

in the morning they are sent to an open space and there

seated in the sun, and must stay there fasting till noon

in the full force of the sun, whereby they sweat so much

that the garments they wear are completely wet. The

King then orders them to be brought to a room where

he is himself and to have their wet dothing removed

and other clothes given them to wear. The wet dothes

they carry there where the King is with many of his

kinsmen and Governors of his Realm with other Lords

and Gentlemen, and he smeUs them one by one ^ and

those that have (not) a good smell he gives to those who

are with him making them a present of the maidens

whose they were, as each one bears a name ; so by this

distinction everyone take his own maiden : the King

keeps for himself those that smell well [for thus they say

they know those who are healthy and of a good constitu-

tion]. Thus every year they bring to him a hundred and

tAventy * maidens of twdve years old, from whom he

selects for himself and deals out to his followers ; thus

they have no marriage law. He is very wealthy in

money and Lord of much people. He has many pleasures

as well in hunting, riding, dancing and mudc, and many
other recreations which they make for him.

§ 105. KINGDOM OF PEEGUU.

Thus following the seacoast and leaving the Kingdom

of Berma there is to the south another Heathen Realm

^^f great fertility and with much trade by sea in many
V- -

—
i TlM^iiiious custom here described of selecting women bjr scent

;‘4om pot aj^ear to be mentioned elseudiete.

* id the Spanish version and Ramom, one hundred and forty-Conr,

the comct number.
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kinds of. goods. They call it Peeguu ^ ; it possesses three

or four havens where there are rich merchants and great *

towns inhabited as well by Moors as by the Heathen who
possess it. The city of Peeguu is situate inland seven

or eight leagues from the sea on a small river which is

a branch of another river, very great, which ftows through

this Kingdom coming down from certain mountains.

During some months of the year it brings down so much
water that it overflows its natural course .and inundates

widespread lands on which grows and is harvested great

store of rice with which the city is right well supplied,

as well as with flesh and other foods which are laden at

its ports. There are in that place great* ships of three
|

or four masts, which they call Juncos* which sail to
|

Malaca [and Samatra] and many other places. They

carry from this Kingdom of Peeguu great store of white

cane sugar in loaves.* Hither come every year many
Mooti^ ships to trade and bring abundance of printed

Cambay^ [and Psleacate] cloths, both cotton and silk, I

which they call patolas.*

^ Pegu being a port with a lucrative trade and the capital of a
powerful kingdom was better known to the outer world when the
Portuguese first began to explore the coasts of the Bay of Bengal
than the other regions which make up modern Burma, and this is

clearly shown in account, which is much fuller and more accurate
than the passages relating to Berma, Aracangil and Ava. The
situation of the city of Pegu from which the country took its name, is

correctly described. The l^u River is not indeed a branch of the
Irrawaddy, but it flows into the Hlmng or Rangoon River, which is

itself a part of the Irrawaddy Delta, so the mistake was a natural
one,

* Juncos. " See above, p. 145, n. 1/

* Cans Sugar in hapss. This is worth noting, as in Bengal our *

author says that making sugar into loaves was not understood, but it

was a powder made up into packets wrapped in palm leaves, in fact

the fine powdery sugar made in India up to* the present day as

distinguished from the globes of crystallise sugar known as kkand,

crystfullsed in unbaked clay bowls which are broken away, leaving

the globe of sugar.

^ Pahia. . Prom Canarese and Malayftlam paffuda, a silk cloth,

Hobsothjobson. $,9, '
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These are coloured with great skill, and are here

c worth much money ; they also bring opium, copper,

great store of scarlet-in-grain cloth, coral threaded,

round [and in branches and well set], vermilion,

quicksilver, rosewater and many other Cambaya drugs,

and they take here cargoes of very fine lac which is

produced in the country, and mace, cloves and many
other goods from China brought hither from Malaca,

and with the rest of their money they buy abundance of

musk [and rubies], which comes from an inland city called

Ava, whereof I w’ill speak below. The Heathen of this

Kingdom are much given to Idol-worship, they go bare

covering only their middles ; they are not good fighting-

men.

They are very luxurious in their habits.' They wear

on their members certain hawk-bells, round, closed and

very large which are joined and fixed inside betweeq the

skin and the flesh so as to make it very large. Of these

they wear as many as five, some of gold, some of silver

or other metal according to those who carry them, and

when they walk they give out a loud sound which they

hold to be a distinction and to be admired, and the more

of them the more honourable. The women delight in

this and do not like men who have them not. I say no

more of this on account of its indecency.

Tliis King of Peeguu is called the King of the White

Elephant,^ there are in this Kingdom great mountains

1 The extraordinary custom here alluded to (if it was based on fact and
not a mere figment of the imagination such as sailors picked up from
the loose talk of seaports) seems to exist no longer. The story attracted
the attention of a number of travellers* but some doubt may be raised
by the fact that Conti (India in the Fifteenth Century, p. ii) tells it

about Ava* while Linschoten and Mandelslo (who copied him) follow
^rbosa in putting it down to Pegu. (See Linschoten, I, pp. 99* lo®.

n. I, Mandelslo, 1669 ed., p. 97 ; also Yule's note in Mission to

ilwa, 1858, p. 208.)

* King of the White Elephant. The Royal White Elephant is

alluded to by Conti (India in the Fifteenth Century, p. 13) under the
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where many wild elephants breed, and it is.their rule to

take one every day which are sent to be trained, and thus

they ever have a great number which they sell in many

Kingdom of Macinus which had its capital at Ava. Yule(/,c.) on p. 208,
says that Conti was probably the first traveller who mentioned the
white elephant and the name of Ava, which had not then existed a
century.** Sir H. Clifford (Further India, p. 83) says " lie is the first

traveller to speak of the famous white elephant, the dust-coloured
beast with pink eyes and unsightly skewbald patches, which is in reality
such an unsightly object when seen in the flesh.’* With this may be
compared the description in C. Bock’s Exploration in Upper Siam,
i88r, p. 25, where the ** white elephant is said to be of a pale reddish
brown colour with a few real white hairs on the back." This is sup-
ported by the illustration in colours (ib,, p. 30) taken from a drawing
made by the author from the King of Siam’s white elephant. The
association of the white elephant with the Kings of Further India
has been noted by many travellers. In addition to Conti already
quoted, Linschoten (I, p. 98) says *' the Fortingalles that traflique there
afflrme that the King 01 Pegu hath a white elephant which he prayeth
unto and holdeth it to bee holy." Fitch (/.c.,p. 158) says ** (The King)
among the rest hath foure white elephants, which arc very strange
and rare : for there is none other which hath them but he : if any other
King hath one hee will send unto him for it The Kin^ in

his title is called the King of the white elephants. If any other King
have one and will not send it to him, he will make warre with him
for it.*^

The King of Pegu at this period was one of the most powerful and
successful of the TaJaing Kings previous to their conquest by the
Burmese of Taungu, Binya Ran, who reigned from 1491 to 1526.
In his reign various European travellers found their way to Pegu.
The earliest of these was Hieronimo di Santo Stefano, who visited

Pegu about 1496. He describes the King as a great lord, who possesses
more than ten thousand elephants, and every year he breeds five

hundred of them. Varthema who seems to have visited Pegu about
1505 describes the King as $0 kind and gentle that a child might speak
to him (Ramusio, I, f. p. 165, Rev.). In the same year Correa (I, p. 61 1)

speaks of a ship bringing a cargo of lac, benzoin and musk from Pegu,
^hen Barbosa wrote a few years later it is evident that I’ortuguese
:radcra must have acquired a good knowledge of the city, although
10 Royal expedition was sent there.

The Portuguese in Peg^. Portuguese tradb with the kingdom of

Pegu was opened up in 1^319 (see infra, p. 157, n. 2) and flourished

exceedingly both under the Talaing Kings and theis Burmese
uccessors. In the various wars between Burma, Pegu, Aracan and
ham bodies of Portuguese took part, sometimes fighting on both
ides. They were purely mercenaries and were highly paid, but their

ctivities were of no real value to the Portuguese position and influence

n Burma and Siam. In the wars which followed the death of Bureng
laung, the conqueror of Ava and restorer of the Burmese Kingdoni,
ke whole edifice built up by him and his predecessor, Tabeng Shwehti,
dl to pieces, and Burma as Phayre says " was left to be parcelled
at by petty local chiefs and European adventurers.’* Pegu it^lf

'as destroyed by the Aracanese in 1599. It was in the following

ear, 1600, that a Portuguese flotilla under Salvador Ribeyra de Souza
itered the Pegu River and combined with Filipe de Brito, who had
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lands but most of them in the Kingdoms of Narsyngua,

Malabar and Cambasra. They have also in this land

many very proper nags, great walkers, whereof they make

been for many years in the service of the King of Aracaiip to establish
Portuguese power in the country. The Aracanese King gave de Brito
permission to form a factory at Siriam, on the further side of the river
from the modern Rangoon. De Souza immediatelybegan to build a fort,
when the King of Aracan, repenting of what he had done, sent a fleet
to attack it. This attack was defeated and the fort was completed.
After many other attacks he established himself in power, and
ultimately actually attained the position of a '* King or no doubt
in reality a subordinate prince, under the title, according to the
Portuguese Chronicler, of King A^ssinga of Pegu. De Brito, who had
been absent from Siriam while these events were in progress, appears
to have obtained credit for them with the King of Portugal and the
Viceroy, and was appointed Captain in Chief of the fort. De Souza
unwlUngly obejred the order, and made over chiuge to De Brito.
Tins is the account given in the anonymous work the Canquista
do Regno de Pegu (Lisbon 1829). Faria y Sousa tells the story in a
nianner more favourable to De Brito. In any case de Brito maintained
himself for several years and his son married a daughter of the King of
Martaban. His rule lasted till 1613, when Siriam was attacked by
the Burmese King and after a long resistance De Brito was taken
and impaled. This ended the only attempt at a permanent Portuguese
establishment in Burma ; De Brito, though an adventurer, seems to
have been recognised by the Portuguese authorities, and bsA he been
supported the result would probably have been different.
The first English traveller who is known to have visited Pegu was

Raph Fitch, who sailed from Srlpur in Bengal in November, 1586.
He entered the Bassein River (the western branch of the Irrawaddy),
crossing **

the Barrc of Negrais,'* and went up the river for three days
to Cosmin, a port often mentioned by early travellers. It seems to
have corresponded to the modern town of Bassein (not to be confounded,
as Sir R. Temple has remarked, with the Indian Bassein on the west
coast). Bassein is 75 miles from the mouth of the river, and is still
accessible to ocean going steamers {Burma Gazetteer, 1908, Vol, I, p. 165),
and even if not absolutely identical with Cosmin, there cannot hie much
doubt that it was in the same neighbourhood. It is mentioned also
by ^sar Frederick and Caspar Silbi, as well as by the author ofwe Conquxsta de Pegu. (p. 5), who gives a list of the principal ports of
Pegu, VIZ. ; Negrains, %e,, the entrance to the Bassein River, Cosmi,
Smai^ Sartao (probably Sitlang), Martaban. Fitch gives in order
^ter Cosmin the following ports : Medon (** passing up the rivers*'),
Dela (with *' a faire port unto the sea '*), Cirion (also “ a faire port unto
the sea **), Macao and Pegu. Dela may bo identified with Dftla>
on the D&la branch of the Irrawaddy, and Cirion with Syriam.
The D&la branch and town of D&la are shown in Keith Johnston's

but not in the map accompanying the Gazotteer of
1908. The Gazetteer, however, alludes to the D&la branch in Vol. I,

p. 3^. D&la was an ancient town and is recorded to have been takenw Benya Keng and made the seat of a government in A.D. 1420).
.rPnam, pp. 81, 82.] Medon may be Yandoon (Burmese, Njmungdott)* in
the Ma-ubin Distnct, situated on the Irrawaddy at the apex of the
delta (Gazetteer, l.c.^ p. 345). Macao was evidently on the Fogn RlvfMTi
amefwere between Rangoon and Pegu. Fitch's editor suggests
(Meh-Kay ?), but 1 have been unable to trace this place.
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use peipetuaDy and many horses also which they ride

on high-pommelled saddles.^ ^\^th these and ^eir

elephants they go to war as well as with a multitude of

foot-soldiers. They have also great store of sheep and

swine bred indoors and wild as well. These Heathen

are mighty riders and hunters.

§ 106. MARTABAM.*

Leaving this city of Peeguu and sailing towards Malaca

there are three or four sea-havens which belong to the

Kingdom of Peeguu, whereof I know not the names.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 180, n. I.

* Martaban. The city of Martaban, situated on the north-west
bank of the estuary of the Salwin, facing the more modem Moulmein,.
is of great antiquity and was formerly a capital and port of great
importance, but is now a small place. It seems to have been long the
capital of the Eastern section of the Talaings, sometimes under the
suzerainty of the Burmese Kings of Pagan, and sometimes under
Siam. At the time when the Portuguese became acquainted with it

it was under the Talaing King of Pegu, Binya Ran, and Portuguese
trade was encouraged. In 1519, shortly after Barbosa wrote, a treaty
was condued with the Viceroy of Martaban by Antonio Correa. The
historian Caspar Correa under the events of this year says (II, pp. 566^7)

;

*' The Governor gave Antonio Correa, Captain of Cochym, the command
of three ships unth orders that after visiting Malaca, and leaving it

safe, he diomd sail to China. But SimSo d'Andrade presented to him
a royal order giving him the China voyage, to see his brother FemAo
Peres (d*Andrcmc), so the Governor detained him {i.e., Antonio Correa)
and gave lum a chip (sending Garda de SA with mm as far as Malaca,.
in oraer to help Malaca), and after settling Malaca he was to go and
make treaties of peace in Pegu and Martabao, and to endeavour to-

get . cargoes of as much lae as possible." A considerable trade was
soon developed between the Coromandel coast from the ports of
Pulieat and another place which Correa calls Canhuneyra (which his
editor identifies with the Canhameira of DeBarros(/,ix,p, i,f. 173 Rev.).
De Bairos says that at Canhameira is a remarkable cape lo** N., which
bears the same name. This is evidently Calimere Point. The trade
was carried on with Pegu and Martaban, and Martaban continued to
be a centre of Portuguese trade until after the conquest of Pegu by
Tabeng Shwehti, the Burmese King of Taun^. The Talaing Viceroy
of Martaban long resisted him, and was assisted by the Portuguese
with shipa and munitions. There was also a considerable body of

F^nrtug^gis mercenaries in the Burmese army. In 1540 the city of

Martabiirwas taken after a long siege, and was sacked and thoroughly
destroyed. Femfto Mendez Pinto has given a detailed description
of the siege and sack. He arrived in the port while the siege was
proceeding ; after the fall of the dty he fell into the hands o£
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Between these is one called Martabam ^ whither come

majj^y ships from divers regions to trade and obtain

cargoes of food and many other goods, for the most part

of lac 2 which is produced in that land and is better by

far than that of Narsyngua. This the Indians and

Persians call laquat Martabam, “ Martaban lac.’* As to

this lac some say it is the gum of a tree and others that

it grows on the fine branches of the trees as in our own

land the grain grows on the holm-oak,® and this argument

appears more in accordance with nature as it grows on

trees and fine twigs, which for that reason cannot yield

so much gum. At this town are made also many great

porcelain jars^ very big, strong and fair to see ;
there are

the conqueror, and after suiqmsing adventures finally got away in

1545 {Peregrinafdo de F. Mendez Pinto, Lisbon. 1829, Ch. 147 to

153 ; Phayre, History of Burma, pp. 96-98 ; Yule, Mission to the Court
of Ava, 1858, p. 209). Martaban seems never to have recovered
from its destruction in 1540, and in later times its place has been taken
by Moulmein on the south-eastern bank of the Salwin estuary.

1 Martaban. Origin of the name. Dr. Anderson in English Inter

^

course with Siam, p. 15, points out tliat the Malay name for Martaban
is Maritaiiau, and that this name is formed from the two names Marit
(the Siamese name for Mergui), and Tanao (the old Siamese name for
Tenasserim). At present the Siamese call it Motama and the Talaings
Mutaman. The Malay name no doubt became the Martabfin of the
Arabs.

* Lac. Pegu and Martaban were both much resorted to for lac
(see above under Pegu and the quotation al>ove from Correa, p. 157,
11. 2). The allusion to the holm-oak or quercus ilex is no doubt to the
production of the kermes dye on that tree by the puncture of thh
coccus ilicis, a near relation of the coccus lacca, which produces the
Indian lac. This is a goVU instance of Barbosa's powers of observation
and comparison. ^

* The name of the tree used for comparison is omitted by both the
Spanish version and Kamusio.

* Martaban jars. These tall glazed earthenware jars had long
been known to the Arab traders from whom the Portuguese doubtless
learnt the name. Ibn Batuta in the early part of the sixteenth
century found Martabans in use at the port of Kailflkaif
in TawMasl (probably Tonkin) for holding preserved ginger, pepper,
lemons and mangoes. (IV. p. 253). In the sixteenth century after Our
author's time these jars became well known to Europeans, linschoten
(I,p. iot) speaks of " Nype" (a drink made from Nipa fructicanx) being
transported “in great pottes of Martavan. “ also mentione^oy him,
I, p. 30. Thomas Bowrey in his diary (p. 8 1) speaks of a man intoxicated
with bhang running his head “into a great Mortavan Jarre," and
Tavernier speaks of “ a great earthen pot. well glazed within, which
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some of them which will hold a pipe of water. They
are glazed in black and greatly esteemed and highly

prized among the Moors, who take them from this place

with great store of benzoin in loaves.

§ 107. THE CITY AND KINGDOM OF AVA.

In the inland country of this Kingdom of Peeguu, going

thence towards Malaca between the Kingdoms of Racan-

guy ^ and Anseaom there is a Heathen Kingdom wherein

among other great towns there is one exceeding great

city which they call Ava * inhabited by wealthy merchants

where there is much trade in valuable precious stones,

rubies and spinels which are found there. Hither gather

Moorish, Heathen and Chati merchants from divers

lands to purchase them, and also the abundance of musk
there is there. And these stones and musk the King

takes for himself, and they are sold to foreigners, who
come hither to seek for them on his account. From
Cambaya they bring here copper, quicksilver, vermilion,

saffron, rosewater, opium, coloured Meca velvets, and

they call Martavane "
; and allusions are abundant in the eighteenth

century. They were also called Pegu Jars, as noted in Hobson-Jobson
and by Sir R. Temple in Bowrey. p. 193, who quotes a letter of 1678,

If you can meet any Jarres of Pegue buy me some of that sort which
usually are for Mangoe Achar."
Numerous instances of the use of the word are given in Hobson-

Jobson, s.v. Martaban.

i Seep. 150, n. 2.

> Ava was the centre of a Burmese-Shan state at this time, and was
distinct from the more purely Burmese Kingdom of Taungd, already

alluded to (supra p. 148, n. 1). It is evident that little was known of it to
the Portuguese of this period, with the exception of the principal articles

of export, rubies and musk. It was no doubt from the " Moorish and
Chati merchants, the semi-Arabs and Chettys of Malabar, that Barbosa
learnt what be has set down as to the trade, but he knew more about
the geography of the country than Tavernier knew a century and a
half later, who said that Ava was the port of Pegu. It may be noted
that Tavernier (who was an expert in preciou^tones if not in geography)
says that very few fine rubies were to be OTtained on account of the
King's monopoly (Tavernier, E.T/. 1678, Part 11, 143-4).
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many other things valued among them, in exchange

wherefor they take away the aforesaid stones (and musk)

which the King causes to be gathered among the mountains

and rivers, and to find it they dig very deep pits, the

^inels are found on the ground level and the rubies at

the bottom, there are always skilful lapidaries in this

city who know them right well. And for the musk,^ it

is found in certain animals as large as gazelles, they have

small tusks like those of elephants which produce under

their bellies certain growths like boils, and also on their

breasts [like unto a chUa which is found in old men] and
after these have come to a head with the matter, they

itch so that they scrape themselves on the trees, from

which men gather some particles of good and genuine

musk. There are hunters who track them by scent and
trap them or catch them in nets and take them alive and
convey them to a house kept by the King for that purpose,

and there they cut round those swellings through the

skin, and let them dry
; what is left is the true musk

^ The stories of the musk-deer and of the methods of obtaining musk
circulated for a long period among travellers in the East* and are a
mixture of fact and fiction. The musk-pod is not in reality the result
of a boil or similar swelling but a natural formation well known to
modern zoologists. (See Jerdon's Mammals of India, Moschus
moschiferus, Ed. 1874. p. 266 f.) On the other hand the adulteration
of the musk still continues. Jerdon says ** it is often much adulterated
with blood, liver, &c.” The earli^t traveler to mention the musk-
deer was probably Cosmos Indicopleustes (Cosmas, p. 360), He says
that the musk was biood collected at the navel/' Marco Polo also
attributes it to the same region (£d. 1871, I, p. 242). The accounts
given by Linschoten (II, 94) and Tavernier (/.c., p. 153) though fantastic
approach nearer to the truth ; some of the detsw in both are perhaps
borrowed from Barbosa. Conti, though he claims to have visited
Ava, docs not mention the musk-deer. The Russian trav^er Nikito
^wever (India in Fifteenth Century, p, 2 a), alludes to the supposed
deadliness of the fresh musk, but attributes (if the translation is
c^ect) to its taste and not to its smell. Our author's verrion that
the smell causes blood to flow from the nose is r^roduced by Tavermcr

he wys *' the strength of the perfume would cause the blood to
gnihmt Of the nose, so that it must be qualified to render it acceptable^

fo Ac brain.** This passage gives the due to
Ae^ei^in of this travellein tale. It was evi&ntly an invention of the
dealer»;to excuse their adulteration as a necessity*
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poucli, and the most excellent. But veiy few of them

can be got in this way, and they therefore make imitations

of them ill divers manners. They cut these swellings

out of the live animals and apply numbers of leeches to

the wotmds and let them fill themselves with blood, when

full they let them dry in the sun. They apply so many
of these that the beast loses all its blood and falls dead,

on which they flay it and make counterfeit pouches of

its skin which seem like the real pouches. Then having

pounded the diy leeches to a powder they make it by

hand into grains, and taking a piece of the true musk-

pouch and seven or eight of the leeches, they mix the

whole together and make it into good musk and so good

that if it came thus to our lands they would hold it to

be a piece of good fortune, for after this the dealers falsify

it yet further, and it is purchased for foreign lands in this

city, as the true musk is so strong that if you put it near

the tip of your nose it makes you sneeze violently and

blood flow from your nostrils.

This King of Ava * is a very great Lord owning plenty

of jewels and gold. He has great numbers of horses and

elephants and fighting-men. The land abounds in food.

§ io8. CAPELAM.
Ani> yet further inland beyond this city and Kingdom

thein is another Heathen city with its own King, who

nevertheless is subject and under the lordship of Ava ;

which dty or Kingdom they call Capelam. Around it

are found many rubies * which are brought in for sale to

^ Avm fell under the power of the Burmese King of Taungu in

<554* I’ut it did not at once become the capital of the revived Burmese
Kin^om; as the conqueror, Bureng Naung, preferred to make the
port of his headquarters (Fhayre, 107-8).

* The best rubies found in Burma at the present day aiq those
found nev Hogok. The ruby mines are situated in the hills sixty
allies east of the Irrawaddy and ninety miles north-west of the City
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the Ava market, and are much finer than those of that

place.

§ 109. THE KINGDOM OF ANSEAM.

Going furtWr forward, leaving the Kingdom of Peeguu,

along the coast ^ towards Malaca, there is another great

Kingdom which they call that of Anseam,* belonging to

of Mandalay (Burmah Gas., I, 74, Ed. 1908). This corresponds well

with the position of Capelam according to Barbosa. Mogok is the
modern name of the chief town in the neighbourhood. In Fra Mauro's
map, which was based on Conti's information, Capelang appears as
the ruby country north of Ava, though it is not mentioned in Conti's
narrative (Yule and Cordier, Cathay, I, p. 177, n, i). Yule remarks
that “ the name was preserved to a much later date, but not now
traceable." In the early part of the sixteenth century Capelan, with
slight variations in the form of the name, is mentioned by other writers
as well as by Barbosa. Quotations will be found in Hobson-Jobson,
s.v. Capelan. Of these Leonardo di Ca'Masser (1304) gives the form
Acaplan. Varthema, 1310, has Capellan, and the Sommario de'Kegni
in Kamusio Capelangam. Tavernier's mention (c. 1660), which is the
latest, gives the form Capelan. Linschoten does not mention it. All

agree in naming it as a centre of the ruby district. Fitch {l.c., p. 172)
says " Caplan is the place where they hnde the rubies, saphires and
spinelles. It standeth six dayes journey from Ava in the Kingdome of
Pegu. There are many great high hills out of which they digge them.
None may go to the pits but only those which digge them."

^ Here the Spanish version inserts “ to the south-south-east towards
Malaca, eighty-seven leagues from Martaban."

> Anseam, This form of the name Siam is of occasional occurrence
among writers in the early sixteenth century, and this is probably
its first appearance. Diego Ribero's map of 1329 has the form Ansian,
the Spanish version which he generally follows giving the forms
Ansiam and Ansyane. Ramusio, however, has the more usual form
Siam. De Barros and Correa do the same, but Cesare Federici as late

as 1567 has Asion. iSee Hobson-Johson, s.v. Siam.) Yule observes
" It is difficult to interpret this ifnseam, but the An is probably a
Malay prefix of som.; land." Dr. J. Anderson (English Intercourse
with Siam, 1890, p. 17) says that the various forms of the name vrere
" seemingly derived from Siy&m, the Malay name of the country,
and further modified, for some unknown reason, to Anseam and
Asion." It is worth considering whether the same explanation as I

have already suggested (p. 150, n. 2) for the first syllable of Aracan
may not apply to Anseam also, viz., that it represents an Arabic form

As-Siam, as used by the traders and sailors from whom
Europeans learnt so many Eastern names of places.
The most probable explanation of the name Siam is that given in

Hobson-Jobson (s.v. Shan and Siam), which identifies it with the name
Shan applied to the tribes often known as Laos, who are widely spread
both in Burma and Siam. There seem to be no instances of the use
of the name by Europeans earlier than the beginning of the sixteenth
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the Heathen. The King thereof is also a Heathen and

a very great Lord, he holdeth this coast as far as the other*

which beyond Malaca,tumeth towards China, so that

he hath seaports on both sides : he is Lord of much folk,

both footmen and horsemen, and of many elephants, nor

doth he permit the Moors to bear arms in his land.

Straightway after leaving the Kingdom of Pegu there is

a great city, a sea-haven which they call Tanofary.^

century. The forms Hsien and Hsien-lo used by the Chinese travellers

evidently have the same origin (W. W. Kockhill, T^oung Pao, Vol.
XVI, pp. 99. loi).

Spanish versionp Ansyan; Ramusio, Siam.

1 Tana^ary (Tenassarim), or more probably Mergui at the mouth of
the Tenasserim River (on which the old town of Tenasscrim stands
thirty-seven miles up the river), was the port by which the intercourse
of Siam with the Western world was conducted, until the arrival of the
Portuguese. A full account of its history and of the various mentions
of it by early travellers is given by Dr. J. Anderson in his English\
Intercourse with Siam, pp. 10-42. Conti was the first European to)
reach this port, and Dr. Anderson shows clearly that he did not reach

'

the town of Tenasserim, but that the port he knew by that name was
Mergui at the mouth of the river {l.c., p. 19). It is probable that
Barbosa's Tans^ary was the same place, but he seems to have had no
personal acquaintance with it and confines himself to an account of
its trade. De Barros in his account of Siam gives a list of ports in
which occur the names Meguim Tenasarij (not separated by a comma)»
from this it may be inferr^ that this name was borne by the port at
the mouth of the river. {Dec. Ill, Bk. ii, Ch. 5. f. 37). Fitch also ^

(/.6., 178) speaks of the " Hands of Tanaseri, lunsalaon and many
others.” Inis can only apply to Mergui, which is on an island, while
Tenasserim is not. lunsalaon {i,e., Junkseylon) is also a large island.

It may be conjectured therefore, that a good deal of the trade of the
old city of Tenasserim had been^transferred to Mergui or at any rate
to the mouths of the river. The English merchants were established
at Mergui in 1683, and most of the English were massacred there by
the Siamese in 1687. Jhe final downfall of Tenasserim came with its

conquest and devastation by Alaungpaya, the< Burmese conqueror in
1765. It was then lost^o Siam, and the whole province has since
formed part of Burma, '^or many centuries the trade route from the
West to Ayuthia, the capital of Siam, had crossed the narrow part
of the peninsula at this point, but this trade came to an end with the
Burmese conquest. Old Tenasserim is now little more than a village
though with traces of its former greatness. Mergui is still a port of
some importance, owing to its good natural harbour {Burma Gaz.,
I, 465. 466). T. Bowrey, whose diary is so valuable for many places
on the Bay of Bengal, is unfortunately not available for this coast.
Sir R. Temple in Us edition has noted that the headings Arackan^
Pegu and Tanasaree are blank (Bowrey, H.S., p. 234).

llie Spanish version inserts ” a hundred leagues from the Kingdom
of Pegu.'^
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Here are many merchants both Moors and Heathen
' which deal in goods of every kind, and also possess many
ships which sail to Bengala, Malaca and many other

places. In the inland country behind this city very

good benzoin is found, the resin of a tree which the Moors

call Lobam^ [whereof there are two kinds, one which

gives out no sweet smell until it is put on the fire, and

the other which is very sweet smelling and good even

before] and from it they make the sforax which is ex-

tracted from it in the Levant. Hither come many Moorish

ships from divers regions bearing copper, quicksilver,

vermilion, cloths dyed in grain, silk, coloured Meca
velvets, saffron, white coral threaded, rosewater (which

they bring from Meca and Adem in little barrels of tinned

copper, selling it by weight with the barrel included),

opium great store, and Cambaya cloths ; the whole

whereof they prize greatly in this Kingdom of Anseam ;

and the merchants take av^y hence everything which

comes from Peeguu.

And passing this city of Tana^ary there is on the

coast towards Malaca another port of this same Kingdom
called Quedaa* where also are many great ships. This is

^ Lobatn. This is r.o doubt, as given in Ramusio and the Spanish
version, Lubdn-javi or,: Java franlancense, now generally known as
benzoin, and often called benjamin by early travellers. See Hobson^
Jobson, 5.V. Benjamin, Benzoin, for quotations, and also a large number
of instances of the us€ of the Portuguese forms beijoim and benjoim
in Glossario Luso-Asi Hco. Mgr. D^gado notes that Garcia da Orta
in his ninth Colloquy was the first European to describe the origin of
this incense correctly. It is derived from Styran benzoin, which is

found in Sumatra, Siam and Penang. It is, as Barbosa correctly
observes, a resin. Orta distinguishes three varieties of beijoim,
amendoado or filled with white almonds, which was considered verv
good

; preio or black, which was less valuable ; and the third, bejoim de
boninas or flowery benzoin, was worth ten times as much as the others.

' Spanish version, lubanjavi\ Ramusio,

Quedua (Quedda or Kedah). This port, which is now included
th the Miday States, is mention^ in the Commmiaries, III, Ch. 17. as
a Kingdom bounding Malaca on the north-west and Faam or nm,
i*e*, F^aag, is given as the eastern boundary. The ahthor of the
Commmimies states that untU the arrival of tito Portuguese, Pahang
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a place of whole^ trade, and Moorish ships come hither

yearly hnom divers regions. Here grows abundance of

fine pepper which they cany to Malaca and China. And
this King of Anseam holdeth also on thfe coast between.

Malaca and Tana^ary two or three other havens whereof

I know not the names and other great cities and towns

and villages as well in the inland country inhabited by

Heathen where no Moors may enter or live. If any

come there to traffic they do not allow him to bear arms.

In this land of Anseam there is much gold which is

found and gathered there chiefly in the Signoryof Paam*
which is beyond Malaca towards China. It ever per-

tained to this Kingdom but now has risen against it and is

subject to the King of Malaca. There is also another

Heathen Signory which is under him where much and

good tin is found which they take to Malaca where it is

used and sold to many countries, which Signory they

call (^aranguor.*

was subject to Siam, and it would seem that Kedah was in the same
position. When Barbosa wrote it was evidently still subject to Siam,
and continued to be so till the present day. T. Bowrey (i669-79)

p. 275, says ** The Kinge of Queda is tributary to him of Syam,
though the tribute he payeth be but inconsiderable in it Selfe being
noe more than annually a gold flower." Schouten, however (t6.) in 1663
says that Siamese power did not extend to Perak and Queda, which
were subject to Acldn. In 1909 the suzerain rights over this and four
other small states in the Peninsula lying north of the Federated States
were transferred to the British Government. .

> Pahang (Paam) on the east coast of the l^ninsula and Selangor
^axanguor) on the west coast are included among the Federated
States whi(^ are under British Protection.

* Qaranguor is a correction for Caranguor of the Portuguese text.

Lord Staifley has already noted the omission of the cedilla in this as
in so many other cases^
Tin continues, as it was in Barbosa's day, to be one of the principal

products of these countries, and there is also some gold mining.
Most of the rulers of these states still bear the title of Sultan which

before the arrival of the Portuffuese was borne by the " Kings " of

Bialacca and Pahang (as to the Utter the author of the Commsniaries
says they were called Cdtois, Ls., ^oltdes, a plural form of SolUm.
(Sm G. Ferrand, Maiaha, p. 26.)'

A veiy fun account, which is admirably edited by Sir R. Temple,
is giyen of Queda 1^ T. Bowzey 259-285). It was noted as

producing the best pepper in the Malay PeninsuU. The transient
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c This King of Anseam is a great Lord, a Heathen as I

have already said, a worshipper of idols of whose temples

he has very many. Their customs differ from those of

other Heathen. They go naked save that they clothe

themselves below with cotton garments, some of them

wear little silk coats. They have food in plenty in the

country, great store of rice, flesh meat of their own
breeding and also wild, they have plenty of horses and

establishment of a trading station by the English company will be
found in the notes to Bowrcy’s narrative.
The name of Queda or Kcxlah has been supposed by Crawford to

be derived from the Malay Kadah, ” an elephant-trap/" while others
derive it from Malay Kwdla, a port or estuary. It has also been supposed
that it is the place called Kalah by the Arab traders (see quotations in

Hobson-Jobson s.v. Calay) from which the word ^alaj or tin may be
derived. There is evidently some connection, but it is not clear that
Kalah refers to Kedah. Mgr. Dalgado (Gfo55. Lus. As,, S.v. Calaim)
says that the Kalah of the Arabs was probably on the coast of Malaca ;

but may refer to Selangor, which was known as a depot for tin, and
was called in Malay Nagri Kdlang or *' city of tin.’*

M. Gabriel Ferrand in his exhaustive investigation into the history of
this coast {Le K*ouen-Louen et les anciennes navigations interocianiques
dans les mers du Sud, Journ. As., 1919, pp. 246-492 and 5-267), has rejected
after a careful examination of all the authorities the identification of
Kedah with Kalah. In his Appendix I, pp. 214-233, he discusses this
question, and comes to the conclusions on linguistic grounds (1) that the
Arabs never represented the Malay cerebral d by I ; and that in their allu-
sions to Kedah the early mu’allims or pilots kept to the Arabic dental,
giving it the names Kadah and Kldfi. ; (2) that Kalah and its variants
probably represent Kra (on the western coast of the isthmus of Kra).
This is also called lyara by the Arabs, which represents the Malay
Kerah

; {3) that there was also another port called Karfi which is the
little island of Pulaw Kera, not far from the ancient Kedah, but a
little south of it. M. .Ferrand does not consider that Kala'l “tin”
has any connection witn the name of Kalah. In face of the fact that
the Malay peninsula was from early times the principal source of the
supply of tin it does not seem improbable that the Arabic name was
derived from some place in that country. It has already been noted
in Hobson-Jobson, s.i . Calay, that Selfingor between Malacca and Perak
was formerly known as Nagri Kdlang or ” the tin country " and that
halang is a name of tin in Malay. Selangor, called here Caranguor by
Barbosa, was according to him celebrated for its tin. Tne tin mines
of Johore, Perak. Selangor and Sungei Ujong, are of great importance
at the present day (Swettenham, British MeUaya, p. 228 f.),

Pahang is mentioned under the name of P'eng-fong in the Chinese
work Chan-ju-Kua, trans. by Hirth and Rockhill as a dependency of
jP^mbang in Sumatra {Malaha, l,c„ p. 185).
Kedah is mentioned as dependent on Minankabaw in Sumatm in the

coronation document of the Sultans of that country of the eighteenth
century (Malaha, pp. 99-1x5). Kedah is included (p. no) among the
regions to which notice of the coronation is to be sent; -
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nags and many greyhounds and’ dogs of other kinds for

they are great riders and hunters. In the interior towards

China there is a Heathen Kingdom subject to Anseam,

wherein when anyone dies his kinsmen and friends eat

him‘ roasted in this manner. They build a great fire in

^ The custom of devouring dead relatives as a form of funeral
ceremony does not appear to have been observed by any modern
traveller in the regions to the north of Siam towards the Chinese
border. The mention here is no doubt the earliest in date, and perhaps
the source from which the later writers derived their information.
Barbosa does not, however, give a name to the tribe he describes in
such detail, but it is no doubt identical with the Gucos of Dc Barros,
Linschoten and Camoes. The passages in which they are mentioned
are the following.
De Barros, III, ii, 5, f. 37 rev. After alluding to the position of

Camboja between Siam and Choampa he mentions a range of mountains
to the north of them as rough as the Alps, wherein dwell certain
folk called Gueos who fight on horseback, with whom the King of
Siam is at war perpetually. They arc his neighbours only to the north.
And among them are the Laos who surround all this Kingdom of
Siam as well to the north as to the cast along the River Mccon, and
who march with the great region of China, and to the south with the
two Kingdoms of Camboja and Choampa, which arc maritime. And
these Laos who surround the Kingdom of Siam to the north and east
being lords of lands so great that they contain three Kingdoms, are
yet subject to the King of Siam, although ofttimes they rise up against
him. And if they yield any obedience whatsoever it is because he
protects them against these Gucos, who arc so savage and cruel that
they devour human flesh, and to judge from their customs and the
place of their habitation they seem ta be the people who Marco Paulo,
in the book which he wrote of his travels, says inhabited a kingdom
which he calls Cangigu. For these Gueos (whom he docs not name as
he does the Kingdom) commonly paint and brand themselves over
their whole bodies as do those of whom he speaks. We see the Moors
of Barbery to be branded, but in those regions we know no other race
which does so. And as they dwell in high and rough mountains where
none may enter, they come down from these rugged abodes to the
open lands of the Laos and do great mischief there ; and were it not
for the might of the King of Siam, who wages war against them with
hosts of horsemen and footmen and war>elephant.s, the Laos had ere

now been destroyed, and even the lands of Siam taken by them.*'
llie allusion to Marco Polo in this passage is probably to the painted

or tattooed cannibals of the mountain regions of China between
Fohkien and Kian-Si (Yule, Marco Polo (1872) , 11 , 179. 181). But the
custom of their cannibalism (to eat anyone who had not died a natural
death) was quite different from that described by Barbosa ; and the
locality of their country seems to make any identification impossible.

Linachoten's information is evidently taken from De Barros. He
says (1, 122) in the land behind Cambaia (t.tf., Camboja) and Siam are
several nations, as Laos which are a great and a mighty people, others
named Avas and Bramas, which dwell by the hills : others that dwell
upon the hills called Gueos, which live like wild men and eat man's
flesh, and marke aU their b<^ies with hote iron, which they esteeme a
freedom."
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an open space, they set up three logs of wood in the

‘ fashion of a gallows. In the midst of this they hang an

iron chain with two iron hoojfs on which they hang the

dead body by the back of the knees, and there his kins>

folk and children roast him making a great lamentation,

and when he is well roasted, with many bowls and cups

of wine they begin to carve and eat the body, drinking

and wailing, and the nearest kinsman makes the first

cut, and there they finish eating the body leaving nought

but the bones which they finish burning and reduce to

a^es ; they say that they do this only to their kinsfolk, for

Camdes in his stanza (X, 126) quoted by Lord Stanley in his edition,

p. 123 , simply says that the Gueos eat human flesh and brand their
own flesh with burning iron. He too evidently drew on De Barros.

Sir Hugh Clifford in his Further India, p. 198, alluding to the weakness
of the Laos after the revolutions of 1528, adds :

" The Laos people were
further weakened by protracted wars with the Gueos—hill tribes whose
identity is uncertain—and in a weak moment the aid of Siam was
invoked." The account of De Barros seems to be the foundation for
this statement.

It may be taken as certain from the locality of their home in the
mountains north of Siam and from their {practice of tattooing, that
these Gueos were a branch of the great Xai race to which the Shans
and Laos equally belong. Possibly a survival of the name Gueo
may be found in the Ngiou of Carl B^k and the ^gMtaof H. S. Hallett.
I^e latter name is applied by Hallett to the Mossi Shans north of
Zimm6 (Chieng-Mai), the very neighbourhood where one might expect
to And representatives of the Gueos (Man : Past and Present, and
Ed., 1920, p. 192). Possibly the Giao and Giao-Shi mentioned in the
Annals of Champa, in the ninth and tenth centuries, as at war with
that country may be the same race (G. Ma^ero, Le Royauma de
Champa, T’oung Pao, Vol. XU, pp. 57, 240). But there is noevidence
that their custom of eating their relatives has survived, nor cannibalism
in any form such as has been found among the Battas of Sumatra.

Barbosa’s account w4s derived no doubt from reports circulating
in the seaports of Siam; but there is no reason to doubt its snbstantim
accuracy. Although xio exact parallel can be found to this form of
cannibalism, yet it is in accordance with .the ideas prevalent among
many primitive races. The practice of devouring an enemy, lor
instance, or a criminal robber or murderer who has been executed, but
not one who has died k natural death (as in Marco Polo’s instance
mentioned above), came from the desire to appropriate the courageand
strength of the deceased; and in a similar way near relations may
have been eaten to keep all their valuable qualities in the family

='0r tribe.

Adthough there is no evidence that this practice survives in Further
Iin^,‘it is very probable from Barbosa's account that it still existed
in.the early sixteenth century among a branch of the Tal race, and
iSud; this branch was identical with the tribe- afterwards known by
the name of Gueos.
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they: can find no better burial place tor their own fiesh

than in their own bodies. In all the rest of this Kingdom
'

of Siam they bum dead bodies in accordance with the

custom of all the Heathen, as 1 have told above in many
places^ this abominable custom is followed only in this

inland region.

§ no. THE CITY AND REALM OF MALAGA.^

From the aforesaid kingdom of Anseam there stretches

forth into the sea a point of land, as it were a Cape,

The first attempt to open up communications with Siam was made
by the Portuguese after the conquest of Malacca when Alboquerque
sent Antonio de Miranda as ambassador to that country accompanied
by Duarte Coelho. The King of Siam sent back in return a present
for the King of Portugal. Before further orders had been received
from Portugal, Duarte Coelho started with Fern^o Peres D’Andrade
on his unsuccessful voyage to China in August, 1516, which came to
grief on the coast of Choampa, 4,e., Champa, now Cochin China.
Duarte Coelho left him there in a junk and followed the coast to the
mouth of the Meinam, where he passed the stormy season, and in

1317 went on to China. During his stay he went up the river as far
as the capital, which De Barros calls Hudia (Ayuthia). After his
return to Malacca a letter and present for the King of Siam having
been received from Dom Manoel, King of Portugal, Aleixo de Meneses,
the captain of Malacca, chose him on account of his experience to go
as ambassador to Siam to make a friendly treaty and arrange for the
co-operation of Siam against the Malays. He started in July, 1318,
and arrived in November of the same year. The historian explains
the delay by the fact that the ship in which he travelled was a Siamese
ship and put in at several ports on the way. There he remained till

November, 13x9, and arranged everything to his satisfaction, the
King of Siam even consenting to the erection of a cross in the principal
place of the city. He took a circuitous rout€^ in returning to avoid
the ships of the King of Bintam, the ex^King of MsUacca. In
attempting to cross from the coast of Camboja to the Point of Singapur
he was driven ashore on the coast of Pam (Panang) and fell into the
hands of the son-in-law of that monarch, who fortunately was on
bad terms with his father-in-law and sent Duarte Coelho safely to
Malacca, where be arrived in February, 1320. These details are derived
from De Barros (///, ii, iv, f. 33). Possibly Barbosa may have obtained
his information from Coelho on his return from his first expedition
to Siam.

^ Maiaca. The history of Malacca previous to the arrival of the
Portuguese has been dealt with by several well-known authorities,
oir.. Sir Henry Yule and M. Cordier, Mr. Tide, Mr. Otto Blagden,
M. PieUiot, and Mr. W. W. Rockhill, and the whole subject has been
reconsidered in M. Gabrid Ferxand's recent work Malaga, Le Maldyu
0i Maldyur ^ the Journal Asiatique, 19x8). In this work M. Feirand
brings together and reprints all the passages relating to the subject
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where the sea turns back towards China ; and on this

point there is a petty Kingdom erstwhile subject to that

from Arab, Chinese, Portuguese and Dutch authorities, a compilation
which is invaluable for purposes of reference. M. Ferrand comes to

the conclusion that the date hitherto accepted for the first foundation
of Malacca by the Malays is much too recent, and that instead of the
early part of the 13th century we should accept the local account as
given by G. Correa in the Lendas da India (TI, 221), seven hundred
years before the arrival of the Portuguese (a.d. 15 ii) or the early

part of the 9th century. ThLs was derived no doubt from the legends
prevalent among the Malays. Space does not admit of M. Ferrand's
argument being here set forth in detail, but it is carefully worked out
mainly on the evidence of Chinese writers. M. Pelliot has brought
together in his Deux itin^raires (quoted by M. Ferrand in Malaka,
p. 13 1) certain Chinese passages which show Chinese, familiarity with
a port of Mal&yu (which from the description of its position can be
identified with' no other place than Malacca) in the Mongol period
(from 1281 onwards to 1295). The Malayu had then long been
in rebellion against the Siamese, and the Emperor of China inter-

vened in their favour and restrained the King of Siam from
attacking them. It is clear then that, at whatever date Malacca was
founded, it was an old-established State at the end of the 13th century.
There can be little doubt that it was the Maldiur alluded to by Marco
Polo at about the same period {Malaha, p. 139).

In the early part of the 15th century it is certain that Malacca, now a
well-established Muhammadan State, was again in arms against Siam
and that China again intervened on receiving the nominal submission
of the ruler of Malacca. Chinese evidence is abundant. The account
from the Ying yai shing Ian (a.d. 1439) translated by the late Mr.
W. W. Rockhill (Toung Pao, Vol. XVI, 1995, p. 114.) is very full.

The relations between the Malays of the Peninsula and those of
the Island of Sumatra, and especially,of the ancient kingdom of Men-
angkabau, liavc long been the subject of argument. It is generally
admitted that the Malays as a whole came from the North, and
spread into the Islands of Indonesia, and it is also probable that
there was a close connection between Menangkabau andi Malaca,
and that one was either conquered or colonised by the other.
Marsden in his History of Sumatra (Ed. 1783, p. 283 ff.), alludes
to the opinion that Menangkabau was derived from a colony
from the Peninsula ' which introduced Islam and exterminated
the original inhabitanti^. He himself maintained that Menangkabau
was an indigenous kingdom which attained great power in pre-Muham-
madan times, and thab although it derived its religion from the conti-
nental Malays it was in no wise destroyed, and ^is opinion appears
to be well founded. On the other hand it cannot be doubted that
the kingdom of Menangkabau when at the height of its power had
great influence in the Peninsula, where its suzerainty was widely
admitted, and continue in name even in its decadence. This is

exemplified by the inauguration of the Chiefs of the Menangk&bos
of Rembau near Malacca by an ambassador from Menangkabau up
to 1832. These are no doubt the MonacaboBS of A. Hamilton's New
Account (II, 83), who were a "barbarous, savage People," yet " much
svhiter than their neighbouring Malayas who inhabit the low grounds."
Kembau is situated in the hill-countiy occupied by the savage Malay
and the Jakun tribe (see Skeat and Blagden, Pagan Races, Vol. I,

pp. 66-68, and map facing Vol. II, p. 386), but the ruling family was
no doubt Malay, and it can hardly be doubted that the name was
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of Anseam, wherda many foreign Moors having established

their trade became so rich thereby that they turned the

derived from their ancient subjection to Menangkabau. It may
be noted that the dialect of Malay spoken by some of the Jakuns
resembles that of Menangkabau rather than that of the peninsula
(ib., p. 402).
Godinho de Eredia (1613), Ch. II, alludes to these Monancaboes

of the peninsula ” who come down with cargoes of betel from Nany
by the Pancalan River/' He also mentions Kombo (Rembau) as the
centre of the Malayasof Johor, " a country also inhabited by Monan-
caboes " {Malaka, p. 67).
The foundation of Malacca is attributed by Godinho de Eredia

Ch. I (who is a good authority on tradition as he was partly of Malay
descent) to Permifuri (who chose this place as easily defensible against
the ruler of Pahang, who threatened him), and gave the name of Malaca
from the abundance of Malaca or Myrobalan trees in the neighbourhood.
The name Permi9uri (or Permi^ura according to De Barros and the
Commentaries) was evidently Hindu (Sanskrit) in origin, but his suc-
cessors were Muhammadans. The foundation is attributed by him
to the year a.d. 1411. M. Ferrand (Malaka, p. 61, n. 3) draws atten-
tion to the feminine form of the name Permi9uri, which may be a sign
thal: the ruling monarch was a queen . The other authorities named give
the masculine form.
The derivation of Malacca from the name of the Myrobalan (Pkyl^

lanthus emblica) is alluded to in Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Malacca, and
is said there to have been supported by Crawfurd, but I have not been
able to trace the passage. In his Indian Archipelago^ Vol. II, p. 374,
he quotes a passage from Marsden's History of Sumatra {Ed. 2, pp.
327-329), giving this explanation in accordance with the local legend,

but does not express his own opinion. None of the other etymologies
which have been proposed seem to have much value. Sec M. Ferrand^s
notes in Malaka, p. 32, n. 2, and p. 61, n. 6. He favours the meaning
Myrobalans.
The history of the Portuguese conquest of Malacca has been very

fully related by all the historians who have dealt with the subject.

The following should be referred to :

—

JoAo DB Babros. Dec, //. Book vi, Ch. i to 6. (The greater
part of Ch. I describing Malacca and relating its previous history

has been translated into French by M. G. Ferranl, Malaka, pp. 45—52.)

Commenlaries of A. D'Alboquerque. Hak/ Soc. Ed., Vol. Ill,

Ch. XVII ff. M. Ferrand gives a new translation into French of the
parts of Ch. XVII and XVIII relating to Malacca before the arrival of

the Portuguese in Malaka (pp. 25 to 42). This differs in several

points from Mr. W. De Gray Birch's translation.

F. L, DB Castanhbda. Historia do Descobrimento e Conquista
da India, Book II, Ch. xio to iz6. Ch. 112, which contains the des-

cription and previous history of Malacca, is translated by M. Ferrand
in Malaka, pp. 193 • 198.
Caspar Corrba. Lendas da India, Vol. Ill, Ch. 26 to 31. Part

of Ch. 27, pp. 221, 222, is translated by M. Ferrand (*6., p. 52), who
has also translated a passage from Vol. I, p. 69, dealing with Malacca.
Dzogo do Couto. Decadas IV, Bk. u. Part of Ch. I, dealing with

previous history and giving a d^cription of Malacca, is translated
by M. Ferrand (t6. p. 56-60).
Godwho DB Erbdia. Declarafam de Malaca e India Meridional

com o Cathay, £d. Bruxelles, 1882, with a French translation entitled
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people of the land into Moors also, and openly declared

themselves against the King of Anseam ; and thus all

now being Moors, the Kingdom remained independent.*

.And here dwell up to now great wholesale merchants

of every kind, both Moors and Heathen, many of them

from Charamandel, men of great estates and owning

many great ships which they call juncos. They trade

everywhere in goods of all kinds.PNumbers of ships

^also come hither to take cargoes of sugar, very fine

yfour-masted * ships ; they bring great store of silk, very

fine raw silk,* porcelain in abundance, damasks, brocades.

Malaca, VInde rnSridionale ei le Cathay. This work which dates from
1613 was first published from a MS. in the Bibliothdque Royale of
Brussels in 1882. Considerable extracts are reprinted with notes
by M. Ferrand (l.c., pp. 61-67).
The Dutch writer Valentyn, whose Oud en Niew Oost Jndien was

published at Amsterdam in 1726. deals with the same subjects in his
Part V, Book vi» Ch. 2, which has been translated into English by
Mr. D. Z. A. Hervey in the Journal of the Straits Branch of the R.A.S.,
1884, p. 62 f. and by M. Ferrand (i.c., pp. 68-8x).
Many writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have dealt

with this subject and the following may be referred to. (Some of
these accounts adopt an extremely censorious tone in dealing with
the proceedings of the Portuguese, and do not allow suffidentiy for
the circumstances and for the ideas and beliefs prevalent at the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century, and to the practices sanctioned
in warfare by universal consent in Europe.)

A. Hamilton. A New Account ofthe-East Indies, 1727, Ch. 39.
W. Marsden. History of Sumatra, 1783, p. 322 f.

J. Crawfurd. History of the Indian Archipelago, 1820, Vol. II,

Ch. 8. p. 391 f.

R. S. Whiteway, JJVss of the Portuguese Power, in India, 1890.
K. E. Jayne. Vasco]de Gama and his Successors, 1910, pp. 86-90.
Sir F. Swettenham. British Maktya, 1907, Ch. 4.
Sir H. Clifford. Further India, 1904, Ch. 4.
M. Henri Cordibr. L*arrivSe des Portugais en Chine, T^oung-

Pao. Vol. XII, Leiden, 191 x. (Malacca is alluded to in Ch. IV, p, <02.)
M. Cordier quotes the passage in Ludovico Varthema^s Travm in

which he gives an account of Malacca (circ, 150^, for whidi reference
may also be made to the Hak. Soc. Ed. hy E. Badger, and Ramusio.
Vol. 1, 1363, f. 166. M. Cordier's extract is froiq Les Voyages de Ludo-
vico di Varthema par Ch. Schefer, pp. 230-7232.

here reads ** having appointi^ a Moorish Xing,*' and
erdon the same.

and the Spanish version have two-maeted/*

Ramodb, ssdh III ifMgass#.

Ramusio
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coloured satins,^ music, thubarb, sewing silk in various

colours, [much iron], saltpetre, great store of fine silver,
'

pearls in abundance, sorted seed-pearls,* gilded cofiers,

fans, and many other baubles ; and all this they sell at

good prices to the dealers of the country, and in exchange

therefor they take away pepper, incense, Cambay cloths

dyed in grain, saffron, coral shaped and strung, and

ready for shaping, printed and white cotton, cloths

which come from BengaJ^yermilion, quicksilver, opium,

and other goods and drugs of CamJ^ya and one unknown

to us which they call cacho^ and another which they

caUpucho mang^am,^ that is gall-nuts brought inland from

the Levante to Cambaya by way of Meca, which are

much prized in China and Jaoa. From the Kingdom^

of Jaoa also come the great junco ® ships [^th four masts]

«

to the city of Malaca, which differ much from the fashion

of ours, being built of very thick timber, so that when

^ See Note in Yule and Cordier, Cathay, IV» ii8.

* Ramusio, avorio assai,

* Cachopwho. SeeVol. I. p. 155, n. i, where I suggested that the term
caekopucho written as one word represented the Malay kayu-putih
or caj^put. Mgr. Dalgado informs me that he thinks that in the passage
annotated the words should be read cacho, pucho and that it is not
probable that cafeput was referred to. In the present passage the
words are certainly separate. He would also separate pucho and
fnangifam by a comma, and considers that mangifam represents
Orta's majufH, the Arabic ma'j&n^ The evidence is insufficient to
justify any certainty* but 1 am inclined to thifik that cajsput is not
impossible as an explanation of the joint term fn the earlier passage.
If the words pucho and mMgifam are to be separated the expU-
nation ** gall-nuts brought mm the Levante" can refer only to the
latter, and in that case we hardly find the origin in the Arabic
ma*Uin, an intoxicating confdbtion containing hemp-leaves or opium
see^ (to which* incidentally, Bfibur was much addicted as he
confesses).

« Ramusio has **one which they call Puchou and another Cachou,
and the other Mi^can, which are gall-nuts.'* The Spanish version
agrees with Ramusio.

* /uncos. This description of tiie method of building junks may
be compaiedwitii that given Marco Polo (Ed. 1873, II, 196-7 ; Ed.
Yule and Coidiert 11/369) of the ship built at Manri. Friar Jordanest
Nicolo Conti, and Ibn Batfita (see t6.,>notes) all allude to this

conitmetion of riiips with two or more skins of planking.
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they are old a new planking can be laid over the former

[so that there are three or four layers of planks one over

the other], and so they remain very strong. The cables

: and all the shrouds of these ships are made of canes

[rattans] which grow in the country. In these ships

the Jaos bring hither great store of rice, beef, sheep,

swine, deer, " salt meat”,^ fowls, garlic and onions,

and also bring for sale many weapons, spears, " daggers,’*

short swords all finely worked and damascened on fine

steel [also cubebsand a yellow dye called cazuba (Spanish,

cazunba),^ and many other small articles [Ramusio:

Cubebs of a yellow colour called cazuba] and gold which

is found in the said Kingdom of Jaoa.

These Jaos who live by sailing the seas take with

them their wives and children and homes and families

;

they have no other houses of their own nor do they ever

{
go ashore save for their traffic, and there in those ships

[they arc bom and there] they die.

These folk, then, selling their goods, as I have already

said, in Malaca at good prices take away in return cloths

of Palcacatc and Mailapur and others which come from

Cambaya, opium, rosewater, vermilion, great store of

grains for dyeing, raw silk, saltpetre, iron, cacho and

pucho (which arc Cambaya drugs) all of which is much
valued in Jaoa. ^rom this city of Malaca ships sail

also to the Isles mMaluco (whereof I will treat below)

there to take in cargoes of cloves, taking thither for

sale much Cambaya cloth, cotton and silk of all kinds,

other cloths from Paleacate and Bengala, I quicksilver,

^ C/, also p. 191 under Java : eMecinar,
"
to salt meat."

* * Ciumtba aftdCoiuba. This dye is notmentioned in the Portuguese
''text. The name is doubtless the Malay Kasumba, a name of Indian

. origin, and in use in India at the present day in the form XwsitmbM,
for flw safflower dye. C/. 11 Ferrand, Malaya, p. aa, aoS.
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wrought copper, bells and basins, and a Chinese coin^

[like a bagattino with a hole in the middle], pepper^
*

porcelain, garlic, onions, and other Cambaya goods

of divers kinds. Thus they sail from this city of Malaca

to all the islands in the whole of this sea, and to Timor

whence they bring the whole of the white sanders-

wood, which is greatly esteemed among the Moors*

and is worth much; and thither they take iron, axes,

knives,* cutlasses, swords, cloths from Paleacate [and

Camba}^], copper, quicksilver, vermilion, tin, lead,

great store of Cambaya beads in exchange wherefor

they take away, as well as the sanders-wood, honey,

wax and slaves. These ship>s also sail from Malaca

to the islands which they call Bandan to get cargoes

of nutmegs and mace, taking thither for sale Camba3ra

goods. They also go to the Island of 9<un^tra, whence

they bring pepper, silk, raw silk, benzoin (great store)

and gold, and to other islands bringing thence camphor

and aloes-wood ; \they go to Tana?ary, Peeguu, Bengala,

Paleacate, Charamandel, Malabar and Cambay^so much
so that this city of Malaca is the richest seaport with

the greatest number of wholesale merchants and

abundance of shipping and trade that can be found in

the whole world. Gold comes thither in such abundance

that the leading merchants dealing in it do not

value their estates nor keep their accounts except in

bahares of gold, which bahares* are four quintals each,

1 This is from Ramusio. The Spanish version has '*Iike ceutis

of Portugal pierced in the middle." For the ceitil see p. 73, n. i.

The bagaUino mentioned by Ramusio was a small bronze coin of Venice,
first struck early in the fifteenth century (Hazlitt, Coinage 0/ ths

European Continent, 1893, p. 184).

* " Indiana " in Ramusio and the Spanish version.

* Ramusio has aghi, " needles."

* Bahares and qmntats. See Vol. I, p. 137, n. l
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as 1 have stated in other chapters. There is a certain

merchant there who alone will discharge three or four

ships laden with every kind of valuable goods and

re-lade them alone from his own stock. " They deal

also in victuals of various kinds, and all is weU paid for

and packed. In this city are many foreigners of various

lands, who live there and are bom in the country ; these

as I say are Moors with their own distinct language

and are called Malaios” They are well set-up men and go

bare from the waist up but are clad in cotton garments

below. They, “ the most distinguished among them,"

wear short coats which come half vray down their thighs

of silk, cloth—^in grain or brocade—and over this they

wear girdles ; at their waists they carry daggers in

damascene-work which they call crus.^ Their women
are " tawny coloured," clad in, very fine silk garments

and short shirts [decorated with gold and jewels]. " They

are very comely, always well-attired, and have very

fine hair "[Ramusio : They have long hair, well-dressed

with jewels on it, and flowers of some kind among
them.]

" These Malaios hold the Alcoram of Mafamede in

great veneration," they have their mosques ; they

bury their dead ; their sons are their heirs ; they live

in large houses outside the city with many orchards,

gardens and tanlfi, where they lead a pleasant life.

They have separate houses for ‘their trade within the

city ; they possess many slayes with wives and children

who live apart and obey all their orders. They ue
polished and wellbred, fond of music, and given to.

4ove.

-i;'

TAis is an early form of the weU-knowa word iCrtr. Rammio
the Spanish version have Qmrtx. C/. . Crawford, iMdian dreki-
JO (iSeo). Vol. I, p. 234 and plate, p; 221. Also Swettenhaw.

'rMsA Are/aiya. pp. 146 and 19X and p. ato.
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There arc here also merchants lCheHjs\ of Chara-

mandel who are very corpulent with big bellies, they

go bare above the waist, and wear cotton clothes below.

There are also many Jaos living here, who arc short

stunted men with broad ill-formed chests and wide faces
;

they are Moors, they go naked being .clad below the

waist in cotton garments which they bundle up round

them roughly ; they wear nothing on their heads and

have their hair crisped and standing out on the top

[stiff and crisped with care, and some of them shaven].

They are very cunning in every kind of work, skilled in

every depth of malice, with very little truth but very

stout hearts [and are ready for every kind of wickedness].

They have good weapons and fight without fear. If

anyone of these Jaos falls sick of any illness he makes

a vow to his God that if he restores him his health he will

seek out another more honourable death in his service ; and

after that he is whole he takes a dagger in his hand with

certain wavy edges which they have among them of very

good quality, and going forth into the places and streets

he slays whomsoever he meets, men, women or children

letting none go ; these men they call Guaniios} and when

* Ganifo or Amouco, This is probably the first instance of any name
being assigned by a European writer to the practice generally known
as Amouco or A~fnuck, and it is remarkable that in this account that
term, which shortly after Barbosa's time was universally emploved,
is not used. Instead we have the word Guani^o (read Ganifo) which
Mgr. Dalgado in his Ghssario Luso~Asiatico {s.v. Amouco, n. i, on
p. 34) states is from the Malay ganas/' man-slayer." Here we have
an undoubtedly Malay term, wlme the probabilities seem to be that
Amouco may be traced to the Skr. amdhshya,

** which cannot be
loosed/* and therefore had its origin in India. The whole question
has been fully discussed in both editions, s.v, A-muck,
and more recently by Mgr. Dalgado in the work just quoted, who
has noted that in Hobson^Jobson the form Amuco used in Stanley's trans-
lation from the Spanish h^ been quoted instead of the form Oani^o,
and has been taken as evidence that the word was used in Malaysia
before the arrival of the Portuguese. Ramusio has evidently taken
his Amulo from the Spanish Amuco

;

the / having taken the plate of
the c.

It seems very probable that this word was inserted in the Spanish

M
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they see one of them the folk forthwith begin to cry out
** Gmnicio “

that men may be on their guard, and with

arrows and spears they slay him.

This city of Malaca abounds in fruits and good water

;

its chief supply of victuals comes by sea from outside. Its

King was a great Lord with great treasures and revenues.

[He made the Lord of Paam tributary to him, who had

been formerly a lord in the Kingdom of Siam, against

which he rose and in this land of Paam there is much
gold of low quality.] ^

The King our Lord sent an order to have this land

(of Malaca) explored by Diogo Lopes de Sequeira, a

gentleman of his household ; and after he had discovered

it the King and the Moors thereof took by treason certain

of our men and much merchandize, and slew many of

them. Afonso D’Alboqucrque who at that time was

version to replace Barbosa's original Ganifo after the term Amouco
had become well known. The first undoubted use of Amwico by a
Portuguese writer seems to be in the Per$gr%na^'do of Fem&o Mendez
Pinto (see quotations in Glossario), The events alluded to are
dated 1545 and 1546, and the account was no doubt written after Pinto's
arrival at Lisbon, 1558. It is noteworthy therefore that Castanheda
writing in 1551 uses another Malay word, Chaver, which he says (see

quotations ib\)
**
in our language means dead, but in India they are

generally called Amoucos*' Mgr. Dalgado explains Chavtf by the
Malay sh&vurra, ready to die," and shdvurraivan, " one determined
to die fighting."
Now Correa, although he did not finish his work till 1563, is a good

witness for events that came under his own notice at earlier dates. His
account of the events at Calicut in 1503 (1, p. 364), which occurred a few
years before he arrived in India, is no doubt ba^ on the accounts of
eye-witnesses, and may be considered as good evidence of the use of the
word amouco at that time at Calicut. He also gives an instance of
its use in Malacca in 15x1 (II, 286). There is other good evidence among
later writers that the word was in use in Malabar, and on t&e wh<^e
it seems most probable that it found its way to Malacca from India,
but did not displace the original Malay terms at once. Whether the
Portuguese brought the word with them or whether it had reached
tMalaysia at an earlier date it is impossible to decide. It is worthy
'yf note that Barbosa attributes the custom to the Javanese and not
to the Msda3rs of Malacca. Crawfurd speaks of it, as widely spread
aSpiiong all the islands of the Archipelago, especially Celebes {Indian
Mchtpeiago, 1820, V61.^I, pp. 65-71).

f passage regarding Paam (Pahang) is from Ramusio. The
SuaniaStfrersion has a similar mention, Barbosa mentions it belowi
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Caplin General of India came^ up against the city ,

with his fleet to demand a reckoning of him for this,

and not being willing to discuss terms with him he

attacked the city and took it by force of arms, driving

the King out from it ; who defended himself with his

folk and fought very bravely with abtmdance of artillery,

guns, poisoned arrows and excellent long spears, also

with valiant men of Jaoa, and many elephants equipped

with wooden castles with fighting men therein after

the custom^ of India, In this assault a great niunber

of Moors were slain and the King fled and with him those

who escaped from the fight. The merchants submitted

to remain in the city in subjection to the King our Lord,

and no injury whatsoever was done unto them.

Forthwith a very fine fortress was built there, which

with the city and all the trade thereof and its naviga-

tion remained subject to the Portuguese, who took here

a rich booty, arid obtained great wealth from the inhabi-

tants who remained there [and all the trade of the mer-

chants was restored to its former condition before the

town was taken].

To this city and Kingdom of Malaca is subject the

province of Pam^ which has its own individual King,

who was formerly subject to that of Ansiam against

whom he rebelled ,* and there is much base gold there.

The King thereof, perceiving that Malaca had become

subject to the King our Lord, sent an embassy and

presents to Afonso D'Alboquerque, as he wished to follow

the same course.

^ Pam, Pttm or Ffto represents the name Pahang, a state on the
East side of theM^y Beninsular which takes its name from the Pahang
River. It has since 1888 been indnded in the Federated Afalay States

(Swettenham, British Mah^a, p. 270). GoUbnining is still porsuedt ;

but is now-exceeded the pn^nction of tin.

The correct reading of the passage In the text is doubtful. Literally

translated it wonld read ** This dty add IQngdom of Malaca is subject

;

Wf 2
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§ III. ARCHIPELAGO OF MALACA.i

Through the sea of this city of Malaca there is along

the coast a string of many beautiful islands, very rich

and fertile of Moors and Heathen (besides other small

peoples which dwell there) ; which begins at the Island

of Ceylon.

to the province of Pam which has its own independent King,'* which
is in contradiction to the actual fact. The passage in brackets on p. 178
from Kamusio and the Spanish version on the contrary asserts that
the Lord of Paam was tributary to the King of Malaca, and this appears
to "be the fact. At the time of the Portuguese conquest he was actually
present in Malacca where he had come to make preparations for

his marriage with the King of Malacca’s daughter (De Barros, Dec. II,
Bk. vi, Ch. 3, f. 139 rev.). It would seem therefore that the text
should be amended as it has been translated $ibove by the insertion
of the preposition a (to) before the words Esta cidade e regno de Malaca^ etc>

* The Archipelago of Malaca probable includes all the islands in
the Southern part of the Bay of Bengal, certainly the Nicobars (the

Nacabar of § 112), and perhaps the Andamans as well, and other islands
on the Western coast of the Malay Peninsula from Junk Ceylon
to Penang, and in the Straits of Malacca. *' The Nicobars were well
known from an early period as one of the stages or land-marks on the
voyage from China to India. Under the T’ang dynasty Yi-tsing,
whose travels have been translated by M. Ed. Chavannes (’* Memoire
compost ^ Tepoque de la grande dynastie T’ang sur les religieux, etc.,”

Paris, 1894, quoted in Malaka, p. 92). followed the following route:
Canton, Palembang in Eastern Sumatra, Maloyu (probably according
to M. Ferrand, t6., p. 94, the Jambi River on the North-east coast
of Sumatra), Kedah, and ’* the land of naked men,” i.e* the Nicobars*
Thence the usual route lay straight to Ceylon. Although the dress of the
Nicobaresc was very scanty perhaps av^lute nudity was more charac-
teristic of the Andamans, but the Nicobars were on the direct route
and afforded good anchorages. Hamilton. East Indies, II, pp, 69-72,
gives a good descriotion of the islands and people, and found them
all able to speak a * little broken Portuguese,” so that they were evi-
dently accustomed .0 visits from the outer world at the end of the
seventeenth century . He describes their attire as follows : ” The Men’s
Clothing is a bit of string round their Middle, and about a Foot and a
half of Cloth six inches broad tucked before and behind within that
Line. The Women have a Petticoat from the Navel to the Knee
and their Hair close shaved, but the Men have the Hair left on the
upper Part of the Head, and below the Crown, but cut so short
that it hardly comes to their Ears.” At about the same period (1695)
the Nicobars became the resort of a band of pirates, and thence com-
manded the routes to the Straits of Malacca and to Pegu and Mergui
(Anderson, English relaiions with Stem, p. 389 and note x) . These pirates
wejre of different races but mainly Dutch. The Jegend of the Island
of Odd appears to have been transfenred from t^e Andamans to the
Nicobars, and Careri in his Giro del Monio (quoted by Anderson, ib.,

pp. 30^31, note 4) gives this as the reason why the Dutch appropriated
these islands towards the end of the seventeenth century. Possibly
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§ II2. THE JSLES OF NACABAR.

Passing the island of Ceylon, and crossing the Gulf

before arriving at the [^eat Island of Sumatra there

are five or six] isles which have very good water and

anchorages for shipping, inhabited by poor Heathen

;

these are called Nacabar.* The dwellers therein get

much ambergris which is taken to Malaca and other

places.

§ 113. THE VERY GREAT ISLAND OF
gAMATRA.

Going yet further out and leaving these Isles of Nacabar

twenty leagues to the South is the great and beautiful

Island of ^amatra,* which is seven-hundred leagues in

there is some connection between this and the prevalence of Dutch
among the pirates.

These islands are shown correctly in Rihero’s map of 1529 as Ya*
de Nicobar.
Thomas Bowrey in the course of his voyages in the Bay of Bengal

seems never to have visited the Nicobars, although according to the
traveller Dampier he once proposed to make a journey there from
Achen, taking Dampier with him, but was forced bv bad weather to
put back:^^ampier*s Voyages, I. 503 f., quoted in Countries round the

Bay ofBengal, Ed. Sir R. Temple, p. xxxviii ).

^ Nauacar, Ramusio ; Niconber, the Spanish version*

* Barbosa shows a considerable knowledge of the eastern and northern
coasts of the great island of Sumatra, the northern part of which became
known to the Portumese from the first days of their expedition to
Malacca. Indeed Aibomerque before actually attacking the latter

had visited PedTr and raseh and had had certain dealings with the
rulers of -those states. Pedir was on the Straits nearly opposite to
Malacca, and had long been famous in India as one of the principal
entrepdts for pepper. Varthema claimed to have visited it as well as
Malacca a few years before, and his account must have been well-known
to Alboquerque. Varthema's estimate of the circumference of Sumatra
as 4»500 miles is extravagant, and shows the imperfect knowledge
prevailing of the real size of the island. Barbosa's 700 leagues is

more moderate and closer to the truth. His allusion to the Moors
who had " sailed round it on both sides " shows that his information
was derived at least in part from the Arab or semi-Arab sailors and
merchants who had long been familiar with the Eastern Archipelago.
The Portuguese had as yet acquired no knowledge of the Western
or rather South-western coast, and their information extended only
to the North-eastern coast along which ships passing through the Straits

of Malacca must pass. All the ports mentioned in the text are on that
coast.
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,
circuit as reckoned by the Moors who have sailed -round

.it on both sides. [It runs from North-west to South-

east and the Equinoctial line passes through the middle

thereof) and it abounds in victuals of every kind.] It

has many very prosperous seaports, the more part of them

occupied by Moors but some by Heathen,^ but for the

most part the Heathen dwell inland. One of the Moorish

ports is called Pedir ‘ on the North side towards Malaca

^ Moots and Heathen, The statement that the Moors mostly
occupy the seaports while the Heathen, or Aboriginal tribes who have
not adopted Islam, are found in the interior is true even now, and
in the sixteenth century exceptions to the rule were very few.
Marsden who wrote his History of Sumatra in 1780 remarked (p. 280)
that Menangcabow was an exception to this rule, its people " are all

Mahometans and in that respect distinguished from the other internal
inhabitants of the island.*' De Barros also observed that the Heathen
retired from the coast into ihe inland parts of the island {Dec, III,

y, I, f. X19 and 119 rev.).

* Ports mentioned by Barbosa, Barbosa commences his list of
ports with Pedir on the North coast, not as might have been expected
with the celebrated town of Acheh or Achin which is situated at the
extreme North-western point of the Island, the reason being probably
that Alboquerque's visit to the coast of Sumatra had dealt with Pedir
and Paseh only.

Pedtr was the capital of a . famous Kingdom, but was on its

decline. De Barros (///, v, i, f. 120) says: "Of all these
Kingdoms that of Pedir was the greatest and most famous in
those regions, and was so before Malacca was inhabited. In it came
together what wer t from the west and came from the east by reason
of the emporium and market where goods of all kinds could be found,
and because thpt city commanded the strait between this island of
Samdtra and the mainland. But after the foundation of Malacca,
and especially at our entry into India, the kingdom of PA^em began

grow and tbit of Pedir to decline. And that of Achem its neighbour
being (then) but of little power is now the greatest of all ; such are the
variations in States of winch mankind makes so much account."

,

The fame and wealth of Pedir were no doubt due, as Barbosa and
(other writers have asserted, to its being the principle source of supply
for pep^r, a condiment which was so greatly valued by' the nations
of the East and West. The Northern part ox the Island of Sumatra,
the Lamuri of the Arabs, was the country where it was foiind'in the
greater perfection. This was the ancient country of Sumatra, from
which the name gradually spread to the whole island. FriarOdmic who
visited the coasts of Sumatra soon after a.d. 1320 names the kingdoms
of Lftmuri and Somoltra, the latter of which he places more to the South.
For a full consideration of the points involved reference should be made
to the notes in Yule and Cordier, Cathay, Vol. II, p. 148 f. The Chinese
kn^Umuii at least as early as 1349 (which is the date of the Too i

'jMh Ho), L&muri took the forms Han-wudi and Nan^po4i, and
Sumatra Su-min-tiihla and Hsd-win-toAa, Praper is mention^ as
the chief product of Su-min-tehla in the Hsing-ch*a shing Ian (A.D. X436),
but nmther the earliw Chinese work named nor Friar Odoxlc seems to
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where most excellent pepper grows in abundance and^

have mentioned it (W. W. Rockhill, Notes on the Relations and Trade
of China, Part II, T’oung-FSio, Vol. XVI (1925). pp. M8“*57)* These
Kingdoms of Northern Sumatra had at an earlier date been subject
to the great Empire of Menangkabau. (See Marsden. History of Sumatra,
1780, pp, 268-270, and G. Ferrand, Malaka, 1918, pp. ^-116.)
Femr in its later stages shows a gradual decline. Linschoten (I, 1 10)

still speaks of it as *' a Towne called Pedir which lyeth 20 miles from
Acheijn uppon the coast right over against Malacca, from whence
commeth much Pepper and Gold." ^ter Mundy (1637-38) who
gives a full account of Achin does not mention it (Travels of Peter
Mundy, Ed. Temple, III, pp. 1 15-145, and 329-338). Thomas Bowrey
also whose account of Achin is very full does not name Pedir (Countries
Round the Bay of Bengal, Ed., Temple, p. 285 f.). Schouten (quoted
in ih,, p. 285, tt. z) names it in a list ot Kingdoms subject to Achin.
A. Hamilton (New Account of the East Indies, 1727, pp. 126, 127) says;
" Twelve Leagues further West (from Pissang) lies Pedier. It has
the Benefit of a good River, but bdng but eight leagues from Atchcen,
it has no Trade."
The name Sumatra or Su-mSn-ta-la according to Mr. Rockhill (l,c,

pp. 152, Z59) was often applied to the port of Achin. Sumatra was
possibly u^ in this sense in the letter attributed to v* Juan Serano

"

(which should be Francisco Serr&o), translated by LordrStanley (pp.
225-229 of his translation of Barbosa). In this letter he speaks l^th
of the island and of the city of Sumatra. He gives a full description
of the harbour and city of Pedir which he considers to be " the best
of the island," and then proceeds to Samatra city. If his account
is correct as regards direction it is difficult to reconcile it with the
actual position of Achin. He says " having left Pedir and gone down,
the northern coast I drew towards the South and South-east direction

and reached to another country and city which is called Samatra.*’
Following the North coast from Pedir he would have reached Achin
at the extreme western point of the island, and after turning South .

and South-east along the South-west coast he would have arrived
at a point be3rond that city. Yule in a note on Odoric's

Sumoltra {l,c., p. 149} says that the city of Samudra " is believed

to l^ve stood between Pasei and Pedir, near the place now
called Samarlanga," but this would not explain the existence
of the Samatra of the letter of Francisco Serr&o (or of the author of
the letter whoever he was, for its attribution is open to doubt). It

may be noted that De Barros in his list of places on the coast of Samatra
(III, V, z, f. 119) names Dfiya and Lambrij as those nearest to Acliin

on toe South-west coast. D6ya is given in Marsden 's map as Dyah.
De Banos commences his list with Dkya. His words are :

" Beginning
at toe point of the island furthest West and South, and turning round
towards the northern side the first is called Dfiya, and those which
follow along toe coast are Lambrij, Achem, Biar, Pedir,** &c.

As to Lambri, Yule says in one of his notes in Cathay (l.c, p. 146, n. 3),
** It appeaza to have lain near the North-west end of the island, and
being on that account probably the first port of Sumatra known to
toe Arabs, naturally gave its name to the whole. I believe the exact
position is not now Imown, but toe list of Kingdoms in Murray's Polo
pt. iii, Ch. xiv, places it South of Daya.’*
But De Banos, as has been seen, places it north of Daya, and between

that ifiace and Achin. Mr. W. P. Groeneveldt in his Notes on the Malay
Arehsp^ago, 1877, quoted by M. Cordier in Cathay, in a note on the

above passage, p. 146, comes to the conclusion after considering the
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^ also in some parts of Bengivi^ [both long and round], but

^not as fine or strong as that of Malabar.* Much silk is also

produced there, but not so fine as that of China.* There is

another which they call Pansem [pacem, Ramusio] [from

a city which stands in it *] [and another called Pacem *

Chinese authorities above alluded to in Mr. W. W. Rockhill’s

work, that Lambri must have been situated on the North-
western corner of the island of Sumatra on or near the spot
of the present Achin. We see that it was bounded by the sea
on the North and West.” Then after alluding to the identification

of the Hat Island of the Chinese with the island of Pulo Weh he ad(ls
** we venture to think that the position of Marco Polo's LambrT is

definitely settled herewith.” Yet it is clear that De Barros's infor-

mation. no doubt derived from travellers he had consulted, led him to
place Lambri between Daya and Achin. It may have been near the
latter place, but not so near as to be confounded with it.

It is clear that the Nan-wu-li or Nan-po-li of the Chinese travellers

was a country, as well as a town. The Tao i chih Ho (Rockhill, /.c.,

p. Z48, l.c.) s^s: ” This place is the most important trade-centre of

Nan-wu-li,”{^j|nd the Yiug yai shSftg Ian (ib. p. 149) says:
“ This country borders on the sea. To the East it adjoins Li-tai,

to the North-west it adjoins the sea, to the South it is adjacent
to high mountains, and South of (these) mountains it borders the
sea.” From this it seems to have comprised the mountainous cape
running West to the South of Achin, with a coast line both North-
west and Stpth of the mountains ; and the inference is that it was
on the South side, and not in the direction of Achin. It was evidently
an exposed and dangerous port, ” Great mountainlike waves dash
against it ” says the Tao i chih Ho, and ships were warned to avoid
its dangers. This may account for its decay and the growth of the
good harbour of Achin.
The word Sumatra has been the subject of a good deal of discussion

and was exhaustively dealt with in Hobson- Johson (s.v. Sumatra)
and in Yule and Cordier, Cathay, II, p. 149, n. 2. The derivation from
the Skr. Samudra, ” the sea,” was approved of by Yule, and has been
generally admitted. A late Dutch writer, M. Roufiaer, in Volkenkunde
van Nedetlandsch Indie, V, 74, 1918, p. 1 38, says ” That Samudra (of
the Nfigarakr^tfigama, XllI, stroph. 2), Sumatra, means ' Ocean Island

'

hardly anyone doubts.” But M. G. Fcrrand who quotes this passage in
K*ouen-Lou », p. 44, n. 2, thinks that there is no connection between
the two, and discusses the question on philological and other grounds.

^ Bengivi. This place has not been identified. It seems to be intro-
duced here not for its position on the coast but as a place noted for

pepper. The Spanish version here has Birahem, also unidentified.

* Sic ill the Spanish version but Ramusio has ” as strong as that
of Malabar.”

* Sic in the Spanish version. Ramusio omits comparison \idth
China, (^'amatra silk is alluded to in Lembranfa, p. 46.

* These words are used by Ramu^o of Pedir.

* Pansem or Pacem, The next port to Pedir on Barbosa's list

Is Pacem, the modern P^ay. The printed Portuguese text has Panfem,
which 1 have corrected to Pansem ; the substitution of / for s bdng
an evident blunder (the Spanish version has Paser; Ramusio, Pacem).
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by reason of a city which has a most excellent port. ^
Great abundance of pepper grows here and ships take*

in cargoes thereof. Another is called Achcm, also on

the North coast, situated on a cape of this island on the

fifth degree]. Another is called Campar^ [opposite

This port had, like Achin, been prospering at the expense of Pedir
and does not seem to have been mentioned by name by any of the
earlier Arab or Chinese travellers. It had now become very powerful,
so much SO' that Castanheda (II, p. 178) says " Pacem was the principal
matter in Sumatra, and very important for the trade of Malaca by
reason of the pepper." Alboqucrque visited Pacem after Pedir,
and on sailing thence towards Malacca captured a junk on which he
found the banished King of Pacem, called by some (reinal and by
Castanheda, (^!oltazina, t .«., Sultan Zina, with whom he made a compact
to restore him to his Kingdom on condition of his becoming a vassal
to the King of Portugal. The succession to the throne of Pacem
seems to have been regulated in an extraordinary manner according
to De Barros (///, v, i, f. 120). He says *' The Kingdom of Pacem
had a new custom, of such a nature that no one would degre to become
King thereof, for the people gave him no long time to iK. And how
unfortunate soever was the heir to this succession, whi3i the people
gave to whomsoever they pleased, yet it had one advantage not given
to all men, which was to know the hour of his death, and if not the hour
the day, for however uncertain it did not go beyon.l the week. For
when this madness or fury broke forth among the people all went out
into the streets almost as in a concerted song (em xnodo de cantiga),

and there were none to go against this cry which offeiide'd the ears of

none except those of the King an.l his friends, who as soon as they
heard this death-song assembled themselves witli him, and sometimes
all perished together."
There seems to have been something in this beyond an ordinary

popular outbreak, and it is possible we may have here the remnant
of an old ceremony by which one King must be killed to make way
for his successor. De Barros goes on to say that it was maintained
that this custom was of divine ordinance.

Geinal or Zina soon quarrelled with the Portuguese but ultimately

recovered bis Kingdom, and a rival prince was put on the throne in

1521 by a Portuguese force under Jorge D'Alboqucrque with the

assistance of an army from Aru. Geinal was killed in the fighting.

Pacem afterwards lost its importance and does not figure as a leading

port in later times. It is not mentioned either by Linschoten or

Hamilton, but in 1780 Marsden writes " Pasay, once the principal

seat of Government of this extreme of tlie island, is situated in a fine

bay called Telloo Samoway where cattle, grain and all sorts of provisions

are in plenty " {History of Sumatra, p. 291).

^ Campar, In Ramusio and the Spanish version as well as in the

Portuguese text Campar follows Pacem, although Aru should precede
it owing to its position on the coast. In Ribero's map of 1529 the

following names can be read to the east of Pacem : Pulaca, no doubt
an island, the first part of the name being the Malay Pulo. Yas de

Pescadores. R' : reed darse. That is the River Recan of Aru, the

River Racan which Bows through the Aru country. Baxas de Campara
or Shoals of Campar. No doubt the group of islands in the Straits

of Campar. Ciaea, the Siac River. Compar.
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^
Malaca], another Andragao,^ another Mscaboo,* which

has much gold, found here, which they take to Malaca

in dust. [Manancbo which is the principal source of

the mined gold found in this island. It is like that found

on the shores of streams and rivers, a wonderful thing.]

The Campar River and the town which stood on it was the seat of
a considerable Kingdom which was one of the first to become known
to the Portuguese, as the King, who was himself a son-in-law of Mu-
hammad Shah the deposed King of Malacca was the first of the neigh-
bouring rulers to offer his submission to the King of Portugal after
Alboqueique''s conquest of Malacca, coming himself to Malacca to do so.

(Castanheda, II, p. 218 ; De Barros, II, vi, 7, f. 150 rev.)

Campar was one of the regions over which the powerful Kingdom
of Menangkabau had been suzerain, and claimed titular rights long after
they had ceased to exist in reality {Malaka, pp. no. 113). Campar
seems not to have had much trade in later days. Linschoten (I, p. x 10)
mentions it only as a place whence Menangkabau might be approached,
and Hamilton does not mention it. Marsden (History of Sumatra,
p. 290) writing in 1780 says "Campar, another Kingdon once famous,
is fallen into e|{pcurity." There is now under the Dutch Administration
a district of Upper Kampar [Malaka, p. 1 13).

^ Andragao, corrected from the Andiago of the printed text(the Spanish
version Andraguide ; Ramusio, Andragide) is the Indragiri River which
Ribero's map calls Anderagere, and the map in Marsden's History of
Sumatra, indergeree. Linschoten does not mention it, but the Dutch
had a factory on this river at a later date. Hamilton (New Account
of the East Indies, IJ, p. 124) says '* The Dutch have also a factory on
the river of Andraghira, called Slack, but of no great moment," There
seems to be some confusion here, as the River Siac is a long distance
west of the Indraghiri, Campar being between the two. Hamilton also
states his belief that the Dutch factory of Bankalis opposite Malacca
was on a branch of the .Andraghira River, T. Bowrey (Countries
round the Bay of Bengal, Ed. Temple, p. 293) speaks of "Jambee, Andro-
geero and Pryaman " which " ]my a much slenderer homage to the
Crowne of Achin than formerly they have done," and in his Malay
Dictionary (t6., p. 295, note 3) he alludes to Andragheree as a place which
formerly produced large quantities of pepper. At a rather earlier period
Mandelslo (under the year 1639) speaks of Dedir (Pedir), Campir and
Andragir as ports famous for pepper (Travels, Ed. 1669, p. xi2).
Marsden (History of Sumalra, p. 290) says of the small KUijgdoms on
this part of the coast " They are generally at war with the inland pjMple
who confine them to the sea-coast, and in some parts to the mere rivers.
The principal of these are Indrageree, Siak and Battoo Bara. The
River Racan, situated between the two latter, and which is coxiridera-
bly the largest in the island, is described to be so rapid, and attended with
so great a swell where it encounters the tide at the mouth, as to be unfits
for navigation. The country of Aru or Rou often mentioned by the
Portuguese historians borders on its banks."
None of |he ports on the central portion of the North-east coast

^
with the^ceptionof Aru appear to have been mentioned by tiie Chinese

* (Macaboo), the Spani^ version Mianancabo ; Ramusio
Menanoabo, is the great inland Kingdom of Menangkabau, but it seems
cf^gibi tliat the name also applies to the port by which its comxnnidca-



THK VERY O^T
Hiere is another Kingdom of the Heathen called [Zunda

,

from a city ^ of the same name in the degree four and

three-thirds, on the South coast]. There also is very

fine pepper. There is also another Kingdom called

[two kingdoms one called Andragide and the other]

tions with the North-eastern coast were carried on, i.e., Jambi. As
to this port Marsden says (J.c., p. 290) that it was formerly a port of
considerable note, and both the English and Dutch Companies had
establishments there. The town is situated about sixty miles from the
sea on a large river. The trade consists in gold dust, pepper and canes
but it is now esteemed of little importance, the gold being mostly-drawn
to the western coast across the country."

This port seems to have been known from an early date by the same
name as the inland Kingdom. In the seventh century* as appears from
the Chinese authorities brought together by M. Pelliot, this country
bore the name of Malayu, and the port, undoubtedly Jambi, bore the
same name. Malayu of Sumatra as distinished from Malayu of the
Peninsula was the early name of Menangkabau . The whole subject with
quotations from numerous authorities is dealt with by M. G. Ferrand
(Ls Malayu de Sumatra, in Malaka, p. 95 f- and t6., p. 119). It seems
equally clear that at a later date the name Menangkabau was used
for the same port, and it may be concluded that this is the place de-
signated by Barbosa.
The trade in gold-dust is mentioned by many authorities. The

Chinese Ying-yai-shene Ian (1425-32) speaking of the Jambi River
and Palembang says ** if one season they till the soil the third season
they gather gold." (See Mr. W. W. Rockhitrs interpretation in Notes
on the Relations and Trade of China, T'oung-Pao, Vol. XVI, 1915*
p. 1137* n. i). Mr, Rockhill quotes Ralph Fitch (see Ed. 1899. p- 181)
who says " Jamba is an Island among the Javas also from whence
come diamants. And the King hathe a masse of earth which is golde

:

it groweth in the middle of a river ; and when the King doth lacke
golde, they cut part of the earth and melt it, whereof cometh golde."
De Barros (///, v, i, f. 119) speaks of " the great quantity of gold

which is found there (speaking ofSumatra generally)
. '

' Hamilton speaks
of gold-dust obtained by washing in the streams brought into Achin (II,

p. xoS)and also in the same passage aUudes to Andraghiry gold. Marsden
says (/.c., p. 135) that gold was found mainly in the central parts of
the island* being rarely observed " to the southward of Leemoon, a
branch of Jambee River* or to the northward of Nalaboo* from which
Acheen is principally supplied." He describes the process of digging
and washing the earth in the beds of the rivers.

Palembang an important port in the east of Sumatra famous at a
later date* is not mentioned by Barbosa, but will be found in Ribero's

map (X539) as Paleban, and is included by De Barros in his list of

^orts 0ee. JII, v. z, f. Z19, rev.). An embassy from the King of

San-fo-ts'i or Palembang is recorded to have been sent to China in

A.D. xoi7*.the earliest date on which Sumatra is mentioned in Chinese
annals. This Ktog is called by a Chinese name which M. Ferrand
restores as the Kawi form Haje Sui^trabhumi os ** King of the land of

Sumatra " {ICiouen-Loum, p. 43)-

* Zutida* This interpolation (taken from Ramusio) is no doubt
another form of the ^unda oi the next section, turned into a separate

Kingdom in Sumatra.
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^
Ara,^ belonging to the Heathen, who are eaters of

human flesh, " and every foreigner whom they can

take they eat without any pity whatsoever.” [Princi-

pally that of those whom they have slain in war.] Beyond

this there are other Heathen Kingdoms away from the

coast. In some parts of this island much benzoin is

found, also long pepper and another kind as well, camphor,

ginger, gold, and silk.® [And in all these Kingdoms there

* Ara, Aru. The Spanish version, ffaru ; Ramusio. Aurt4 , In
Ribero's map it appears as Rccandaru, i.e., the River Recan of Aru.
Marsden jqo) speaks of the Itiver of Recan or Arracan, and adds
'* I suspect that this name is an European corruption of the word Aru,**
but from the entry in Ribcro*s map this would seem not to be the case.

The country of Aru lay upon the banks of the river Racan, and extended
inland to the country of the Battas, as Marsden shows in his map.
Hence its connection in the text with the “ Heathen who are eaters
of human flesh,** t.fi., the cannibal Batta. -

Aril was known to the Chinese of the foiiHeenth and fifteenth cen-
turies as A-lu (Rockhill, /.c., pp. 141, 142, 143, 144, 146, 152, 156).
The country seems to have been known chiefly for its aromatic drugs.
The Battak or Batta are alluded to as the ** tattooed faced *’ race of
whom the earliest mention is in the Tao t cAti Ho (1349) p. 14b).

Nothing is however said about their cannibalism. Among European
travellers it has been a commonplace ever since the days of Friar Odoric
(Yule and Cordier, Cathay, II, pp. 148, 149), who was followed by Conti.
Varthema ascribes the cu.stom to Java (which he probably never visited).

De Barros (III, v, i, f. i ig, rev.) says '* The Heathen who dwell in that
part of the Island which is over against Malacca, and that tribe thereof
which they call Battas, who cat human flesh, the wildest and fiercest

people in the whole world."
A. Hamilton (1728) heard of these cannibals at another place on the

coast between Am and Pasay, called Delley or Deli, which no doubt
was one of the approaches to the Batta country. He says *' The inhabi-
tants on that part of Sumatra are said to be Canibals. . . . The inhabi-
tants are uncivilized, murdering all whom they can surprise or master**
(II, p. 126). Marsden confirms the statement in the text (from Ramusio)
that they devour “ prisoners taken in war, and offenders convicted
and condemned for capital crimes.*' Their cannibalism seems to have
been of a ceremonial nature, and to have been intended as a punishment
and probably also as a means of extorting ransom for prisoners of war
(Marsden, p. 301).
For the Arab knowledge of cannibalism of Sumatra see " RddHons

de Voyages fails par les Arabes ei ies Persans*' quoted in Yule and,
Cordier, Cathay, Vol. II, p. 148. An account of the Battas based on the
latest anthropological information is given in Atan. Past and Present,
A. H. Keane (Ed. 1920 by A. H, Quiggin and A.C. Haddon, pp. 237-8).
They are a well organised and sdmi-civilized community in spite of
their '* savage survivals from still more ancient times " than those
of the Hindu settlers from whom they seem to have derived some
of their culture.

The Spanish version adds ** wax." Ramusio has not this passage.
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which they call Jaoa,^ the inhabitants whereof are Heathen

in the inland regions but Moors in the sea-havens, who
possess very great towns and villages, yet all are subject

to the Heathen King, a very great Lord whom they call

Pateudra * who dwells in the interior. Some who rise

this volume, facing p. 190. The same map shows Java as
divided into two parts by a narrow strait or channel running across
the island from North to South. The part west of this channel is

given the name of Sunda. Linschoten also (I, p. x 1 1) speaks of the Strait
taking its name ** from a place so called lying not far from thence
within the Isle of Java.*' He adds the principal! haven in the Island
is Sunda Calapa, whereof the Straight beareth the name."
Sunda is described in Decadas IV, i, X2 and 13, p. 38, f., where the

author (probably Lavanha) begins by sa>dng that the Kingdom of Sunda
is one of those of the Island of Java. He explains that in accordances
with reports of sailors he has divided Java into two islands, although
" the Jaos themselves do not make two islands of Java but one of its

whole extent." He adds that the whole country was divided from
Hast to West by a chain of mountains, and that nothing was known
of the South side of the island. The map shows it as " Parte incognita
'da laoa." Kibero's map makes no attempt to show the south coast
at all, but shows only the North side. It may 1^ added that Lavanha's
map though published in 1613 was by no means up to date, and was
based on much earlier materials. Yet nothing seems to have been
known about the South side of the island even in Linschoten's time.
The Dutch had founded Batavia in 161 x, a few years before Lavanha's
map was published, and it was probably idenijicnlwith the SundaCalapa
of Linschoten, the Calapa of the Decadas. On p. 40 olDecadasIV there
is a list of the principal towns in Sunda from Chiamo westward. Chiamo
is placed at uie mouth of the imaginary channel which divided JaiS
into two parts ; no doubt really the estuaxy of a river which falls

the sea some distance cast of Batavia. This is followed by XacaUM
otherwise C.arava'm (both are given separately on the map), Tanggj|^j|g
Cheguide, Pondahg and Bantam. In the. middle (on the
Tanraram and Cheguide) is Daio, on a river some way fnm|^^i8a,
whi& is said to have been the principal town of the isljP^Mt to
have much decayed} afterwards through war. Bantam wairirffflmng
town on the Straits of Sunda, and became one of the principal trading-
centres for the Porttttguese, andafterwards for the EnjgUsh
Xacatara or JacatraJvw sheeted by the Dutch as their cen^tt 1611,
and after they hac^ taken the town in 16x9 they fonndei^wm their

new capital of Batarvia (Crawfurd, Indian Archipelago^ 11, 4x7).

^ /eoa is the fomn used for Java throughout; the older Java Majorhad
gone 6at of use and Java Minor, once used for Sumatra, was transferred
to the island of Sumbawa. It is evident from BarboM's omission
to mention any of the towns in Java that he had xiopersonal knowledge
of the island, and^indeed when he left India the Iwtugnese had very
little knowledge

fbf tt. Vlith the Jaos dr Javanese as a race he was
^^evldently acquainted, and this knowledge could easily have been

^
a^uired at Malacca.

* PaUndra, \ This naihe of tide Is given in the Spanish versidn as
PaUvdara and Ramusio as Poteuddra^ uddeh Should no doubt be read
PaU Udorm, Phte is evidently a title and Udara or CJdora a persondl
name. A sjmili^r use of Psto nuty bo mtpi in Bg^equatif, a Javanese



up against him he subdues again forthwith. And some

folk bear a great hatred to the Portuguese, while others

wish for peace and amity with them.

This island of Jaoa is famed to be the most fruitful

island in the world ; therein is abundance of good rice

;

flesh meat in great plenty ; sheep, cows, hens, goats, swine

of great size both tame and wild, all in great numbers.

They have the custom of salting the flesh of deer and/,

kine. In this island too grow pepper, cinnamon, ginger,;!

Canna fistula {i.e., Cassia fistula) in abundance, gold jdsoi(

is found.

The inhabitants^ are stout broad-chested men with

who played a part in Malacca history after Alboquerque’s conquest.
iHis name is transformed into Quatepatir in some passages of
ustanheda.) Probably Pate Udora is identical with the Pate Unuz
who allied himself with Patequatir against the Portuguese, as is related
by De Barros, //, ix, 4, f. 207 and Castanheda, II, Ch. xoo, p. 334.
He is described in the Decadas as ** the chief Lord of the city of Jaj^ra
by name P&te Unuz, who afterwards made himself King of (^unda/*
Castanheda calls him " Lord of Japora in the Island of Jaoa *' and
'* a very powerful nobleman who had been a vassal of the Heathen
King of Jaoa against whom he and other Moorish Lords rebelled,

who called themselves Kings.*’ Both historians relate how he encoun-
tered the fleet of Femfto Perez D'Andrade and fled to his own country
after suflering some losses. Correa also gives an account of these events
under the year 1512 (Vol. II, p. 276, f.). He gives the name of the
Javanese leader as Pateonnw, and calls him simply a powerful Moor/'
Raffles (Hist, of Java, Ed. 1830. Vol. I, p. xiv) gives the name as
Pdteh Unrug. Consideiable extracts from De Barros and De Couto as
to Portuguese dealings with Java are translated in f&., pp. xv-xxi.
See also wawfurd, Eastern Archipelago, II, p. 489. He gives the name
as Pati Unus.i Ja^ra is shown on the map in Derodos /P on the North
coast in the Eastern portion of Java. It also appears as Jopara in

Ribero's map of 1529.

^ The Javanese, The description of the Jaos or Javanese here given
. follows to a great extent what has been said abeve of the same race
under Malacca (p. 177). Barbosa's description is followed very closely

by Castanheda in his account of these peoples {Jiistofia, Vol. II,

pp. 216-2x8), and it can hardly be doubted that, he had Barbosa’s
account before him when he wrote. De Barros (/.I, ix, 4, f. 206, 207)
says ” (Java) is lor the most part inhabited by a race of idolaters

called /oos from the name of the lai|d, the most ^vilized people in these
parts, who, according to what they themselves say, came from China
to settle here : and it would seem that they speak truly, for in their

appearance and in the manner of their civilization they follow the
Ottjns closely, and also have fenced cities, ride horses and deal with

#sgdvernanoeofthelaiidasthieydo/* /
This compaiison is undonotedly based bn reality^

.
Anthropologists

;
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wide faces, the most part of them go bare from the waist

up, whereas others wear silk coats which coipe halfway

down their thighs. Their beards are plucked out as a
sign of gentility, their hair is shaven in the middle over

the top of the head, they wear nothing on their heads,

sajdng that nothing ought to be over the head ; the

greatest insult ^ among them is to put the hand on any

are generally agreed that the races of Java, that is the Javanese proper.
Sundanese and Madurese 'as well as the Malays proper, belong to the
Oceanic branch of the Southern Mongolian stock, who at some pre-
historic period migrated from the Tibeto-Chinese region through
Further India by the Valleys of the Irrawaddy, Salwin. Menam and
Mekong into the Malay Peninsula and the Sunda Islands. Their
descendants are known as Malayan or Proto-Malayan and thus distin-
guished from the Malays proper, a more specialized branch of the same
race. The resemblance to the Chinese is therefore not imaginary,
but is due to derivation from the same stock, and not to descent from
the Chinese themselves {Man, Past and Present, Ed, 1920, p. 220, f.

A. C. Haddon, Races of Man, 1909* p* 14* K'ouan-Louen, G. Ferrand,
1919, p. 227, f.).

M. P'errand in his K'ouen-Loncn has traced the history of the
migrations of this stock from Chinese, Annamitc and Arab sources
and has identified it with the K'ouen-Loucn of the Chinese, the
Khmer of Further India and the Komr of the Arabs whom he traces
through Further India to the islands of the Archipelago, and thence
to Madagascar. The connection between Java and China seems to
date hack to the year a.i>. 132 when the King of Java sent an embassy
to an Emperor of the Later Han dynasty. In the account of this embassy
(Pelliot, Deux itinSraires, p. 266) Java is given the name of Ye-tiao
(old Javanese Yawadwipa , Skr. Yavadvfpa), and the King of Java
is called Tiao-pien (old Javanese Dewawannani Skr. Devavarman),
These Indian names are e\'idence tliat the Indianising process had
already made progress in Java {K'ouen-Louen, p. 125).
The establishment of the Hindu and the Buddhist religion in Java

is well established by abundant evidence and by the magnificent
buildings and sculptures still existing. The Heathen Kings and tribes
still held their own in many parts when the Portuguese first visited
the island, although t^he conversion to Islam had for some time been in
prepress.

^ An insult to put the hand on any one’s head. The Chinese author
of the Yingyai shing Ian (1425-32) alludes to this notion of the sancti^.
ol^the head. ** ^Vhen in a crowd anyone strikes another’s head {lit,,

' offends against his head ') or starts a brawl the other strikes him
with the dagger he carries in his belt" (W. W. Rockhill, Notes on
the Relations and Trade of China, T'oung-Ite, Vol. XVI, 19x5, p. 240
and Note i).

A note on p. 40 of Decadas IV, i, p. 12 (probably from Do Couto) says
« " These Jaos are proud, courageous and bold, and so revengeful that
for the least offence (and they hold it the greatest of all to lay the hand
on the head) they become amoucos to obtain satisfaction."

Castanheda, who follows Barbosa very dosely in his description of
the prople of Java, has the following passage ;

—

" Ibe greatest oath they take is on the head, for they say that
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man’s head. ' Nor do they build houses of more than

one storey, so that none may walk over the heads of

others. They are extremely proud, passionate and
treacherous, and above aU very cunning. They are

very clever at cabinet-making. Other trades' which

they follow are the making of firelocks and arquebusses,

and all other kinds of firearms ; they are everywhere

much sought after as gunners. Besides the junks which I

have already mentioned they have well-built light vessels ^

propelled by oars, and in these some of them go out to

plunder, and there are great pirates among them. They
are also very cunning locksmiths, and they make weapons *

of every kind very firm and strong and of good cutting

steel. . They are also great wizards and necromancers,

and make weapons at certain hours and moments saying

that he who carries them cannot die at the edge of the

sword, and that they kill whensoever they draw blood,

and of others they say that their owners cannot be van-

quished when carrying them. Sometimes they will spend

twelve years in making certain of these weapons, awaiting

nothing may be put upon it, and they slay any man i^ho lays his hand
thereon ; and that none may walk above the heads of others they build
no houses with an upper storey " (II, p. 216).

^ Shipbuilding. It would seem from the description given by Crawfurd
(Indian ArehipSlago, I, p. 193) that the art of shipbuilding had declined
since Barbosa's day except in the case of the lighter vessels propelled
by oars (prahus). Their larger vessels apparently occupied a high
rank in the east, and they must have been able to build good ships of
considerable size to carry out their long voyages of an early period.
Their four-masted Junks have been alluded to above ^p. Z 73)> The
excellent representation of a large ship in one of the relTefs of Boro-
Budfir (a scene from a Buddhist J&taka) shows great familiarity with
the art. It is nqt necessary to assume that this must have been an
Indian vessel as has been done by BCr. H. G. Rawlinson in his fntercaursa
MiMMt India and the IVesiem World (19x6) and by Mr. Schoff
(Pmrifins, p. 245), as the Javanese were experienced navigators and
built large ships.

* Weppone* Crawfurd (ib., p. 191) refers to the skill of the makers
of wea^n9» especially sp^rs and hrises, of which he says there are
fifty-four distinct names in the Javanese language. As to the value
placed on special weapons among Malays in general see the remarks
m the ** Indcy dagger in Swettenham's British Malaya, p. 146.

N
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a fa^btiranle day ibid oonjim These

the Kings ^ue aiid Iceep in their possession.

Among them also thete are many skilfiil riders and

hunters ; they have plenty of good riding-horses and

nags ahd very, many mid excellent birds of prey ; when

they go a-hunting they take their wives with them

in horse-waggons which are excellent and fair to see

with coaches finely wrought in wood. Their women

are exceedingly fair with very graceful bodies ; their

countenances are broad and ill-featured. They are

gieat musicians and sempstresses who are very cunning

in work of every kind, and are given to love-enchantments.

§ ii6. JAOA THE LESS.

Beyond this Island of Greater Jaoa there is another

Island which also is very large and fertile and well-

furnished with victuals of all kinds. It is peopled with

Heathen, and the King also is Heathen. This Island

among them^ is called Cinboaba,^ but the Moors, Arabs*

and Persians call it the Lesser Jaoa.

^ Cinboaba (Spanish version, Sumbava; Ranittsio, Ambaba). Ocape
(Spanish version, O^are; Ramusio, Nncopara)., Theidentityofroisiwand
is doubtful. The Spanish version inserts fivn leagues to the east,"

which is not found in Ramusio and probably has no more authority
than other similar statements as to distance. Stanley has the
following note :

—
** Java Minor, Ortelius, now Bali, the inhabitants are

still pagans ; the island Sumbawa also in Ortelius is not the same as
Java Minor but ajiparently the one here called O^are as it contains a
great volcano." .

There can hoover be little doubt that the island of Cinboaha
(^rrected from the Cindoaba of the printed teact) was teaUy Sumbava.
ne distanceof " five leagues to the.East of Java wiui certainly not
in the original MS., and there is no reason to believe that anything
about Bali was known to the Portuguese when Barbosa wrote. If they
had heard of it they would have beheved it, like Madura, to be in effect

part of Java. The fact that it is now known as having preserved a
form of Hinduism would not have given it any special daim to notice,

as in the eii^ part of the sixteenth century that religion still iurvived
in manv of Jkva. .

"

Lt^sEaniey's note quoted above does not give any good gibinid te
idm^ng Java Minor with the little volcanip ialand. cd The
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Beyond this is yet anbth^ small Island called 0$ape'
in the midst wheieof fire is ever burning. Its people

are Heathens who travel on horseback and are good riders.

" The women wear Suruces ” *
; they are great cattle*

breeders.

§ 117. THE ISLAND OF TIMOR.

Going yet further after passing these Islands of Jaoa

the Greater and the Lesser there are in that sea many
other Islands both great and small inhabited by Heathen

with some Moors. Among these is one which they call

Timor,* which has its o\m independent King and

name had fot long been applied to Sumatra, but after the name of
Sumatra had been recognized as that of the great island, another of
the smaller islands beyond Java began to be known as Java Minor.
Among others Linschoten (I, p. 1x4) uses it like our author for Sumbawa.
Sumbawa itself is noted for one ^eat volcano. Tambora, noted for its

terrible eruption in 18x5 when it lost one>third of its height, which is

still 9,025 ft. (See Encyclopadia Britanniea, s.v. Sumbawa. Raffles Hist,
of Java, 2nd Ed. I, 29. and Wallace, Malay Archipelago, 1S69, 1

, p. 5).

^ Opape may with great probability be identified with the little

island of Gunong Api near the N.E. coast of Sumbawa, not far from the
strait between that island and Flores, which is shown hy Wallace in
his map of the Volcanoes of the Archipelago as still active (l.e,, map
facing I. p. xo). Gunong Api is the Mmay name for a volcano, and is

alsoapplM to a small island In the Bandagroup {infra, p. 197, n.x). The
termination Api, ** fire,'* shows that its name had some relation to its

volcardc character. It may be traced perhaps in the name of the islands ^

called Sappi by A. Hamilton {Easi Indies, II. p. 156 and map facing

p. X27). He gives it to a small i^nd in the straits (approximately
the iusad of Komodo), but it may well have applied to the neigh*
bottling Gunong Api. He had not himself been fuiiher east than Java,
Ocape in the printed text has been corrected to 09ape.

* Snruces. This name for a garmept has not been traced elsewhere
and is not given in the Spanish version or Ramusio. It may very pro-
bably be a form of the Mslay Sdrong.

s Timor was known to theChinese for some centuries before the arrival

of the Portuguese in the Eastern Archipelago. It is mentioned under
the name of Ti-niin in several works and appears in the list of countries
in the Tao-i^ih lio (1349) (W-W. Rockhifi, T’aung Poo, xvi, p. 66).

The Portuguese obtained some knowled^^ of the island early in the
sixteentli century, but there is no early authority for tlm statement
nuUie in later works that fh^ made a settlement at Lifau in 1520.
0e Bancs in his account of ilagalhfies (III, v, xo f. 152, 153) says
that jQie Victoria after the death of the leader was guided by a Ifortu-

guess traitor Jofio de Lourosa to the island of Banda to obtain mace
geoA to Timor for sutdal-wood^ The expedition arrived at Timor but

^
112 v-K:'"
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tongue. In this Island there is abundance of white ^

‘ sanders-wood “ which the Moors in India and Persia value

rgreatly, where much of it is used. Injtfal^ar, Narsyngua

and Cambaya it is much esteemed.*' The ships “of

Malaca and Jaoa “ which come hither for it bring in

exchange axes, hatchets, knives, swords, Cambaya and

Paleacate cloths, porcelain, coloured beads, tin, quick-

:i^5v^"iead and other wares, and take in cargoes of the

aforesaid sandcrs-wood, honey, wax, slaves and also a

certain amount of pepper which grows in that land.

[For “ pepper “ the Spanish version and Ramusio read

“ silver “.]

§ ii8. THE ISLES OF BANDAM.

And yet further on, after leaving the Island of Timor,

are five Isles near one to the other, which form as it were

a roadstead in which junks are moored ; which enter

sailed along the coast without landing, and made its way through the

Straits of Solor into the open sea. Figafetta however says that it

anchored off a port and had communications with the people (Ramusio,

I. f. 368 rev.). Castanheda mentions Timor as having been seen by
the Castilians, and adds that two of them deserted there, from which

it would seem that they must have anchored off the coast (III, p. ai).

The Portuguese made Lifau their capital, but transferred it to Dili in

1618. In the same year the Dutch made a settlement at Koepang in

the western part of the island. Ever since then it has continued to

be divided between Portugal and Holland, the former holding the

eastern and the latter the western part of the island.

i Sandal-wood rc-ems to have been the only valuable commodity
found in Timor. Garcia da Orta, whose C<^oqvies on the Stmplss

and 2>mgs of India was published in 1563, says that Timor produces

sandal-wood in abundance, but not the red kind. The yellow was the

best that could be found, and ambergris also was collected in small

quantities. See also Xinschoten (I, p. 114 : II, p. Z02) who says "there

are 3 sorts of Sanders, that is white, yelow and red : the white and
the yelow, which is the best, come most out of the Hand of Tymor,
which lyeth by Java."

A. Hamilton gives an account of Timor {East Indus, II, pp. I39> Z4o)-

He says " the product of the Island is Sandal-wood, the best and largest

in the World, which is a great commodity in China, also Gold and
Bees-wax." Wax and honey were already exported in Barbosa's day,

but he says nothing of gold, nor does there seem any authority for the

silver wmch the Spanish version and Ramusio have substituted lor

Biurbosa's pepper.
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thereinto on both sides. These Isles they call Bandam.^

Both Moors and Heathen dwell therein. And in three*

of them grows abundance of nutmeg and mace on certain

trees like unto baytrees, whereof the fruit is the nut ; .

over it spreads the mace like a flower, and above that '

again another thick rind. One quintal of mace is worth
;

here as much as seven of nutmeg. The abundance I

is such that they bum it, and it may be had almost for

the asking.

1 TAe Banda Isles. This group of very small isles lying to the South
of Ceram attracted the attention of the early Portuguese explorers t

partly on account of its production of nutmegs and mace and partly I

on account of its excellent harbour, which is correctly described by !

Barbosa. The principal islands are " Lontor, a sickle-shaped island
^

which with Neira and Gunong Api forms part of the circle of a crater.
In the space between these three there is a good harbour with entrances
on either side, which enables vessels to enter on cither of the monsoons
{Encychpadia Britannica).
The first expedition which reached Banda was that of D’Abreu in

1513. and it afterwards became a centre of Portuguese trade. D'Abreu’s
principal object was **

to obtain cloves at Maluco and nutmegs at
Banda, as De Barros has it (///, 5, p. 6.). He did not reach Maluco,
but found his way to Banda after leaving Amboyna.
The description given by De Barros is as follows :

—

And even as in this name of Maluco are comprehended the hve
islands each one whereof has its own name, so in this name of Banda are
reckoned five other islands near thereto. It is true that the principal
of them is called Banda where all the others meet together at a place
called Lutatfl, for thither resort all the ships which come for the nutmeg
trade ; and the others are called Ko.salanguim, Ay, Rom and Neira.

. . . Because it was in a region where navigation is easy and it

was very safe, and in general junks were accustomed to bring hither
the cloves grown in Maluco, they did not trouble themselves to go
thither for them. . . . The shape of this sland is like a reaping-
hook, about three leagues from point to point (which lie north and
south) and one in depth. And in the bay which it makes by its form
are situated the villages of the inhabitants and the nutmeg trees. In
the island called Gunu&pe there are no nutmegs but other trees used
lor timber and firewood, wherein also is a hole vomiting fire like that
of Temate and the Maluco Islands, and for this reason they give it

the name ; lor Guno means that fire and Ape is its proper name.**

The names given by De Barros are very close to those now used, viz.

•

Lutata—Lontor.
Gunufipe—Gunong Api.

Neira—Banda Neira.

Ay—Ai or Wai.
Rom—Run.
Rosolanguim : Probably Susoangi.

De Barros was misinformed as to the meaning of Gunufipe. Gunung
the ordinary M^y term for " Mountain," while api means '* fire.
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. Those who come hither to buy it bring Cambaya cloths,

some of cotton and some of silk, and much copper, quick*

silver, vermilion, tin, lead, certain hairy caps from the

Levant, and large bells,^ for each of which they g-ve

twenty baares of mace. And of these Bandam Isles

over-against Maluquo ® which lies to the north there are

many more, some inhabited and some desert, in all of

which they hold to be rich treasures great bells of metal,

ivory, (that is^to say Caiubaya cloths) and fine

porcelain.

There is no King® in these Islands, and they are subject

to none, but sometimes they submit to the King of

Maluquo.

Castanheda (VI, v, p. 7) ^ves it correctly as serra de fogo. According
to the Portuguese historians the remaining ships of the expedition of
Magalhftes after leaving the Moluccas visited Banda (Dc Barros, III,
V, lo, f. X52 rev. ; Castanheda, III, x, p. 2x ; Correa, II, p. 633) but

;
Hgafetta says distinctly that they did not go there bemuse it was
distant from the route they were following {Ranmsio, I, f. 368).
Banda remained in the possession of the rartuguese till the beginning

of the seventeenth century when they were expelled by the Dutch,
in whose possessions it is now includ^. Their chief town is on the
island of Neira. An English factory was formed on the t^nd of Wai
in 1608, but was not long maintained.

^ Large bells. These seem to be the gongs for which Brunei in Borneo
was and still is celebrated (Guiliemard, Life of Magellan, p. 282). But
see infra^ | 202, n. i, where Barbosa gives a description of these gongs,
and says they came from Java. A description of the Java gongs is
given in Crai/^urd*s Indian Archipelago (I, p. 339),

* Malava in text.

^ The seignory of Maluco. There was evidently some form of suze*
’ rainty exercised over all these southern islands by the Sultan of Temata.
This connection probably depended on the trade relations between
these islands, which go far to explain the reason why the Portuguese
found Banda to a good market for the products of the Moluccas.
The explanation is given by Castanheda who says that the people of
the Moluccas had very good war galleys with a hundred or eighty oan
on each side, but adds:
.

'* They have no junks or other ships with high sides, for there are
no merchants among them, nor any other commodity to take away save

. cloves only, and these they do not convey as Jjhey l^ve no ships for
that purpose. Wherefore the men of Bandg went thither in their own
junks to f^h them, buyiiig them good cheap in exchange for Indto
cloths, which were brought to Banda by Malacca nuMcfaants who

\themsdves bought nutmegs, mace and cloves in Banda, and would not
go to Maluco, as the voyage there cost them double t^ time spent in
goix^tto Banda and returning to hfolaoca ** (VI, zi, p, 26).
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f 119. AMBAM.
Advancing yet further and leaving these Bandam Isles,

towards Maluquo, there are many Isles called Ambam,^
inhabited by Heathen, each of which has its own King. In

these are many great rowing barks wherein the Moors make

sudden raids from one Island to another, making war,

and taking captive or sla3ring one another.

Cambaya cloths are held in great value here, and every

man * toils to hold so great a pile of them, that when they

are folded and laid on the ground one on the other, they

form a pile as high as himself. Whoso possesses this

holds himself to be free and alive, for if he be taken captive

he cannot be ransomed save for so great a pile of cloths.

§ 120. MALUQUO.

After passing these Ambam Islands there are five others,

close to one another, which they call Maluquo,^ wherein

> Afttbam, In the printed text this nam^ is given as Andam, but it

is certainly a misreaclhig or misprint of an original Ambam« and has been
corrects accimlingty. Here, as in <;:mdoaba for Cimboaba and elsewhere,

d has bison substituted for 6. The name appears in Kamusio as Ambon,
which is 8^1 used by the Dutch. The Spanish version has Dandon.
The form Ambpyna or others like it was also in use at an early period.

De Biirros has Amboino where^ he relates, Antonio D*Abreu touched on
his first voyage in 1511, and erected a padrdo before proceeding to Banda
(DscodMf lli, V, 6, f. 137). Linschoten gives the name as Amboyna.
He says that the ]^rtuguese had a small fort there, the island had not
much spice, but was useful as a port of call for ships sailing from Malacca
to BUeco to take in water. This probably gives the reason for the
neglect of this island by the early travellers. After the Portuguese had
secured the good harbour and the nutmegs of Banda and the cloves

of Temate they had no special reason to go to Amboyna.
« In the seventeenth century the Dutch in pursuit of their monopoly
ipolicy after exterminating their rivals attempted to make Amboyna
the only source of supply for cloves, and deliberately destroyed the

clove plantations elsewhere, wherever they had the power to do so

(A. Hi^tan, Batdlndiu, ed. 1727, 11, X4X). The Amboyna massacre
of 1623 was one indent among many of th^ extremes to which they
were preps^ to go9 ensure their monopoly. ,

* The p^tice of collecting a bale of do^ of sufficient quantity to

meet the sum demanded by custom for ransom does not appear to be
alluded to dsewhere.

* im«ttirri is the name by which the Moluccas or Spice

Islaikds^u^ to the earliest European travellers. They were
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^row all the cloves. They belong both to Heathen and
' Moors : their Kings are Moors. The firsts they call

Pachel, the second Moteu [the third Machiam], the fourth

Tidor and the fifth Tanarte wherein dwells a Moorish

King whom they call Soltam Binaracola. He was formerly

known as the only source from which the supplies of cloves
found their way to the west and the Portuguese endeavoured to open
up communications with them as soon as possible after the occupation
of Malacca. Before returning to India Alboquerque despatched a
flotilla under the command of Antonio D'Abreu with Francisco Serrao
as second in command {sota capitjto) and the flotilla started at the end
of December, 1511 (Castanheda, III, Ixxv, p, 257; De Barros, //,
vi, 7, f. 151 rev. and III, v, 6, f. 136 rev.). D’Abreu was strictly

enjoined to avoid all conflicts and to endeavour solely to make friendly
arrangements for trade. A trading junk under a Malay named Ismail
was sent on to prepare the way and to collect cargoes of cloves and
nutmegs. After touching at Agacim in Java on the north coast
south of the island of Madura as shown in Lavanha's map of Java
which accompanies this volume, D'Abreu sailed as far as Amboino
(Amboyna) which was under the suzerainty of the Chiefs of Maluco.
The ship of Francisco Serrdo proceeding towards the Moluccas was
wrecked on the island of Luco-Pino. He rejoined D'Abreu but was
again separated from him in a second storm (apparently intentionally)
and eventually reached Ternate, where he was well received by the
ruler, and apparently was so comfortable that he remained there, not
making any effort to return to Malacca (Castanheda, III, p. 289).
According to Ca^anheda it was he who sent the information
regarding these islands to Magalhies which was utilized in organizing
the expedition which made the first voyage of circumnavigation.
Serr^o remained on the Island of Ternate until the expedition of
Antonio de Brito sent thither by Lopo Soares D'Albergaria in 1520.
D'Abreu returned to Malacca and died on his journey back thence to
Portugal.

^ There can be little doubt that Barbosa’s information regarding the
more Eastern Islands of the Archipelago was obtained from persons
who had taken part in this expedition, as D'Abreu returned some
years before he left India. As to his connection with the Serrflo family
see Vol. 1 , Introduction, xlvi. Possibly some information w.as sent
him by Francisco Serrao. Dc Barros (///, v, 7, f. 143) has noted as a
remarkable fact that Francisco Serrio was killed in Ternate almost at
the same time as Magalhdes met his death in the Philippines. Whether
Jofto Serrao was related or not to Francisco Serrfto is not clear. De
Barros gives his name among a list of captains in the fleet of Magalhfte#'
** all Castilians by nation " (JJ/, v, 8, f. 148 rev.^, but the name is

Portuguese rather than Spanish, and his identity with the JoAo Serrfto

mentioned in Barbosa's letter to Dom Manuel (Introduction, Vol. I, /.c.)

is at least probable.

,
i The remarkable letter which is appended to Spanish MS. trans-

lated by Lord Stanley# of which he gives a translation on pp. 225-229
of his ^ition, is stated in its heading to relate to a voyage made by
Ju^n Serano (t.s. JoHo Serrfto), but from its contents it is evident that
it refers to Francisco Serrao and not to JoAo, and that the voyage
described is that which he made in D'Abreu 's company. How far it

was a genuine communication from Francisco SerrSo it is not easy to
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King of all five, but now the four have risen against hhn

and are independent. The woods of these Islands are

all full of certain trees like unto baytrees and their leaves

are like those of the medronho^ (arbutus) ; whereon grow

judge. There is no record that D’Abreu sailed to Pegu before starting

on his expedition to the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, but it is

possible that Francisco Serrao may have made such a voyage before
joining D'Abreu. But it is remarkable that the writer never mentions
D'Abreu, and speaks as if his voyage were an independent venture.
He says that he returned to Pedir in Sumatra, and thence went to Achin
which is evidently the port intended by his " Sumatra. *’ For thi

identification reference should be made to Mr. W. W. Itockhill’s " Notes
on the Relations and Trade of China published in T'oung-Pao (Vol.

XVI, 1915, Leiden), especially to the passage and note on p. 152 in which
the letter in question from Francisco Serrao is quoted. The name
Sumatra it is evident was the Su-min-ta4a of the Yiftg yai Shing Ian
(A.D. Z425—1432) and the HsU-wSn4a~la of the Tao i chih lio (a.d. 1349),
and also that the place referred to was Achch or Achin. The Chinese
had been in communication with Sumatra ever since the time of Kublai
Khan in a.d. 1282 (i6., Vol. XV, p. 436). From Acheh the writer says
** We stood to the east until we reached the Bandan Islands (which would
include Amboina) and then went north-east and cast-north-east to
Malut" {Le. Maluco), and proceeds to relate how the King of Maluco
honoured him and gave him his daughter in marriage. Afterwards
he returned by way of Borney (Borneo) and Java. Yet according to
all accounts Francisco SerrAo died in Ternatc just before the arrival

of Antonio dc Brito, and never returned to Malacca. If the letter is

genuine it was evidently sent with the object of persuading his Spanish
correspondent (or perhaps Magalhacs) that he alone was the discoverer
of the Moluccas.
The Molucca group. There is some uncertainty as to the exact

names of the islands composing this group. They arc given by De
Barros (///, v, 5, f. 133) asTcrnate, Tidore, Moutil, Maquie and Hacham.
These correspond with Barbosa's names in reverse order, Tanarte, Tidor,

Machiam (in Rafnusio)^ Moteu and Pachel. In Kibero’s map the names
Treanata, Tidor, Macil and MachiA can be read while another is indis-'*"

tinct. Linschoten gives only Tarnate and Tidor and adds Maluco and
Geloulo to the list. A. Hamilton gives a list very close to that of

De Barros, i,e. Ternate, Tidore, Moutil, Machain and Batchian, and in

modern maps Ternatc and Tidor still figure as the principal islands

in the north of the group, and Batjan (in its Dutch spelling) in the
south. But the term Molucca Islands has been extended to include

Gilolo and the southern group containing Ceram, Boeroe, Amboyna
and the Banda Islands. The earlier writers seem to have understood
by the term only the line of islands which lie off the west coast of
Gilolo from Ternate to Machiam or Batjan. Barbosa uses the term
for the northern group only, and speaks of the Bandam Islands (§ioS)

as lying to the south of Maluquo. These were the principal object of
contention first betwegn the Spaniards and Portuguese, and afterwards
between both and the Dutch. The latter remain in possession to the
present day, but the clove monopoly for which they fought has gone,
and the world is now supplied with all the cloves it needs by Zanzibar
and Pemba. (See Vol. 1 . p. 28, n. 1.)

Chves and Sago. De Barros and Castanheda compare the clusters

of the dove to those of the Madre sUva or honeysuckle (Castanheda
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the doves in dusters like orange or woodbine flowers

It grows very green and then turns white, but when it is

ripe it is pf a fine red colour. Thgh the natives of the land

gather it by hand and spread it out to dry in the sun,

when it turns black ; and if there is no sun they dry it

' in smoke-houses. When it is dry they sprinkle it with

a little salt water that it may not become mouldy and may
preserve its full virtues. And of this they gather so great a

quantity in these five islands that it cannot be conveyed

out of the country, as well as much which they leave

ungathered, or which is lost in the forest. If it is not

gathered for three years the trees run wild, and that which

they }neld thereafter is worthless.

Hither every year come ships from Malaca and Jaoa

to take cargoes thereof. In exchange they carry thither

copper, quicksilver, vermilion, Cambaya cloths, cummin,

some silver, porcelain, metal bells ^ from Jaoa as large as

great basins {alguidares),

"

^hich theyhang up by the rim ;

in the middle they have a handle, and they strike them

VI, xip p, 23). Crawfurd compjares it to the laurel, and sometinies
the bmh/’ Crawfurd's description of the growth of the dove may
be compared with ihat of Barbosa from which it does not differ mudL
He says " the fruit, at first of a green colour assumes in time a pale

liyellow, and then nmmes of a bloM red colour, if of the most ordinary
variety.'* {Indian Archip4lago,l,p, 49$.) No mention is madeby Barbosa
of the Sago {Sagufii) which De Baxroa describes as one of the most im-
portant products pf the Moluccas (III, v, 5, I. 133). Yet it had
been mentioned by |Marco FOlo and Friar Odoric (see Hobson-Jdbsan,
s.v. Sago) and was .^11 known in the sixteenth century. The name
Saga is Malay. This farinaceous pith was an important article of

* food in the Eastern Archipelago, in the region of which the Moluccas
are the centre. (Crawfurd, Lc., I, pp. 385-393, vdierequotations from the
Horbarium Amboinonse of Rumphius are also given.) Pigafetta found
it in Tidore in Z52X {Ranmsio, 1, pp. 366 rev.).

Bsffs or gongs. The word gong had not found its way into common
use when Barbosa wrote, but the " bells " he domribes are evidently

;
i Javanese gongs which were in demand in the erhole Archipelago. He
uses the word aiguidar or basin, and J. de BatiM also calls them basins
(besto). The tzade was carried on not only in Malnco but Banda
in the manner described by Barbosa. The Conde de Ficalho (quoted
by Mgr, Balgado {Glossario, s.v. gong) saya It was said that the trade
of tma carried on by barter, great quantities of goods being
giys^ySiWnie object, such as so baharos of mieelora Javaneseyuqg.'*
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with some olqect to make them sound. The Kings and

great men set great value on these and keep them both

great and small as a treasure and estate. With these

and with basins of metal and tin they make themselves

music, also with a copper coin^ with a hole in the middle

brought from China, which is like a uitil. And for these

goods they give such and such a quantity of doves. For a

bell or a porcelain bowl if it is large they give twenty and

thirty quintals and for one bell twenty baares, and in the

same way for most things, and thus great profit is made

between this place and Malaca.”

The greatest King here is a Moor,who is almost a Heathen.

He has a Moorish wife and three or four hundred Heathen

maidservants whom, he keeps in his palace. . Their sons

and daughters are Heathen, only those of the Moorish

wife are Moors. He is served by hunchbacked women,*

whom he keeps for display^ whose backbones he has broken

in their childhood.

He may have five * of these, old and young, who always

For other examples of the early use of the word gong sec Glossario,

as above; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. gong; and Countries round the Bay
of Bengal (Ed. Temple), pp. 195, z^. In Achin, Peter Mundy says,

^e ** gung *' was um not only for annduncements and to procUum
the time, but as an instrument of music {Diary of Peter Mundy^ ^
Ed. Temple, Vol. HI, Pt. I. p. 123).

^ The acquaintance of the Chinese with the Moluccas is shown by
an entry in the Too t chih Ho (Rockhill, %h„ Vol. XVI, p. 259). Theym desmbed under the name of Win-lao-ku and cloves are mentioned
as one of their products. Mr^ Rockhill considered that Ternate was
imbably island alluded to. That Chinese trade had continued
till Barbosa's time may be inferred from the fact that Chinese coins
were in demand, as it apMrs that they were one of the trade exports
from Malacca to the Moluccas 175, n. z). De Barros also alludes
to the Chineaut knowledge of the isles and the circulation of their coins

(///, V. 5, t 135).

* Women hunchbacks, I have not been able to find any other account
of this custon^^ of maldiig young women into hunchbacks and keeping
them as attendants on the King. On the other hand the custom of

head*bunthig, and wearing the heads of enemies hung round the neck,
whidi Barbosa does not allude to, is mentioned by Castanheda
(VI, xi, p. 25).

* lUmiiisio and G^anidi veision, eighty to a hundr^
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go with him and serve him in everything. Some give

him held, another carries his sword on feast days.

" This King wishes to serve the King our Lord, to whom he

offers himself and his slaves. There are here many red

parrots of very fine [hue] and very tame which they call

noires?- These are greatly valued among them.
”

§ I2I. [THE ISLAND OF CELEBE.]

[Having passed the said Isles of Maluco ' certain other

islands arc found towards the west,* whence come at

times certain white folk,* bare from the waist up,

yet they have garments woven from something like straw.

1 This name is given in the Spanish version as nure and in Ramusio
as mire. The bird referred to is the lory

; the name is taken from the
Malay hltJ or mm. Several varieties of the Loriince are included under
the name.

* Here the Spanish version adds “ to the west of Motil and Machian,
at a distance of a hundred and thirty leagues."

3 Celebes. This section is missing in the Portugese MS. and has been
here translated from Ramusio with which the Spanish version is in

agreement. No mention of Celebes is made by Pigafetta or by the
other chroniclers of the Spanish expedition after the death of Magalh&es.
Celebes was the home of two of the most warlike races of the Eastern
Archipelago, the people of Macassar and the Bugis, enterprising naviga-
tors and pirates.

Neither Dc BaiTos, Castanheda nor Correa gives any information as
to the route followed by D'Abreu on his return to Malacca from Banda.
He arrived at Malacca in November, 151 1 » according to Correa (11 , p. 267)

.

Possibly he may have visited Celebes and Borneo. Crawfurd if.e., II,

p. 384) says that the Portuguese visited Celebes in 1512, and found some
Muhammadans at Macassar, but it is not clear whence he obtained
this information. The earliest recorded visit in the sixteenth century
histories was that of D. Garcia Henriquez in 1525 who made an expedi*
tion to the " llhas dos Celebes '* to obtain gold, but returned without
success (Castanheda, VI, Ch. 127. p. 281 ; De Barros, ///, x, 5,
f. 259 rev.}. A fusta was despatched under the Almoxarife of the fort
at Temate, but while ashore was attacked by the natives of the island
and got away with difficulty. De Barros says that " the islands of
the Glebes were so-called from that being the name of the inhabitants."
Celebes was not recognised as being one island, but was believed to be
a group of several.

« WkUe folk. The fairness of the people of Celebes has been noted
by vazious trav^ers. A.^ Hamilton (i.^. II, p. 144) says, *' The Natives
are of |i light olive colour." Raffles describes the aborigines as having
.^Mfartnr features " (Htsf. of Java (1830), Vol. II, Appendix Ixxxvi).
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wherewith they cover their private parts. They speak

a tongue of their own. Their boats are badly built,

and therein they come to take loads of cloves in these

islands, also copper, Cambaya cloths and tin, and they

take thither for sale very long and broad one-edged swords

and other ironwork, and a good quantity of gold. These

folk arc eaters of human flesh, and if the King of Maluco

wishes to put to death any person condemned by law they

beg for him to be delivered to them to eat as if they were

asking for a pig. These islands, from which these and

suchlike people come, are called Celebe.]

§ 122. [THE ISLAND OF BANGAYA.*]

[Not very far off from these islands (to the west-south-

west, at thirty leagues away, Spanish version) there is

another inhabited by Heathen, which has its own Heathen

King. The inhabitants thereof have, according to my
information, a custom which cannot be believed, that

is that while they are yet young they saw off their teeth

close to the root, where the gums are, saying that by so

doing they make them grow the stronger and closer to-

gether. This island is calle'd Tendaya (Spanish, Bangaya).

Much iron is found there which is taken to divers countries.]

1 It is probable that this section as well as the preceding one was
added to the Spanish MS. o£ Barbosa's book after the results of Magal-
hies's voyage had become known. The Spanish form Bangaya seems
more likely to be correct than the Tendaya of Itamusio. It is undoubt-
edly the island of Banggi which lies off the northernmost point of
Borneo, winch must have been passed by the expedition after the
island of Fadawan (the Pulacan of Pigafetta) on the way to Brunei.
It is not mentioned by Pigafetta, who alludes to the little island of
Cagayan more to the east and also to Palawan. These places are
shown on Ribero's map also. Bengaya does not appear anywhere.
Dr. Guillemard in his Life of Magellan speaks of the Trinidad and
Victoria " passing between the islands of Balabac and Banguey," but
this is no doubt intended simply to indicate the probable course followed.

It may be that the two islands mentioned by the so-called Genoese
pilot in his Roieiro are the islands of Balabdc and Banggi. He calls

them Bolyna and Bandym {Cottecf^o de NoHdas, iv, p. 164).
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I123. SOLOR.

And passing these Maluquo Islands northwards * towards

China there is another very large island well furnished

with food which they call Solor.* Its inhabitants are

almost white, Heathen with good figures. This island

has its own Heathen king and its own tongue. In

it there is much gold " which is found in the surrounding

lands ” [found by washing the earth, and in grains in

the rivers], also great store of seed pearls which the inhabi-

tants collect, and good pearls also perfect in colour

but not in roundness,'
’
[fine both in colour and roundness].’

§ 124. ISLES OF BORNEO.*

Further on towards China (to the north, Spanish version)

from this Island of Solor there is another island also well

furnished with victuals, inhabited by Heathen with a

> Spanish version " seventy five leagues to the north-west."

* Solor here evidently refers to the Sulu Archipelago and not to
the island of Solor in the Lesser Sunda Iiduads. The name
includes not only the chain of islands between Borneo and Mindanao*
but also the north eastern part of Borneo itself, which still bears the
name Sulu. The expression ** very large island ** can only refer to this

tract. The islands were skirted by*the Spanish expedition on their
way to the Molucca^ after leaving Borneo, and are called Zolo by

. .Figafetta. Colo (i.e. (^olo) appears in Ribero's map of 1529.

* The Spanish version agrees with the Portuguese text but not with
Ramusio in saying that the pearls are of good colour but not round.

* Borney in the Spanish version. Ramusio has " Bomd, where the
camphor grows." Borneo had for many centuries been known to traders
from China, Siam and other, countries. M. PelUot in his Detur
JiinSraires, p. 287, n. 2 (quoted in M. Femskd'B K'w99hLomn, p. 14),
states that in the Chinese work Man*ch<m» which dates from a.d.

P'o-iff or Borneo appears in a list of countries trading with an
unidentified port on the Gulf of Slam. M. Pelliot adds that this

is the earliest mention of Borneo uhder this name. ^

A later work, the Hsi yang chao hung tien lu of 1520, a compilation

;
from earlier works, includes P^o-m in a list of 23 countries tributary
to China (Rockhill, Nates an the Relatians and Trade ofCktna. Toung-

Vd. XVI, 1915. P. 79).
^The first recorded visit of Europeans to the coast of Borneo was that

Cjjil <&e Victoria and Trinidad which made their way thither from Sebu
^iKer the death of Magalhges, hit up^ the north coast whidh
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great store of edible Camphor,* greatly esteemed by the

Indians and worth its weight in silver. They carry it

they skirted till they arrived at the great town of Brunei, from which
the name of the whole island has been taken.

There seems to have been no Portuguese visit to Borneo before 1530,
when Gon9alo Pereira went there on his way from Malacca to Temate
with orders from the Governor Nuno da Cunha to make arrangements
for trade. He visited the capital* Brunei, which Castanheda calls

Borneo, and was well received. Castanheda mentions five principal
cities on the coast as far as it had been explored, Moduro, CeravA,
Lave, Tanjapura and Borneo. The principal products were camphor
diamonds, eagle-wood and provisions.

Tanjapura is probably the Tanjong Sobar of A. Hamilton's map
{l.c.f II, p. 127) which is close to Cape Sabar, the south-western point of
the island, and Lave is Lava in the same map, on the west coast south
of Succodana. The same towns are named by De Barros in his account
of this visit (Castanheda, VllI, xxi, p. 48 ; De Barros, / V, vi, 19, f. 380).

^ Camphor is alluded to in all the accounts of Borneo as its most
valuable product, especially by both the historians quoted above, and
by Garcia da Orta in his Colloquy 12. The latter says that of the
Borneos is so highly esteemed that one pound of it is worth as much as
a quintal of camphor from China." linschoten says " this Isle is full

of trees from which Camfora is taken and is the b^t in all the East."
(I, p. 120.)

An account of the Malayan as distinct from the Chinese camphor is

given by Crawfurd (/.c. I, p. 3 x6} . It is the product of a large tree, Dryo^
balanops a/ronuUica» and not of a shrub (Cinnamomum camphora), as is

that of China, Japan and Formosa. The Malay variety found only in

Borneo and Sumatra is much more valuable than the other. Yule's
very full notes on the subject in Marco Polo (Book III, Ch. xi). Yule and
Cormer {Calhay, IV, p. 99}, and Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Camphor, should
be consulted.

In the last-named note he says

:

" A curious notion of Ibn Batfita's (iv, p. 24 x) that the camphor of

Sumatra was produced in the innde of a cane, filUng the joints ^tween
knot and knot, may be explained by the statement of Barbosa that
the Borneo camphor as exported was packed in tubes of bamboo. This
camphor is by Barbosa and some other old writers called " eatable

cawhor " {da mangiara), becau& used in medicine and with betel.

The phraM in the Portuguese text is canfor de comer. Possibly Ibn
Ba|ii(a had confused the camphor packed in bamboos with the tab&shir^

the secretion formed in the joints of the bamboo, as described by
Garda da Orta {Cathay, Yule and Cordier, IV, p. 98. 3}-
The bdief tlmt Borneo camphor grew in canes was however not

extinct at the end of the sixteenth century, as may be seen from the
foUovdng from HUluyt {Voyages, II, i, p. 242, 1399)

:

" Camfora being compound commeth all from China, and all that
which groweth in canes commeth from Bom^."

linsdioten (II, p. x tS) says," Onepound of Borneo Camphora is worth
a hundred pound of Chincheu."
For the export from Suniatra see t Countries Round the Bay of Bengal,

Bd. Tbmple (p. 292, n.2.) ; Peier Mundy, Ed. Temple (Vol. Ill, p. 483)
and A. Hamilton's Eosl /ndta (II, pp. 122,1x3) as regards "Camphira"
ohtdnaMe at lambon and Baros on the west coast of Sumatra.
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in powder in cane tubes to Natsyngua, Malabar and

Daquem. This island is called Borneo.^

§ 125. CHAMPA.*

Further on after leaving this island of Borneo over-

against the Kingdom of Anseam and China there is a

very great island of Heathen which they call Champa*

^ At this point Kamusio makes the note, “ Here several lines

are missing." A comparison with the Portuguese text and the Spanish
version however shows that nothing has been omitted.

* Ramusio, Campaa, where the aloes-wood grows.

* Champa was the name given to an ancient kingdom corresponding
latterly nearly with Cochin-China, which has disappeared from modern
maps. It was known to Arab writers from the ninth century as ^anf,
representing the pronunciation Chanf (G. Ferrand, Relations de Voyage,

p. viii, p. 12, and Yule and Cordier, Cathay, I, pp. 128, 129, notes ; I, p.i35»

233). Friar Odoric knew it by the name of Zampa II, p. 163). M.
Cordier in a note to this passage says that " the Binh-Thuan province
shows more particularly what remains of the Ancient Kingdom."
Champa was conquered by the King of Tong-King in 1471, but the
name survived to a much later period.
The history of Champa has been fully dealt with by M. G. Maspero

in Le Royaume de Champa (T*oung-Pao, Vol. xi and succeeding vols.).

Barbosa's notice is probably the earliest to be found among Portuguese
writers. De Barros calls the country Choampa, and the name lingers

as late as the early eighteenth century. A. Hamilton for instance

(1720) speaks of Chiampo as being subject to Siam (East Indies, II,

p. 193), and in his map (p. 16a) gives the name of Siampa to the coast
between Cambodia and Cochin-China.

M. G. Ferrand in his treatise K*ouen-Loiien (Journal Asiatique, X9Z9»
Reprint) has summed up the results of modem research by himself,

M. Pelliot, Mr. W. Rockhill, M. Maspero and other scholars, into
the evidence of eaily Chinese dealings with Champa and other countries
surrounding the China Sea. From these it is clear that as early as
A.D. 248 the Chams of Champa attack^ Tonkin, then a Chinese province,
and that fr^uent wars both by land aiid sea between China ancfChampa
took place in a.d. 359, 407, 431, 605, 809, 979, and that in 1279 the
fleet of the Mongol Emperor Kubilai Ksm made Champa a starting
point for his fleet on his way to attack Java. Other wars with Annam
and with the Khmers of Cambodia are also recorded. One remarkable
occurrence is recorded under the year 774 when a fleet from some
unnamed country conveying a horde of savage pirates, '* eaters of

men,” made a raid on the coast of Champa and destroyed a linga set

up in honour of S'iwa by a former king Vichitrasagara. This attack
took place in the time of the king S'll-Satyavarman. According to
M. Maspero this fleet came from Java. This incident shows clearly

what a hold Hindu institutions, illustrated by the worship of Slwa
and the names of the kings, had obtained in Champa at mat period
(t6., pp. Z32, 133). This also applied to the neighbouring Khmers
of Cambodia, from which country a Buddhist monk proceeded to China
th the year 506 (f6., p. 130). Hinduism and Buddhism seem to have
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which has a Heathen King and its own tongue. Therein

are many elephants which they take and convey them

to many lands. There also grows abundance of aloes*

wood' which the Indians call " Aguila Calambua"

existed in Champa side by side, for we read that the King Indravarman
(in 877) was a fervent Buddhist, yet he restored the ruined Hnga of
S'ambubhjidr8svara (G. Maspero, Le Royaume de Champa, T'oung-
Pao, Vol. xii, pp. 56-58). See also ih., pp. 237, 246, 250, 251 (where
there is an sdlusion to the rite of sad), 296.
At the tine of the war between Kubilai Kaan and Champa, Marco

Polo was in China and gives an account of the country under the name
of Chamba, and of the war against it under the year 1278. He was
himself in Chamba in 1288 and alludes to the production of lign-aloes

and also of Bonus, i,e., abntls or ebony (Marco Polo, Yule, Ed. 1871,

pp. 2Z2-X4 ; Ditto, Yule and Cordier, pp. 2G6-67 ! Maspero, l,c.

V, xii, p. 474) ; Cotdier, Ser Marco Polo, 1920, p. 103).

Friar Odoric also visited Champa which he calls Campe or Zampa
in the early part of the fourteenth century. Both he and Marco Polo
observe especially the abundance of elephants. He also alludes to
the practice of soli (H. Cordier, Les Voyages du Fr. Odoric, Paris,

1891, p. 187 ; Yule and Cordier, Cathay, II, pp. 163-6 ; G. Maspero,
I.C., Vol. XII, p. 600).

In the first half of the seventeenth century, P. Alexandre de Rhodes
spent some time as a missionary in Tonkin, Cochincliina and the province
of Cham (then a province of Cochinchina). He says that the people
had three religions as in China, but does not describe their nature
(Voyages, p. 122).

It seems probable that the Kingdom of Champa had its centre in early

times much further north than at a later period, and that its capital

was situated at Dong-hoi, now called Kwang-binh. (See M. Cordier’s

note in Cathay, II, p. x63«)

^ The AloeS’WOod of Champa. The lenho-aloes of Barbosa, which
Garcia da Orta calls Aguild brava (wild Aguila), has been the subject
of careful enquiries by many.authorities. It will be sufficient here to
allude to the following : Yule, Marco Polo, Ed. 1871, II, p. 215, n. 3 ;

Ditto Ed. Yule and Cordier, II, pp. 271-2 ; Hobson-Johson, s.v. Eagle-

wood ; Yule and Cordier, Cathay, IV, pp. 100, xor, n. ; Dalgado, Glossario

Luso. As,, s.v. Aguila.
The Portuguese undoubtedly took the name Aguila from the Malay-

fllam AgU, which is believed to be from the Skr. agura. In a former
allusion fVol. I, p. 92 and note) Barbosa used the word aguila for the

wood wmeh he here calls Umho-aloes. Both terms were in use, and the

latter has caused great confusion, this aromatic wood being confounded
with the true aloes, which is of an entirely different nature. The name
•does according to Yule may (in this connection) be traced to the

Araa>ic At-*ad, the wood.'*
Tito variety of thiiy wood which was found in Cham|>a which Barbosa

calls AguUa Calambua is derived from “ a disease in a leguminous
tree, MnasyUm Agalioehum, while an inferior kind though of the same
aromatic ^pperties Is derived from a tree of an entirely different order,

AguilaHa AgaUocha, and is found to far north as Sylhet " (Marco
Pdh, Yule and Cordier, pp. 271-2, n.}.

P. Alexandre de Rhodes, Voyages, x666, p. 63, says
^ .

" De totttes les terres du monde, il n'y a que la Cochinchine; od
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[Aquilam and Calambuco ; and the Calambucoisthe finest.

This is worth three hundred maravedis the pound in

Calicut. Rammio\. [Eagle and Calambuco ; it must

said that the very fine Calambuco and the other eagle-

wood is worth at Calicut a thousand maravedis the pound.

Spanish version.'] "The fine quality is much valued

among the Indians and Moors and at Caligutut fetches

thirty or forty pardaos the arratel. They require it

to mingle with sanders-wood, musk and rose-water

to anoint themselves withal."

Among these islands^ and other Heathen islands on

this coast, there is one which is uninhabited, the name

whereof I know not, where many diamonds are found

which the people gather and sell to foreigners, but they

arc not so hard as those of Narsyngua [others say that

this Campaa is on the mainland. Ramusio].

Vienne c4t arbre si c6l^bre qu'on appello Calambouc, qui a le bois
si odoriferant, et qui sert k tant de medicines. 11 ^ en a de trois sortes

;

le plus pr6cieux s'appelle Calamba, I'ddeur en est admirable, il sert

pour fortifier le coeur, & centre toute sorte de venin. En ce pals Ut

mesme il se vend au poids d'or, les deux autres sont TAquila, A le

Calambouc ordinaire, qui sont moindres que le premier : mais ils ne
laissent pas d'avdir de trds-bons efiets."

Linschoten on the other hand says that it is found in Malacca,
Sumatra, Camboja, Siam and the countries bordering on the same.
He also divides it into three classes, Calamba (** sold by weight against
silver and gold *'). Palo Daguilla and Aguilla. Brava or wild Aquila
(II. p. io6).

^ Which of the islands near the ooast* of Champa, Cochin China
or Annam, is here alluded to it is impo^ble to say. There was evidently
a merchant's storv of some uninhabited islands where diamonds were
found, but no such island is known. It is fhost probable that the dia-

monds were really brought from Borneo, and that some island waa used
as a depot, that their real place of origin might be concealed. What
A. Hamilton says of the Borneo diamonds may be compared mth the
statement here made. They have some snaw diamonds, but their

Waters being inclined to be yeuow, are not so much in Esteem as those
of Golconda " {East Indiss, II, p. 148). But Raffles considered them
of fine quality. (Hist, of Java,!. 265 1^. 2.) One of the islands of the
Pulo Kondor group is the most likely to have been used in this way on
account of its convenient position on the trade routes.
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$ ia6. THE VERY GREAT KINGDOM OF
CHINA.

Leaving these islands which no man can number and the

name& wheteof we know not, some inhabited and some

lying waste, I turn to the coast which goes from Malaca

towards the Chins ^ [of which I myself know nothing

^ The first Portuguese communication with China It is evident that
Duarte Barbosa had left India before any direct communication had
been established between the Portuguese and China. He says that his

information was derived from Moors or Heathen, no doubt Arab
merchants^ Malays and Hindus. Had any Portuguese or European
expedition been known to him he would undoubtedly have alluded to
it. Yet in his account of Ceylon (p. 109, n. 3) he alludes to the creation
of a fort by Lopo Soares d'Albergaria. which took place in September

^

1318, and the information regarding it must probably, like that of the
destruction of Berbera by Saldanha in the same year (see Introduction.
Vol. I. p. xlv), have reached him after his return to Portugal. But of
the Portugese expedition under Femilo Peres D'Andrade which sailed

on its return voyage from China at the end of September 1318. and
arrived early in 1519 at Cochin, he evidently had not heard.
But other information from European sources may have come to

his knowledge. Mr. Donald Ferguson in his Letters from Portuguese
Captives in Canton, p. 4. alludes to a passage in a letter from Andrea
Corsali to the Duke Giuliano de'Medici to which attention had already
been drawn by Yule (Yule and Cordier, Cathay, I, p. x8o). Corsali
gives some information similar to that given by Barbosa but less full

and accurate. His letter is dated (see text in Ramusio, Vol. I. f. 177 V
to x8ov) January 6th. 1313. but this is evidently a mistake, for in this

very letter he alludes to the death of Alboquerquc, which took place
on his arrival from Hurmuz at Goa on December 16th, 1313. The date
of the letter should therefore be corrected to January 6th, 1316. Corsali*s

second letter (Ramusio, 1 . f. 181) gives the date of his own departure
from Goa on his return journey as Feluniaiy 8th, 1316.
A letter from Giovanni da Empoli (who afterwards accompanied

FemSo F^res d'Andrade to China, where he died in October, 1517). dated
from Cochin, November 13th, 15 15, is published in Archivo Storico

Italiand, App. Ill, pp. 85-87, and translated by D. Ferguson (l.c., p. 5).

In this he alludes to China, ** where men of ours have been who are staying
here.** Mr. Ferguson compares the account of China given in this letter

unfavourably with the wonderfully accurate description of China
(from hearsay) nven by Duarte Barbosa.” There ate some curious

poinia of resemblance in Giovanni da Empoli's account to that of our
author especially the statement that the Chinese dress like the Germans.
There had been an earlier expedition to China regarding which we

have little information, viz., that of Jorge Alvares sent out from Malacca
in 15x4, regarding which we only know from De Barros (III, vi. 2,

f. 159-^60) that he claimed to have arrived in China a year before
Rafael Perestrello (who went on a private venture of his own in 15 15
and returned to India in August, 1516) and to have erected apadr^o with
the arms of Portugsd, and that he was still at Canton when Duarte
Coelho arrived on June 2xst, 1521, but died a few days after (D. Fer-
guson, Lc-f pp. 3, 4). How far any of these voyages were known to

o a
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but have enquired from trustworthy Moors and* Heathen

who have told me that there were four uninhabited

islands ; and through them I have only learned that]

after passing by the Kingdom of Ansiam and many others

there is the Kingdom of China, which they say is a very

great country ruling the main and the sea-coast and inhab-

ited by Heathen. The King thereof is a Heathen and

gives great worship to Idols ; he dwells ever in the inland

region and holdsmany great and fair cities. No strangers

may enter the inland country, but they may trade in

the seaports ; their [chief] trade is in the islands.

Duarte Barbosa it is not easy to say, but if he jiccompanied the ships
he had been ordered by Alboquerque to build and went to the Red Sea,
where he was present at the taking of Zeila in 1517 (Introduction, Vol. I,

p. xlv) it is probable that he left before Perestrello's return, and before
Femao Peres D'Andrade had started on his last and successful voyage
to China.

For the full history of the first Portuguese communications withChina
reference should be made to Mr. Donald Ferguson's work already quoted
and also to an essa^ by M. Henri Cordier *' L’Affiv^e des Portugais sn
Chine/* published in Vol. XII of T'oung-Pao (Leiden xgxi) which
forms the first part of M. Cordier's Hisioire Generate des Retaiians de
I*Empire Chinois avec les Puissances occidentales depuis la XVIe siecle

fusgu'a nos jours. The introductory portion contains an excellent
sketch of the early history of the Portuguese in the East. In this essay

(p. 520, n. 2) M. Cordier says that ** Mr. Ferguson's work is by far the
best there is on this subject."
M. Cordier (p. 512), like Mr. Ferguson, in alluding to the letter of

Andrea Corsali mentioned above has not noticed the errdr in the date.
It is evident that we must read 13x6 for 13x3, and'M. Cordier's deduc-
tion to the effect that this letter " leaves no doubt as to the year of
the arrival of the Portuguese in China, that is to say 13x4 '* must be
modified, the date being 1313.
The letter of Giovanni da Empoli of November Z3th, 13x5, written from

Cochin, must therefore take precedence of that of Andrea CoraaU as the
first record of Portugese intercourse with China. Giovanni da Empoli
had come out in the same fleet as the new Governor and Femao Peres
d'Andrade and accompanied Jorge de Brito, thenew Captain of Malacca.
Correa tdls us (II, p. 473) that ** Femao Pere$ went to seek for Pacem,
where he expected to find acargo of pepper ready for he had sent with
Jorge de Brito a.frolentim (Florentine) called Joanes in the ship ofAntonio
Fa<meco, who had collected a good cargo, which was burnt while ^e
sh^ was loading."
De Barros {III, ii, Ch. 6, f. 42) in his account of this evei^t says

" It happened through the sailors' carelessness from aspark of a torch
carried below to letch water that the ship in which loaxmes ImpoU went
as Captain and/sttor was burnt with allthe cargo that bdow decks."
From these extracts it is evident that Giovanni da Emp^ came to

India with the special intention of taking part in the Chinese enedition
and that he was in a position to obtain all the iiiforxaathm avauat^e at
Cochin.
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If any ambassador from another Kingdom comes thither

by sea, they first make known to him to the King),

that they are bringing to him certain embassies and

presents, and thrahe orders the ambassador to go to the

place whefe he is dwelling.

The inhabitants of this land are great merchants

;

they are white men, and well built. Both men and women
have small eyes, in their beards they have three or four

hairs and no more, as a sign of gentility, and the smaller

their e3res are the more repute they have as well-bred

men. The women are trimly attired in garments of

cotton, silk and wool. The manner of dressing among
the people of this land is as among the Germans, they

eat like us at raised tables with very white cloths thereon,

and for as many persons as ate to cat at one table they

lay a knife, a plate, a napkin and a silver cup : they touch

not with the hand anything they eat, but bring the plate

near to the mouth, and with certain wooden or silver

tongs they convey the food to the mouth in very small

pieces because they eat very quickly. They make

numerous dishes of flesh, fish and many other things

;

they eat good wheaten bread and drink wines of divers

kinds and many times at each meal. They eat dogs’

fle^ and hold it to be very good meat.

They are very truthful men, yet they are not great

gentlemen but good merchants dealing in goods of ali

lands.

They,make here great store of porcelain,^ which is good

merchandize everywhere. This they make from the shells

^ ParesMn, This legend of the burial of the materiab out of which
porcelw is made lor aome time, which in the Spanish venuon and
Kamusio has been converted into eightyor a hundred years, copiedalso
by linschoten (X, p.130), has no foundation in fact and Mr. R. I* Hobson,
one d our piiiicipal authorities on the subject, informs me that it is

most improbaUe and that Chinese authorities mention no such practice.

The use of the white of eggs is also imaginary. Sea shells may have
been UMd for lim^ but not as one of the ingredients of the paste.

.
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oif fish grovind fine, from eggshells and the white of eggs

and other materials. From these they make a paste

which they place imder the ground “ for a certain time
’’

[for eighty and a hundred years. Rammio and ths

Spanish version]. This among them is held to be a

valuable property and treasure, for the nearer the time

approaches for working it the greater is its value [and

this paste they leave as a treasure to their sons, and they

always have some left to them by their ancient predeces-

sors with records of it, place by place]. And when the

time is fulfilled they fashion it in many styles and manners,

some coarse, some fine, and after it is shaped they glaze

and paint it. [And in the same place where it was buried

they place fresh paste, so they always have the old to

work on and the new to bury.]

Very good silk is produced here from which they make

great store of damask cloths in colours, satins and other

cloths without nap, also brocades. There is here also

abundance of rhubarb, musk, silver, seed-pearls (although

not perfectly round).

In this Kingdom they make many beautiful and gilded

ornamental articles such a.s very rich boxes, wooden

dishes, salt-cellars and other cunning things ; and for

this there are many very skilful men.
" They wear boots like the people of cold countries.”

They sail in juheos, which carry sails made of mats
" as in Mo9ambique ” [and have two masts fashioned

otherwise than ours]. ” Their cables and rig^;ing are

made of certain canes (t.e.. rattans). Some of them are

great pirates. They sail ^ to Malaca with all the Chinese

> Chinese navigation and trade, Chinese ships had been accustomed to
visit neighbouring countries from an early date. Very full information

on this subject from Chinese sources was brought together by the late

Mr. W. W. Rockhill in his Notes on the Relations and Traded China,

published in T^oung-Pao (Leiden)» Yols. XV and XVI. This trade
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goods which have a good sale there ; and take cargoes of

iron in abundance, saltpetre, raw silk and other small

things,” such as the Venetians used formerly to bring

to us, ” also pepper from Qamatra and Malabar which in>

China is worth fifteen or sixteen cruzados the quintal

and upwards according to whither they take it, and in

Malaca they buy it at four cruzados more or less. They

also take anfiam which we call opium (opeo), incense,

coral, Carn]teya and Pal^catc cloths.

These Chins who live by trade and navigation always

take their wives and children with them in their ships

where they live constantly and have no other houses.

This Kingdom of China marches with Tartaria on the

northern side.

§ 127. LEQUEOS.i

Facing this great land of China there arc many islands

in the Sea, beyond which stretches a very great land

reached its greatest extension under the Sung dynasty (eleventh and
twelfth centuries) » and included all the principal Islands of the Malay
Archipelago, as well as India, Arabia and the Persian Gulf. Under the
reign of the great Mongol Emperor Kubilai Kaan the trade was
vigorously developed, and continued to be active under the Yuan
and Ming dynasties (fourteenth and fifteenth centuries). No doubt
there was then, as there has been in quite modern times, a great
deal of piracy among the maritime population of the islands and
inlets of the Chinese coast.

Malacca was a great centre of Chinese trade and there from the time
of Alboquerque's conquest the Portuguese got into close relations vdth
the merchants of that country, and often made use of their junks.

Alboqueroue was especially careful to be conciliatory in his dealings

with the Chinese trading class, and was anxious to open up communica-
tions with China.

^ The name Leoueos is taken from the Chinese Lieu-K'ieu or Liu-Kiu
formerly commoiuy called Loo-Choo. This name is now restricted to

the group of small islands lying south of Japan (now under Japanese
rule and called Riu-Kiu), but up to the sixteenth century it included
all the idands facing China from Formosa to Japan, and specially

referred to Formosa itself. The Arab writer Ibn Majid (second half of,

fifteenth century) and Sulaymftn al Mahri (firsthalfof sixteenth century)

both speak of the Island of Likyfi or Likiwu and identify it with the

country of the GhUw (see G. Ferrand, Maiaka, pp. 274, 175, for quota-
tions).
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which ^ they say is the mainland. Hence every year

come t6 Malaca three or four ships like those of‘the Chins

belonging to cert^ white folk, who they say are great

and rich merchants.

They bring a great quantity of gold,* silver in bars,

silk and rich cloths, a great deal of good wheat, fine porce-

lains, and many other goods. From Malaca they take

the same goods as the Chins take. [These people

are called Liquii. Ramusio. These islands are called

Lequeos. Spanish version.] The Malaca people say

that they are better men, and richer and more eminent

merchants than the Chins. Of these folk' we as yet

know but little, as they have not yet come to Malaca

since it has been under the King our Lord.

De Barros
{
11, iv, 3, f. 89 v.) alludes to the Ltquios among the races

who w^re accustomed to trade with Malaca. Castanheda aw alludes

to a great country south-east of Canton called Lequia regarding which
Fern&o Peres D'Andrade obtained information after passing Canton.
He describes it as very richifrgold, silver, silk brocades and porcelain,

like China (Castanheda, IV, xl, 91).

There are several allusions to the " Gores '* in the Commeniarits of

Atboquorque which will be found in M. Ferrand's paper above alluded

to. In one place it is stated that " the coun^ of these Gores is called

Lequea." Their trade was with Malaca, with (^lelate (i.s. tiie strait,

Malay sei6t, l.c. p. 178, n. 6) and the point of Singapur on the main-
land.

M. Ferrand’s essay quoted above, VIU do Ghur-lAooU’K'ioou^
Fomoso, is published as Appendix I. to his Mdlaka,

1 The Spanish version, “ a hundred and seventy-five leagues to the
east."

* The Spanish ve eion and Ramusio, " gold in bars, rilver."
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ON PRECIOUS STONES.

{The account of precious stones and spices which follows is not

found in the Portuguese text, but is taken from Ramusio.

Lord Stanley’s version taken from the Spanish MS. differs

little from ^musio’s. It is not found in the Munich MS.
as he has noted in his p. 207, n. 2.]

Many kixuls of precious stones having been mentioned

in the present work, it is convenient here to add at the

end certain accounts derived from divers merchants,

both Moors and Heatheii, skilled in such trade ; and. thus

I begin with rubies.

Of Rubies.

In the first place rubies are produced in the Land of

India and are found chiefly on a river called Pegu.

These are the best and finest, and are called Nwmpttclo^hy

the Malabares, and when they are clean and without flaw

they fetch a good price. To test their quality the Indians

put them on the tongue ; those which are finest and

hardest are held to be the best. To test their trans-

parency they fix them with wax on a very sharp point

and looking towards the sun they can find any blemish

however slight. They are also found in certain deep

pits in the mountains beyond the said riv^.

In Pegu they know how to clean but nbt how to polish
^

them, and they therefore convey them to other countries,

:

especially to Paleacate, Narsinga, Calicut and the whole
i

of Blalabar, where there are excellent craftsmen who j*'

cut and mount them.

> P§gH Riibies, The name Numpuclo here stated to be used for

the rubies in Malabar is explained by Mgr. Dalgado in his G!ossario»

Ae considers that the initial letter is wrongly given owing to a copy-
ist's niistakie« and that the word should be read ehumpudo, as in Mali^-
Uam the name of the ruby is chmappukaUu from haUu "stone "

and t^tmmppu ** ruby/' literally " ruby-stone." For the places where
these mbies are found see {107 and {108.
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As to their value it must be observed first that the word

famtn means a weight greater than two of our quUates

(carats), eleven fanams make a Metigal, and six and a half

Metigals make an ounce. This word fanam also denotes a

coin, worth one silver real. This being understood I

say :

—

Fanams.

Eight fine rubies weighing i fanam, i.e., a

little more or less than a quilates, are

worth 10

Four Do. Do. ... 20

Two Do. • Do. ... 40

One weighing f fanam 30

Do. Do. I Do. 50

Do. Do. Do. 65

Do. Do. Do. 100

Do. Do. i| Do. 150

(This table continues with similar increments, ending

with) :

—

One weighing 6 fanams, 12 quilates ... 1,500

These are the prices commonly given for perfect rubies.

Those which are damaged or flawed or of a bad colour are

worth much less according as the purchaser may settle it.

Of the Rubies found in the Island of CeilXo.

In the Island of CeilSo, which lies in the second India,

are found many rubies which the Indians call Maneca,^

the more part whereof never attain in colour to the perfec-

tion of those treated of above, inasmudi as although red

they are pale ; they are notwithstanding very cold and

1 Ceylon Rubies, The name Maneca is thus explained by Mgr.
Dalgado in his Glossano :

** Duarte Barbosa tells us that Maneca is a roby* but its original

Sngalese* mepiAa, Skr. manika^ means simply a 'precious stone.'"
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hard, and the better of them are much esteemed among*

these peoples. The King of that island keeps them for

his own profit, and when the goldsmiths come upon any

which is good they place it in fire for a certain number

of hours, and if it comes forth whole its colour becomes

very bright and of great value. When the King of

Narsinga can obtain any such he has them cunningly

bored on the lower side, but so that the perforation does

not reach beyond the middle, nor does he allow them

to be exported from the Kingdom.^ For the reason

mainly that it is known that they have undergone the

aforesaid test, they are worth more than those of Pegu

even with all their sparkle and transparence. ^

[Tire table which follows gives the value of the Ceylon

rubies in fanams, the weights being given in quilates.

The quilate is stated to be half a fanam in weight. Thus

a Ceylon ruby of i quilate {\fanam) is worth 30 fanams in

money, while two of the Pegu rubies weighing

X fanam, i.e., 1 quilate, each are worth 40 fanams, i.e.,

20 fanams each. In the same way a Ceylon ruby of

2 quilates or z fanam is worth 65 fanams, while a Pegu

ruby of the same weight is only worth 50.]

The table begins thus :

—

One ruby of these weighing z

Fanams.
quilate or

fanam is worth at Calicut 50

One of 2 quilates 65

One of 3 Do. 150

and goes up as far as

One of 12 quilates 2,000

One of 14 Do 3,000

One of z6 Do. - 6,000

^ This passaffe is given as follows in the fonner edition t

••So that the hole reaches to the centre, and they do not pass it, because

the stone can no longer leave the Kingdom, and that it mayj>e known
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• Of Spinel Rubies.

.
THere is yet another kind of ruby which we call Spinels

{EspinMas) but the Indians call them Carapuch,*- which

are found in the same manner as the fine rubies in the

Kingdom of Pegu; they are found in the mountains

on the surface of the ground. They are not so fine nor of

such good colour, and resemble rather garnets {granadas).

Those which are perfect and clear fetch one-half less

than rubies.

Of Balach Rubies, where they are found,

AND THEIR 'VALUE AT CaLICUT.

The Balaches are another kind of ruby, but not so hard.

They are rose-coloured and some nearly white. They

are found in Balassia^ (a kingdom of the mainland beyond

Pegu and Bengala), and are brought thence by Moorish

that it has been tried in the fire. And so also these are worth more
' than those of Peygu. Their price are the following if they are perfect
in colour and purity/*

This does not seen to give the correct sense of the original of Ramusio.*'
’ ^ spinel Rubies, The vernacular term for this word Carapuck

here given seems not to be derived from Malayftlam ; although Calicut
~
is the depot alluded to in the text when prices are quotd. As to
this Mgr. Dalgado says in his Glossario :

Duarte Barbosa asserts that the Indians give this name to Spinds

;

but the Singalese form of the original Kareppu shows that the correct
form should be cara^>) (or caripu), pi. carapas-**
From the use of a ^ngalese name It may be deduced that these spinels

came from Ceylon ra*Jier than from Pegu.

< Balach RMes, For quotations as to the niUes known as Balas
or Balash, i.e„ the rublM of Balakhshfin or Badakhshan, refereooe
should be made to Yule's notes on the subject first made in Marco
Polo, Ed. 1871, I,p. i32,al3oinHo8son-/^^o^ under Balass/* and to
Dalgado's Glossario under " Balais, balax.*' The notice ^ Itm Batfita
is probablythe earliest which correctly explains the mduuhg of theword.
On Barbosa’s notice in the present work Yule remarks (in Hobson^

• Jobson), ** This is very bad geography for Barbosa, who is usualW
accurate and judicious, but it is surpassed in much liter days." it

is doubtful however how far Barbosa was responsible Ipr this passage,
whieh is taken from Ramusio, and does not appear in the Portuguese

repeats the blunder ; he speaks of the Balleis-nibies

.JiPi found in the mountains which run along firom Pegu to flie

^j^ll^bm of Camboya ** (English tens.. Pt. II, p. 144).
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traders to all the other countries, that is to say the good

and lacked are brought to Calicut to be cut, where*

they prepare them and sell them at the same pride as

Spinels ; and those which are not good or are bored are

bought by the Moors of Atoca and Adem to convey them

into Arabia where they are much used.

Of the Diamonds of the Old Mine.^

These diamonds are found in the first India in a King-

dom of the Moors called Decan, and the Moors and Indians

carry them thence to all other countries : there are other

diamonds of poorer quality, yet white enough, which,

are entitled " of the New Mine,” which is in the Kingdom

of Narsinga. These are worth one-third less in Calicut

and Malabar, and are prepared in the same kingdom of

Narsinga. In India also are fabricated false diamonds,

rubies, topazes and white Sapphires which are good imi-

tations of the true stones and are found only in the Island

of Ceilao. These stones sliow no difference from the true

save that they lose their natural colour, and there are

some of which one half has the colour of a ruby and the

other half of a Sapphire or topaz ; some really have these

colours mixed, they bore them in the middle and thread

them on two or three very fine thread^, and then call

them cats’-eyes. Of those which comd out white they

make many small diamonds which differ not at all from

the true, save the touch of^those practised therein.

Hiey are sold by a weight called Mangiar,* which is

1 Diamonds ^ ike Old Mine, For diamonds of the " old rock "

see supra, V61. lip. 226, n. 2. See also Tavernier, Eng. Trans., Ft. lU
p. 144.

* Afaeftor according to the note in Hobson-Jobson is a weight used
in Sou^ India and Ceylon lor weighing predous stones and is the Tamil
marnddi, Tdugu manjiUi. The later mrm of the word is Mangelim
or Mangetin, under which name it is found in Do Couto's Soldado
PraHeo 1790^ p. 154). and in Tavernier’s Tfovdr (English Trans.,,

Ft. 11,pp. 140-X44). .T1& form isnodoubtfrom the Telugu word, Telugn
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equal to two taras and two-thirds ; and two taras make a

* quilate of good weight, and four taras make afando.

Fanams.
Eight diamonds weighing -one Mangiar,

(that is to say two-thirds of a quilate)

are worth .. .. 30

Six Do. Do. . • 40

Foiu: 1>). Do. . • . . 60

Two Do. Do. . . 80

One ' Do. Do. zoo

[the list continues up to]

One of 8 mangiares 1,400

Thus they go on increasing in value in proportion

to their increase in weight.

Of Sapphires.^

The best Sapphires come from the Island of CeilSo, they

are very hard and fine.* Those which are clear and of a

good blue colour fetch the following prices :

Fanams.
One, weighing i quilate .. .. .. 2

Two Do. 2 quilates 6

Do. Do./ 3 Do. 10

[continuing showing the increments of price to]

One weighing a Metigal, that is zi fanams

and a quarter or about 23 quilates . . 350

being the language spoken in the region of the mines. See also Mgr.
Dalgado's Glossario, s.v. Mang^fim, where many quotations illustrating

its use are given.

^ Sapphire, The terms here given are explained by Mgr. Dalgado
as follows

:

Quinigenilao represents the MalayAlam Karin-kallu-nilam or dark
sapphire stone.'' It should be corrected to Quiniguenilao, as " inter-

vocalic h sounds g in Malayalam." CarahaionUam is from Malay&lam
Karutta *' black and nUatn ''sapphire."

In eingancigo (or cringanilati^ we have three words, cin-ga (for

holla * stone *) and nilam. 1 am not sure about ein. It is probably
Malayftlam chariga or cheru 'small ' in the sense of inferior; Malayftlam
chiHm is * bad and ^erk ' mud.' "

* Foff sapphires and other Ceylon gems s?6 supra, p. iis» Q-
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In Ceilao also is found another kind of Sapphire not so

large, which they call Quinigenildo [quitin genilam in

the Spanish version]. They are of a dark hue, and how

good soever they may be are worth much less, thirteen

of them being equal to one of the first named. There is

found also in the Kingdom of Narsinga in a Mountain

above Bacanor and Mamgalor yet another sort of Sapphire,

paler and less fine in colour, which they call Ciningolao

(in the Spanish version Cringanilan)
; these are somewhat

faded, and of little value, so that the most perfect of them

weighing 20 quilates does not reach the value of a ducat

;

their colour is slightly yellowish.

Another kind of Sapphire is found on the sea-strands

in the Kingdom of Calicut at a place called Capucar

;

this is Jt>y the Indians called Carahatonilam ; they are

very dark and blue and only shine in the air ; they are

pale and fragile.

The common folk believe that in the sea near Capucar

there was in former days a house the windows whereof

were of blue glass, and that afterwards, having been

covered by the waters, pieces of that glass are daily cast

on up the strand ; they are very thick and on one side

they resemble glass ; among the Indians they are little

esteemed.
/

Of Topazes.

Natural topazes are found in the Island of CeilSo, by

the Indians they are called Purceragua} The stone is

very hard and cold and of the same weight as the ruby and

Sapphire, all three being of the same species. Its perfect

colour is yellow like beaten gold, and when the stone is

perfect and clear it is worth at Calicut, be it great or^̂
TopoM, Purceragua is Malay&lam Pu^par&gam, Skr. pufparggat

a topas (Dalgado).
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^
small, its weight in fine gold, and this is usually its price.

When they are not so perfect they are worth their weight

in fanam gold, which is a half less; if white they are

worth much less, and with them they counterfeit small

diamonds.

Of TuRguoisES.

True turqiioises ate found at Exeraquirimane^ (Niexer

and Quirimane in the Spanish version), a town of the

Xeque Ismael ; the mine where it is found is dry land,

that is to say it is found on a black stone which the Moors

extract in small pieces and convey to Ormus, whence

they are carried to divers countries by land or by sea.

The Indians call it Perose, it is a soft stone and does not

weigh much. To know if it is good or true it should display

its turquoise colour by day, but by night in the light it

should appear green. Those which are not so perfect

do not undergo this change. When these stones are clean

and of good colour they should bear adhering to the lower'

side a black stone in which they axe produced, and if

some dight vein of this stone is spread over the turquoise

it is still better. '' To be more certain of knowing the true

turquoises they plaster them with a little white quicklime

moistened with water, like an ointment, and even then

^ Turquoises. T!ie town called Exeraquirimane is undoubtedly
Karm&n, that is Shehr-i-Karm&n, the town of Karm&n. It was cele-

brated for the turquoise mines in its neighbourhood which were
well-known in Marco Polo's day (Book I, Ch. 17, and Yule's note
on it).

One of the latest accounts of these mines is that in Sir P. M. Sykes's
Ten thousand Miles in Persia (pp. 74, 265). None of them appear
to be worked now. The valuame turquoise mines now worked are in
Nortiiem Persia^ in the neighbourhood of Nishapur (Curson's Persia,

1892^ Vol. 1, pp. 264*267» where references to other authorities will

be found). As Lord Curaon noted there is much trickery in the sale

of turqucnai^ and it is common, as Tavernier said in the passage he
quotes |l^ p. 267) lor the purdiaser to find his sky*blue turquoises

la^p: green.

Tl|-iriilQe Perose is the Fersiatt /rfire. pronounced firosa in India.
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they should appear coloured. If they ha\ » this perfection

their prices are as follows :

—

Fanams.

One weighing i quilate is worth in Malabar 15'

Do. 2 Do. Do. 40

Do. 4 Do. Do. 90

[and so on, up to]

Do. 14 Do. Do. 550

Of Jacinths.^

Jacinths are found in Ceilao
; they are soft yellow

stones. Those of the deepest colour are the best ; the

more part have bubbles in them which cause them to

lose their beauty. When free from these and perfect in

colour they are, notwithstanding this, worth but little

;

wherefore in .^icut, where they are prepared, they do ''

not give more th^ half a fanam for those weighing one

fanatn, and those weighing 18 fanams are barely worth

16. There are other stones such as cats’-eyes. [There

are also other gems, cats’-eyes, chiysoliths and amethysts

of which no other distinction is made on account of their

being of little value and so also with regard to the jagonzas.]

' Of Emeralds.*

Emeralds are found in the Kingdom of Babilonia, which

the Indians call the Sea of Iguan (Mar Deiguan, Maredygua,

^ Jacinih, The jacinth or hyacinth here described seems to be a yellow
variety of crystalline stone resembling amethyst in its structure, such
as are sometimes known as citrine. Its softness and small value show
that it could not have been a valuable gem. The hyacinth of ancient

authorities is generally supposed to be the sapphire, and was certainly a
hard stone of blue colour (Middleton, Ancient Gems, p. 132 and p.

143). It was probably one of the transparent stones found in Cfeylou

as recorded in the Periptus, Sec. 6t (Schoff's Periplus, pp. 47, 250}.

* Emeralds. It is not possible to identify the Mardeiguan, or ^a of

Iguan, nor to suggest any place in Babilonia (that is the region of

Baghdad), nor in the adjoining ports of Asia Minor and Persia whence
emeralds may have been brought. They were evidently imported
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in the Spani^, version), and also in other regions. They

are green of a fine colour and beautiful, and beades are

light and soft. Many false ones are made, but by looking

through them towards the light the counterfeits show

little bubbles such as are seen in glass. This is not so in

the fine emeralds, the sight of which is pleasing to the

eyes. The best give out a ray like the Sun, and when

touched by the stone leave a brass-coloured streak. The

emerald which does this is the true, and is worth at Calicut

as much as the diamond or even more ; not so much
f

by weight as by size, by reason that the diamond weighs

more in proportion than the emerald. There is found

also another sort of emerald very green but not of so much

value, with all the Indians use them to mix with other

precious stones. These do not leave the brass colour on

the touchstone.

into India, and possibly the import may have been from the Persian

Gulf, but the country of their origin was almost certainly the African

coast of the Red Sea. This had been the case as eariy as the time of

Cosmas Indicopleustes, who says " These people have a great fondness
for the emerald stone, and it is' worn by tbeif King in his crown. The
Ethioidans who obtain this stone from the Blemmyes in Ethioida,

import it into India, and with the price they get are able to invest in

wares of the greatest value." M^tindle remarks that " the emeralds
were found in the mines of Upper Egypt and were no doubt shiimed
‘from Adult for ‘the Indian markets." (Yule and Cordier, Cathay,

I, p. 230.) See also note 39, p. 167 in Schofi's Pariplus, and Bent’s
Southern Arabia, pp. 291-7. Probably Basra may have beim the depdt
whence the Uadc was conducted via Hurmnz to indin in the sixteenth

century.

Tavernier’s remark is worth quoting. ' He says " As for Emeralds
it is a vulgar error to say they come originally from the East, And
therefore when Jewellers and Gold-smiths to prefer a deep-colour’d

Emrauld inclining to black, tell ye it is an Oriental Emranld, they
speak that which is not true. I confess I could never discover in what
mrt of our Continent those Stones are found. But sure I am that the

Eastern part of Uie World never produced any of those stones, neither

in the Continent norin the Islands." He then spetdn of the importation
from America, but had evidently not heard of the Ethiopian mines

[Voyages, Eng. trans.. Part II. p. X44).
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TIDE DIVERS KINDS OF SPICES, WHERE
THEY GROW, WHAT THEY ARE WORTH AT
CALICUT. AND WHITHER THEY ARE CARRIED.

Of Pepper.

In the first place, in the whole of Malabar and in Calicut

pepper 1 grows. A bahar thereof sells at Calicut at from

200 to 230 fanans of which one, as we haVe already said,

is worth a silver real of Spain. Each bahar weighs 4
quintals (old weight) of Portugal, by which all spices

are sold at Lisbon. To the King of Calicut a duty of i2

Janarns a bahar is paid. The merchants have the practice

of taking it to Camba}^, Persia, Adem and Meca,

and thence to Cairo and Alexandria. At the present day

they give it to the King of Portugal at 6,562 maravedh

the ftsAar (including the duties which are 193^ fanams),

partly because there is not there such a concourse of

merchants to purchase it, and partly on account of the

contract made by the King of Pbrtugal with that King,

a^ with the Moors and merchants of the country.

((puch pepper grows as well in the Island of Oamatra,

near Malaca, which is fairer and laiger than ttjiat of Malabar

but not so good or strong as the aforesaid. This is taken

to ,Bengallr^d China, and some quantity is smuggled

into MedSlinknown to the Portuguese who do not permit

it to be taken thither. It is worth in Qamatra 400 to 600

marawdis the quintal (new weight) ; and between the

new and old there is.a difference of a ounces to the arratel,

the. old being 14 ounces and the new 16 ounces.

Of CiovEs.*

doves grow in the islands.called Molucos ; they take

^ For thift production of .pepper in Malabar see sufrat PP* 9^* 97#
and for Sumattaa pp. z65t xSa-iSs, i88.

* For dovealn the Moloceiia eee ffipre^ ppi 201-202* 201, n. 2«
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them to Malaca and thence to Calicut in Malabar. At

Calicut a hahar is worth from 500 to 600 famtns, and if

very clean and picked, 700 ; duty is paid at 18 fanatns

the hahar. In Moluco where they grow they are sold

at one to two ducats the hahar, according to the number

of purchasers who go there for it, and at Malaca from

ten to fourteen, according to the market.

Of Cinnamon.^

/ The good Cinnamon grows in the Island of CeilSo and

the bad in Malabar. The good is cheap in C^eilSo, but if

fresh and well picked it fetches 300 fanams the hahar

at Calicut.

Of Beledi Ginger.*

. Beledi Ginger grows around the town of Calicut at from

six to nine miles distance. Eacli hahar is worth 40fanams,

sometimes 50 ; they bring it in from the mountains

to the town for retail sale. The Indian merchants buy

iit and collect it, and when the sliip arrives to take cargoes

of it tliey sell it to the Moors at the price of from 90 to

110 fanams, fof: by then it b very heavy.

Dely Ginger.*

^ Dely Ging?r grows from Mount Dely up to Cananor.

It is small and not so white nor so good. A hahar ai

Cananor is u^rth 40 fanams, and the duty is 6 fanams

on each hahar.

Conserve of Green Gingkr.

\ In Bengal also there b much Beledi Ginger of which

^ For fine cinnamon in Ceyl<m see supra, p. 1S2» n. i; for the wild

cinnamon of Malabar and its growth on Mt. Dely, supra, 79, 93.

* For Belide or Beledi ginger see supra, p. 92, n. a.

a The ginger of Mt. Dely is probably a variety of the Bdedi gfngei

alluded to above. Both dnnamon and ginger seem to have been

wild there.
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they make abundance of very good Conserve with sugar,

and carry it for sale in Martaban jars to Malabar. Each

farazola 22 arratels and 6 ounces) fetches 14, 15 or

r6 /anams.^ That which is fresh is preserved at Calicut,

and is^vrorth 25 fanams, sugar being dear there, and this

green ginger sold to be preserved is worth f of a fanam

the farazola.

Of Drugs^ and of their Prices at Calicut and in

THE Land of Malabar.

Fanams.

Good Martaban lac, the farazola, i.e., 22

arratels 6J ounces new weight of Portugal 18

Country lac the farazola 123

Tincal (good), in laige pieces ... Do. 30 and 40

to 50

Coarse camphor in loaves 70 to 80

Camphor for anointing idols, a fanam and a

half the mitigal, 6^ of which make an

ounce.

Camphor for eating and for the eyes, per mitigal 3

Aguila (eagle-wood, aloes-wood) perfangola 300 to 400

^ Martaban lac. See Vol. I. p. 56, n. 3 ; Vol. II, p. 158, n 2.

Tincal. See Vol. I, p. 154, n. 7.

Camphor. See Vol. II, p, 207. n. i.

}
Vol. I, p. 92,*n. I ; 209,0.1. C/oifano, 5.t;. Aguila.

^Mt^Juoea} ^ Dalgado, Glossario, s.v, AI069.

Musk. Sm Vol. 1 , p. 56, n. 4.

Benzoin. See Vol. I, p. 92, n. $.

Tamarinds. See Hobson*Jcbson, s.v. Tamarind.
Calamo Aromatico. The Aeorus calamus, an aromatic astringent.

See Olossario, s.v, Calamo.
Indigo \ Indigo is a term but little used in Portuguese. Anil (from
Anil / the Arabic An*n9l) is the usual term. See Orla, Col. VII.
Incense. See Vol. I, p. 63, n. 2.

Ambergris. See Vol. II, p. xo6, n. 3 ; xo8, n. 2.

MyrobaJans. See Vol. I, p. x88, n. 3, Glossario, s.v. Mirabdlano.
Cassia. See Vol. 1 , p. 188. n. 3.

Sander8*wood. See Vol. II, under Timor, 196, n. x.
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Aloes-\vood (true), black, heavy and very

line ... ••• ... per farazcHa x,ooo-

Musk (good) the ounce 36

Good beijoim (benzoin) the fatazola 65 to 70

New tamarinds ... JLIO. 4
Calamo aromatico, i.e., Acorus calamus Do. 12

Indigo, true and good ... Do. 30

Myrrh Do. 18 to 20

Good incense in grains ... Do. 15

Incense in paste, not so good Do. 3

Good ambergris the mitigal 2 to 3
Myrobalan conserve in sugar the faraZola 16 to 25

Fresh and good Cassia^ ... Do.

Red Sanders-wood * Do. 5 to 6

Spikenard, fresh and good Do. 30 to 40

Spikenard. See Vol. I, p. 154, n. 5.

Nutmegs. See Vol. II, p. 197, n. i.

Mace. See Vol. II, p. 197, n. 1.

Lombreguera, southern-wood. See Vol. I, p, 154, n. 4, and Glossario,

5.V. Erva lombrigtmra.
Turbit. *rhe root and stems of Ifomma tufpBthum, used as a demul-

cent and laxative. \ (Stewart's Punjab Plants, p. 150.)
The name is from the Persian iurbud.

Anil. The nadador or " swimming indigo seems to have received
the name from ^ lightness to distinguish it from the impure kind
which would not Loat.

ZedcM^^ }
Sagapeno. Described by Vieyra as " gum from the fennel giant.'^

Thename " serajwe " used in the Spa^^ version is evidentiy a variant.
Socotra aloes. / See Vol.‘I. p. 6z» n.%

'"Cardamoms, '^e seeds of ElsttaHa eairdamcmiiim (il&cbi). See
Glossano, s.v, Cardamomo.
Rhubarb. This is the only mention of Rhubarb growing in Malabar*

and it is probable that what was obtained there came from China
via Malacca. See Vol. I, p. 93» n. 3.

Tutia. See Vol. I. p. 154* n. 6.
'

Cubebs. Not mentioned in the text. They are the berry of the
Plpar oiteha^'lormerly valued in medicine, and are indigenous in Java,

niw Stiilthi. See Glossmo^ s.e. Cubeba» Watt, Comsnarcidl Ptaiucts,

Opium. See Vol. I,pp. 55i saa, n. 1. 129, 154, ao3. The opium pro*

;paxed atCambaya was doubtless Ihe produce of Mftlwa.
t See Yen I, p. x88, n^j, and supra., p. n. 5.

; : s See p. 196, n. X.
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Fanams.

White, and lemon-coloured. sanders-uK)od,

which grows in an Island called Timor Do. 40 to 60

Nutmegs from the Island of BandSo (where

the bahar is worth 8 to zo fanams) are

worth at Calicut per farazola xo to 12

Mace, from BandSo where the bahar is worth

50 fanams, sells at Calicut at per farazola 25 to 30

Lombreguera, good herb (given only in the

Spanish version) per farazola 15

Turbit Do. 13

Anil nadador, very good ... Do. 30

Anil, heavy, mixed with sand (see also

Indigo) per farazola 18 to 20

Zerumba Do. 2

^^cdoar^y ... ... ... ... ^^o. z

Sagapeno (serapine gum in Spanish ver-

sion) per farazola 20

Socotra aloes Do. 8

Cardamoms in grains Do. 20

Rhubarb, which grows in abundance in Mala-

bar, and which comes to Malacca from

China per farazola 40 to 50

Myrobalans, Emblic .:. ... Do. 2

Do., Belleric Do. z}

I^., Chebulos and Citrine, all being of the

same species ... farazola 2

Do., Indian, which grow on the same tree as

the Citrine farazola 3

Tutia (tutenig) .... Do. 30

Cubebs, which grow in Java, are sold here at

' a low price, and by sight.

Opium hcom Aden, where it is prepared, is sold

at Calicut ... per farazola 280 to 320

Ppiam whidi is prepared at Cambaya Do. 200 to 250
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ATEIGHTS OF PORTUGAL AND OF INDIA. AND
THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THESE

AND THOSE OF PORTUGAL.^

The arraiel, old weight, contains 14 ounces.

Do., new weight, contains 16 ounces.

Eight old quintals make 7 new, and each new quintal

contains 128 arrateh of 16 ounces.

Each old quintal is 3J quarters of the new quintal, and

is of 128 arrateh of 14 ounces,

A farazola contains 22 arrateh of 16 ounces, and

6J ounces over.

Twenty farazolas make a bahar.

A bahar is 4 old quintals of Portugal.

All the Drugs and Spices and everything^else whidi

comes from India is sold in Portugal by the old weight,

while other goods are sold by the new weight.

‘ See Vol. I. p. 157, n. i.



FURTHER NOTES AND EMENDATIONS
TO VOL. I.

F^ge xli. lines 29 to 32. Mgr. Dalgado informs me that the abbrevia-
tion M$in stands for Mendo, the ancient form of Mendes, the hrst form
being used as the personal name and the second as a surname. Also
that Friz is an abbreviation of Fernandez.

Page 7, n. I. In a review of this volume in the J.R,A.S. Sir Richard
Temple suggests that such variations of name as are here found may
be due to the inflection of the root in the indigenous premutative
languages taking place at the commencement of their words, and that
accordingly it is in the last syllables thereof that the true sense or
form is to be sought.

Page 24, n. 2. The earlier history of the colonization of Madagascar
from the islands of the Eastern Archipelago has formed the subject
of much recent investigation, in which M. Gabriel Ferrand has taken a
leading part. The results are summed up in his essay K*ot$€n-Loum
{Journal Asiatique, 1919) (see pp. 220-226), and he comes to the con-
clusion that the settlers were a branch of the Khmer race (from which
Komr, the name they gave to Madagascar, is derived), that they had
occupied some of the western islands of the Archipelago, and there

were subject to a strong Indian influence, and that about the com-
mencement of the Christian era they colonized Madagascar.

Page 28, n. i. The early history of Zanzibar has recently been
investigated by Major F. 6. Pearce {Zanzibar » the Island Metropolis of

Eastern Africa, 1920). He examined and cleared the ruins of ancient
towns both in Zanzibar and Pemba ; these he thinks were flourishing in

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, but had probably decayed by
the fifteenth. Had there been any important towns on these islands

it .seems probable that they would have been mentioned by Barbosa
and other Portuguese writers. The present town of Zanzibar appears
to be of more recent origin.

Page 63, n. 3. Mgr. Dalgado also reads this word Carabolim as

Camholim, and quotes this passage in his Glossario, s,v. Cambolim. He
gives numerous other instances of its use, the earliest, of 1514, from
Alboquerque's letters.

Page 82, n. 1. Uzun Hasan should have been described as prince

of the Ak Kuyuntu or White Sheep, and not of the Karfl Kuyunlu or

Black Sheep. Ism&ll is usually alluded to as Shah IsmUll and not as

Ismill Shah. I have used both forms in speaking of him, but the former
is preferable. Both forms are however used on his coins.

Page 90, lines r and 2. I have not succeeded in tracing any allusion

to these strange fish, nor any explanation of the story.

Page 92, line 8. The words here translated ** saffron, indigo are
" ofa^em, indyo

**
in the Portuguese text. Mgr. Dalgado informs me

that in his opimon they should be read without the comma, and trans-

lated as Indian saffron.'' He adds that the word " indigo was not

used by the Portuguese, the only word being anil. Indigo as well as anil

is however given in the table of drugs at the end of the book (p. 23o)»

but as thU is taken from Ramusio it cannot be considered as an instance
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of the use of the word by the Fbrtugiiese. I therefore adopt the reading
Indian saffron/* This is no doubt the ** ^afram da terra *’ or

Country Saffron of Orta {Coll. i8, p. 165 of Markham's translation).

It is no doubt the turmeric, Curcuma longa. See Hobson^Jobson, s.e*

Saffroni and Gloscario, s.v. A9afrgo da India.

Page 126, n. z. Mr. H. Beveridge points out that the port of Balftwal
was in Akbar's time a favourite place of embarkation for Mecca pilgrims,

and that Akbar's foster-brother Mirza Koka, the Kh&n Azam, sailed

thence in his thirty-eighth year, returning in z595. BalSwal is evidently
another form of Verawal. Although the MTr&t-i-Ahmadi says it was
held by the Europeans it does not appear to have i>een ever actually
annex^ by the Portuguese.

Page 129, Gingelly. This word has long been commonly used in
India to denote the Sesamum Indicum and the oil extracted from it,

and all the modern forms in European and Indian languages can be
traced to the Portuguese gergelim, of which the use by &rlx>sa in this
and other passages in his book (as on pp. Z3, 89 and Z54), is probably
the earliest example. The word, as Mgr. Dalgado shows in his G/ossario,
already existed in Portuguese and was deriv^ from the Arabic juljukln,
as to which Dozy and Engelmann’s glossary quoted in Hobson-jobson
should be consulted. Possibly Arabic itself borrowed the word from
Persian, for its form suggests a Persian origin. The first syllable has
the appearance of the Persian gul, a flower, and the original form may
well have been one of the numerous names of plants and flowers com-
mencing with that word. The Hindustani form jinjali is derived either
direct from the Portuguese or.from the English word ; the real vernac-
ular term is til. The earliest English use given in Hobson-Jobson is

that of A. Hamilton, " gingerly ml." New Account of the East Indies
(Z727), I, p. 128.

Page Z34, n, 2. The part of this note suggesting an identification
with the roads of,;Couali mentioned by Tavernier requires correction.
The true name is restored by inserting the cedilla which is not given
in the English editmn of Tavernier, and reading ^ouali, i.e. the roads
of Suwally near Sunt.

Page 138, n. z. Mgr. Dalgado points out that the French mascaret
comes from the Portuguese macareo through the form macreo, and adds
Jaucigny writes /ma^ueric (bor^ in Z834 {Indo Chine, p. 295). See

also note s.v. Macareu in Gonfolo ae Viana, p. zjd, and in GlosMorio,

Page z39, n. I. The mistake about the Indus running unto the sea
at Cambay was vezy persistent. A. Hamilton repeats it in his New
Account 0/ the East Indies (Z727), I, p. 129.

Page 152, n. i. The note in Cothay.'Yiile and Cozdier, III, p. n. 3,
should however l>e. referred to. The identification of the ^bor of
Cosmas with the Sub&ra of Mas'udi however seems improbable. Chaul
seems more suitable when the ancient forms of the name are considered
(see infra, p. Z59,'n. z), and this view is supported by Prof. H. Cordier
in another note in Cathay (I, p. 227. n. 6). Nor does the identification
of Sahara with Suali seem probable.

Page, Z35, n. z. Cachopucho. Mgr. Dalgado informs me that he
thinks it more probable that tiiis should be cacho, pucho, and that
the two words axe distinct as given under Malacca (Vol. II, p. 173,0. 3).
Nevertheless I think that the explanation here givenU not an impiobaDie
oni^ and that Cachopucho may represent the Malay Kaya-putih*

^ X .i6z, n. 2. Corja. The derivation of this word requires’ re-

^consideration. In the first place in Dalgado's tiiossario tne origin
from the Malayfilam Korchchu, a bundle or tiireaded string (fifce a
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string of pmls), is advocated. Mgr. Dalgado points out that the ch of
Malayfilam is commonly represented by ^ in Portuguese as in;4gara for
chAhhara, jaca for chakha, etCi He considers that this term, having
been adopM by the Portugese was influenced by the widely-spread
use of the Indo-Aiyan forms kd^t and ksri in the sense of a score, and
passed into general commercial use. In modern Portuguese he says the
word has taken another meaning, that of a crowd or rough assembly in
a depreciatory sense. As the Portuguese obtained their first acquain-
tance with Indian terms in Malabar this origin is probable. Neverthe-
less the meaning of a score " was in full use in Barbosa's time, and
Varthema found a similar if not identical term [curia), although it

may be noted that in the text of Varthema given by Ramusio the
word does not occur. Kai^t or is clearly the origin of the present
meaning of the word, but Sir George Grierson informs me that the
derivation of this word from the Skr. Kdftis very doubtful, as the change
of meaning from 10 millions to 20 is too extreme. He considers it

possible that it may be. a borrowing from the Mundfi languages where
it also occurs, as these languages count by twenties.'

A Dravidian origin for Gorge had already been put forward in Hobson*
Jobson, and the subject was dealt with by Mr. Crooke in the 2nd Edition
of that work. As to this Sif George Grierson says " I cannot venture
to say that Yule and Burnell (the latter a Dravidian scholar) are wrong
in saying that Kanarese Korjl is a corruption of Kori, but 1 must confess
that until it is explained, it seems to me to be a violent etymology."
He adds that it is not to be found in fCittel's Kanarese Dictionary. He
considers stiU that it is most likely that K^l a score is Mundfi in origin,

and that Gujargil and Mar&thI could have received it from the Bhils
or KOrkis.

' For the Dravidian origin of Gorge the diMcuUy seems to be the great
transition in mean^ mm a " bundle or . indefinite collection of

objects " to a " score," and ^e fact that it was already established
as a trade-word in tiie latter ^nse as early as Barbosa's day. If the
Dravidian origin is admitted as possible the Malay&lam form mentioned
by Mgr.Dalgado seems more prol^ble than the rather doubtful Kanarese,
especially as trade-words are most likely to have come into use on the
Malabar coast.

Page 169, n. 2. On these names Mgr. Dalgado has favoured me with
the following note

:

** Arapakm must be the Malayfilam a^payafu,’ the bean of the aifo,

a kind of fried cake. MarfithI harbhard, Pisum sMvum, " ervilha da
India/' greengram. Properly chexupaya^u^

** pequena ervilha " or pulsep

Mmway, Muayfllam Mulayari, bamboo-seed, which is eaten in various

l>arts of India." <

Brandis] in bis Forest Flora of N.W. India (p. 566) remarks under
Bambusa arundinacea, that "the seed of this and other species of
Bamboo has often saved the lives of thousands in times of scarcity,

x8i2 in Orissa, x86a in Camara, and x866 (probably B. Tulda) in Malda."
F. Buchanan in ms Journey (1807) also alludes to the use of bamboo
seed as food by the Chensu of Mysore (I, p. 189) and by the Malasir of
Malabar (II. 34X)-
Buchanan also gives the following names 1

p. X03. Avary Dolichos Lablab.
Tovary •m Cytisus Cagan.

I, p. X08, Hervary of the Deccany Mnsalmans Cicer Arietinum.

On the udiole I am indtaed to think that this word, f.#• the Blarfithl

haebkarM is the origin of Muroary, and that we should read Huruary
iosMugudey^
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Page 170, n. 2. With regard to early mentions of Goa, Sir George
Grierson informs me that the Sanskrit name for Goa is GOmanta, and
that the KOnkani language spoken there is still called Gdmfintaki.
Mgr. Dalgado writes as follows r

** There are other copper-plates
earlier than the fourteenth century which mention Goa. That of 1054
gives it the name of Gopflcpur. The original was lost in the Lisbon
earthquake, but it exists in a badly done Portuguese translation

(SahyfUlri Ghanda by Dr. GomantSchala. edited by G. da Cunha)/'
It would seem that the identity of Gow^pura' and GopfLcpur with

Gdmanta is a question which deserves further investigation.

Page 177. The three classes of vessels, atalayas, fustas and gambueasp
have been alluded to several times in the course of this work. For

^ aialaya see pp. 132, n. i, and 133, n. i ; for fusta (or " foist ”) p. 159, n. i,

and for zamhuco pp. 167, 169, 1S5, 189. In this passage they seem to
be mentioned in order of size ; the aialayas were shore b^ts often
used for patrolling; the fustas made longer voyages, and were
employed in the attack from Gujarat on Louren^o D'Almeida's ships
at Chaul. The zambucos were larger sea-going craft like the Arab
dhows, and were much used in trade.

Page 180, n. 2. With regard to these laudes or quilted coats Mgr.
Dalgado informs me that this word was a Portuguese word known before
their arrival in India (sing, laudel, fpl. laudeas). It is derived by
Portuguese lexicographers from the Latin lodix.

Page 182, n. 2. On the question of the identification of Danseam
Rayen with a Maratha principality, Mr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyengar, who
is engaged on a work on Vijayanagar history, writes that he considers
this ** is perhaps the best way to look at it in the circumstances.''

Castanheda (Bk. II, Ch. 16) also gives a list of the five provinces of
Narsinga

:

(1) Talinate, extending along the sea from Cintacora on the border
of Daquem for about 50 leagues.

(2) Te&rragei, which lies in the interior and is conterminous with
DaqueniL This is evidently the Danseam Rayen of Barbosa,
and corresponds with it in position.

(3) Canara, alsd in the interior.

(4) Choramancjel, \/hich extends along the sea from the end of the
kingdoih of CouUo as far as the Mount Udigirmela which
divides Narsinga from the kingdom of Urig.

This gives far too great a northward extension to Choramandel,
and makes it take in the coast up to Orissa, which properly
belonged to Telingflna.

(5) This is in the interior and is called Telengue. Except that the
last-named has been robbed of its coast the classification

agrees well with Barbosa's.

Page 190, n. 2. Mgr. Dalgado in his Ghssario, s,v. Berido, quotes a
passage from Castanheda bearing on duels in Vijayanagar. I give a
translation of the passage in full.

Castanheda, Bk. II, Ch. 16 (p.53). There are many duels on account
of love of women wherein many men lose their lives. Those who fight
ask the King for a field, which he gives them and also secotidBipadrinhoSp
stepfathers "), and if they are men of position he goes to see the duel.

They fight on foot in a place surrounded with steps, whereinto they
entw naked and wearing turbans. They are armed with swords and
shields and are girt with daggers. They have seconds and judges who
give judgment as to the fight, and duels are so usual among them and
the King takes so great delight therein that any man whom he knows
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to be a valiant knight be orders to wear a golden chain on his right

arm to show that he is the bravest of all, and tills he must defend in

arms against any who come to demand it, if he would not lose it. And
he who wishes to fight tells the king he has insulted him by giving

the chain to one who is not so good a knight as he .... and

these duels also take place among the officials as to which of them
blows bis duties best, and also among any skilled in matters known to

men, for he who knows best wears the same chain, which is called

btrU:'

In this note in Vol. I a mistake was made in attributing to Yule a

remark as to this passage as it appears in Kamusio. But a further

reference makes it clear that Yule referred to a possible interpolation

in Ramusio's text of Marco Pblo, and not his text of Barbosa.

Page 220, n. i. The following account of the practice in modern

times, as ^ven by Sir George Grierson, may be read with interest

;

" In the seventies 1 tried a number of people for hook-swinging in

Rangpur (Bengal). I saw the so-called " victim " the day after the

affair and he did not seem a bit the worse for it. He was a strong

hefty fellow with a grin on his face. The hooks were inserted on each

side of his back below the shoulder-blades, and went under the muscles

there. These supported his weight. The wounds were quite small,

and gave him apparently little or no inconvenience when 1 saw him.

The defence was that the swinging did not hurt the victim, who certainly

was quite voluntary. He was low-caste, and 1 daresay, like other men
of his kind, did not easily feel pain.

Page 233, n. 2. Mgr. Dalgado informs me that the Chronicle of

the Kng of Portugal alluded to by Ruano in Orta’s Colloquy is the

Chronica do Principe D. Jodo of Kesende where the words quoted occur

in the Miscellanea, an Appendix to the Chronicle.

Phga 235, n. 1. Sir George Grierson writes, referring to the word

pdtan, t^t according to Horn (Grundriss der Neupersischen Etymologic,

p. 2;r2), it is derived from the Pehlevi puchan. The same form, pdekan^

survives in the western dialect of Balochi.
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Page XXV, line 4. Far BaUio raad Bulhio

Page Ixvii, line 22. For Patemxy r$ad Patenexy

Page 47. The name at the head of 1 30 Meca, should be within
square brackets ; and the commencement of the following line also.

Page 56, lines 3 and 5 from bottom. For de Orta read da Orta

Page 58, line 8 from bottom. For (Cor ?) read (^or)

Page 65, line 2 from bottom. For shirh read shihr

Page 72, note 3. For Profame read Profam

Page 73, line Z2 from bottom. For straits of read straits to

Page 78, line 28. For Maynard read Meynard

Page 80, last line. For Imgm read *Om&n

Page 93, line 36 (14 from bottom). For ol read or

Page 94, lines 23 from top and 15 from bottom. For Garcift de Orta
read Garcia da Orta

Page 96, note i. For Castelha read Castella'

Page Z08. note i. For Basay read Baxay

Page 108, n. 3, line 4 from bottom. For fflshtra read r&shtra

Page 108, n. 3, line 3 from bottom. For rxtent read extent

Page Z08, n. 3, line 2 from bottom. For erom read from

Page 124, n. a. For falcoes read falcdes

Page 126, n. i, Unef 8 from bottom. For Batgwal read Bal&wal

Page 138, n. i, line zz. For So ii*s read Schoff's

Page Z47, n. i. For Appendix B read Appendix

Page Z3Z, n. z. For de Orta read da Orta

Page z,55. n. i, linjs 24 to 27, first words of each line. For as read A

;

/or Aarly read early
; for esee read (see

; for (last read last

Page Z56, line 33. Omit comma at end of line.

Page Z58, line 7 from bottom. After p. z62» n. z, insert)

Page 162, n. z, line 4. For note z read (p. Z59, n. z)

Page Z95, n. 2, line 7 from bottom. For (avega9lo read (Navegaflo)

Page 2z6, n. z. For Canti read Conti

Page 226, n. 2. For de Orta read da Orta

' Page 233, n. 2. For de Orta read da Orta



APPENDIX I.

EXTItACTS FROM THE " DECAOAS *' OF JOAO DE BaRROS.

l.—Decadas I, Book ix, Ch. 3, f. 180 b.

According to what we have obtained of their writings from

certain books interpreted for us, at the time when we entered

India it was 612 years past that in the land which they call

Mdahar there was a King named Sarama Pereimal whose

state was all the land along the coast for eighty leagues (as

we have said above). Which King was so powerful that in

memory of his name they used to make a reckoning of the

period of his reign (which they abandoned at our arrival)

making it the starting point of their era.

The principal establishment of this King was at Coulam

where the leading merchants in spices assembled for many
hundreds of years ; and in his time tte Arabs, now converted

to the sect of Mahamed, began to trade with India ; not indeed

as altogether new to it, for they and the Persians had long

been masters of those two narrow seas by which eastern goods

came to these regions of Europe, but as people who began

now to propagate the creed they had adopted .... and

in order to make it more acceptable they took their daughters

as wives, 'a matter which these Heathen hold to be an honour

;

until, when they were well settled in the country, this King

Sarama Pereimal became a Moor, and showed them great

favour and assigned them a place of habitation. It was at

Calecut, for there is the flower of.the pepper and ginger trade.

Then they persuaded him that for his sal^^tion he oug^t to

end his life at the house of Miecha. Heagreed .... and

determined to make a partition of his state among his nearest

kindred.

To the highest of these he gave the Kingdom of CoulSo

where was situated the see of the Brammane religion. To

the next he gave Cananor, with the title of King and to others

lands and titles of honours in accordance with their custom.

. . . 'Hie last of these was t^ dty of Calecut, where the

Moors already had their own settlement, as one who delivered
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himseli entirely into the hands of that race who had shown

him the way of salvation. .... and as Calecut was the

last pfx>perty he held in his own hands to divide, he held that

with the help of these Moors, the Lord of that place should

be suzerain over the others. This place although but small,

he wished to give to a nephew who was his favourite, and
as a new name of power over the rest he called him ^amorij,

as it might be Emperor among us. He left him two pieces

which he was accustomed to use : a lamp which is used before

great persons ; like a torch among us, wherefore our people

give it this name .... and the other was a smrd
which signified the ro}^ power. He was to have the secular

power, and the King of Coulam the religious, as the Head of

the Bramancs, to whom he left the name of Cobritem’ as

he was their pontiff ; and in temporal matters this King of

Coulam and the King of Cananor might (not ?) strike money,

as the ^Amorij was their superior, and the other Lords might

not roof their houses with tiles. Regarding dignities to be

held by each of them nothing is written as far as we have

discovered up till now .... For the husbandman is

distinct from the fisher and the weaver from the carpenter, etc.

. . . . and the Naire is the noblest in blood among this

folk, and the Jews in their time did not perform so many
purifications when they touched a Samaritan as they perform

should they by mischance touch anyone of the people. Thus
they treat them as if they, themselves were a glorified body
and the others foul beasts.

(Then he goes on to state that there are the following castes :

(x) the Chingalas, whom we call Chatijs who come from ^he

',Choromandel coast, the mercantile caste
; (2) Moors of two

kinds, i.e. the natives or Naiteas, half Arab by descent, and
the foreigners, Arabs, Persians, or Guzarates and others

;

(3) Jews, and (4) Heathen of various classes.)

The Naires are the most warlike of all, and though hdd to

be the most noble yet they may be called sons of the common
people, for they know not with certainty who are their fathers,

the Naire women being common to sdl of their rank. For

this caste does not restrict itself as to the most noble, except

1 Cf. Cobertorim in text, p. 4 and note.
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among their own people ; and is so free that when a woman
of this Naire blood is ten years of age, when she is held to be

ready for marriage following certain ceremonies, she may
receive in her house as many Naires as she will, and Bramenes,

who are their clergy, are also privileged to be received, for

whom, being of another race, they are very eager, even for

adulteresses. And they, both men and women, are so free from

the matrimonial bond that if one dislikes the other it is enough

for them to separate in a manner of repudiation, yet as long as

they are in accord the man must support the woman. And
if any outside Naire is with her no one .may go in or know
what she is doing when he finds the sword and shield of the

other at the door, nor is there any jealousy nor cause of offence

in this. Hence none of them considers a child borne by the

woman as his own, nor is bound to maintain him, and their

true heirs are their nephews, sons of their (sisters ?) brothers.

They say that this is a very ancient law among them, and
that it springs from the wish of a certain prince to relieve the

men of the burden of maintaining sons and leave them free

and ready for warlike service to which they are bound when-

soever the King calls upon them. They have great privileges

and liberties so much so that when one of them goes any
whither he continues to shout out his " ou elle po, po,'' that is

Take care,” Take care,” and (save only other Naires)

everyone leaves the street or road out of respect for his person,

as it is a religious matter not to touch anyone outside his

own honour. If this happens he must purify himself from

the contagion with certain ceremonies. No one may call

himself a Naire until he has been knighted .... When
he reaches the age of seven years he must go to the fencing

school, the master of which (whom they call Panical) he bolds

to be in the place of a father on account of the teaching he

receives from him, and, next to the King or Lord whom they

serve, they hold him in reverence. (Then follows a descrip-

tion of the training, the arms carried, the ceremony of the

knighthood, etc.)

II.—^Extracts from the Geo'graphical Chapter, Decadas /.

Bk. ix., Ch. I, f. 176, Rev.

And from this cape (Segdgora), which our folk call Palmeiras,

0
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where we come to the end of the kingdom of Orixa (at one

and twenty degrees) to the other boundary of the Kingdom

yaf Bengala which is the dty of Chatigio at two sAd twenty

good degrees it may be one hundred leagues as we have said.

Halting however at this distance of a hundred leagues on turn-

ing Cape Seg(5gora there is an inlet ot the kingdom of Orixa

where discharges itself the River called Ganga of which we
spoke above which traverses the greater part of this Kingdom
and passes by the city of Ramana the metropolis thertof, and
flows into the River Ganges, where it as well falls into the

sea. And whereas this whole distance from Cape Segdgora

to Chatigio can be better depicted than described in writing

by reason that all that land is cut into islands and shallows,

which form at the mouths of the Ganges through the abun-

dance of its water we name not the cities and towns on these

islands, yet those curious as to their position may see it in

the plates in our Geography. [These were never published,

but Lavanha’s map in Decada IV here reproduced takes

their place as far as Bengal is concerned.] Wherefore con-

tinuing along our under finger to the sixth part of the general

division which we have made, that which begins at Chatigfio

and ends at the Cape of Singapura, which is but one -degree

to the north of the equinoctial line and forty [leagues] east

of our city of Malaca, the whole may be
.380 leagues, which

we divide as follows : From the Cape of Negroes at the 17th

degree where beginneththe Kingdom of Pegu, too leagues : in

which are these towns, Chocotifi, Bacalfi, Arracao (the capital

dty of the Realm of that name), Chubode,.Sedoe and Xarl[

(wUch is on the point of Negraes).
,
Hence passing by the dty

of Tflvay at 13 degrees (the last of the Realm of Pegu) there

is then a great gulf with many islands and shoals formed like

those of the Ganges by another mighty river whidi divides

the land of Pegu ; which river flows from the Lake of Chimay,

200 leagues to thenorth in the iimerpart of the country, whence

flow six rivers ; three of which join others and form the great

river which flows through Siam [the'Menam], and the others fall

. into the Bay of Bengala. One traverses the country of Caor

whence it takes its name and through Camotdy and Cirote

(where are made all the eunudis of that part of the East).
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and comes forth above Chatig&o into that remarkable arm of

the Ganges in front of the Isle of Somag&o. [This river Caor

flowing into the Meghna opposite Sunargion is probably the

Brahmaputra.] The other, that of Pegu, passes through the

kingdom of Avk which is in the interior [the Irrawaddy] and

the third [the Salween] comes forth in Martab&o between T&vay
and Pegu (at 15 degrees). And the towns outside this gulf of

islands of Pegu and going along the coast thereof are Vagaru,

Martab&o, a dty known for its great trade, and yet further

Rey Tagala and Tivay, at which city of T&vay a short time

before we entered In^a began the Kingdom of Si&o and it

ended on the other sea of the East in the Kingdom of Camboja

;

and into it projected the Kingdom of Malaca which we
conquered from a Moorish usurper {tyrmno) who had risen

against the King of Si2o, as will be told in its proper place.

On this coast, still following the index finger which we have

drawn, up to the point thereof, to wit the Cape of Singapura,

and thence turning upwards to its junction with the middle

finger (where may be placed the Kingdom of Camboja), there

will be 500 leagues of coast more or less, all pertaining to this

Heathen prince. He has iost the greater part thereof in tlie

changes of time, more especially after that we had taken

Malaca, for the Malay Moors after they had been cast out

thence sought for new settlements along that coast, and, that

race being the fiercest of all in those regions, they took posses-

sion of all the best ports for trade and navigation, which the

natives of the land used not, and made themselves Lords

thereof, and some of them took the title of Kings. Thus with

the changes of time and more which we have related above,

when Affonso de Alboquerque took Malaca this coast was left

without divi»on of states. And the tovms from T&vay to

Malaca are these : Teni^rij a celebrated city, Ldngur, Torrflo,

Quedd (the flower of the pepper of all that coast), Peddo,

Pcrd, Solungor and our dty of Malaca the capital of the King-

dom so called, which lies at two degrees and a half north.

Following forward for 40 leagues there is the Cape of ^ingapura,

whence begins along the index finger the seventh division

which is from that point to the River of Sido, of which (as

we have said) the greater part of the waters flow from the

Q ®
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Lake of Chimay. This river by reason of the great abun-

dance of its waters the Siames call Menio (Menam) that is

to say " the mother of waters." It falls into the sea at the

latitude of 13 degrees. On this coast the towns of note are

these : Pam, the capital of the Kingdom of that name,

Ponticio, Calant&o, Patane, Lugor, Cuy, Perperij and 'Bam-

placot which is at the mouth of the Rio Menio.

Extracts from the Description of the Kingdom of

Bengal.

Decaia IV, Bk. ix, Ch. i, of J. de Barros (compiled and

edited from his notes by Lavanha).

In the general description which we made above of the

Indian Coast in our first Decada (Bk. ix, Ch. i) we gave no

further information regarding Bengal than of the dimensions

of its Gulf, and of the entry into it of the River Ganges (called

by the natives Ganga). It has therefore seemed to us fit that

we should here deal with what happened to our people in that

Kingdom and with the customs of the races who dwell therein.

TheKingdom of Bengal then is rituated in that region where the

River Ganges discharges its waters by two principal branches

into the Eastern Ocean, and where the land drawing further

back from its waters forms the great Gulf which geographers

term Gangetic and which we now name from Beiigal. Into

the mouths of these two branches two notable rivers discharge

themselves, one from the east, the other from the west, both

being boundaries of the Kingdom. One of these our people

^^>all the River of Chatigam, as it enters the eastern mouth of

the Ganges at a city of this name, the most celebrated and

richest of that King^m by reason of its port whither all the

merchandize of the east runs together. The other river enters

the western arm of the Ganges below another dty called Sati-

,^m, also a great and noble place, but less resorted to than

Chatigam as the port is not so convenient for the entry and

departure of ships. The Chatigam river rises in the mountains

of the kingdoms of Avk and of Vagard, and flowing from

N.E. to S.W. divides the Kingdom of Bengala from the lands

of Codavascam (Khuda Bakbsh J^bSn), and along the course

of this river lie the Kingdoms of Tipora and of Brema Umna
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which surround Bengala in the east [i.e., this river is the

Karnaphulli and not a branch of the Ganges]. Bending

round to the east these mountains separate the Bengalas from

the Patane peoples, and, lower down towards the south, from

theKingdom of Orixa, the level lands of Bengala lying between

the mountains and the stream of the Ganges. The other

river which enters the Ganges below Satigam runs through

tlie kingdom of Orixa and its source is on the slopes of the

mountains called Gate (Ghats) by the Indians in those parts

which are near Chaul. And as this river is a great one and
flows through many lands, the natives, in imitation of the

Ganges into which it dis9liargcs its waters, give it also the

name of Ganga, and h^ its waters to be as holy as those

of the Ganges itself,^n this manner lies the Kingdom of

Bengala on its sea-coast which faces southwards between

these two rivers, this of Satigam to the west and that of Chati*

gam to the east, and the two branches of the Ganges into

which they flow form the figure of the Greek letter Delta,

as do all great rivers which enter the sea by several

mouths.

Page 557, Islandsfrom the Eastern Mouth :

Tranquetih, Sundivh, Ingudiii, Mularangue, Guacalit, Tipu* v
rik, Bulitei, Sornag^, Angark, Merculij, Noldij, Cupitavaz,

Pacuculij, Agra^ra.

The Estate of Codovascam, a Moorish prince and a great

Lord, is between Bengalla and Arcacam.

The Bengallas reckon it to be within the bounds of their

Kingdom, and that of Tipora as well, but these lands being

very mountainous the Bengallaq say that certain powerful

Lords therein have risen against the King of Bengalla, and

whereas there was ever hatred and rivalry between the

Bengallas and the Tiporitas, as there is wont to be between

neighbour Kingdoms, when one drums to be greater than

the other, the Tiporitas allied themselves with those of the

kingdom of Cou, also unfriendly to the Bengallas.

(He then explains how these two mountain Kingdoms

although strong in warriors and horses were overcome by

Bengal through tte military disdpline and artillery introduced

by the Moors.)
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• Page 558. The saying is quoted r^^arding the great King-

doms of India, that

y^/Bengatta was famous for its numerous inf^try.

Orixi for elephants.

Bisnagi for soldiers skilled in sword and shield work.

Delij for its cities and villages.

Com for its horses.

Hence they were known as :

—

Espatij, i.e., A^vapati—CoussKtlch Bihar.

Gaspatij, i.e., Gajapati—Orissa.

Noropatij, Narapati—^Bengal.

Buapatij, i.e., Bhumipati—Delhi.

Coapatij, i.e., Sarvapati ? Vijayanagar.

(^oapatij ?).

[That is to say :

—

A^vapati = Lord of horses.

Gajapati = Lord of elephants.

Narapati as Lord of men.

Bhumipati = Lord of lands.

Sarvapati^ Lord of all (?).]

Page 559.'^The principaldty of this Realm is called Gouro,

on the Ganges, said to be three of bur leagues in length, with

200.000 inhabitants. On one side the river defends it . . .

Its trade and that of all Bengalla was such before the Patanes

took it that Soltham Badur [SultSn BahSdur ShShof GujarSt]

would say that he was one, the King of Narsinga two and
the King of Bengalla three, that is that the King of Bengalla

alone held as much as he and the King of Naranga held

jointly.

FmsT Expedition to Bengal as related by De Barbos

(Abstract), III, ii, 6, f. 41, 42.

. Femam Perez D'Andrade having been sent out by Lopo
Soares D’Albergaria to go first to China and afterwards to

Bengala and Pegu went first to Paoem in Sumatra where his

ship was accidentally burnt. Thus he lost the proper season

-{mottfom) for the V03reige to China and determined to go to
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Bengalla, sending on before him one Joam Coelho in the ship

of a Moor called GromfyOe (Ghulam Ali) a relative of the

Governor of Chatigam. He was not allowed by Jorge de Brito,

Captain of Malaca, to carry out this plan, ^t was ordered

to go to China. The reason was that Rafael Perestrello had

been sent there in a junk by Joige D'Alboquerque, and had

not yet returned. F. Perez D’Andrade therefore sailed on

12 Aug. 1516, passing Cochin China in the middle of Sept.,

but the moufom having come to an end he was caught in a

storm and had to take refuge on the coast of Choampd, with

all his ships except a junk in which was Duarte Coelho who
took refuge in theMenam River After many adventures he got

away at the end of Sept, follpwing the coast between Malaca

and Siam to the port of Patane, which he took, and after

making peace returned to Malaca. Rafael PerestreUo had now
returned from China and had made great profits. Then F.

Perez decided to go to China and not to Bengal. He went

first to Paoem to get a cargo of pepper and stayed there* till

He went back to Malaca, but was again delayed,

Jorge de Brito having died and a dispute as to the succession

to the captaincy having arisen ; he at last started in June, Z517,

and arrived at the Island of Tamfio (Beniaga) on Aug. 15, 1917.

Decaia II, ii, 3. Expedition to the Maldives and Bengal

(Abstract).

J. da SUvmra sent by L. Soares to the Maldives. Took a

ship on which was GromiUe ; on returning he was sent to

Bengal via Ceylon. Arrived at the Arracam River, where the

peof^ wished to accompany him as they were at war with

BengaL He did not agree. Arrived at Chatigam, where he

was T^aided as a pirate. Joam Coelho sent by Femam Perea

hid the day before arrived there with a message from the

King of Portugal. There was a difference between them, J. da

Slveira being jealous of Coelho, whom he detained in his ship.

This made the Governor still more suspicious, he thought F.

Perez was the true messenger and Silvdta a pirate. He could

not obtain supplies and was perpetually attacked and owing

to the monsoon he could not leave the river. At last the
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Oovernor made peace \nth him fearing that ships coming to

the port would be taken by him when the monsoon was over.

G)rrea gives no information on these points but see II, p. 530,

where he rimply says that Femilo Peres had been appointed

by the King to go to Bengal, but Dom Alexio would not agree

to this and made him return to India (apparently after he

had come back from China), on the ground that the Governor

had given the Bengal expedition to his brother-in-law D. Joam
da Silveira.
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[The following is an account of the Ariyitfu vdzhcha

(coronation of the Zamorin) adapted from an account written

in Blalayalam by the late Zamorin of the ceremony that took

place in October, 1909. The Zamorin then installed was the

author’s immediate predecessor. The author was installed

as EralpSd at the same time. He himself became Zamorin

in December, 1912, at the age of sixty-seven, and died in July

1915. His full name and titles were as follows :—PadnichSne

Kovilagath MSnavikraman (Ettan) Raja Manavikrama Rdja,

Zamorin of Calicut. His portrait, from a photograph sent by

Mr. J. A. Thorne, appears as a frontispiece to this volume.

He appears in the costume worn during the diksha period,

that is during the mourning for his predecessor. The inset

bust represents the Raja of Cochin, with whom the Zamorin

brought about a reconciliation after the dynasties had been

at enmity for centuries.]

The pindam ceremony of the late Zamorin and the ariyiUu

vazhcha of the present &morin and of the Eralpad and MOn-

nirpid took place on Tulam 2nd, at the Kizhakke Kovilagam,

Kottakkal, with great 4clat. By the previous evening most

of the principal Nambutirippads, Nambudiris, and chieftains

of Malabar had arrived at.the Kovilagam.

The first ceremony is a giving of presents called " Ekodrish-

tam ” to all Brahmanas. About a thousand panam arc so

distributed. This is to ensure the bliss of the (feceascd

Zamorin in the next world. Next comes the " Pulakidi ”

bathing to remove the death pollution). A feature of

this with the Zamorins is as follows :

—

As the Zamorin stands in the water of the tank, the Valia

Raja of Punnathur (on this occasion a minor under the Court

of Wards), comes to the place and with his right hand takes

the left of the Zamorin. Both of them then plunge

under the water. As soon as they are under the water

the Namtndi the Pannathur Raja) lets go the Zamorin's

hand, dives through the water and goes out of the tank by
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aso

another flight of steps, carefully averting his gaze hx>m the

Zamorin. The Pannathur Raja has the right of dining with

the Zamorin on this day.

Next comes the " Punydham “
(purification).

Then comes the Visit to the temple to worship the family

diety, the Bhagavati of Srivalayan^.

When a Zamorin dies, the Vira sankhalas (*.«., heavy brace-

lets) worn by him on arms and legs are placed below the image

of Bhagavati, the significance of which is that they revert to

the deity on his death. The first duty of the new Zamorin

is to take them from the priest of Bhagavati when he goes to

the shrine and put them on.

. The next ceremony is the " Vayarattam." The nature of

this ceremony is a secret, known only to the Zamorin and to

the Vayara Panikkars who perform it. It has been practised

for very many centuries.

Then comes the " Val Puja " (worship of the sword).

This is the sword given to the original Zamorin by CheramSn
Perumal with the injunction “ Strike and slay and conquer."

It is still preserved in a copper sheath, and is daily worshipped

by the Zamorin. As soon as a Zamorin dies it is laid at the

feet of Bhagavati, where worship is offered to it by the priest.

It is first worshipped by the new Zamorin on tl^ day (i.e.,

the day of his installation).

Then comes the Interview with the Azhuvancheri Tanibrakkal.

The Tambrakkal has to stop at a place two miles from the

Kovilagam ; he is not allowed to stay nearer the Kovilagam.

From there at about ii a.m., he proceeds in state and with

musical honours to a temple not far from the Kovilagam.

At the same time the Zamorin proceeds to the temple from

the Kovilagam in equal state. They meet at the temple

and the TambrSkkal then whispers some secret counsel

in the Zamorin's ear. It is said that one of the instructions

so given is "Do thou protect the cow and the Brahman
wd thou shalt reign as Lord of the lulls and waves"
{KnmuUa-konaHrii. When this is finidied puriinas are read

for some time.

Then follows the Gr^uuSnti. Silver censers are filled with

water in whidi is placed a decoction made of the four milky
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trees Ficus Raoemosa, Ficus Venosa, Ficus Religiosa

and Ficus -Indies) and other herbs. These are Messed

by the ChSnnIss NambQtirippad (the iitUri and instructor

in ffMwframs to the Zamorin's iamily) and placed by them
in front of the various SthSnis (*.«., the five Rajas). Then each
SthSni in order, beginning with the Zamorin, comes forward

to the place where his censer is placed, and doesobeisance to it.

The NambOtirippad, as each comes forward, pours the decoction

over him precisely as Abhisgkham is done to deities. The
Sthanis then bathe and put on fresh clothes. (Up to that

time each has been clad only in a single garment, tucked

up before and behind in an unusual manner.) Then another

visit is paid to*the Bhagavati shrine, and many presents

are distributed there. The ChennSss NambQtirippad then

instructs each SthSni in the mantrams proper to his SthSnam.

Then comes the Visif to the Katari (school of arms) and

Taking of the Sword. All Zamoiins of old were trained in

arms ; on the death of a Zamorin, until this day (the day
of the installation) no weapon would be touched by the new
Sthinis, and in that period no warfare could be carried on.

The ceremony now referred to would give the new Zamorin

the right to resume his arms.

(A story in this connection is related of a feuda^My chieftain

of the Zamorin called the Tdni)nl NSyar. On the death of a

certain Zamorin the Nayar thought the laying down of arms a

good opportunity of showing his independence. He marched

to the Kovilagam with a large force of men and took up his

stand at the Vayaru-talam. The MangSt Acban and other

chieftains went against him and overcame him and ignomin-

iously threw him out by the scruff of the neck. From that

day it has been customary for the NSyar to come to the

Ko^dlagam, where the manner of his discomfiture is exhibited

in play. During the Tiruvantali period, i.e., after the

Saeiehayanam and before the installation he appears with his

men and mounts the Vayaru-ta]am, and the Mangit Achan

takes him by the nedr and ejects him. The Nayar has then

to return h«ne, his men with arms reversed. On this occasion

this oeiemmiy was dispensed with, the sole surviving member
ofthe Nftyar's femilyb^g an invalid.)
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The instructor in arms to the Zamorin's family is a chieftain

called the Dharmoth Panikkar. (These Panikkars were

formerly the hereditary Commanders-in-Chief of the Zamorin’s

army ; the other principal chieftains of the Zamorin being the

Mangat Achan. the Tenayancheri Elayad and the Ra3nranallur

Para Nambi).

On the Karali the Dharmoth Panikkar places 27 lotus

flowers denoting 27 deities, after the deities have been invoked

and worshipped by a NambOtiri priest. The Zamorin goes

to each in turn and docs obeisance, followed by the other

Sthanis in order. The Zamorin then receives the sword from

the Panikkar, who girds it upon him. The Zamorin gives a

present of two bundles, each containing loi panams, to the

Panikkar.

Preparations are then made for the Ariyittu mzcha in-

stallation by pouring of rice) . This takes place for the Zamorin

on the Vayaru-talam (a raised platform) ; for the other

SthSnis, elsewhere.

First comes the Adorning. The Sthanis are adorned from

head to foot in ornaments containing the nine jewels. A
personage called the " Nand^vanathu Nambi " has the office

of adorning the Zamorin : the Pimnasseri NamH does the

same office for the Er^pSd ; and Nambutiri priests for the

other Sthanis. In the procession to the Vayaru-talam each

Sthani goes holding the hand of the person who has adorned
him. The 2^morin proceeds to the Vayaru-talam, which
is handsomely decorated and crowded with the chief Nam-
batiris and lords of his country. He takes his seat on the

white cloth (Vella) and dark woollen cloth (karimpadam)
which are customarily spread for great men, facing the east,

and in front of an image of his family deity Bhagavati. The
place resounds with the squealing of pipes, thunder of drums,
and explosion of guns. A diadem is then placed on the

Zamorin's head, and the Posmng of the rice then takes place.

This is done by the three chief NambotiQppads (Sdhyans)

of three grflmams, vix., Pumulli, VarikSsseri and KirSngSt

NambQtirippads.

Alter the death of a Zamorin his successor, before the rice-

pouring ceremony is performed, cannot sign any document
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of state. The signing in the interval is done on his behalf

by the ChittQr Nambntirippad, and all the necessary corre-

spondence is seen to by the MangS.t Achan in thename of the

family priest, the Talappanna Nambutiri. So the first present

at the installation is given to the ChittQr Nambutirippad.

Presents are then given to the other people assembled, including

the AlQr Kanisan (the astrologer).

Immediately after the rice-pouring comes the Signing of

the documerUs. The Zamorin signs four documents. The
significance of the proceeding is this : On the death of the

Zamorin it was formerly the custom to stop all activity

in the country until the installation ceremony. This was called

the stopping of " fight, toll, shipping and trade.” The four

documents signed by the Zamorin would authorise the resump-

tion of these four activities.

Then follow the rice-pouring ceremonies of the other four

SthSnis. No diadem is placed on their heads but in other

respects the ceremony is somewhat on the same lines as for

the Zamorin. Each in turn falls at the Zamorin's feet and

does homage and receives his blessing. Then each sits on

VeUa and Karimpadam in his appointed place, with an image

of Bhagavati before him. Rice is poured on them only by
two persons, vix., the Varikkasseri Nambutirippiid and the

Zamorin himself.

This over, there follows the Writing of the Charters. Each

Sthani signs such a document in memory of the time when
each was ruler of a part of the Zamorin's dominions and swore

to fealty in this fashion before going to his Division.

Then all visit the temple in great state preceded by elephants

and accompanied by all the chieftains and thousands of

Niyar followers. With the procesaon is carried one of the

insignia of the Zamorin—a door-panel (known as palji maradi)

draped with a silk cloth and carried on a pole. The story

is that when the Srivalayanad Bhagavati first appeared to

the 2!amorin and became his family deity, she stood behind a

.door, and that the Zamorin in accordance with the Bhagavati's

command preserved the door for use m processions in the

goddess's honour.

Before the Zamorin go seven beautiful girls sprinkling
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water from silver dishes. In the same way five girls go before

the ErSlpad and three before the MonnSrpSd. Eadh SthSni

is carried in a litter inlaid with ivory. On the back of one of

the elephants is placed the sword of Bhagavlti.

On return from the temple to the Kovilagam each SthSni

takes his seat in the porch on Velja and Karimpadam. The

girls aforesaid then come each canying lighted wicks in a alver

saucer, and go thrice round the SthSnis, keeping them on their

right (pradakshinam). As they go they turn and throw

rice and other things over their shoulders. This ceremony

is intended to avert the evil eye ; and with this the investiture

of the SthSnis is complete. It only remains to give presents

of rice and money to the chieftains and their followers. The

money presents vary from two annas to one rupee per man
of the followers. Of the Brahmans each Pattar receives four

annas, each EmbrSntiri six annas and each NambQtiri eight

annas ; this present is called praiigraham.

The next day the Zamorin and the other SthSnis go in

solemn state to say farewell to the AzhuvSneheri TambrSkkal.

The Zamorin gives him a handsome present before they part,

so do the other SthSnis and all receive his blessing.

Note on the above account by Mr. Thorne.

The author concludes his account Hath a thankful mention

of the fact that the ceremony was not marred by any tnrth

or death pollution. Two TamburSttis were confined on that

day—a lady of the Padinhare Kovilagam at Calicut, and a

lady of the Kizhake Kovilagam at Kottakkal (where the cere-

mony took place). But the news of the former was brought

only in the evening, and the latter event happened after the

ceremony was over. Considering that the family contains

some hundreds of members the author might well ctmgratu-

late himsdf.

This particular ceremony took place at the Kizhakke

Kovilagam at Kottakkd, since the Zamorin then installed

was of that Kovilagam. Present-day Zamoiins for themost
part live in the Kovilagams to which they themselves belong.

Of these the Padinhare (western) Kovilagam is at MSnkftvu

just outside Calicut, tte Pntbiya' (New) Kovilagam at
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Tiruvannur a few miles outside Calicut, and the Kizhakke

eastern) Kovilagam at Kottakkal in Emad about 85 miles

from Calicut.

The Zamorin of this a^unt is an instance of the truth of

Barbosa’s remark that ’’.the Kings of Malabar are always

old.” He was bom in August, 1844; he became Vaha

TamburSn (».«., head) of his Kovilagam in March, 1900;

Neduthrappid (5th Raja) in December, 1901 ;
EdatrIppSd

(4th Raja) in April, 1903 ; MonnSrpSd (3rd Raja) in May,

1903; Eralpid (and Raja) in April, 1904; and Zamorin in

October, 1909, at the age of 65.

The previous Zamorin died on Kanni 19th 1085 M.F.

October 5th, 1909). The installation of his successor

took place on Tulam and October I9tb). Thus Barbosa’s

” thirteen days ” for the period of general mourning is correct

;

and the account confirms the statement that in this interval

the new Zamorin could not take up his duties. I presume

however that this quiescence is a sign of mourning, rather

than of ” waiting lest there should be someone to oppose

him." The ’’ cahimal " who acts as Regent meanwhile

appears to be the Mangdt Achan. This personage has no

longer any but a formal connection with the Zamorin
;
he

receives a yearly token of 200 panams (Rs. 57-2-4) from the

Zamorin.

Budianan fii, p> 394) gives the Zamorin’s ministers as

Mangutachan (Mangdt Achan), Tenancheri EUiadi (Tenayan-

dieri Elayad), Bermamuta Panycary (Dharmdth Panikkar),

and Para Nambi (Rayiranallur Pdra Nambi).
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Note on the Funeral Ceremonies of the Zamorin.

The rites are somewhat the same as those observed by

Na3rars which are described on pp. 185-187 of the Malabar

Gazetteer.

Among Nayars when a man is about to die it is imperative

to remove him to the floor from his bed before he breathes

his last. But the Zamorin’s body is left on the bed until

his successor or near relations arrive. When he is at the point

of death water from the Ganges or from Rameswaram is

sprinkled on him. and presents (danam) given to Brahmans.

As soon as the death takes place, it is announced by the firing

of sixteen mortars {Kathina). A number of coconuts cut

in two, with lighted wicks of cotton inside them, are placed in

lines from the place where the dead body lies up to the gate

of the Kovilagam. Then begins afresh the giving of presents

(iakshina) to Brahmans—ordinarily eight annas to a Nambud-
iri, six annas to an Embrintiri and four annas to a PEttar,

or more if the Zamorin 's successor can afford it.

Information of the death is at once sent, not only to the

Tamburans of the three Kovilagams, but also to the Maharaja

of Travancore, and many other chieftains of the West Coast

;

and to the collector of Malabar.

The body is removed from the bed on the arrival of the

Zamorin 's successor. It is covered with silk or a new cloth.

Lines of cow-dung ashes, paddy, and rice are drawn on the

ground around the corpse : and the Zamorin's successor,

the nearest relations, and the attendants (known as Kurikkfir

Kuttikal) sit around it till the arrangements for the cremation

are complete.

There is a special family (Edavalath), a member of which

serves as priest for the funeral rites. They belong to t^
Attikurissi caste—a low Nflyar caste emifloyed by NSyars

for removing death pollution. When all isr^y the Zamorin's

successor, the near relations, and the atten^uits (who are

*36
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Nedungadi, Eradi, or Vallodi by caste, and thus Samantans

like the Zamorin) plunge into the tank. After bathing they

take the corpse, dip it in the tank, and place it on a frame-work

of fresh bamboos covered with new silk or doth. They then

carry it to the cremation ground in the premises of the Kovila-

gam. The pyre has already been built there, lying north and

south. The body is carried three times round the P3rre,

and placed on the pyre with the head to the south. The Tam-
burans then place billets of wood upon the body. The fuel

used should be sandal-wood ; if that is found impossible,

mango-wood and cakes of cow-dung will serve. Before the

pyre is fired offerings {bait) of raw rice, gingelly-seed, etc.,

are made to the dead Zamorin, under the direction of the

priest above mentioned. The pyre is then set alight. A
special family of oil-monger Nayars (Karinkara Nayars) have

the duty of drumming at the cremation, and the drumming

must continue incessantly till the Sanchayanatn ceremony.

A lamp must also bum night and day till the Sanchayanatn.

After the cremation begins the udaka-kriya, i.e., offering

of bolt and other ceremonies in honour of the deceased ; and
this continues until the Sanchayanatn.

The Sanchayanatn, i.e., gathering of the bones—^is generally

on the 7th, 9th, or nth day after death. An auspicious

day has to be carefully chosen by an astrologer (Kanisan),

with reference to the day of the week and the star under

which the Zamorin 's successor was bom.
After the corpse is taken from the Kovilagam to the pyre

on the cremation day a woman of the PullSre house (Menon

by caste) after bathing collects the ashes, paddy and rice

\Aich were traced around the corpse, and the cloth with which

the corpse was covered, and keeps them on a plank at that

place. She stays there, with a lamp burning day and night,

till the Sanchayanatn day, when she takes the articles to the

cremation ground and leaves them there. (Note.—^Among

Nayars the duty is performed by a younger sister or niece

of the deceased.)

'fhe Sanchayanatn is performed with much pomp. All

the chieftains connected with the 2^orin are invited. Before

the Zamorin's successor, the other Tamburans and the
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Kurikk&r Kuikal proceed to the ceremony they have to bathe

and put on the clothes brought for the occasion by a Mann£thi

(MannSn woman).^ The procession^ headed by elephants

and accompanied by drummers and musicians, goes to the

cremation ground from the Kovilagam. Before the ceremony

begins, various rites—^the chief of which is bolt—are performed.

Then the Zamorin's successor seats himself facing east at

the southern end of the pyre, and the others take their places

according to seniority. Each is provided with a small pouch

of green arcca leaf {pa/a), and a pair of tweezers, which should

be of gold or silver, but may be formed of the branches of a

particular plant {nyezkuku). The bones arc picked up with

. the tweezers and placed in the pouches. The ashes are taken

to the nearest river or sea and scattered therein. The place

of cremation is thoroughly cleaned, and all kinds of grain

are sown there, and a coconut planted in the middle. (Note.

—

In the case of Nayars a plantain is so planted.) The bones

are washed well in pure water, and then in milk, and placed

in a new earthern pot : this is well covered and placed under a

jade or coconut tree in the compound of the Kovilagam. A
few of the bones are kept apart, and subsequently taken to

a holy river or to the sea and thrown therein.

After the Sanchayanam the party returns to the courtyard

of the Kovilagam, where various ceremonies are performed.

One of these is curious. The priest above mentioned holds a

knife, spade or axe parallel to the ground and the TamburSns,

fadng east, have to stoop and pass under it. This is called
" Bending under the branch." They must then bathe,

and perform the daily bolt, which is continued till the Z5th

day. After the Sanchayanam and before the 14th day the

Tdniyil Niyar pays a visit which is conducted in the manner

described in the account of the Ari)dttu vfizcha.

On the 14th night or rather very early on the 15th morning

about 3 or 4 a.m. there is a ceremony called Pula pindam

^{pula means pollution, and pindam means the offei&g of

'rioe-balls to the deceased). This takes place at the spot where

^e dead body lay till it wa^ removed to the cremation ground,

in the vadakkmi oi^horthem wing of the Kovilagam.

This Attikurissi priest presides at this ceremony,and only the
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Zamorin's successor and two junior TamburSns take part. At
the dose of it the priest purifies them by sprinkling a mixture

of oil and milk on their l^t in the courtyard of the Kovilagam

the Tamburans standing with their faces to the east on a

piece of cloth spread on the ground. All that then remains

to remove the death pollution is the ptda kuli (described in

the account of Ariyiftu vSzcha), which takes place early on

the r5th morning.

The 2^morin has to continue his daily beUi for a year, until

the Tirumdsam brings to a dose his period of Diksha.

Note.

—

In the foregoing account the Indian calculation

of time is adopted. Barbosa speaks of thirteen days of mourn*

ing, with the installation on the 14th. The Indian reckons

in the day of death also, and thus speaks of a 14 days' pol-

lution period, and installation on the 15th day.
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Royal Titles in Malabar. By Mr. J. A. Thorne.

^amidre or Zomodri is a fairly close transliteration of the

Malayalam SnmQtiri abbreviated to Satnuri (corrupted also

into Tamuri), hence by the addition of the nasal (c/. Comorim

and Cochim) by the Portuguese, Samorim or Zamorim,

the modem Zamorin. The accepted derivation is that given

by Gundert, Samiidri from Sanskrit Samudra "sea,” thus
" lord of the sea.” This however cannot stand, for tlie follow-

ing reasons

;

(1) The Zamorin was not lord of the sea. It is tme that

by his alliance with the Muliammadan settlers he found

useful sea-robbers who served his turn. It is unlikely that

he would derive his principal name from the assistance given

to him by them, but it may be much more ancient. He
was lord of the land long before he became powerful on the

sea.

(2) There is no parallel in Malabar nomenclature for a
" fancy title ” of this sort. It is true that the Muhammadan
Sultan of Cananore is called among other things Azhi Raja,

and that Azhi means sea, but it is a mere conjecture, and in

my opinion an unlikely one, that his title is ” sea-king.”

He is more commonly called Adi Raja or Ali Raja, which might

mean anything. And in any case we cannot deduce from

the title of a Muhammadan Chief any parallel with that of a

(more ancient) Hindu sovereign.

The trac etymology of ” SSmutiri ” was suggested to me
by an Indian gentleman and has, so far as I know, never ap-

peared in print. The word is a compound of two Sanskrit

words, Svdmi and S’ri. Svdmi becomes sdfni or sdmu commonly

in proper names. S'^ becomes tin by ordinary tadbhdvatn

rules as in countless other words. So we get Sdmitiri or

Samutiri. The second syllable becomes lengthened so

often before the termination -tiri (e.g.,. NambQtiri) and we

get .^Smutiri. It is surprising that this derivation should

260
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have been overlooked so long. The termination -Hri, which

is almost universal in the designations of Malabar dynasties

and is common in the*names of high castes, e.g., NainbQtiri,

Embzantiri, Bhattatiri, Akkitiri, Somattiri, should have

given the clue.

A popular derivation still more far-fetched than "lord

of the sea " supposes the name a compound of Samudra and

giri, i.e., "lord of the sea and hills" or "lord of the land

between the sea and hills.

"

According to the derivation I have suggested SSmQtiri

is merely a grandiloquent term for " lord ’’—and that is quite

in keeping with South Indian royal titles generally. It is

noticeable that Barbosa is on the right scent in speaking of

the title as " a point of honour above the others."

As for the Ali Raja, even if he is Azhi Raja and that means
" lord of the sea," that proves nothing. He was " lord of the

sea,” ruling the Laccadives and possessing his own fleet.

But I doubt the soundness of tl\e derivation. The Ali Raja

has personally disclaimed to me. the title Azhi Raja. He
says it is not so in the records oi his d3masty. He is called

Adi Raja (which might mean " first king "), or Ali Raja

(deriving I suppose from the Arabic proper name " Ali "). I

have no doubt that Azhi Raja is a Hindu invention like

Kunnalakkon with the purpose of turning a title into

MalaySlam. The Keralolpatti appears to be the source of it.

Maly Conadary, Cunelavadyri. Maly Conadary of the

Portuguese text would be Mala Konattiri; mala being a

synonym for hunnu, “
hill.” The Cunelavadyri of the Spanish

text may be Kunnalattiri, "lord of the hills and waves.”

The Keralolpatti gives as titles of the Zamorin, Kunnalakon

(*.«.,
" king of the hills and waves ") and Konninu KunStiri,

" king of the hills." These forms may be taken to give

support to the meaning of SSmQtiri, a "lord of the hills

and sea," which I have rejected. But it is easy to see

how the title arose. Some Malabar pandit deciding that

SSmQtiri came from Samudra and giri, proceeded to show

%is ingenuity by turning it into honest Dravidian : he was

no doubt rewarded for his pains and the name stuck. Smilarly

a Sanskrit variant has also been invented, viz., ^ilobdhitvara
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(^aila, abdhi, i^vara). These etymological extravagances

are common among Indian scholars.

lilala KdnSttiri is not open to any objection on the ground

of its being a fancy title. The meaning of “ king of the Hill

Country " was applicable to the Zamoiin especially, as the

country was generadly known as Mala or MalaySlam. Barbosa

does not, I think, make the blonder that this was the personal

f name of the 2^morin then reigning. ,lt is, of course, his

I
title, not his name. Every Zamorin, whatever his personal

' name, drops it when he becomes Zamorin, and takes the name

of MSnavikraman. Among males of the Zamorin’s family

there are only three names, viz., MSnavikraman, MSnavedan

and Virarayam. The Zamorin always becomes Minavikraman

but that name may always be taken as a personal name by

his juniors. There are two devices to avoid confusion :

(a) The prefixes S'ri and Pirn are used, that gives three

variations for each name.

(b) Nicknames or pet names are commonly used ; these are

mostly of the form " little Brother,
” " Unde,” ” Boy, ” etc.

Benakiiry, i.e., Vgnau-tin, still a title of the Travancore

Raja. It means '
* lord of the VenSd,

’

' which is the Travancore

Country. No satisfactory derivation has been suggested for

VfinSd.

Note.—^Mr. Thome's explanation of these titles, and es-

pcdally of Zamorin, is novel and appears to me to be satis-

factory, far more so than any derivations previously suggested.

Whether such a formation as SvSmi-S'ri is admissible in

Dravidian languages is for experts to dedde ; but if there is

no philological objection I think that the origin of the title

Zamorin must be conddered as solved. The explanation as

“ lord of the sea ” has never seemed to me to be convindng.

That -tiri as a termination is S'ri seems undeniable.

'M. L. D.
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II, II M.* Alcatifa (Carpet). I. 129. 129 a.*

Afum (Hafiin), I. 32 ; The Alexander the Great, 1 , 108.

Opone of the Periplus, 32 a. ^ 108 n, •

Agacem (Agha IJusain). see Miro- Alfalada, 1 . 147 n. *

cem Alfondeda (Custom - house). I.

Age of Kings in Malabar, II. 149 n. >

IX. XX ft.
*

; Appendix II a Alicome (Unicorn horn). I. 234.
Ageres (Asfiri), II. 63, 63 n. » 234 a. >

All^madabad, see Andava Alleged burning of VlJayaiia-

Afn-I-Akban, 1 . 144 n. ^ gar whenever the king went
Akbar conquers Gujarfit, I. into camp, I. 225. 225

108 n. * 227-8

Alaquequa (Camelian). I. 55. Almadia, Ar. term for a canoe.

55 I37» 137 142, 142 First used by Barbosa. I. 14.

* a.^X43«.^X54 14 n.*

^AUn'd-dm, I&iljl. I. 108 a.*, Almaisar, I. 38. 38 a.

^

139 Almeida, Francisco d*. 1 . x8.

Albabo, a Portuguese name for 19 134, x66. 166 n.^
BfibuT-Mandab. 1 , 15 a. ‘ 46 « ». 186 ». * II. 109 a.*

a6j
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Almeida, -Louren^o d', 1 . 134
«. *1 159 n.\ 167 n. 1. II. 109

Almejar, I. 95. 95 n. •

Almonds used as small change,
L 156, 156 M.*

Aloes, I. 61. 61 n. ^

Aloes-wood, see Eagle-wood
Amaral, Andr6 do, I. 133 n. ^

Ambam (Amboy11a), II. 199,

199
Ambergris (Ambar), I. 56 n. S

63, 67 II. 106, 106 «.,
108 w. •, 181. 230

Amouco, A-muck, see Gani9o
Anchediva I. (Anjediva), I. 170

«. “f 175W. *1 186 187 n.^
Ancola, I. 182 n. ^ 184 w. \ “

Andava (Ahmadabad), 1 . 108
125, 125

Anderson, Dr. J., English Inter-

course with Siam, 11 . 150 n.

163 n. 159 162 n. *, 163
n. 180 n. '

Andra I (Hindcrabl 1.), I. 80,

79 n,^
Andrade, Fernao Perez de (Ex-

peditions to China), IT. .Kxix, 135
».*, (p. i36V)ii67n.i (p. 169),
211 ^ 190 «. *, 246, 247, 248

Andragao (town in Sumatra)
(Andragiri, Indragire). II. i86,
186 n, 1

Angoya, town on the northern
branch of the Zambezi, I. 14,

15 ; confusion with Angosha,
the modern Angoche, I. 14 n. •

Anhaya, Pero d', I. 6 «. *

Anhilwara, see Nahrwaia
Anseam (Siam), II. 162-169

;

the name Anseam, 162 n. ‘

;

cannibalism in, xxviii, 167, 167
n. ^

;
Portuguese relations with,

167 a. ^ (p, 169)
Ara, Aru, II. 188, 188 n,^

Arabia, I. 45-74 ; Arabia Felix,

37. 36 a. 38, 38 a. 42, 42 a. *
;

Arabia (Kingdom of Ormus in),

68-74, 6^ a. *

Arabs in India, I. 119, 119 a.*.

3. 4. 5. 3 « *. 74. 75 . 75 »» *.

123 a. 1

Aracan, see Aracangil
Aracangil (Aracan), II. 150-

152, 150 a. \ *

Arapatam (a pulse), I. 169, 169
a. 11. 235

Archers, Bows and arrows

:

Cafre, I. 10 ; English, I. 10
a. , 1 81, 181 a. *

; Turkish,
10 a.*, 1 19, 179. 181, 181 a.*

Ardeoil, Sheikhs of, I. 82 a. ^

Areca, I. 168 a. ^

Ariyittu Vazheha, see Zamorin,
coronation ceremony

Armam (Camion, GambrQn), 1 .

77. 77 »
'

Armies, size of, I. 211, 211 a.^

Arratel (Ar-ratl), I. 157 «. *.

IJ. 232
Arrian’s Anabasis, I. 90 a. *

Arroba (Ar-rubd), I. 157 a.S
188, 1 88 a. ^

Assegai, the word—^introduced
into S. Africa by the Portu-
guese, I. 10, 10 a. ^

Astrology, II. 61, 62. 61 a. •

Atalaya (a boat), I. 132, 132 a.',

*33 w, 177, II. 236
Aurangzfib, 1 . 138 a. *

Ava, II. 159, 159
Axipn (or Cassumo), in Abyssinia,

I. 41 a.>

Ayyflz (Malik), see Malik Ayya.z

Babaghori, see Babagoure
Babagoure, I. 144, 144 a. *

Babelmaleque, Capital of the
Preste Joam, I. 41, 41 a.*

Babelmandel (B&bu*l-Mandab),
I. 51, 51 a.*

Bacanor (F&kanur, B&rkur,
Pachamuria), I. 193, 193 a. *

Bachoravai, I. 77
Ba^ora (Basra, Bussorah, Bal-

sora, Bastra), I. 88-90, 88 a. *

Badajoz Junta, I. liii, Ivi, Ivii

Badger, Mr. G. P., I. Ixx;
Im3.nis ^and Sayyids of 'Om&n,
72 a. *, 74 a. *

: Varthema's
Travels, I. 73 a.*, 79 a.*, 170
a,*. II. 129 a. *, 135 a.*

Bfid-girs, I. 91, 91 a. *

Bagattino (a Venetian coin), II.

175. 175 » ‘

Baghdad, 1. 88 a/

*

Bahar (bahtir, bh r) (a weight). I.

157. 157 191
Bahmanl Kingdom, I. 158 n. *

£akare, see Porqua
vBalach Rubies, II. 220, 220 a.

Balaerpartam (town), II. 80,
80 a.*

Baiawal, 1 . 126 a. * (read Baiawal
for Batawal). II. 234
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Baloches, the Nautaques or
I

Nodhakis at’Gwadar, I. S6 n.^

Bamda (Banda, Vengorla). 1 .

169-170, 169 w.* I

Bandam, Isles of (Banda Is.),

H. 196-198, 197 n, 1

. Baneanes (Banyans), I. (in
' Gujarat), no, no ». . II.

(in Malabar), 73, 73 n.

Bangaya, Island of, II. 205,
205 n. 1

,

Bantam (town in Java), II.

189 n. •

Barayamt I- 36, 43 ; meaning
of name, 36 n. ^ 42 n. *

Barbasy (Bhardch ?), I. 108 a.

135* 135 « ‘

Barbord, see Bcrbera
Barbosa, Abb6, I. Ixxxiii

Barbosa, Diogo, father of Duarte,
I. xxxiv ; sails to India, I.

xxxiv
; becomes Governor of

the Castle of Seville, I. xlvi
Barbosa, Duarte, His first jour-

ney to India, I. xxxiv ; his
linguistic acquirements, I.

xxxvi ; relations with Albo-
querque, I. xlii ; date of return
to Portugal, I. xlv ; II. xxiv

;

joins Magalhaes at Seville, I.

xlvi ; his death, I. xlviii

;

versions of his book, I. li

;

value of his work, I. Iviii

;

supposed second person of the
same name, I. xlix ; Ixxxiii,

sketch of his life, Ixxx-lxxxii

;

ethnographical value of liis

work, 1 . Iviii ; India^^ lix-lx,

Ixiii-lxvii
; Africa, lx, Ixi

;

A rabia, Ixi, Ixii; Persia, Ixii, Ixiii;

Malabar, II, xxiv; Siam, II.

xxviii; Pegu^ II. xxvii
;
China,

II. xxix

Barbosa, Gon9alo Gil, uncle of
Duarte, I. xxxiv ; sails to
India with P. A. Cabral, I.

xxxiv
; feitor at Cananor, • I.

xxxvi
Barcelor (Bdsarur, Aba SarOr),

I- I93 .I93 » ‘

Bardens, I. 77
Bgrdes (Goa). I. 170, 170 w.*

Barem I., (Bahrain Is.), I. 81,

f 79 n. ^ {see also Beroaquem)
Bargatim, Bargantim (a light

vessel), II. 96, 96 n. \ 108

Barros, Joao dc

—

I. Decadas I. xxxiv, /. Ixx,

Ixxii; 6«. *, iiw. , 15 n.*, 17 n^.

24 ». •, 29 n. ^ 30 n. , 34 M. •,

46 «. 48 «. *, 5^ w. >, 57 «. S
61 n . 62 ». 76 rt. 85 n .

86 w. 124 n.*rI30«^ 133 « ^
138 M. 145 H.\ 149 ». .

. ». 1, 152 n.K 158 159 w

166 167 «. 172 ». *, 180

«. •. 182 n , ^ 186 n . S 192 n. ^
193 w. ^ 195 «., 196 w-

^

206 n .

TI. XXX, 44 n . ^ 75 n . •, 79 «. ^
85n. •, 102 n . ^ i03«. *, logn . ,
112 w. 1 19 ». *, 126 «. •, 135
«.* (p. 137), 149 w. », 157 w.*.

163 H . 167 n . 169 «. * (p. 171),

182 ». •, 184 n.*, 18O M. . 188

n , S 189 fi. , 190 w. *. 191 ^ *.

195 n.», 197 n . 199 «• ‘f *.

203 n. ^ 204 «., 211 fi.',

215 Extract from his

account of Malabar, Dec. I,

ix. 3, 239-241 ;
extracts fg^

Geographical Chapter, Dfit;. I,

ix. I, 241-244; extract^ from
his account of Bengal, Dec. IV,

ix. I, 244-246j^^pedition to

Bengal, expedition

to the Maldf^s and Bengal,

247-248
Bascarde (Bushire ?), I. 81, 79

n. ^

Bassein, see Baxay
Basseln (Burma), II. 136 note

Batecala (Bhatkal), I. 56, 56 n.^,

170 n. •.

Batta, Battak (Cannibal tribe of

Sumatra), II. 188, 188

Bayam, I. 75, 75 «•

Baytey, Sir E. C.. History of

Gujarat, I. I2in.», 123 126

^ 135 «• ^ *45 ^ *52 ‘

Baxay (Bassein), I. 108 a.*, 151,

151 «. *, I52n.*

Beads, I. (from Cambaya, used
in trade in £. Africa), 12, 15,

55
Beans, I. Haricot or soy beans,

155. 155
Beatllha (a fabric), I. 129, t6i,

i6in.*. II. I45n.»

Belrame {Bairamiyya), a fabric,

I. 12911.*. i6i, 161 n.*

BeitkOl, Baitkai. I. 184 n.\
18711.*
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Benetady, Benetadiri (VCnattiri)

(title of King of Coulam, now
of Travancore), II. 4 n. ^ 6/
262

Beney Kuinftr, Sarkftr, Folk-
element in Hindu Culture, 1.

220 ft.
^

Bendala (Bengal), I. 56, 56 n. \
II. xxvi, 135-149 : (city of Bcn-
gala) fi.« (pp. 135-145) :

(trade
of Bengala), 135, 143 ;

(cotton
goods). 145, I45«.*: (sugar),

146 ;
(slave-dealing), 146 ; con-

version of Hindus to Islam. 148
Bend^vi (town in Sumatra), II.

184. 184 ft.
^

Bent, T., 1. 1 1 «. •, 36 «. •. 58 ft

.

60 ft. 61 ft. ^ 62 n. \ 64 fi. ^
65 ff.>

Benzoin (LubS.n-javi). I. 92,
92fi.». II. 159, 164, 164 ft.^

188
Berbera (Barbord), taken by

Saldanha. I. xlv. Ixxxiv n..

35 and ft. *. 34, 34 ft. *, 55. II.

21 X n.^ •

Berbers, I. 33 «. “

Berif^an (Vizhingani). II. 102
ft.

^

Berma (Burma). II. 148. 149.
148 ft.

s. 154 ft.*

Beroaquem (Bahrain Is.), I.

77. 76 It.
1

Betel {tamlrSl, faufed), I. 168,
168 ft. ^ 16911.^

Betel River (Betele R.). I. 167-9,
16711.

Betunes (Vettuvan caste), II.

65. ^5 *

Beveridge, Mr. H., II. xxvi, 135
w.* (pp. 136. 141. *42)1 234

Bezoar (Paza. Pdzahr). I. 235,
235

Bbagavatl, family deity of the
Zamorins. worship of. II. 21,
21 ft,

'

Bhardch, Broach, see Barbasy
Bhatkal, see Batecala
Blabares (Vyabdn caste). II.

27. 56. 56
Bfdar (city of). I. 158 a. \ 179 *

Bijapur (city and kingdom), I.

158 ft.*, 172
Blsnagua or Canarlm (Vijaya-
nagar in Canarese country), 1.

182 (d). 183 ; city of, 200-
2i# * see also Vijayanagar

Blandford, W. T., Eastern Persia,

;
I. 235

Blinded Kings at Ormua, I.

97 98. X05, Z05 n. »

Bock, C., Exploratyons in Upper
Siam, II. 154 n, 167 ft.

*

Bombay, I. 152 n, ^ ; see also
Gazetteer, Bombay

Bombay Branch R.A.S*,
Journal of. I. 164 n. *. 166 n. K
170 ft.*

Borax {TinmuU), I. 134. 154
Borglan Map, Second. I. liii.

I. Map in pocket at end of
Vol, I

Borneo, Isles of. II. 206. 206 n. *

Botonga Gold (Botongas), I. 9
ft.^

Bowrey, T.. Countries round the

Bay of Bengal, II. 126 ft. ^
129 ft. \ 158 ft.*, 163 ft.', 165 ft.*,

164 ft. *, 180 ft. ^ 182 ft. • 202 ft.
‘

Bows (of buffalo horn). I. 95,

95 «• *
;

(English). 10. 10 ft. *,

181, 181 ft. *
;

(Turkish). 10 ft. *,

119. 179* 181. 181 a. *

Braeciiagua (a drug). I. 232,
232 ft. •

Bragan^a, Dom Alvaro de. fits

out a ship for India, I. xxxiv ;

goes into exile at Seville. I.

xlvi
Bragan9a, Duke of. I. xxxiv

;

Constantino. Duke of B.. 150
ft. ^

Brahmans, see Bramenes
Bramenes (Brahmans). I. (In

Gfijarfit). 114-1Z7. 116 ft.^;

(in- Vijayanagar). 217, 217 ft.*;

the sacred thread of, 116,

116 a.^; (in Malabar). II.

12, 15, i6it.^ 29. 30
Branding (rite of. in Abyssinia),

I. 41. 41 a. 1

Brava (Bar&wa). I. 30. 30 a. *

;

taken by^ Portuguese ; re-

duplicated in Ribero's map,
30 •

Brazil-wood, I. 92, 92 a. ^

Buchanan, F., II. (Journey,
ed. 1807). 3 a.*, 33 a.», 4i a.»

(p. 45). 49 n, * 53 a. \ 59 a. \
64 a. *. 69 a. S 75 a. *. 80 a. *

Buddha and Buddhism, II.

115 n.\ 117 a.*, 119 a.», 126 a. *,

208 a.*

Burhfin Nlzdm Shah, I. 962

Burma, see Berma
Burnell, Mr. A. C., I. lxz»

192 a.*. II. I a.*
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Burton* Sir R., I. ZauMibar, 19
Kilwa, 17 n. Maiindi,

22 n,*; Berbera, 34 n.K II.

CommenUny oh Camdes, 96
Bury* W., ^ro^ia InfeHXj^. I.

50II.S 51 «i.\ 54 n.^
Bushire* I. 79 n. ^

Qabaym* see Sabayo
Cabral* Pedro Alvarez, sails for

India, a.d. 1500, I. «xxiv

;

probably accompanied by
Duarte Barbosa, I. xxxiv,
6n.*. 31 n.i

Cachopucho (Cacho, pucho ?), I.

155. 155 M II. 234*5 »

173 a,» 174
C^acotara (Socotra), I. 59-63,
60 \ *

Gael (Kftyal), I. 203 n.^. II.

122, 122 n.^i pearl fishery of,

123, 123 n.i

Cairo (coir fibre), I. lx, 27, 27 n. ^
197, 197 w.*. II. 91. 90 «.•.

91 107, 108, 108 n.*
Cairo (city of), 1 . 43, 44, 44 «. K

II. (Trade with,in Malabar), 77
Cahlmal (Kaimfil), (use of the

title), II. 13, 14, 13I*.*,*
Calancea (Kalenzia in Socotra),

I. 61, 61 n. ^ 62 «. ‘

Cale Coilam (Kayankullam), II.

96, 96 n. •

Caleti (Chaliyan), II. 59< 59 n, ^

Calicut (Calecut, Calikud, Koz-
hikkod), I. 53 n. 56 ; I. xl ;

independefice of Vijayanagar,
198 ».•. II. 1, I 3
5, 84, 86, 86 a. *

Calimere Point (Canhumeira),
IT. 124». V 157 n.*

Calvam (Calba), 1 . 74, 74«. *

Camaram (Kamarftn), I. 52,
52 ». ^ •

pamatra (Sumatra), I. 56,
36 II. 181-189; ports of,

183-188, 182 n.*; Moors and
heathen in', 182, 182 n.^;
pepper in. 184, 185, 187 ;

gold
in, 186, 186 ft.*; cannibalism
in, 188, 188 a. 1

Cambaya (Kanb&yat.Kunb&yat),
I. 20, 23, 31, 33, 47, 55, 55
%6, 108 a.‘, 139-142* *39 a
117-123. II. (Cambaya cloths),

*53* *98* 202, 205, 215
Camldra* see Zamorin
Camlets, I. 63 a. 120, 120 n. *

Campar (town in Sumatra), 11.

185, 185 ».*
'Camphor, II. (In Borneo). 207,

207 n. *
; (in Sumatra), 188

Campos, J. J. A.. (The Portuguese
in Bengal), II. 135 «.« (p. 137)

Cananor, D. B.* appointed under
his uncle at, I. xxxvi, xli, xlii.

II. 3 «.*•, 4 «. *
;
(kingdom of),

79, 80; (city of), 80. 80 n.*;
(Ali Raja of), 80 ».*, 104 n.*,

261 ; title of King Cobertorim
or Kolattiri, 4 a. >, 5 n, 1, 6

Canaqua (Kanisan caste), II.

61, 62, 63, 61 n. *

Canarese (language), I. 182 n. *

Canarim, I. 62, 62 n. *

Candil (Khandi), 1 . 157, 157 w.*
Cangerecora (Chandragiri ?), I.

196 n. *

Cannibals (Gueos), 11 . xxviii
;
(In

Siam), 167, 168, 167 w.*;
(in Sumatra among the Batta),
188, 188 «f.*

Capelam (in Burma), II. 161,
i6i«. *

Capua, see Capucate
Capucate (Kappat), II. 86,

86 n.>
Carabolim (« Cambolim), I. 63,

63 a.*
Garanguor (Selangor), 1

1

. 1 65 a .
^

Carapuch* see Rubies (Spinels)

Camellan, see Alaquequa, I.

Carnelian Hills, 1429?.^

Carvalho, Jo^o, 1. xlix

Castanheda, F. L. de, Historia, I.

1 ,
Ixxi, 192 «.*, II. 135 n.^ (p.

137), 190 n.* 191 w 195 w.*,

197 «. 199 n . •, 203 n. *. 204 n. •

Castes , I. Castes (of Gujarili), 108-

117, 120-121 ; Castes (of Vija-
yanagar), 212-220. II. Castes (of

Malabar). 33-76, 70, 71, 70ti.*,

240, 241; Castc.s (of Coromandel
Coast), 120, i2o«. *, 123, 123 n. *

Castro, Jodo de, 1 . 132 «, *

Catalan Map, 1375, 1 . 170 n. *

Cathay (Yule and Cordier)

—

I. 79 89 n.». 90 a.** 9*

93 w.*, 152 w.i, 159 n.K
X70 «.*, 182 184 n. *, 195
fi. , 196 «. *, 206 n, 233 n, ‘

II. 6 n. •, 82 fi.*, 84 85
98 n. », 110 w.*, 112 n. *,

1 13 n.\ 135 n.« (p. 143), 126
n.*, 115 «. *, 120 «.* 145
147 a. ^ 162 n.*, 182 n.\ 188
a. *, 206 n. 208 a. •, 21 1 *
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Catur (a boat), 11 . 96, 96 n. *

Cazumba, Cazuba (Kusumbha),
II. 174, i74«.*

Cellanif see Ceylon
Ceitll (a Portuguese coin), II.

73 . 73 «• ^ 173 ^ 203, 203 M. 1

Celebes Island of (Celebes), II.

204. 204 n. •

Ceylon (Ceilam), 11 . xxvi, 109-120,
109 n. ^

; see also under Oranges,
Cinnamon, Elephants, Kice,
Precious Stones. Adam's Peak,
Adam's Apple, Albcrgaiia,
Pearls

Chacara
1 (Chakra), I. 232-3.

232 n. 1

Chagas, Pinheiro. A Joia do
Visorey, I. 159 n, ^

Chamobai (Chombala), II. 84,

84 w. ®

Champa (Choampa) (Cochin
China), II. 167 w. ^ 208-210,
208 «.*, 209 n. ^

Champanel (ChampSlner), 1.

108 n, ^ 123, 123 n. ^

Champanes (small boats), II.

121, 121 n. ^

Chande (Ch^dar?), I. 38, 38 w.*,

114, 114 «. •

Char (Slir, Sor), I. 67, 68 n. •

Charamandel, Choramandel
(Coromandel), I. 182 «. • {e),

184. II. 124, 124 «. •, 125
135 * (P- 142)

Charibael, I. 53 n, ^

>iChatlg&o, see Chittagong
vchatis (Chetti, Chetty), II.

73. 71 n. \ 177
Chatua (Chettuvayi), II. 88,

80 n. *

Chaul, I. 56, 56 n. 92. 93
99 « ^ 158-163, 159 w.‘

Cheetahs (On9a5). I. 124, 124 a.*
ChSruman Perumai, title of a

king, II. 3n.i. *,», 4
Chick-peas {GrSos Chicharros), 1.

155. 155
ChUiate (Ch&liyam), II. 87. 87 n. ^

China, the Very Great Kingdom
of, II. 211-215, 211 n.
porcelain in, 213, 214. 213 ;

trade of, 85 «. , 97 «. xo8 n. *,

109 n,\ 115 «. 1, 122 a.\
*35 »-*(p- 138). 145 w *.

x8o a. ^ 182 a.*; 1&6 a.*, 189
a.*, 191 u.\ 195 a.*, 200 a.^
203 h, 1, 206 a.

•, 208 a.*, 2x4 a.

^

cannibalism in, 167 a. ^
; Portu-

guese intercourse with, 21X a. ^

ChitrakOta, I. 170 a. *

Chittagong (Chatig^o), II. 135
a.* (pp. 136-140), 242-244

Cho^ua (Chaug^n, Polo), I. 119,

119 a. *

Chowries (use in Malabar), II.

25. 25 a.*
Christianity, in Abyssinia, I.

39-42 ; in Socotra (Jacobites),

I, 60, 60 a. *, 61 ; in Malabar
(Christians of St. Thomas), II.

81, 68. 89, 88 a.*, 93, 98-101,

96 a. ®, g8 a. ^
; in Coromandel,

126, 126 a. *

Chronicle of the Kings of
Hormuz, Tur&n Sh£Lh, I. 97a. *

Clnboaba (Java the Less, Sum-
bava), ri. 194, 194 a. *, 195 a. *

Cingui^ar (SangamSshwar), 1 .

167, 167 a. ^

Cinnabar, 1 . 61 a. ^

Cinnamon {Canella) II. 77; (wild

cinnamon) 79, 93; (in Ceylon),

112, 112 a. ^

Cintacora* 1 . 170 a.*, 181-2,

182 a. *

Cirimay Piren^al, title of King
of Calicut, see Cheruman Peru-
mai

Ciroes (a garment), I. 95 a. ^

Clarate (Claiate, Kalhat), I. 69,

69 a, *

Clifford, Sir H., Further India,

II. 154 a. •, 167 a. ^

Cloves, I. 28 a. II. 199
201, 202, 201 a. ^

Qoamerque (name applied to

Jogfs), I. 231, 231 a.i

Cobertorim (title of King of

Cananor), see Cananor
Cochin, first residence of D. B.

in India, I. xxxvi, xlii, xUii.

II. I a.*, 89, 89 a. 92, 93,

93 »• 95 . 95 n. ^

Cochin Castes and Tribes, II.

33 a. 1, 38 a. \ 43 a. ‘ (p. 45).

57 a. 1, 58 a. 59 a. \ *, 61 a. •,

63 a. », 64 a. *, 65 a. , 66 a. *,

67 a. 68 a. *, 69 a. ^ 75 a.

^oco (SQk, in Socotra), I. 6x a. \
62 a. ^

Coconuts, Coconut oil, I. 189*

194. II. 90. 91. 90 a.

Codavascam (fi^uda Baj^h
Khan). II. 137 (note), 244-3

Codrington, Dr. O., Numis-
matic Chronicle, I. 179 a. ^

Coelho, Duarte, II. 167 a. ^

(p. 169), 2iia.» 247
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::oelho, Joio, II. 135 n.* (pp.
136-7). ^47

^ofala (Sofala), see Sofala

Coilatn, see Coulam •

Coinage^ of Orrnus. I. 99, 90 n. '

;

of Gujar&t, 99 «. S 156, 1561*.^;
of Vijayanagar, 191, 191 n.

of the Maidive Is., II. 105 n.* ;

of Malabar, II. 52 n, ^

;

of
China, II. 175, 175 «.*, 203,
203 «.i; of Bengal, II. 139,

142 (notes)
*

Coins, Catalogue of : British
Museum, Muhammadan States,

II. p. 139 (note); India Museum,
II. p. 139 (note) ; Lahore Mus-
eum, see Whitehead, R. B.

Commentaries of A. D'Aibo-
querque

—

I. 30 n.\ 36 M. «. 45 n.»,

51 «.*, 52 n.*, 59 M.*, 62
69 w. ^ 70 «. , 71 «. •. 72 «.*,

75 n. *, 82 n. \ 86 w. S 97 n.

loi n. *, 102 n. ^ 104 n. 105
n. *, 149 M.*, 170 184 n.S
186 M, *, 198 n. *

TI. 80 «.*, 94 ^ 103 «, •,

165 «. •, 169 n, ^
(p. 1 71)

Comorin, Cape, II. i, in.*
Conqutsta do Reyno de Pe|td,

II. 154 «. •

Contante Carnexee, a judicial

officer in Calicut (Koyittara
Karnavan), II. 32, 32 n.*

Conti, Nicolo, I., 139 «. 193 « K
213 w, ^ 216 n.^ II. 112 w.

150 n. , 154 n.^*. 160 «.*.

163 n. 188 «. *

Qoquiar (Sohar), I. 71, 71 «.*,

64 n. •

Cora^ones (Khurasanis), I. 119
«. , 120

Gordier, M. Henri, I. Ixix. II.

xxxi, 169 ft. * (p. 172) ; L'Arrivie
des portugais en Chine, 169 n. ^

(p. 172), 21 1 n.*: Voyages du
Pr, Odoric, 208 w, •

;
see also

Yule and Cordier, Marco Polo ;

Yule and Cordier, Cathay ;

Ser Marco Polo, 1920

Corgam (Kharak I.), I.

77 n. *

Coija (a score). I. 161, 161 n. * II.

234-5

Comey, Mr. B. Glanvil, I. Ixxii

Coromandel, see Charamandel

Correa, Antonio. II. 157 n. *
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Correa, Caspar {Lendas da India)
I. XXXV, xxxvi, xxxvii, 1.

Ixxi, 6 n. *, 15 n. , 24 n. *, 27 n.

70 M. *, 86 n. ^ 104, 159 n. ^
186 n. ^ 192 «. •

II. 79 «.*, 80 n.», 103 n.*.

105 ». •, 109 «.*, 126 «. » 129
135 (p. T37). 154 w.«,

169 n. ^ 157 w- 169 «. ^ (pp. 170,

171), 178 n.^ 197 204 M.*
Correntes, Cape, I. 4
Corsali, Andrea, II. xxix, 21 1 ^

Cosmas Indicopleustes, I. 26
«.*. 33 36 «.*, 159
195 w. •. II. 85 n.^ 1 15 M.»,

ISO n. *

Cosmin (Port in Burma), II.

154 n .

»

Cotamuluco (Kutbu'l-mulk), I.

172
Cotecolam (town), II. 79, 79 «. *

Cotton, I. (Trade in from Cam-
baya) to Sofala, 7, 8 ;

(cloths

rc-woven), 9 ;
(trade in E.

Africa), 15, 28; (in Aden). 55,

56, 77; (Bengal cloths). 93,

93 M5» 145 146;
(Gujarat), 127, 153 :

(Palcacate).

132. *53
Cotton Fabrics (Cotonias), I.

Applied both to cotton and silk,

154. *54
Qouali (Suwally), I. 134 n.*.

11. 234
Coulam (Coilam, Quilon), II.

3» 3 « *
I two phices of the

name *. (a) Coulam or Quilon in
Travancorc

;
{h) Coulam or

Kollam in British Malabar

;

(«)95. 95 w.*, 97. 97 I'tlc

of King, Benetady (VSnattiri),

6. 262
Courtezans (accompanying

Armies^ I. 212, 212 n.*, 223,
225 n. •

; their privileged posi-

tion in Vijayanagar, 212. 212
n. 226, 226 n. *

Couto, Diogo do, Decadas I.

152 «.*, 172 ».*. II. 169

(P- 171)
Craguate, see Eragate

Cranganor (Kodangalur), II. 88,
88 n.*

Crawfurd, J. {Hislory of the

Indian Archipelago), II. 169
«.» (pp. 171. 172), 176 n.»,

177 «. *, i 89«.*. 190 a.*, 192
n. *, 193 n. , 198 n. *, 201 n.

204 n. •
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Crocodiles (Lizards), II. (In

Malabar), p. 83, 83 n, *

Crooke, W., Mr., I. Ixix, 144 n.*,

148 n.*, 213 n.»
Cru8» see Kris

Cruzado^a coin), I. p. 65, 65 n. \
178, 178 n.*

Cuama, R., I. 13; the Delta of

the Zambezi, I. 13 «. •
; the

Rio dos bons Signaes of V. da
Gama. I. 13 «.*; the name
applied to the most southerly
branch of the Zambesi. I. 14 n.

the modern Kuama branch. I.

14 ; name wrongly read as
(^Juama and Zuama. I. 14 n. ^

^ues (Suez), I. 42-45* 43
Egyptian fleet fitted out at,

44, 44 w.

»

Cuiavem (Kusavan caste), II.

57. 57
Cumerl, Cape of (Cape Comorin),

II. 102, io2«.*, 103 ^

Cunbola (Cumbata, Kumblah),
I. 196-7, 196 n. II. 1, in,*

Qunda (Sunda, Zunda) (Island of.

Straits of), II. 187, 187 n.*, 189,
z89n.*; (Sunda Calapa), 189n.*

Cunha, Gerson da, Indo-
Portuguese Numismatics, I. 99
n. ^

: History of Chant and
Bassein, 150 n. 131 n.', 152
n.^ 159 n 162 n.*

Cunha, Nuno da, I. 1., 132 n. *,

150 «. 1

Cunningham, Sir A.. The Stupa
of Bharhut, II. 126 n. *

Curate (Sfirat), I. 108 n.^
148-150, 148 n.*. *

Curiate (Kuriyy&t. Kiryat), I.

70, 70 n.*
Quriate Mangalor (Sorath and

Mangalor), I. xo8 n \ 127,

127 «.*

Curzon, Hon. G. N., I. Persia,

77 79 n.K 90
Cyngilin (Cranganor), II. 88 n.*

D*Abbeville*8 Map of 1652, I.

170 n.*,*

Dfibul (DflbhOl), I. 56.
. , 164-6, 164 n. •

iiagtiia« I. 70. 70 n. *

Dalaqua (Dhaltt Islands), I.

26. 26 n.V

Dalgado, Mgr. S. R. {Glossarie
Luso-Asiatico), II. 8n.*, 13 n,*.

31 n.i, 48 u.*, 52 n.*, 57n.\*.
69W.^ 71 96«-*, 145
164 n.*, I73«.*, 177 n.*, 202 n.'.

209n.*, 217 n.‘, 2i8fi.*, 22on.*.
221 n. *, 222 n. ^ 223 n. ^ 229 n. ^
233. 234, 235, 236, 237

Damachate (DSlma Cheti), I. 189,
189 «.*

DamSn (town of), 1. 150 n. * ^

^

Dampibr's Voyages, II. 180
n.^

Danda (Danda RSjpur), I. 163-4.
163 ‘

Danseam Rayen (probably Ban-
kapur), I. 182 n.* (6), 183.
II. 236

Danu, see Dinvy
Danvers, F. C., Portuguese in

India, I. 30 n, *, 71 n. *, 72 n. *,

86 n.^ 170 n.^ 182 n.^ 184 n.*
Daquanim (Dakkhini), applied to

Mar&thl. I. 179, 179 n.*
Daquem, Kingdom of. see Dec-

can, 1. 158, 162
Darmesteter, M. James. II. 135

n. « (p. 142)
Date of completion of this
Book, I. 2, 35 n. *. I. Ixxxiii,

Ixxxiv n. ‘

Daya (town in Sumatra), II.

182 n. *

Daybul (DSwal), I. 105 n.*, 106
«. *

Deccan (Daquem). I. 158, 158
n. 162, 162 n. *

Dedication of girls to Siva» I.

222, 222 n.^ (Basavis).
Dehli, see Dely.
Dellon, C., Relation de ITnqmsi-
Hon de Goa, I, i7on.‘, i75n. •;

Voyages, cd. 17x1, II. 11 «.*,

31 n.*, 32 n.», 52 «.*

Dely,I Kingdom of (DehU), I.

i2ojK229-236, 229 n. ^ 233 n, *

Dely, Mount (D'Ely, Hill), I.

228 n.^ II. X, I n.*, 79, 79 n.*
Denuc6, Dr, J., I. 24 n. », 26 n.

73 ^ 7^ *»• *

Devyxar, I. 75, 75 n.*
Ddwal, see Daybul
Dhu*l-Kamain, I. xo8 #1.*

Diamonds, I. 202. 226 i*;
(Diamonds of the " Old Rock^'),
226 n.*. II. (From Borneo),
2X0 a.*; (General), 221

Dlksha (Period of Mourning for
Zamorins), II. Z2-X5, 256-259
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Dlnvy (Danu), I. xo8 n.K 150.
150 ».*

Dio (Diu), I. X08 n,\ 128-134,
128 fi. » ^

Dioacorlda, see <^acotara
Dipflvall Festival (Malabar), II.

50, 50 n.

»

Distance pollution (Malabar),
II. 49. 50. 49

Ditabala, I. 77
Diulctnde, Diul-Sindi, 1. 105 n. *

Diuly Kingdom of, I. 205-107,

105 ff,
•

Divan (Custom-house), I. 149,

149
Dofar (Dhof8r), I. 67, 67 n. •,

73
Dourado’s Map of 1570, I.

169 n.*
Dosy (Glossaire), I. 132 n. ^

Drafton*s Blood, I. 61, 61
Drugs, I. 56. 65 n. \ 61, 61 n.\

92. 93. 93 154 "*.*. *88,

188 a.*. II. 92. 92 n.\ 106,

106 n.*, 108 «. •, 196 «.*, 229-

Dubois, Abb4, Hindu Manners
and CusiOMs, I. 220 n. *. II.

22ff.*
Duels, I. 190, 190 n. *. II. 124

n. \ 236

Eagle-wood (Aloes-wood), 1. 92,

92 ». *. II. 8, 8 n. •, 209, 209 n.

229
Egyptians {i.e., Gipsies), I. 23X

El^hants, I. 16 ; (used in war),

xi8, 118 n.*, 210, 210 n.*;
prices of, ; stables of, 2xx

«.*. II. (In Ceylon), 113,

1x3 ». *; (white elephants),

154. 154 I (*>* ^am), 163;
(in Champa), 209

Eliclipur ^spor), I. Diamonds
of the old rock, 226

Eliobom (Yembo), I. 45. 45
*

Elliot, S. W., Coins of Southern

India

;

I. 19 n, *, 203 «. *

Elliot and Dowson, History of

India I. 170 n.* 208 a.*,

229 a. *

Ellis, Mr. A. J., I. baeii

Embrftntlri Brahmans, II. 33
*54

Emeruds, II. 225, 225 a. *

Empoli, Giovanni da, II. xxix,

211 a,‘
Ephtfaalltssi I. xo8 a.«
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Eragate (town), II. 8z, 8z a.*;
(misprinted Craguate in Portu-
guese text)

Erfllpfld, Heir-apparent in Mala-
bar, The ** Prince “ of the text,
II. 13. *5. 15 16, 16 a.*,

17. *8. *52
Eravallar, see Revoleens
Eredia, Godinho de, II. Intro-

duction, p. , 169 n, * (p. 171)
. Escandalor (Scanderoon), I. 133

a.*
Estravantes (head-dresses), I.

93. 93« ‘- II. 145. *45
Etem, I. 71, 71 n. *

1 Eudaimon Arabia, I. 53 n. *

Euphrates R., 1. 89, 89 n. *

Exeraquirimane (Shahr-i-Kar-
m&n, the town of Karin&n), II.

224, 224 a. *

Exorcism in 'Malabar, II. 66,

67, 66 a. *

Extortion by Mendicants, I.

III, III a. *

FfikanQr {see Bacanor), I. 53 a. \
170 a. *

Fgicons, I. 124, 124 a. *

Fandaraina {see Pandarani), I.

53 '

Fardo (or Bale), I. 194. 194 a. *

Fartaque, Kingdom of, I. 58-

59. 58 n.», 61; Capo of, 1.

59. 58 a. •, 68 a. *

Fedeo, Fedea(a money of account),
I. 156. 156 *

Ferguson, D., I. Ixx. II.

{History of Ceylon), 109 a.*,*.,

112 a.*, 119 a. >; {Discovery

of Ceylon by the Portuguese),

109 a. *
;

{Letters from Portu-
guese Captives in Canton), 2x1
a.*

Ferrand, M. Gabriel, Mataha,
Le Malayu et Medayur, II.

165 a.*, 169 a.*, 185 a.*, 186
a.*, 2x5 a.*, 174 a.*, 215 a.*;
Klouen-Louen, 165 a. . II.

182 a.*, x86 a.*, 191 a.*, 206
a. S 208 a. *

; Relations de
Voyages, 188 a.*. II. 208 a.*;
Journal Asiatique, II. 189 a. *

Ferras, Major A. Ivens, I. Ixxii

Ferreira, Miguel, I. 86 a. *

Firishta, History (T&nkh -i-Fir-

ishta), I. 172 a, 175 a. •

Flrol 1. (FarOr I.), I. 80, 79 a. *
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Fitch, Ralph. I. 27 m, ^ 150 n.

II, J29 n.\ 135 n.* (p. 140),

154 n. •, 163 186 «.

Flanders, Crafts compared to
those of Cambay. I. 141.

Fleet, J. F., Journal /?. Asiatic
Soc. 1901, II. 129

Floyer, E. A.. Unexplored Balo-
chistan, I, 77 n. ^ 90 n, •, 91 «. *

96 n. •

Flying Serpents, I. 199. 199
n.^

Folklore (Journal of Folklore
Soc.), I. 121 n. ^ 220 n. ‘

Fomon (or Tomon) I., (Tumb. I),

I. 80, 79 n. ‘

Forbes, A. K., Rrts Mtlla, I.

I38«.a

Foster, Mr. W., I. Ixxii

Frankincense, I. 65. 65 n. •,

67 n.K •, 155

Frazer, Sir James, The Golden
Bough, II. 121 M. •

Frazer, Mr. R. W., I. Ixxii. 217

Fryer, J., East India and Persia,
I. 145 ff.i, 148 «.». 151
156 «.. 157 n.^, 168 n. *, 226
n.*. II. 45 (43

Fusta (foist). I. 159 177.
II. 236

Gama, Christovao da. I. 42 n*

Gama, Estevao da, I. 62 n.^

Gama, Vasco da. I. 4 6 w.*.

13 ». , 15 n. *, 19 n. ^ *, 22 n. *,

186

*

II. 1 ff.». 86«.i. >

Gfinda (on Persian Gulf). I. 76.
76 n. *

Ganda (Rhinoceros), I. 124, 124
ff.*

Gangft River (in OrLssa), II.

133. i33 « *. 135. 135 242

Ganges, River. I. 89. 89 n. ^
‘ 133 134 >*•*. 242. 244

Gani^o (Amouoo, A-muck), II.

177. X77«.i

Gardaftii, Cape of. I. 32 ; origin

of name. 32 n. *

Gaspero Balbi, I. 220 a. ^

Gazetteer (India). I. (Of Bom-
bay). 143. 147 " ^ *51
167 «. *, 182 «.*. 184 f». *. 217
n.*t

II. Malabar, see Malabar Gaz-
etteer

;
(of Eastern Bengal and.

Assam), 135 n.* (p. 136): of
Burma), II. 148 w. *. 150
154 n. *, i6i n. •

;
(of Madras}..

II. 120 «.*; (of Tinevelly), II.

120 «. , 123 «. *, *; (of Cut-
tack). •II, 1 33 «, *

;
(of Bengal)..

II. 133 w.*.

Geldria (Fort of), see Paleacate.

Gentio (Heathen or Hindu), I.

Ixiii, now.*
Geological Survey of India ^

Records, I. 142 «. *

GSrsoppa (Gar^oppa), I. 182 w.*..

184 n. *, 187 n. *

Ghandhdr, see Guindarim.
Gibbs, J.. Coins of the Bahmanis,

Numismatic Chronicle, 1881, I,

179 w.*
Gingalet, IT. 88 n. *

Gingelly (Gergelim), I. (Oil of
Sesamum Indicum), 13, 89, 129,
X54. II. 234

Ginger, I. 25. 25 «.*. 92. 178.

195 n. •. II. 77. 83, 92, 92 n. *

(Belide Ginger)
Glossario Luso-Asiatico, seo

Dalgado, Mgr. S. R.
Goa, I. 170-181, 170 n.\ 175 fi.*.

II. 236
Goes, DamiSo de, I. Ixx. Ixxi

Gdghft, see Guogarim
Gold, I. (In Africa). 8. 12. X4»

18. 20. 22. 37, 41, 42, 56,
(in Hurmuz), 100 ;

(gold coin
of Vijayanagar). 191. X91
II. (In Malay Peninsula), x63»
179; abundance in Malacca^
175; in Sumatra. 175, 186,
186 n. * ; in Malay Archipelago,
205. 206

;
(in the Lequeos),.

216
Gomez, Ruy. I. 86 n. *

Gongs, II. 198. 198 n. *. 202. 202
*1.

*

Gostaquem (Persian Gulf). I.

77-
Gram, Gr&o. I. 155, 155 «.«. 164,

165 «.* •
Gray,Sir A.. 1. Ixx. II. xo3n. ^

X05 «.*. •. 106 «.»

Grierson, Sir George A.. K.C.I.E.»
I. Ixix. II. 235, 236. 237
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Gromalle (Ghul&m'A1i)» II. 136-7
(note), 247

Guadel (Gw&dar), I. 86 n,\ 106

I

Gueos(W. A.). II. xxviii ; identified

with Cannibals of Siam, 167, 167
n. ^

: now represented by theWa
tribe.

GulUemard, F. H. H. (Life of
Magellan), II. 198 n. 205 n.^

Gulndarlm (Ghandhfir), I. 108
n.^ 136-139, 136 a.* *•

Gujarftt, I. (i) 500.^ Guzerate

;

(2) in the Panjab, n. *

Gunond Apt (Malay for^ a vol-

cano), II. 195 »• 197 »• ^

Guoftarlm (Gfighfi), I. xo8

^134. *34« *. *35«.*
Gurjaraa, I. 108
GuJarSti language, I. 121, 121

Guzerate, Kingdom of, 1. 108-117
108 «.i, *

; trade of, 154
Guzarates (Gujarfitls in Malabar)

73. 73« *

Gwfidar, see Guadel

Haig, Gen. M. R., The Indus
Delta Country, I. 105 «.

Hall, R. N., Prehistoric Rhodesia,
I. XI n, \ 6«.*

Hfimid, Rais, I. 86 n. ^ 102 n. ^

Hamilton, A. (New Account of
the Easi Indies), I. 134 «. •,

156 «.*. II. 97 ^ 121 n. •,

126a. ^ 129 a. ^ 180 a.*, 182 a.*,

186 a.», , 188 a. ^ 195 a. ^
196 a. *, 199 a. \ 204 a. *

Hannon, Hon. H.. 11. xxvi, 144
Harmozia .(Old Hurmuz),^!. 77

a.', 90 a.*
Hloronimo, di Santo Stefano,

II. xi2a. 115a.*.
Hogarth, Mr. D. G., Penetration

of Arabia, 38 a. •, 69 a. •, 70 a. ,
71 a. •, 76 a. ^

Holdlch, Sir T., The Indian
Borderland, I. 91 a. *

Honor (Honfiwar), 1. 185-187. 185
a.»

Hook-owlnglng, I. 220-222, 220
a. ' ; few instances of practice

among women, 220 a. II.

use of name of coin ex-
|

plained, I. 204, 204 a.^

Horses, Trade in, I. 64, 64 a. *,

71 n,\ 118, 119, 189. 189 a.^
2x0, 210 a. ^

Hounds used in hunting,!. 124,,

X 24 a. *

Hucicas Is., Great Hucicas, I. 4,.

5, 4 a.*, ’
;

Lesser Hucicas„
I. 5» 5 w.*

Hudia (Ayuthia, capital of Siam )»

II. 163 a.^ 167 a. ^ (p. 169)
Humflyfln, Takes Champfin6r»

I. 123 a.\ 132 a.*
Hurmuz, see Ormus
Husain, Mfr, see Mirocem

Ibn BatQta (Voyages]’--

I. 6a. •, 17 a. ^ 18a. *, 19a.*,
31 a. 33 a. . 35 a. \ 53 a. ^ 69
a. 70 a. •, 71 a. *, 79 a. 90 a. •,

134 a.*, 135 138" 15* w. \
170 a.* 185 a.*, 193
206 a. ^

II. I a.», 3 a.*, 85 a.®,

97«.^ ii2a.i, 113M.1. 115
117a. •, 120 a, ^ i35»« * (P- *38).

147 a. *, 1 58 a. *, 1 73 a. *, 220 a. ®

Ibn Haukal, I. 139 a. ^

Ibn Mahalhil, I. 159 n'
Idrisi, quoted, I. 6 a. *, 70 a. *,

71 a. », 79 a. ^ 136 a.,*. 139 a. *,

152 a. ^ 159 a. ^ 170 a. •

Iguan, Sea of (Mardciguan), II.

225, 225 a. *

India (First and Second), I. 89,

89 a. ^ 108, 108 a. ®
; (S. India)

j63a. ^ 167 a. ^ 188, 188 a.*
Indian Antiquary, II. 88 a.*,

98 a.

'

Indigo (yfai/), I. 154
Indus R. (Indio), I. 89, 89 a. ^

107. 107 a. ^ 139 a.^
Inheritance in Malabar,

(through females) see Maruma-
kathayam

;
(through males) see

Makkathayam.
Introduction to First Edition oi

Portuguese Text, I. Ixxvii-

Ixxxv
Islfim, early influence in Mala-

bar, II. 3, 4.

Island ofwomen, 1 . 6oa.®
Ismael, Xeque (SAftkA IsmaV or

Shah Isma*U), 1. 82, 82 a.S
83-87, 86 a. \ 97 »• * II- 233

Isma'll, Shfihi(500 Ismael, Xeque)
Isma’li, 'Adil Shfih, I. 175 a. *

Istakhri, 1 . 139^.^

Ivory, I. 8. 15. ai, 22,34,37;
(of sea-horses), 8

Ivory-work, 1 . 142.

S
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jacinths, 11. 225, 225 n. ^

Jaftara, Jagra (jagri), I. 127*

129-183, 185 n. K II. 91. 91
Jagtonaa (name of a gem), II.

223
Jahftngir, I. 139 n,\ 147 n.\

238
-Jains, referred to under title of

Baneanes, I. non.*
Jalfll KhOn, King of GQjarat

(early name of Ahmad Shah),
(Dariar Hao), L 130 n.*

Jamba (town in Sumatra), II.

186 n.*

Janguada (Sanguada), (NAyar
guards) II, 48 n. *

Janjira, I. 163 n. ^

Janndbah, 1 . 78 n. ^

Jaoa(Java), 11 . 189-194, 189 n.S
190 n.>, 190 n.*

Jaoa the Less, Java Minor, see

Cinboaba
Jaos (Javanese), II. 177, 191*

191 n. ^ 192 n.*
Jarm, 1 . (Majiram, Persian Gulf).

I. 78 n.*
Jasam, Aly and Alhor (Red Sea),

I. 50, 30 n, *

Jflsk, I. 106 n. *

Java, see Jaoa
Jeddah, see Juda
JeiUn I., I. 90 n. *

Jews, I. (At Aden) 34, 34 n. *

;

II. (In Malabar) 73 n. *, 79 n. *

80, 88 n. •, 97 n. ‘

Jo^S, 1.230-232, 23on. 1,231 n.i

Jojgo das Canas, 1. 119, 119 n. *

Johnston, Sir H. H., Colmixa-
Hon of Africa, I. 16 n.*; men-
tion of the Jaggas or Zimba,

Jordanes, Friar, I. 152 n.\
187 n. 1. II. 97 173

Juda (Jiddah or Jeddah), I. 46,

46 n. 1. 47 ; building of post at,

47-49. 48 53. 34. 34 <*•*.

Juifar (Persian Gulf), I. 73,

Junks (Juncos, Jnngos), II. 145,

145 153. 153 17a;
(of Java) 173, 173 *».•, X93.

193 196, 198 M.*; (CAfne$«)

214,2140.1

XaimSly Kammaly ue Cafaimal

Kale (Q^)i see Kish

0.

Kalarl (school of arms), II. 39,

40. 39 «.*. 40».^
Kalhftt, see Clarate
Kfilinadi R. (Liga R.}, 1 . 170«.*,

182 n.*
KSlkut (see Calecut), I. 33 n. *

Kamarfln, see Camaram
Kanbftyat, Kunbftyat, see Cam-
baya

Kandahftr, three different places
so-called, I. 136 n. * (see

Qandahar).
Kftrwflr (Caribal), I. 171 n. *,

184 n. *

Kflthifiwflr, I. 108 n.*

Katif (on Persian Gulf), 1 . 76 n. ^

Kaulam (see Coulam), I. 33 n. *

KazhUy stake used for impale-
ment, II. 27, 27 n.

Keane, A. H. (Man Past and
Present), I. 9 n.*, ii ».*;
II. Man Past and Present, £d.
2, 1670,*

Kedah, see Quedaa
Kennedy, Mr. J., 1 . 53 n. *

Keralolpatti (a Malabar chroni-
cle), il. 3 n.*, 4 n.*, 27 n. ^
32 n. •

Kermes grain, I. 124, 124 n.‘.

II. 158, 138 n.*, 77, 77 n.*
Khor Fakffn, see Profom
Khwftia •Attflr , I. 86 n. 97 a. *

Kind, Major J. S., Hist, of the

Bahmani Dynasty, I. 179 n.*
Kish I. (Kais, Guys, Qais), I.

79 n. *, 80-8X, 90 n. •, X39 n. *

Kishm, I., see Queixitne
Kizil-bAsh (Redcaps or Red-

heads), I. 84, 84 n.*
Knox, Robert (Historical Rela-

tion of Ceylon), II. xxi n.*.

xxan.*, 1x30.1
Kolattiri jipobertoiim) (Title of

ruler ox Cananor), II. 3, 6,

3 o.*, 4 w.S 5 o.*, X04 o.*,

A]mndix II (c)

Koimagam (a royal residence),

II. 3 o. , 10 o. *, 13 o. 13 n. •

K6xhl-k6d, see Calicut
Kris (Crus, Querix), II. 176.

1760.*
Krishna' DAya, Rftyya, I. 201.

201 o.^ 223-228, 223 o. S
224 o.*. His war with ^Adil-

sh&hls, K^tbshfthls and Orissa,

223, 223 o.\ 228, 2280.*
Krlsluia Sastrty Report of Arch.

Survey India, L 201 o.*
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KwhmttiymBt in Ma&bar, very
few ruling families are Kshat-
riyas, II. 7, 7 n,\ *

Ktilbarga» I. 158 n, S 179 n. ^

Kurds, I. X33s.^ ^

Kutbu*d-d&i, Khilji, I. 108 n.*

Lac (Alacar^ laquar, alacre, lacre)»
I. 56^ 5611.*. II. (Martabam),
158, 158

Laccadive Is. (included under
Maidive Is.), I. 197 n,K II.

103, 103 n. », X04 n. 1

Lahri-bandar, I. 105 n. *

LambrI (Sumatra), II. 182 n. *

Laracoar I. (L&rak I.), I. 80,

79 «-‘ (P-8i)
Lftrins (silver coin), I. 99, rop,

99 a. ^ II. iQsn,*
Laudes, see Quilted coats
Lembraimas das Cousas da

India, 1. 99 n, ^

Lemos, Fern8o Gomez de, 1 .

86 n. 1

Lequeos (Formosa, Liu*Kiu), II.

2x5, 2x5 ft. ^

Le Strange, Mr. G., Lands of the

Eastern Caliphate, I. Ixx, 79
n. *, 88 n. » ; Mustauff, 79 «. ^

LIga R. (Ugua, AUga), now the
KaUnadi, I. x8x, 182 n.\
185 n.

Llmadura (Limodra), I. 108 n. S
X42-145. 142 ft.

»

Llmpdra, see Limadura
Llngftyats (a sect), I. 217*220, 217

ft.*

Llnschoten, J. H. van (Voyage),
I. 6 ft.*, 9n, \ 19 n.», 139 ».».

150 167 n.\ X92 ft.*, 222
226 n,K II. 154 n.\

158 fl.^ x6o n.\ 167 ft.*, X82
a.«, i85 fi.», i8ia>. X94
196 n. \ X99 n. ' ^

Litters (Manjals), (used by kings
in Malabar), II. 24 a.*

Livro doe Pesos e Medidas da
Ymdla, I. xqx n.\ 203 a.*.

II. 105 a,*
Lddi Dynasty of IMlil, I. 229

a,*
Logan, Jlfsawol of Malabar

quoted, II. 3 a.*, 15 61 a.*
iR»ndtiiorst, A. H. nitmpi Ruins,

X. 201 a.^ 2o8a.^
Lopes, Tlmml, SastegOfUa ds
indka Orimtaes, I. 195 a.*.

Lugard, Sir F. D., Rise of Our
East African Empire, I. 2X a. ^

LyaU, Sir Ancient Arabian
Poetry, I. 45 a.

»

Lyma (linga, Persian Gulf), I.

77, 77 a. 1

Lyne, R. N., Zanzibar, 21 a. ^

Macareo (bore or tidal wave), I.

138 a. II. 234 (note)

McCrIndle, J. W. (Ancient India

of Ptolemy), I. 127 a. 153 a.*,

X59 a.i, 164 n.i, •, 195 a.*.

11. 115 a, ^ 129 n.i

Maclver, Randall, Mediteval
Rhodesia, I. xi a. *

Mactan, Island of (PhilUpines),

I. xlviii

Mapua (Massowah), I. 36-39,
38 a.*

Madagascar (Sam Lourenpo), I.

23-26 ; the Kambalu or Al-
Komor of the Arabs, 24 a.*;
modem name deri>^ from
Makdashau, 24 n.\ 30 a.*;
first Portuguese discoverer,
name S&o Louronpo, 24 a. *,

30 a. ^
;

ginger and yams in,

25 a. 1, •

Madraka, R&s, misnamed Fasal-
hat, I. 38 a. •, 68 a. •

Madremuluco (*lmadu’l-Mulk),
I. X72 a. ‘

Mael (Persian Gulf), 1 . 72, 72 a. *

Mafia I. (Mamfia), I. 27, 26 a. >

Magadoao, I. 31; the Arab
Makdashau, 31

MagalhAes, Fernfio dc. brother-
in-law of D. Barbosa, I. xlvi

;

his expedition sails from San
Lucar, 1 . xlvi ; killed at
Mactan, I. xlviii ; appoints
D. Barbosa Captain of the
"Victoria," I. xlvii, Ixxiii

;

Dr. Guillamard's life of, quoted,
I. xlvi-xUx. II. X98 a. ^ 205
n.^; account from De Barros,
I. Ixxiii-lxxvi ; accounf from
Pigafetta, I. Ixxvi. II. 19$ n,*,

197 ft. 199 n. *, 200 a. ^

Msha (Mokha), I. 51 a. ^

Mahlm I., 1 . 152 n.^
MslimOd Shfih, Bahmani (Sol*

tamMahamude), 1 . X79, 179^,^
Mahmlld Shdh, King of Bengal,
n. i35«** (p- *37)

Mal^Od sub, Baigara of On*
jarSt (Soltam Mabamude), X.

xo8a.S 122, X2X a.*

S 3
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*

MallapUTy 11 . 98 n. ^ 126, 126
ff . ^ ; legend of St. Thomas at,

126-129, 126
Malnato (Vannath&n Caste), 11.

58* 58
Majandur (Bandor Bedor), I.

192, 192 «. ^

Major, R. H., India in XV Cent,,

I. 139 n ,

»

Makalanga Tribe, inhabitants
of Monomotapa, 1 . 12 a. ^

Makkathayam (descent through
males in Malabar), II. 63, 65,

65 n, \ 67. 66 «. \ 74, 74 n .

»

Malabar, I. Density of popula-
tion, 194, 194 n. *

; II. Descrip-
tion, 1, I n. *; history of,

3-6; kings of, 7-12, 7 a. ;

invasion by Haidar 'AlT, 15 n. *

Malabar Gazetteer, II. 3 n.*,

27 ».*, 32 «., 33 n.\ 43 «.»

(p. 45). 56 w. ^ 57 ^ 58 n. \ «,

61 n. \ *, 63 n, •, 64 w. •, 65 n, .
66 n. ^ 68 69 ^ 71 n,\
75 w. •» 79 n. , 80 ». *. », 82 «.

84 w.^^ •, 85 86 «.i,

87 n.\\ 88«.i,*,». 89 n.\
90 n, •, 93 «. *, 94 n. 1, 104 n. ‘

Malabar Glossary, II. 13 n. *

Malacca, II. 169-179 ; histoiy of,

169 n, ^
; revolt against Siam,

y 172; trade of, 172-174 ; Jav-
</ anese sailors at, 174, 177;

taken by Alboquerque. 178
Malacca (Archipelago of), II.

180, x8o n. ^

Maiayalam Language, spoken
well by D. Barbosa, I. xxxvi.
II. I «.«.», 6, 6«.»

Maldio, Isles of (Laccadive Is.),

II, 103, 103 n. 1, •

Maidive Is., I. 197, 197 n. \ *

Malik Ayyaz (MalinquSs, Meli-
que lAz), I. 48 n, \ 130, 130 n, \
132 «.» 149 «.*. 159 n.i

Malqueboan (Persian Gulf), 1 .

74 n.2
Maluquo, Maluco (Molucca Is.),

I. Ivj. II. 197 n.\ 198 «.*,

199-204, * 199 n, \ 200 n. ^ do.
(p. 201)

Mamftkam Ceremony, II. 15,
X5 «.•

Mamalukes (MamlSk), I.

Foreign Muhammadans, especi-

ally from Egypt, 119, 119 n,*,

133 172-174. ^7^ *75
n,\*: Sultans of ^gypt (Great
Soldans), 44 a. *

Mancaboo (^nangkabau in Su-
matra), II. 169 M.*, 185
186, 186 ».*

Mandaba (M&ndl& ?), 1. 164, 164
a.**

Mandelslo, Albert de, Travels
I

.

145 a. \ 213 a. K II. 126 a. \
129 154

Mandlik, V. N., Journal Bombay
Branch R.A,S., I. 164 a.*,

167 a.*
Maneca (Ceylon name for rubies),

II. 218 a.*
Mangala (i) (in Sumatra), I.

54 «.*
Mangala (2) , origin of name, see

Mangalor, 195 a. *

Mangalor, I. (1) Mangalor or
Mangrol in Sdrath, see Curiate
Mangalor

; (2) Mangalor in
Canara, S. India (Manganour,
Mangaruth, Manganor, Man-
jarflr, q,v,), 53 n.\ 56 a.*,

195-6. 195 *

Mangaruth (Mangalor), I. 195
a.

»

Mangflt Achan, see Cahimal
Mangiar (a South Indian weight),

II. 221, 221 a.*
Manjaim (Mayyazhi, Mah6), II.

84, 84 a.

»

Ma^arar, I. 53 a.*, 170 a.*
{see Mangalor)

Manoel I., IGng of Portugal,
letter of Duarte Barbosa to, I.

xxxviii-xliii. II. (Letter to
King of Bengal), 135 a.« (p.

*37) »
(letter to IQng of Siam),

167 a. ^ (p. 169)

Manucci, N., Sioria do Mogor,,
I. 105 a.*, 139 n,\ 148 a.*
234 ».»

Mfto .(man or maund), I. 157,
157

Mapuleres (Mappilla, Mopish),
II. 74, 74 a.^^ 75 a.*,* 104,
104 a, *

Marftthi language, see also Da-
quanim, 1. 182 a. (6)

Maravel (town), II. 79#79«.*
Marco Polo (Yule and Cordier),

I. 24 a. •, 26 a. •, 39 a. •, 40 a. »,

4* n, •. 53 a. \ 64 a. ^ •, 65 a. •,

69 79 n,K 90 9 * n.%
152 a. 133 a. , 190 a. •. II.

I a.», 97 98 a.* X17 a.*,
122 a. *, 124 a. *, 126 a. * 147a.

167 a. \ X73 a. *,
•, 206 a.

K
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MaritnoUit I. 89 n. \ 206 n.
IL 97 n.\ 98 n. *, no «.•,
112 n. \ 2I5#l.^ 126 ff.*, X45a,*

Markham, Sir Clements, 1. Ixxi,
Oria's Simples and Drugs of
India, I, 151 ^

Marquart, Prof. J., I. Ixx, xo6
n, , 136 n. •

Martabam (Mairtaban), n. 157-
159, 157 «•* 158 n,^; lac,

jars, 1581*,^
,

Marumakathayam (descent
through females in Malabar),
11. 9-ll,9n.» 42. 43«.i, 56n.»,
58. 59. 80, 60 n. •, 64. 74, 74 n.»

Maakat, see Masquatc
Maopero, M. G., Le Royaume
de Champa, II. 167 n. ^ 208 n, ’

Maaquate (Maskat), I. 71, 71 ». *

Masson, C., Travels in Afghanis^
tan, I. 93 «• 3

Mas^fldl, I. 6 n. , 24 n. *, 33 n. *

78 ». \ 79 n. ^ 106 n, •. 138 n. ^
139 a. ^ 152 n.i, 159 170 n,^,

234
Masulipatam, II. 130 n. ^

Matlcal (Mithkal), I. 157, 157 n,\
236

MSyfl, see Santa Maria
Meca (Mecca). I. 47 47 a. ^

Medicean Map, I. 1 70 w. >

Medina, 1. 45, 43 n. *

Mekran (Macrdo, Makr&n). I.

86 n. *, 106 n, ‘

Melinde (Malindi), I. 22 ; Portu-
guese friendship with, 22 M.*

Mello, Afonso de, II. 133 «.*

(P- *37)
Menangkabau (Sumatra), see

Mftcaboo
Mensntlllus, Friar, II. 1x2 a. ^

Menon (the Writer Caste), 11.

x8, 18 n. ^ 19
Mergen (Mirjftn), I. 184. 184 n. *

Mergul, II. 163
Mesqulta (Mosque), used for a
Hindu shrine, I. 1x6 n. \ 117

Metee (near Cape Guardafui), I.

33 » 33 ^

Meynard, Barbier de, 1 . Ixx

;

his tr. of Ikbis'Qdi, 78 n, \ 88 n, \
X07 a. ^

; Dictionnaire de la

• Perse, 78 a. \ 82
MUSS, Col. S. B., 1 . 68 a.>

70a.*, 71 a.», 72 a.^

MiUet, Great {Milho grosso),

applied to Holeus Sorghum, I.

*55. *55»* *. 165 a.*

Mllogopim (Milocoxim), I. 149
149 n.

Mine, the (A Mina, S. Jorge da
Mina), I. 63, 63 a. *

Miralexy, Miramxi, I. 233 n. *

Mirapolis, see Mailapur
Miraporam (town), II. 79,

79 n. • (Nileshwaram)
Mirac-i*Ahmadi, 1 . 132 n, ^

MirBt-i-Sikandari, 1 . 143 n. ^
152

Mirocem (Mrr Husain). Com-
mander of Egyptian fleet, 1 .

44. 44 »• ^ 47-49. 48 n. *, 133-
134. 133 "• *. *59 n. *

Mopambique (Mozambique),
late occupation by Arabs, I.

13 a. ^
; visit of V. da Gama,

I. 15 a. ^ ; ruler called Sharif,
I. 16 : Portuguese fort erected.
I. 15 a.», 16

Mogeres (Mugavan caste). II.

64, 64 a. ^

Mombasa (Mombasa), town and
harbours. I. 19, 19 n.^ 20;
early Arab settlement, 19 a. *

;

visit of V. da Gama. 19 a. •
;

destroyed by Almeida, 19 a. *
;

feud with Malindi, 19 a. *

;

Turkish attack. 19 a. *
; fort

built, 19 a. *

Monoglossoe, I. 127 a. *

Monomotapa (Benametapa),
kingdom of, I. 9 ; used as a
title, I. 9 ; name of the capital,

I, 12, 12 a.^
Moorish Governors (Tangal ia

Malabar). II. 76, 76 a.

»

Moorish trade (Malabar), II. \

76-78, 78 a.

'

MoordMaa, Soltam (Mudhafiar
or Muzaflar Sh&h II), I. 121 a.*

Monquer (Mukkuvan), II. 64,

64 a.®
Monte Corvino, Friar John of,

II. 98 a. S 120 a.*

Moreland, Mr. W. H., India at

the Death of Ahhar, II. xxvii,

143 (note), 146 (note)

Morro Fort (Chaul), I. 162 a. *

Mosquitos (little flies), original

use of the word, I. xi2, X12 a. *

Mouros(Moors orMuhammadans)

,

the general term for Muhamma-
dans, I. Ixv, 1x9, 119 a.*

Mundy, Peter, Journal, I. 143
a.S 148 a.*. II. 133 n.«

(p. X40), 182 a. *, 202 a. ‘
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Murray, J. A., Plants and Drtsgs

of I. 93 M. ^

Muruary (for Hurtiary, Cicer
Arietinum), I. 169, 169 a.*,

11. 233
Muaandam, Cape» 1. 72 a. *

Musk (almisquere, almiscre), I.

36, 56 93- II. (In Ava),
160. z6o a. ^ 161

Muzaffar Shab I. (of Gujar&t),
I. 108 a-

^

Mualris, see Cranganor
Myrobalans, I. 188, 188 a.*

Nova, Jo&o da^ sails for India*
A.D. 150 Z* 1, zxxiv ; arrives
at I. of S. Maria, xxxv, 6 a. **

loi f».
•

Numpuclo, name for rubies
(Chumpuclo), II. 227 a. ^

Nuniz, Femao, I. 180 a.** 198
a-* ,200 a. ^ 201 a. ^ 204 a.

^

210 n,\ 211 a. ^ 213 a. ^ 214
a. S 217 a. •, 223 a. \ 225 a. ^ •

NUru’d-dln, Rais* I. 102* 102 a. \
103 a. *

Nutmegs and Mace, 11 . 197.
197 a. ^ 199 a.

»

Nabando (Naiband, Persian Gulf),

I. 75. 75 n. *

Nacabar (Isles of) (Nicobar Is-

lands)* II, 180 a. ^ 181
NabrwUla (AnhilwSxa), I. 108

a.*, 126 a.*
Naitea, see Navdyat
NambOtlri Brflhmana, II. 10*

10 n.\ 32 a.», 33 a.i.** 34,
34« 35»*‘*

Narayngua, Kingdom of (Vija-
yanagar)* I. 182-184, a.*,
198-200 a. ^ *

Naura (of the Periplus), I. 185
a.*

Nautaques (Nddhaki Baloch),
1. 86 a. ^

Navfiyate (Naite, Naitea), I.

145 n.\ 147 n,\ 187 n.\ 237,
238. II. 75 a. *, 120 a. *

Navega^fto de P. A. Cabral,
see Cabral, Pedro Alvarez

Nayrea (Ndyars), II. 7 a.*,

9 a. •, 13 a. •* 18 a. •* 20, 20 a. \
21* 22 a. \ 24, 27 30, 32, 32 a.*,

3^-55. 3^ 39 o. •
: (Na3rre

women), 50, 50 a. ^ 33, 33 a. \
54 ; (Nayres of lower gradesj*

56-39 ;
(see l^iabares. Cuiavem,

Mainato, Calete)
Ni^OmatullAh , Tdrikk^i- Khdn
Johan IMl, I. 229 a. ^

Nlccoli, 1. 63* 63 a. *

Nicobar la., see Nacabar, Isles of
Nikitin, A., I. 139 n,\ 239 a.^

164 a. •.
, II. 160 a. •

Nilgai, 1. 299, 299 o.

'

Nisamaluco (Nizamu*l-mulk)*

V title Of the Nizftmsh&hl dynasty,

\ 262 a, » .

I^plibiulillix Dynasty.' !. 158

ll^iiras (Malay name o( the Icny).

ao4, 204 a. ‘

Obeda (Hodeida), 1.31, 31 a. ^

*Obollah. I. 78 a. ^ 88 a. ^

O^ape, Island, II. 193* 195 a. ^

Odirgualemado (Udayagiri), II.

229 a. 132
Odoric, Friar, I. 90 a. *, 132 a. K

II. 97 n.\ 213 a.S 117 a.*
143 a.** 182 a.* 188 a. ^ 201a.**
208 a. •

Oja, town of (Ozi), I. 29 a;*;
confused with Angoja* 30 a. *

*Oinan, 1. 70 a. * 71 a, *

Ominam (Min&b R.), I. 77,

77 ^ 96 a, •

Operation on female children,
I. 38. 39 n . 1

Opium, I. (At Barbord), 34;
(at Aden), 33, 129 ;

(at Cam-
baya), 122-3, 122 129;
(at Vijayanagar); 203 ;

(in

uujardt), 234. II. (In China),
^25

Orangee (and the citrus sp.)«

1. (In East Africa), 21. ‘23, 23,
27. I. (In Ceylon), xii* ixx
a.*

Orissa, Qfisa* see Otisa
Orisra language, I. 228 a. *

Ormus (Hurmuz), I. 68, 68 a.*,

69 a.^; kingdom of O* in
Arabia* 68-74 ; kingdom of 0»
in Persia, 74-79, 75, 75 »
90-105. 90 a. *

Orta, Garcia da, Cottoqities on
Simples and 1. Ixid,

35 «•*. 56 a.*. 93^®^. iix n.K
X57a.\ 187 a.*, 226 a. *,233 a.*,

*34 a.», 235 a.». II. 8 a.V
92. a.*, 93 a.*, 106 %*. xxoa.*,
164 a. X73 a. *, X90 a. *

Ortriius (Atlas), 1. 170 a. *

Orvaaar Be(isr (Beirian Gulf)-

1-77
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OdM. .(Orisa> Orissa), 1. 228,
228 fi'.*. II. 132-X34, 132 n.\
boundaries 'of, 129^. ^ 133

Ottoman Turk origin oi *Adil
Kbfin, I. 17291.^

Ovlnftton* J., A Voyage to

Suratt, I. 156 n.*. 11. 139*
X40 (note)

Owen« R. N., Capt., occupies
Mombasa, I. 2X 91.^

Paam, Pam (Pahang)/ II. X63,

165 \ 179, 179 91.1

Pacem^ see Pansem
Pachainuria, see Bacanor
Padanara (Pantalayini), II. 85,

85 9I.*

Padua, Shallows of, II. X03,

103 91.
•

Paes, Domingos, I. x8o 91.*,

200 99.1,* 209 W. 1, 21 1 99.1,

224 a. 1, 228 n. *

Pagem (P&zan, or ibex), I. 236,
235 99.

1

Pagoda, II. 57, 57 a.*
Pahang, see Paam
Palaipatmai (P&ripatana ?), 1.

164 99. 1

Palandura or Palandiva (Mal-
dive Is.), II. X04, X04 n.i,

X05 99. 1,
*

Paleacate (PuUcat), I. 226 n.K
II. 126 99.* I29-I32, X29 99.1;

fort of Geldria at, 129 ti.i;

trade of, 132 ; (Paleacate cloths,

Patolas), X53, 153 99.1, 215
Palembaag (town in Sumatra),

11.18699.* 18999.*
Palm-leaf-wrldng, II. x8, x8

a.*. 19
Pananee (Ponnani), II. 80 a.i,

88
Faneena (Pftnam caste), II. 66,

66 a. 1

Panical (Panikkar), II. 22 a.i,

39 a. *, 40, 40 a. 1, 46, 47
Panikkar, K. M.. Some Aspects

<4 Hayaf Ufe, J,R,AJ., II,

33 38 a.i, 41 a.i, 53
61 a. *

I

Panaem AbCem, Pasay), (town
in SnmiBli), II. 184. x84a.*

!

Paradlae, the Earthly, I. 89,

87 a.*
*

Fardao (Hfln), I. A gold coin,

15^. 156 a. 1, X9i, W n. 1, 203,
.203 a.*

^
1

Pardeels(immigrants in Malabar),
11. 76, 76 a.i

Pareene (Parayan, Pariah caste),
II. 69. 69 a. 70

Partition of Ancient Malabar,
II. 3a.», 4-6. 491.1

Pasay, see Pansem
Patan, I. Name applied to many

ports, 126 a. 1

Patanexy (in Gujarat), I. xo8a.
126, 126 a.i

Patee and Lemon (Patta and
UmQ), 1. 29 ; the LftmO
Archipelago, 29 m. 1 ; visits of
V. da Gama and Tristdo
d'Acunha, 29 a.

.Patelea (title in Gujarat), I. 117,
ii7a.i

Pateudra (title in Java), II.

X90, 190 a. *

Patola, silk fabric. II. 153, X53
a. *, 198

Paynton *8 Journal, I. 105 a. 2
Pasa, see Bczoar
Pflsan (wild goat). I. 235 n,K

II, 237
Pearls, I. (Pearl-fishery at

Bahrain), 81. 11. (Pearl-fishery
at Ceylon and Gael), 1 15 a. 1, 116,
120 99.*, 123, 123 a. », 124

Pedir (town in Sumatra), II.

182, 182 a.*
Pedixpatam ( Putthupattanam),

II. 85, 85 a. 1

Peegu (Pegu), II. 152-157. *53
a. 1

, X54 a. »

Pegu, see Peegu
Pemba 1., I. 26, 26 a.i,*

II. 233 (note)

Pepper, I. 92. 188, 189, 195 a,*,

X96. 11. (Malabar), 83, 88,

92. 93. 97; (Sumatra), 165,
X65 a. *, 182 a. *, 184, X85, 186
a.i, 188, 189. 191

Peram I. (Bairam I.), I. 134 a.*
Perestrello, Rafael, II. 2x1 a.*,

247 ; Introduction, p. xxix.
Periplus of the Erytnrasan Sea,

I. 26 a.* 28 a.i, 32 a.i,*,

33 34 S 3fi \ •* 37
6x a. 1, 65 a. *, 67 a. 1, *, 68 a.

X38 a.i, 144 a.*, 148 a.*, 153
a. *, 159 S 164 n, \ », 185 a. •

II. 88 a.* ;
(Murids), 90 a.*,

95a.* 112 a.i, 113 a.i,

X22 a.i, X30 a.i; (MasaUa),
X20 a. *, X93 a. 1

Persia, Embassies to and fmnx,
L86, 86a.i
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Persian languafte, I. 91, 91 n. *

Persians* I. la India, 1x9,
ii9».*

Persians in £• Africa, 1. 17 a. \
x8 a. ^ 22 a. , 29 a. ^ 32 a.*

Phayre, Sir A., History of Burma,
II. 135 a.« (p. 136), 148 a.*
150 a. •, 154 a. , 157 a. , 161 a.

'

Pigafetta (his account of the
expedition of Magalhaes
quoted). I. xlviii, xlix. Ixxvi,

93 a.*. II, 195 a.». 197
205 a. 240 a.

»

Pinto, Mendez (Peregrinafao), II.

150 a. , 157 a.*, 177 a. 1

Pirates (on W. Coast of India),
I- i53i 153 186-7. 186 a.»,

II. (In China), 214, 214 a. ^

Poison as daily food, 1 . 121 a.*,
122

Poleas (Pulayan caste), II. 68,
68 a. 1

Polyandry (Malabar), II. 40,
40 a. •, 42, 42 a. 1, 43, 59, 59 n , »,

60, 61 a.
Poncuaram, see Honor
Por (Porbandar, Gujarat), I.

126 a, ^

Porqua (PorkSd), II. 95* 95 »*. •

Porto Grande {see Chittagong)
Porto Pequeno {see Satgaon)
Powell, J. H., Folklore, 1914, I.

220 a. ^ 222 a. ‘

Preface of Barbosa, I. li, I. x

Preste Joam (Prester John), 1.

36w.^ 37, 39 m “

Prince (in Malabar), see EraipSd
Profam (Khor FakSn, Arabia), 1.

72, 72 a. •

Propriam^uary (Parappanan-
gadi), II. 87, 87 a. •

Ptolemy, Ancient India, see
McCrindle. J. W.

Pulo Kondor Is., II. 210 a. ^

Punishment of offenders in
Malabar, II. 27-32, 27 a. *

Pyrard (de Laval), II. 44 (note),

52 a.^ 80 a.*, 103 a.*, 105
a.‘,*. xo6a.*

Precious stones, I. 202-3,
226-7, brought from
Pegu via Paleacate, 226 n.».

.. II, (In Ceylon), 1x5, 1x5 n,^;
(at Gael), X23 ; (in Ava), 159,
x6i, x6x a.*; (general dis-

• tribntion), 217-228

(KandahOr), II. (In-

scription at), 141, Z42 (note)

Quategatam (Kottayam), II. 82,
82 a.*

Quedaa (Quedaa, Kedah), II.

164,^164 a. *, 165 a.

Queixime I. (Kishm I.), I. 79
a. K So

Quejas (Persian Gulf), I. 77
Quilicare (Kilakarai), II. X20,

120 a.’; death of priest-king
at, 1 2 1, 12 1 a.*; Pearl-fishers
at, 120 a.

»

Quilda fKilwa), town described,
I. 17; development since «Ibn
Batuta*s visit, I. X7 a.*;
supposed Persian settlement,
I. 17 a.*, 18 a.*; taken by
Almeida, I. 18,^19 a.* ; fort

built and abandoned, I. 18,

19 a. ^

Qullon, see Coulam
Quilted coats, I. 119, 180,

180 a. *. II. 236, reference to I.

180 a.*
Quini^enilao, see Sapphires
Quintal (Kintfir), I. 157, 157 a.*.

II. 232
Quongo (Congo, Kangun, Persian

Gulf), I. 77, 77 a. ^

Raffles, Sir Stamford {History of
Java), II. 190 a. ^ 204 a. *

RaichOr, Battle of, I. 201 a. ^
211 a. ^

Ramusio, Navegationi ei Viaggi,
his Italian version of the Book
of Duarte Barbosa. I. li, liii,

Ixviii

Rand8r, see Reynel
Raogy (RSo-ji, Milr Ra6, Malh&r

RSo). 1. 186 a. ^

Rasa’l-Hadd, see Rosalgate
Rashxdu’d-dln, I. 170 a.*
Ravenstein, E. G., First Voyage

of Vasco da Gama, see Koteiro
Raverty, Major H. G., The
Mihrdn of Sind, xo6 a. *, 139 a. ^

Rawlinson, H. G. (Intercourse

between India and the Western
World), 11. 193 ‘

Rayen (the title RSyya), I.

20X a.

'

Rebello, Diogo, II. 135 a.*

(P- 137)
Recan, Racan (river in SumatraL

II. 185 a. ^ 188 a. ^

Recoyma (Rasul-Khaima, Per-
sian Gulf), I. 74, 74 a. ^

Reguatho (a garment) I* 207,

207 a, *
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ReimaSv 1. Z90, 190 n.^

Reinel’s Maps* 1516 and 13x7.
I- 73«•^ 76 a. ^

Rennell, J., Map of Indit^ 1782 ;

Memoir on the Map of Hindostan,

1793* I. 105 «.*. 196
IL 103 a. , 132 «. *

Reabutos (R&jputs), I. xo8 n. S
109, 10911. ^ 1x8 n.^

Reyadanda» I. 159 n.^ 162
163 n, 1 .

Revoleens (Eravallar daste), II.

67, 67 a. ^

Re;^el (RandSr), 1. 108 a.

145-148, 145 a.i, 146 a.*,

147 a. 1
; Appendix, Vol. I.

237-8
Rhinoceros, see Ganda
Rhodes (Knights of St. John of),

I. 133
Rhodes, P^re Alexandre dc

(Voyages), H. 208 a. , 209 a.

'

Rhubarb (of Babilonia), 1. 93,

93 a.». II. (Of China), 214,
231; (of Malabar), 229 a. ^
231

Rlbeiro, Jo8,o (Fataiidade His-
torica da Ilia de Ceildo), II.

xi3«-'
Ribero, Diego, 2ad Borgian Map,

I. liii-lviii,! 30 a.*, 32 a.S
38 a. », 52 a. », 58 a. », 69 a. »,

70 a. \ 74 a. 1, 75 a. •. 76 a.

78 a.^ 79 a.*, 90 a.*. II.

180 a. ^ 186 a.*, 188 a. ^ 189
a. •, 206 a. • 205 a. ^

Rice, 1.21,27,56, 123; (black),

185, 186, 195. 195 1971
(white), 188: cultivation and
names of varieties, 192, 192
».*,*, 194. II. (Imported into
Ceylon), iiz, iix a.'; (in

Pegu), X53 ; (in Siam), 165
Rfshahr, I. 79 a. ^

RIsley, Sir H., People of India,
1. hdx. II. 45 (note)

Ro^aque (in 'Om&n), I. 72,

72 a. ‘

RodkhIU, W. W. (RelaHons and
Trade of China), II. 85 a.*,

97 a. *, 108 a. , X09 a. 125 a, •,

*43 *8x a. ^ 162 a.*, 169
a.*, 182 a.*, x86 a.*, 188 a.*,

» 189 a.», X92 a.*, 195 a.*. 203
n. \ 206 a.*, 208 a.*, 214 a.*

Rosslftste, Cape of (RAsa'l-Hadd)
I. 58 a.», 66 a.*, 68 ,68 a.*

Rose, Mr. H. A., I. Ixix

281

Roteiro {Rouie-booh) (of Vasco
da Gama); I. lx, 4 a. S 13 a.*,

*5 *9 »*•*. 29 a.*, 31 a. ^
193 a.*. II. 86a.*, 88 a.* (Of
De Castro); I. 51 a. », 61 a.\
62 a.*

Rubio (for Ar. rubbdn, a pilot),

I. 5* «•*
Rubies, II. (Ceylon), Z15, 116,

xx8 a.*; (Burma), 159, 161,
161 a.*: (general), 2x7-219:
(spinel rubies), 220, 220 a. *

Russell, R. V., Castes and Tribes

of Central Provinces, I. Ixix,

xxoa. *, 117a.*, X44a.*, 217 a.*

Sabaio, title of, I. 86 a.*, 172,
X72 a.*, x8i, 181 a.*

Sadashiogarh, I. 170 a.*

Saddles, 1. X19, X19 a.*, 180.
180 a.*

Sago, II. 201 a. *

Saifu’d-dln (of Ormus), I. 97
a.*, 102 a.*

Sa*Id, Sultin or Sayytd, of
Zan2dbar, I. 19 a.*, 21 a.*,

28 a.*, 31 a,*
St. Bartbolexnew (Abyssinia),

I. 4X
St. Catherine, Convent on Mt.

Sinai, I. 45, 45 a. *

St. Thomas, (Abyssinia), I.

40, 40 a.*. II. (India), 88 a.*,

89» 93. 98, 98 a.», 99-10*. 126,
126 a.*, 127-129, 129 a.*

Salmflr, 1. Arabic form of
Chaul, 159 a. *

Saktl-pQja In Malabar, II. 22
a.*

Saldanha, Antonio de, I. xlv,

Ixxxiv, 19, 19 w.*, 34, 34 a.*
II, xxiv, 2X1 a.*

Salsette, 1. of, I. 152 a. *

Sam Louren^o, see Madagascar
Sftmantan (title of non-Ksha-

triya members of the ruling
caste in Malabar), II. 7 a. *,

i3***.*
Samtlago (Santiago), the phrase

** to give Santiago,** I. 103,
X03 a.

»

Sao Martlm, Andres de. astrolo-

ger on the expedition of Magal-
hies, I. xlvii, Ixxiii

Sao SabastlSo, Cape of, I. 3,

3 a.*
Sandal*wood, Sanders-wood, II.

X96, 196 a. *
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Sandoway (Sodo6), II. 150 a. *

SangamSahwar* see Cingui^ar
Santa Marla « believed to be
worshipped by Hindus, I. X15
a. ^ 1X6

Santo StefanOy H. di, I. X39 a.
II, iizn, \ 11$ n.i

SapphlreSf 1 . 226 a. >. II.

1x5 a. \ 221, 222, 222 a. ^

Saqulon (Persian Gulf), I. 75 a. *

Sarkar* J., India of Aurangzeh.
I

.

145 *

Satgaon (Satigam), II. 135 a.*

(pp. 137 . 140-141). *44-5
Saa, I. 3i3-2i§, 213 n. 1

Sava, Sawa (Persia), 1 . 172 a. ^

Sawai, title (used in Jaipur), 1 .

172 a.i

. Sayyids of *Oman» I. 2x a.\
28 a. 1

Scarlet-in-grain, I. 124 a. ^
129.203. II. 77. 77 a. 1

Schoff, W. H.. 1 . Ixx; see

Periplus of the Erythreean Sea
Schouten, II. 129 a. ^ 164 a.*,

182 a. >

Schools of arms In Malabar,
see Kalari

Sebu, island in the Philippines
where D. B* and J. Serrdo
were killed, I. xlviii

Sect-marks, II. 8, 8 a.*

Selangor, see (^aranguor

Sellgmann, C. G., paper in

J.R.Anth. Inst., I. 39 a.

^

Selim, Sultan, 1 . 44 a.S 85,
85 a.‘

Sequelra, Diogo Lopes, I. 132
a, •

SerrBo, Jodo, takes letter from
Duarte Barbosa to the King, 1 .

xxxix, xlvi ; his part in the
expedition of Magalhdes, I.

xlvi ; his death, I. xlix, burvi.
II. 200 a. ^

Serrio, Francisco. II. 199 a.

200 a. (his letter translated
in Lord Stanley's edition of
Barbosa), 201 (note)

Servidore, II. 129 a. ^

Sewell, R., A Forgotten Empire,
» I. Ixx. x8o a.^ 182 a.*, 189

a. S 190 a. ^ , 193 n. », 198 a.».

200 a.^^ 201 n.\ 204 a.^
: 208 a. \ 228 a.

yUilbt title of, I. 82 a. ^

^^baib-Jatalti, I. 139 n. ^

l^Mhnaina, Firdflsi's, 1 . xo8 a»*

Shailyat, Shaiia, I. 33 a.^ (see

Chiliate)

Shatta*! «Arab R., I. 88 a. ^

Sheep
I
(round-tailed or Ethio-

pian). 1. 23, 23 a. ^

Sm*a creed, 1. In Persia, Ixii,.

Ixiii, 84, 84 a. \ 83 ; in £.
Africa, X7 n,\ 18 a. in
India, 173 a. *

Shlnkall (Cranganor), II. 88 a. *

Ship-building, I. xliv, 27,

27 a. *. • II. 107, X07 a. \ 76
Slam, see Anseam
Sldl *All, I. 79 a. ^

Sidle of Janjira, I. X44 a.’
Slkandar Lddi and his bigotry,

I. 228 a.^
Sikandar-nBma, 1 . 108 a. *

Silk, I. (From Persia). 93

;

(in Gujardt), X27. II. (In
Sumatra), 184, 184 a.*, 188;
(in China), 214

Sllveira, Antonio da, I. X43 a. K
146 a. *

Sllveira, Diogo da, I. 126 a.^,

127 a.*, 195 «*
Sllveira, Eitor da, 1 . 62 n.K

X51 a.^ 152 n.^
Sllveira, Jodo da, IL 137

(note). 247, 248
Sinaia (signs or marks), I. xox,

loi a. 1

Slnay, Mt., I. 45. 45 ‘

Sinclair, W. F., 1 . Ixx
^indflbar (Chintapur, Qntacora),

I. 53 \ *70 *82 a. X83
a.*

S1012 (Persian Gulf). 1 . 78 H, ^

Sirfif (Persian Gulf), 1 . 79
90 a. •

Slriam (Burma). II. 1340.*
Smart, Mr. W. W., I. IxxU,

S 142, 143, 147
Vincent A., EMy Histoiy

^ of India, I. Ixix, zo8 a. K IL
' 88fi.»
Snakes (in Malabar), I. (Flyiw

serpents), 199, X99 n,K IL
83. 83 a.

Socotra, see Cacot&ra
Sofela (Cofak, Sufdlah), I. 6-9#

6 a. firat visit of Portu-
guese to, 1 . 6 a.*; fort at,

erected, I. 6 a.^; gold used
in payment lor goods at, I. 8T
weaving at, I. 9

Sohdr, see ^oquiar
Solor (Suln ArchipelagD), II*

206, 206 a. •
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Sombralro (umbrella), I. 206,
206 n, ^

Soiniifttli, I. X08 n. ^ 126 a. ^

Mrathy see Curiate Idangalor
Sou8a» Garaa de. I. 37 m. *

Southernwood (Erva Lambrt-
gueiral I. 154, 154 n. *

Spain, use of the word, 1 . 96,
960.1

Spanish MS., from which Lord
Stanley's version was made, 1.

li, lii, liii

Spices, I. 28 0.1. II. 79, 88,

92, 93. 97. 112. *65, 282-185,
188, 197, 201-2, 227-229

Spikenard (Espicanarde), 1. 154,
154 «•*

Spinels, see Rubies
Snpur (Serrepore), II. 135

(pp. 240-241)
Stimey (Lord Stanley of Alder-

ley), his translation of Barbosa,
I. li, lii, Ixxi, Ixxii

Stewart, J. L., Punjab Plants, I.

93
Stigand, Capt. C. H., Land of

Zinj, I. 14 M. 1, 18 n. 1, 21 ft. 1,

22 n. •, 28 n. 1, 29 It. 1, 32 ft.
1

Strandes, J., Portugiesenieit von
OstafHha, 1. 29 o* ^ 21 o. 1

Strong, A., History of Kilwa,
19 ff.i

Subftra (Supftra), 1. 252 w. 1

Subsldlos, 1 . 99 o. 1

Sugar, (palm-sugar, see Jagara),
1. 27, 56 ;

(Baticala, powdered
sugar). 229, 188. II. (powdered
'sugar in Bengal), 246 ;

(sugar
in loaves, Pegu), 153

Sultan, title of, I. 97 o. *

Sumatra, Camatra
Sunargaon (Somag8o), II. 235

n.* (p. 140). 343, 245
Sunda, see ^unda
Suruoes (name of a garment), II.

195. ^95 n.*
Swettenham, Sir F., Brittsh

Malaya, IL 265 «. *

Sword of the Zamoxin, II.

^3»-*. 5. 25
Syagrus, Cape, see Fartaque
Cape

Sykes, Sir P. M., I. Ixx ; Ten
. Thousand Miles in- Persia, I.

77 79 90 ft.*. II.

224 ft. 1 ; Hilary of Persia, I.

75 79 n. \ 83 ft. 1, 90 ft.
•

Synhaioe (Sina-bAfta), I. 93»

930.1. 11. 1430.*

Tabari’s Chronicle, I. 32 it.*,.

53»*-‘

Tafetae, I. 93, 93 n. •

Talainge, II. 148 n. *. 254 ft.*

Tailkota, Battle of, I. 201 o. 1

Tallparam (town), II. 80, 80 w. *

Talixe (Talachan), title of a
Calicut official, 11. 27, 27 n. 1

Tamburan or Tambarane, I.

217 n.* (title of linga), 218.
II. (As a title of members of

the ruling caste in Malabar),.
^'70.*, 8 «. *, 9 fi, *, *, 20 ft. 1,

XI ft . * ;
Tamburdns, customs

regarding marriage, II. 9i 9
20, XI, II ft.

^

TamburattI (woman of the Tam>
bur&n class), II. 10 ft. S 11 fi.i,

I5». •

Tamil language, I. 182 n. * («),

184

Tanapary (Tenassarim), II. 163,.

163 ft.
1

Tana-Majambu (Thana and
Bombay harbours), I. 108 ft.*,.

i52-3i 1520.1

Tdnah, I, 53 w. i; {see Tana-
Majambu)

Tanchage (Plantain herb), L
168 ft.

*

Tanor (Tanfir), TI. 87, 87 ft.*

Tara (a coin), II. 52. 52 n. 1

TarglmSes (Turkomans), I. 2x9
ft.*, 120

Tartary, I. 223, 233 n. 1

Tauxia (Damascened work), I,.

95. 95 ‘

Tavares, Belchior de Sousa, L
90 ft. *

Xavemier’e Travels, I. 77 ft.

1560.*, 22311.1, 22711.*, 2200.1.

II. 129 n. 1, 159 ft. •« 160 o. *

Taylor, Revd. G. P., Cetos of tha

Gujarat Sattanat, I. 222 o.*,

223 0.1

Telxelra, P., Travels of. I. 86 o.

97
Telingtt (Telingana), I. 282

ft. * (e), 183

Telugu language, I. z8| it.
*
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Temple, Sir R. C., Bart.

—

I. Ixix, Ixxii, 317 «.•;
I

Travels of Peter Mundy, 145 n, \
148 fi,\ 213 n.‘: Countries
round the Bay of Bengal, 2 13 m. ^ ;

Travels of /. Bell and John
Campbell, 206 n. ^

II. 77 n.\ 129 (p. 131).

232 ; Travels of Peter Mundy,
135 (P« 14®); 182 »•*!
Countries round the Bay of
Bengal, 135 n.* (p. 141). 158
».*, 163 n,^, 164 165 n,\
180 n.^ 182 n.*, 186 n.*

Temples (Malabar). II. 35.

35 «• . 36, 36 «• *

Tenaasarlm, see Tana9ary
Terradas (shore-boats). I. 97.

97
Terve (Tibi, Taiwa), Arabia, I.

69, 69 w. *

Text of this book, I. Ixvii,

Ixviii, Ixxvii-lxxx

ThSna, see Tana-Majambu, I.

153
Theal, G. McCall. I. Ixx. i n.*,

9n.^ II «.*, 12 n.^

Thevenot, J. dc, Travels, 1.

105 «. •, 145 «. II. 44 (note)

Thomas, £., Chronicles of the

Pothan Kings of Delhi, II,

135 {Pv^ 139, 141)

Thome, Mr. J, A., II. xxiv;
notes by. pp. 1-108. marked (T.);

Appendix II (a), 249-235

;

Appendix II (&), 256-259

;

' Appendix II (c), 259-262

Thurston, Mr. £., I. Ixsx

;

. Castes and Tribes of S, India, I,

2i7«.». II. XXV, 34 n.^ 38
41 n.i, 43 «.» (p. 45). 49 n.*,

56 n. \ 57 n, \ 58 «• ^ 59 \ \
61 n,\ 61 n. . 63 n.*, 64 #».•,

66 «.*, 67 n.^ 68 71 a.*

75 «• •» 76 a.*, 120 a.* : Ethno-
graphic Notes in 5. /ad«a. I.

220 a. ^ II. 43 (p. 45)
Tides In Gulf of Camtay, I,

138. 138 ^

Tlele, Mr. P. A., I. Ixx

Timoja, I. X75 a.*. 182 a.S 186,
186 a.^

Timor Island, II. 195* i95
196 a.^

stTin (kalal), II. 165. 165 a. *

^inqual, tincal, L 154 ; (borax),

154

Tiramdoto (Tiruvankodu, Tra*
vancore), II. 102, t02 a. S
‘97

Tiranmindata (Tiruvang&d, now
part of TeUicherry), II. 84,

84 a. ^

Tircore (Trikkodi), II. 85, 85 a. >

TirOmasam Ceremony, II. 16,
lOa.i

TiUes in Malabar (Royal), II.

5, 6, 4 a. S 5 a. ^ 7 a. *

Titles in Malabar (Nobles). II.

13. 13 27, 27 n.\ 32.
32 a.*

Tiyu (Diu), I. 128 a. ^

Tolinate (Tuiun&da), I. 182*

a. (a), 183. 184
Tombo do Estado da India,

I. i92a.^*, i95«»*
Tordesillas, Treaty of, I. liv,

Ivii

Tra^ados (short swords). I, 120
Trade

—

I. Of Aden, 54-57 ; of Ormus.
92-95 ; of Diu. 128 a. \ 129 a. ^

;

of Cambaya, 141-X42 ; with
China. 129, 203 ; of Gujarat,

154 ; of Goa, 178 ; of Bhatkal.
138-139 ; in rice, X94-i95 : of
Vijayanagar, 203

II. Of Malabar. 76-77 ; of
Cananor, 8x ; of Calicut. 87

;

of Cochin, 92 ; of Coulam, 97 ;

of Ceylon. 1 11-116; of Chara-
mandel, 125 ; of Paleacate,

130; of Bengal, 145-147; of
Pegu. 153 ; of Malacca, 172-

176; of Sumatra, 182-187;
of the Moluccas, 202 ; of
China. 2x3-215

Travancore, II. 3, 4 n. see

Tiramgoto
Travancore State Manual, II.

102 n. ‘

Tremopatam (Dharmadam), II.

82. 82 n. ^

TrimOrtti of the Hindus, sup-
posed by the earljr travellers to
represent the Trinity, 1. 1x5,
XX5 n.i

Tudhlak, Muhammd bin, I. 158
». *

Tuhfatu*l»MuJfthidln, quoted,.
II. 3 «.«,». 82 a.' ^

Tula (Tiyan caste). II. 59, 60,

59
Tulu language, I. 182 n, *

Tlirftn Shgh, of Ormus, I. 97
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Turbans, 1, 120, z2o a.*; see

also Estravantes
Turks In India, 1 . X19, iign, *

132 a. *

Turla (Jebel TQr), I. -^5. 45
a* ^ ^

Turquoises (Perose, Firoza), II.

224, 224 a. ^

Tutenag (Tutia), I. i 4, 154 a.*

Ulcinde, see Diulcinde
Umbrella (early mention of, made

to open and shut), I. 206,
206 a. II. 26, 26 n. *

Unicom Horn, see Alicorne
Uzun l^asan, 1. 82 nK II. 233

Vaocas, I. das (Vaguas, Vaquas),
I. 150 a. 1

Vftghdtan R., I. 167 a. *

Vaitarani R., I. 150 a. ^

Valentyn {Oud en Niew Oost-
Indien), II. 169 a. ^ (p. 172)

Valle, Pietro della. Travels, I.

138 139 a.*, 148 a.*, 195
a. •

VarSha, see Pardao
Varmaraja, K. Kama, A Con-

tribnUion to the History of Cochin^
II . 94 «.‘

Varthema, Ludovico di

—

Itinerario, I. 36 a. *
; 46 a. ^

19 36 a.* 37 a.*, 67a.*.,

73 a.*, 121 a. », 138 a. ^ 161 a.*,

170a. *, 172 a, \ 182 a. ^i87a. S
191 a. ^ 217 a.* II. 122 a.**

129 a. ^ 135 a.* 140 (note),

154 a.» i6ia. •, 169a. Mp- 172).
i8x a.*, 188 a.

^

Vgrawal, I. 126 a. ^

Verclnde, setf Diulcinde
Verldo (Amir Band), I. 172 a. ^

X79 a. 1

Vengorla, I. 169 n. *

Victoria, ship of the expedition
of Magalh^es, Duarte Barbosa
apj^nted its Captain, I. xlvii,

Ixxiii, Ixxiv
VUaydrug, I. 167 a. *

VJJayanagar (Narsyngua), king-
* domof, I. 198-200; (Bisnagua)
dty of, I. 200-228 ; 1. U,

Ivlii-lx; o/so Narsyngua and
Bisnagua ;

provinces of, I.

182 a. *,^183, 1S4. IL 236

Wass4|, Tasiyata*l-Amsdr, 1. 108
\ 139

Watt, Sir G., I. Ixix, 144 a. *

Watters, T., Fuaa Chwang, II.

6 a, *

Weighing of King, I. sox a. ^

Weights used in India, 1.

156-7# ^57 II- 232
Whitehead, Right Rev. H

Village Gods ^ S, India, 1.

220 a.*
Whitehead, R. B., Coins of the
Mughal Emperors, Lahore Mu-
seum, I. 123 n.^ 126 a. ^
II. 135 n. • (p. 142)

Whiteway, R. S., The Rise of the

Portuguese Power in India, The
Portuguese Expedition to Abys*
sinia, I. Ixix, 42 a.*, 86 a.

S

172 a, ^ 186 a. II. 94 a. ^

Widow burial among Lingfi*
yats, I. 217 a.*, 219

Xaer (£$h-Shihr), 1. 64-67,
64 a. \ •, 65 a. \ 67 a. ^

Xerafim (Ashraii), I. 99 n. ^

YBkOt, quoted, I. 6 a. * 79 a. '

Ydelcao, Ydcl9am, Hydal^am,
*Aiilih^n, I. 158 a.^ 172 a.*

Yembo, see Eliobom
Yemen, I. 51 a. ^ 53 a. *, 79 a.

»

Yuan Chwang, I. 139 a. ^

Yule, Sir H., I. Ixix ; see also
Cathay, Marco Polo

YUsuf «Adil Shah, I. 158 n,\
172 a.*

Zambuco, vessels of this type
mentioned, I. 7 a.\ 167, 169,

177, 185. 186. 189, 197. II.

236
Zambnr, Zambuja (SandQr), I.

200 a. *

Zamorin^ (Camidrc), II.'(Title of
ruler' of Calicut), origin, 3 a.«,

4. 4 S 5# 5 «• * ; Appendix
II {c), p. 260 ; Zamorin not a
Kshatriya, 7 a. *

; age ol
Zamorins, ii, 11 a.*; customs
of, 15 a.*, 22, 26, 22 a.*,*, 24
a.*; coronation ceremony of
his predecessor described by
the late Zamorin, 15, 13 a.*.

Appendix II (a), p. 249 ; funeral
ceremony of his predecessor
described by the late Zamorin,
Appendix II (b), 236
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Zanxlbar (Zinabar), I. 26

;

origin of name, 26 n. *
; history

28 M. > ; introduction of cloves,
2Sn.K II. Z99».*, 233

Zollat destruction of, I. xlv,
Ixxxiv (note), 35 (note) ; de-
scribed. 35, 35 35

Zedoary, Zemmba, II. 92, 92
fi.*

Zlmba T^bc, I. Attack Kilm,
19 n. S 20 n.

'

Zlmbaoche (Symbase), town of
Mo^motapa, I. 11-13; the
modem Zimbabwe, I. ix a. *

Zojarea (whips), I. 180, 180

Zunda, see (^unda
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Ka&lUSt SOCiftSi established in 1846, has for its object the

printing of rare and valuable Voyages, Travels, Naval Expe>

ditions, and other geographical records. Books of this class are of

the highest interest to students of history, geography, navigation,

and ethnology ; and many of them, especially the original narra-

tives and translations of the Elizabethan and Stuart periods, are

admirable examples of English prose at the stage of its most robust

development.

The Society has not confined its selection to the books of English

travellers, to a particular age, or to particular regions. Where the

original is foreign, the work is given in English, fresh translations

being made, except where it is possible to utilise the spirited renderings

of the sixteenth or seventeenth century. The works selected for

reproduction are printed (with rare exceptions) at full length. Each
volume is placed in the charge of an editor especially competent—in

many cases from personal acquaintance with the countries described

—

to give the reader such assistance as he needs for the elucidation

of the text. As these editorial services are rendered gratuitously,

the whole of the amount received from subscribers is expended in

the preparation ofthe Societys publications.

One hundred volumes (forming Series I., see pages iv. to xiv.)

were issued from 1846 to 1898 ; fifty volumes of Series II. (see

pages XV. to XX. } have been issued in the twenty-three years ending

1921. A brief index to these is given on pages xxi. to xxvii., and a

list of works in preparation on page xx.
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The Annual Subscription of One Guinea—entitling the member
to the year's publications—is due on January i, and may be paid

to

Messrs. Barclay and Co., i, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i ;

The Guaranty Trust Co., 140, Broadway, New York.

Members have the sole privU^e of purchasing back or current

issues of the Society ; these tend to rise in value, and those which

are out of print are now only to be obtained at high prices.

The present scale of charges is as follows :

—

First Series.

oinimna Nos. 1 to 14, 16, 17. 18, 14, 33, 34, 35, 36, 32, 36,

37, 39. 43, 53 and 99 (71 vols.) . . £70 Os. Od,

Singh Co/»{«s.—Nos. 39, 31, 34, 46, 47, 51, 53, 55, 56, 58, 60 to 73.

77, 79, 80, 83 to 87, 90 to 94, 96, 97, 98, at 30s. 04.

Nob. 28, 30, 41, 45, 48, 49, 50, 57, 74, 76, 78, 81,

88, 89, 95, 100, at 30s. 04.

Nob. 30, 21, 23, 27, 33, 35, 38, 40, 43, 44, 54, 59,

75, at 40s. 04.

Second Series.

Nob. 1-10 art mU of prirU.

Nos. 11 to 33, 38, 29, 31, 35, 39, 45, 46, 47, 48,

50, at 30s. 04.

Nos. 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 30, 33, 37, 38, 40, 42, at . 35$. 04.

Nos. 33, 34, 36, 41, 43, 44, 49, at 30t. 04.

Ladies or Gentlemen desiring to be enrolled as members should

send their names to the Hon. Secretary, with the form of Banker's

Order enclosed in this Prospectus. Applications for back volumes

should be addressed to the Society's Agent, Messrs. B. Quaritch,

Ltd., II, Grafton Street, New Bond Street, London, W.x.
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WORKS ALREADY ISSUED.

FIRST SERIES.
1847-1898. •

1 -The Ohservatlons of Sir RIehard Hawkins, Knt.,

In his Voyage into the South Sea in 1593. Reprinted from the edition

of i6s3, and edited by Admiral Charlks Ramsay Drinkwatbr
Bbthuns, C.B. pp. xvi. 246. Index.

{First EdiHon cut of trint. See No, 57.) Issuedfor 1847.

2--Seleet Letters of Christopher Columbus,

With Original Documenta relating to the Discovery of the New World. Trans-
' lated and Edited by Richard Henry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of Maps,

British Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. xc. 240. Index.
(First Edition out ofprint. See No, 43. Two copies only were printed on
vellum, one of which is in the British Museum, C. 29. k. 14.

)

Isstiedfor 1847.

3—The Discovery of the Large, Rich, & Beautifhl Empire of Guiana,

With a relation of the great and golden City of Manoa (which the Spaniards
call El Dorado), &c., performed in the year 1595 by Sir Walter Ralegh,
Knt . . . Reprinted from the edition of 15^. With some unpublished
Documents relative to that country. Edited with copious explanatory Notes
and a biographical Memoir by Sir Robert Hermann Schomburgk, rh.D.
pp. Ixxv. XV. 1 Map. Index.

(Outofprint. Second Edition inpreparation, ) Issuedfor 1 848.

4-81r Frands Drake his Voyage, 1696,

By Thomas Maynards, together with the Spanish Account of Drake’s
stuck on Puerto Rico. Edited from the onginal MSS. by William
DssBOROuqH Cooley, pp. viii. 65. {Out ofprint,) Issuedfor iB4f.

6—Narratives of Voyages towards the North-West,

In search of a Passage to Cathay & India, 1496 to 1631. With selections

from the early Records of • . . the East India Company and from MSS.
in the British Museum. Edited by Thomas Rundall. pp. xx. 259. 2 Maps.

(Out ofprint,) Issuedfor

6—

The HIstorie of Travalle Into Virginia Britannia,

Expressing the Coamographie and Commodities of the Country, together with
the manners and customs of the people,^hered and observed as well by those
who went fixsV thither as collects by William Steachey, Gent, the
lint Secretary of the Colony. Now first edited from the onginal MS. in the
Britidi Museum byRichard Henry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of Maps, British

Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. xxxvi. 203. 1 Map. 6 Illus. Giossaiy. Index.
(Out tfprint,) IssuedfiriS4/^

7—

Divers Voyages touehlng the Dtseevery of Amerlea

A^d ihe Islands adjacent collected and pubUriied by Richard HaklitiHP,
^rimiiidary of Bristm, inthe year 1582. Edited, with,notes& an introduelion

Winter Jones, Frinapal libtariim of the British Mnsenm* .

lyi. 6, 2 Mans, i illui. Indmu {Out Sprint) /riserijAr tSSa
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8—Hemorlalt of th« Empire of Jepon
In the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. .(The Kingdome of Japonia.
Harl. MSS. 6249.—The Letters of Wm. Adams, 16x1 to 1617.) With a
Commentary by Thomas Rondall. pp. xxxviii. 186. i Map. 5 Illus.

(Out ofprint* ) Issued for 1850.

9~The Dlseovery and Ck^neuest of Terra Florida,

By Don Ferdinando de Soto, & six hundred Spani&ds his followers. Written
by a Gentleman of Elvas, employed in all the action, and translated out of

Portuguese by Richard Hakluyt. Reprinted from the edition of 1611.

Edited with Notes & an Introduction, & a Translation of a Narrative of the

£xp»lition by Luis Hrrnandbs ds Birdma, Factor to the same, by
W11.LIAM Brenchlby Rye, Keeper of Printed Books, British Museum,
pp. Ixvii. 200. V. I Map. Index. fOut ofprint,) Issuedfor 1851.

tO--Notes upon Russia,

Being a Translation from the Earliest Account of that Country, entitled Rerum
Muscoviticarum Commentarii, by the Baron Sioismund von Herberstbin,
Ambassadorfrom the Court of Germany to the Grand Prince Vasiley Ivanovich,

in the years 1517 and 1536. Translated and Edited with Notes & an
Introduction, by Richard Henry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of Maps, British

Museum, Sec. R.G.S. Vol. i. pp. clxix. 1x6. 2 Illus.

(Vol. 2=rNo. 12.)
' {Out ofprint,) Issuedfor \%%l*

11—The Geography ot Hudson’s Bay,

Being the Remarks of Captain W. Coats, in many Voyages to that locality,

between the years 1737 and X751. With an Appendix containing Extracts

from the Log of Captain Middleton on his Voyage for the Discovery of the

North-west Passage, in H.M.S. “Furnace,” in I 74 *'3- Edited by John
Barrow, F.R.S., F.S.A. pp. x. 147. Index.

(Out ofprint, ) Issuedfor 1 852.

18—Notes upon Russia.

(Vol. I.ssNo. 10.) Vol. 3. pp. iv. 266. 2 Maps, i Illus. Index.

(Out ofprint, ) Issuedfor 1852.

13-A True DesoHptlon of Three Voyages by the North-East,

Towards Cathay and China, undertaken by the Dutch in the yearn 1594, 1595

and I59d^ with their Discovery of Spitsbergen, their residencf of ten months in

Novaya Zemlya, and their safe return in two open boata Bv Gbrrit db
Vbbr. Published at Amsterdam in 1598, & in 1609 translated into English

^ William Phxlip. Edited by Charles Tilstonb Beks, Ph.D.,

F.S.A. pp. cxlii. 291. 4 Maps. 12 Illus. Index.

fCWf ofprint* Set also No, 54. ) Issuedfor 1853.

14-15-The History of the Great and Mighty Kingdom of China and
the Sttuatfon Thereof.

Compiled by the Padie Tuan Gonzalez db Mbndoza, & now reprinted from

the Ewly Translation of R. Parke. Edited ^ Sir Gborgb Thomas
Staunton, Bart, M.P., F.R.S. With an Introductions^

Henry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of Maps, British Museum, Sec, R.G.S.,

e Index. ( Phf. i^outofprint,) Issuedfest 1854.

SE—Tiia Wnrid Eneomnassed hr Sir Franels Drake.

Being his next Voyage to that to Nmnbre de Dioa [By Sir Francis

J>ltiijbB, the Young^ Collated with an nnpublished Manuscript of Francis

lletdxer. Chaplain to the Expeditiem. With Appendioes ulnstrative of

the seme Voym, and Introduction, by William Sandys Wright
Vaux, F.R.S., Keeper of Coins, BritU^ Museum, pp. x1. M5. i Map.

Inde& (Out sprint,) Issuedfor 1$$$. ,



VI

17—Tilt History of tho Two Tartar Conqntibrs of China,

Including the two Journeys into Tartary of Father Ferdinand Verbiest, in the
suite of the Emperor Kang-Hi. From the French of Fire Pierre Joseph
d’Orli^ans, of the Company of Jesus, 1688. To which is added Father
Pereira’s Tourney into Tartary in the suite of thd same Emperor. From the
Dutch of Nicolaas Wxtsen. Translated and Edited by the Earl of
Ellesmere. With an Introduction by Richard Henry Major, F.S.A.,
Keeper of Maps, British Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. xv. vi. 153. Index.

(Out cfpriftt. ) Issuedfor 1 855.

18—A Colleetlon of Documents on Spitzhersron and Greenland,
Comprising a Translation from F. Martens’ Vojage to Spitsbergen, 1671 ; a
Translation from Isaac de la PRYRfcRE’s Histoire du Groenland, 1663, and
God’s Power and Providence in the Preservation of Eight Men in Greenland
Nine Moneths and Twelve Dayes. 1630. Edited by Adam White, of the
British Museum, pp. xvi. 288. 2 Maps. Index.

(Out ofprint. ) Issuedfor 1 856.

19—The Voyage of Sir Henry Middleton to Bantam and the Halueo Islands,

Being the Second Vojrage set forth by the Governor and Company of

Merchants of I^mdon trading into the East Indies. From the (rare) Edition
of x6o6. Annotated and Edited by Bolton Corney, M.R.S.L. pp. xi. 83,

52. viii. 3 Maps. 3 Ulus. Bibliography. Index.

( Out ofprint). Issuedfor 1 856.

20-Russia at the Close of the Sixteenth Century.

Comprising the Treatise, “The Russe Commonwealth” by Dr. Giles
Fletcher, and the Travels of Sir Jerome Horsey, Knt., now for the first

time printed entire from his own MS. Edited by Sir Edward Augustus
Bond, K.C.B., Principal Librarian of the British Museum, pp. cxxxtv. 392.
Index. Issuedfor 1857.

21—History of the New World* By Girolamo Benzoal, of Milan*

Showing his Travels in America, from A.D. 1541 to 1556, with some
particulars of the Island of Canary. Now first Translated and Edited by
Admiral William Henry Smyth, K.S.F., F.R.S., D.C.L. pp. iv. 280.

19 Ulus. Index. Issued ^or 1857.

^ 22—India In the Fifteenth Century.

Being a Collection of Narratives of Voya^s to India in the century preceding
the Portuguese discovery of the Cape of Good Hope ; from Latin, Persian,

Russian, and Italian Sources. Now first Translate into English. Edited
with an Introduction bv Richard Henry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of

Maps, British Museum, pp. xc. 49. 39. 32. la Index.
’ (Out ofprint.) Issuedfor

28-Narrative of a Voyage to the West Indies and Mexico,

In the years 1599-1602, with 4 Maps and 5 Illustrations. By Samuel
Champlain. Translated from the original and unpubliriied Manuscript,
with a Biographical Notice and Notes by Alice Wilmere. Edited by
Norton Shaw. pp. xcix. 48. Issuedfor 1858.

24-Bxpoditlons Into the VaUoy of tho Amazons, 1688, 1640, 1839,

Containing the Journey of Gonzalo Pizarro^ from the Royal Commen-
tanes of Garcilasso Inca de la Vega ; the Voyage of Francisco de Orellana.

itm the General Histoiy of Herrera; and the Voyage of Cristoval de Acuhar
and Edited by Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

:««K-]Pres. R.G.S. pp. Ixiv. 19a i Map. List of Tribes in the Valley of the

: ^^asons. (Out ofpnnL) Issuedfor 1859.
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2S-kKPly Voyagts to Tom AutiralU*

Now called Australia. A Collection of documents, and extracts from early
MS. Maps, illustrative of the histo^ of discovery on the coasts of that vast
Island, from the beginning of the Sixteenth Century to the time of Captain
Cook. Edited with an Intrbduction by Richard Henry Major, F.S.A.,
Keeper of Maps, British Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. cxix. 200. 13. S Maps.
Index. {Oni 0/print.) Issued

26*NaFPatlv6 of the Embassy of Buy Gonzales do ClavUo to the Court
of Timour, at Samareand, A.D., 1403-6.

Translated for the first time with Notes, a Preface, & an introductory Life of
Timour Beg, Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C B., F.R.S., cx-Pres,
U.G.S. pp. Ivi. 200. I Map. {Out cf print). Issuedfor i860.

27—Henry Hudson the Navigator, 1607-13.

The Original Documents in which his career is recorded. Collected, partly

Translated, & annotated with an Introduction by Gbokck Michael
Asher, .LL.D. pp. ccxviii. 292. 2 Maps. Bibliography. Index.

Issuedfor i860.

28—The Expedition of Pedro de Ursua and Lope de Aguirre,

In search of £1 Dorado and Omaeua, in 1560-61. Translated from Fray
Pedro Simon's ** Sixth Historical Notice of the Conquest of Tierra Firmc,”
1627, by William Bollaert, F.R.G.S. With an Introduction by Sir
Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G..S. pp. Hi. 237.
1 Map. Issuedfor 1861.

29—The Life and Acts of Don Alonzo Enriquez de Guzman,

A Knight of Seville, of the Order of Santiago, a.d. 1^18 to 1543. Translated

from an original & inedited MS. in the National Library at Madrid. With
Notes and an Introduction by Sir Clements R: Markham, K.C.B.,
F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. pp. xxxv. 168. 1 Illus. Issuedfor 1862.

30—The Discoveries of the World

From their first original unto the year of our Lord 1555. By Antonio
Galvano, Governor of Ternate. [Edited by F. de Sousa Tavares.]
Corrected, quoted, & published in England l)y Richard IIaki.uyt, 1601.

Now reprinted, with the original Portuguese text (1563), and edited by
Adm iRAL Charles Ramsay Drinkwater Bethune, C. B. pp. iv. viiii. 242.

Issuedfor 1862.

31—MlrahUla Deseripta. The Wonders of the East.

By Friar JORDANUS, of the Order of Preachers & Bishojj of Columbum in

India the Greater, circa 1330. Translated from the Latin Original, as published

Recutil de Vaye^s et de Mimoires^ of the Society de
a Commentary, by Col. Sir Henry
xviii. 68. Index. Issuedfor 1863.

at Paris in 1839, in the

G6ographie. With the addition of

Yule, X.C.S.I., R.E., C.B. pp. iv.

pt, Syria, Aral

32—The Travels of Ludovleo dt Varthema

n Egypt, Syria, Arabi^ Persia, India, & Ethiopia,

^Tranwited from the original Italian edition of

A.p. 1503 to 1508.

& itUWHIk^M IIVIII VflWtllKI AUUliUl VUlWVII Vt 1510, with a Preface, 1^
John Winter Jones, F.S.A., Principal Librarian of the British Museum,
& Edited, with Notes & an Introduction, by the Rev. George Percy
Badger. pp.cxxL 321. 1 Map. Index. {Out efprint.) Issuedfor t96^
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38—The Tpavele of Pedro de Cteza de Leon» A.D. 1382*60»

From the Gulf of Darien to the City of La Plata, contained in the first part of

his Chronicle of Peru (Antwerp, 1554). Translated & Edited, with Notes
Sc an Introduction, by SiR Clrmknts R. Markham, K.C.B.1 F.R.5.,
ea-Pres. K.G.S. pp. xvi. Ivii. 438. Index. *

(Vol, 3 = No. 68.) Issuedfor 1864.
I-*'

84—Narrative of the Proeeedinas of Pedrarlas Davila

In the Provinces of Tierra Firme or Castilla del Oro, & of the di^very of the

South Sea and the Coasts of Peru and Nican^ua. Written by the Adelantado
Paseual de Andagoya. Translated and Edited, with Notes Sc an Introduc-

tion, ^ Sir Clkmrnts R. Markham, K.C.B.f F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S.

pp. xxix. 88. 1 Map. Index. Issuedfor 186$.

36—A DeserlpUon of the Coasts of Bast AfMea and Malabar
In the beginning of the Sixteenth Century, by Duartb Barbosa, a

Portuguese. Trat^ated from an early Spanish manuscript in the Barcelona
Library, with Notes & a Preface, by Lord Stanley of Alderlby.
pp. xi. 336. 2 Ulus. Index. Issuedfor 1865.

86-37 - Cathay and the Way Thither.

Being a Collection of mediaeval notices of China, previous to the Sixteenth

Centuiy. Translated and Edited by CoLo^EL Sir Henry Yule, K.C.S.L,
R.£.i C.B. With a preliminary Essay on the intercourse between China Sc the

Western Nations previous to the discovery of the Cape Route. 2 vols.

3 Maps. 2 Ulus. Bibliography. Index.

iOut ifprint i see aiso Ser. //., IV. 33.) Issuedfor 1866.

88—Tho Three Voyages of Sir Martin Frobisher,

In search of a Passage to Cathaia Sc India by the North-West, A.D. 1576-8.
• By Georob Best. Reprinted from the First ^tion of Hakluyt’s Voyages.
With Selections from MS. Documents in the British Museum Sc State Paper
Office. Edited by Admiral Sir Richard Collinson, K.C.B. pp. xxvi.

376. 2 Maps. 1 Ulus. Index. Issuedfor 1867.

4. 89—Tho Philippine Islands,

Moluccas, Siam, Cambodia, Japan, and China, at the close of the i6ih Century.
By Antonio de Moroa, 1609. Translated from the Spanish, with Notes &
a Preface, and a Letter from Luis Vaez de Torres, descrilung his Voyage
through the Torres Straits, by Lord Stanley of Alderlby. pp. xxiv. 431.
2 Ulus. Index. (OtU ofprint,) Isssuafor

40—Tho FUlh Letter of Henuui Cortes

To the Emperor Charles V., containing an Account of his Expedition to

Honduras in 1525-26. Translated from the original Spanish by Don
Pascual dr Gayanoos. pp. xvi. 156. Index.

^
Issuedfor 1868.

41—Tho Royal Commoiitarios of the Tneas.

By the Ynca Garcilasso de la Vega. Translated and Edited, with Notes
Sc an Introduction, by Sir Clements R. Markham, iC.C.B., F.R.S.,
es-Pies. R.G.S. Vol. i. (Books L-IV.) pp. xL 359.

1

Map. Index.
(Vpl, 2,sNo. 45.) Issuedfir 1969,

^ 48—Tho Throe Voyages of Vasoo da Oama, ^
hib Vlceroyaity, from the Lendss da India of Gasfar 0)rrka ; accpm-
by original documents. Truulated from the Portuguese, with Notes

f ip Introduction, Lord Stamlbv- of Alderlby. ppw IzxviL sm,
• am 3 lUuB. Index. {Oui^peM.) ItsuSfir 1869.
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iS—Sefeet LetUrs of ChrUtophw Columbui«
With other Original Documents relatiiw to his Four Voyages to the New
World. Translated and Edited by Richard Henry Major, F,S.A.,
Keeper of Maps, British Museum, Sec. R.G.S. Second Edition, pp. iv. 142.

J Maps. I Ulus. Index. .

(First Editions No. 2.)
^

Isstttd fori^^o,

44—History of the ImAms and Seyylds of *OmAn,

By Sal1l>Ibn-Raz!k, from a.d. 661-1856. Translated from the original

Arabic, and Edited, with a continuation of the History down to 1870, by the
Rev. George Percy Badger, F.R.G.S. pp. cxxviii, 435. 1 Map. Biblio*

graphy. Index. * Issued for 1870.

46—The Royal Commentaries of the Ynoas.

By the Ynca Garcilasso de la Vega. Translated & Edited with Notes»
an Introduction, & an Analytical Index, by Sir Clements R. Markham,
K.CB., F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. Vol. II. (Books V.-IX.) pp. 553.

(Vol. I. sNo. 41.) Issuedfor

46—The Canarian,
Or Book of the Conquest and Conversion of the Canarians in the year 1402,
by Messire Jean de BAthencourt, Kt. Composed by Pierre Bontier and
Jean ie Verner. Translated and Edited by Richard Henry M4JOR, F.S. A.,
Keeper of Maps, British Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. Iv. 229. 1 Map. 2 Illus.

Index. Issuedfor 1871.

47—Reports on the Diseovery of Peru.
I. Report of Francisco de Xrres, Secretary to Francisco Pizarro. II. Report
of Miguel de Astbtb on the Expedition to Pachacamac. III. Letter of

Hernando Pizarro to the Royal Audience of Santo Domingo. IV. Report of
Pedro Sancho on the Partition of the Ransom ofAtahuallpa. Translated and
Edited, with Notes & an Introduction, by Sir Clements R. Markham,
K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. pp. xxiL 143. 1 Map. Issuedfor 1872.

4S—Narratives of the Rites and Laws of the Yneas.

Translated from the original Spanish MSS., Sl Edited,* with Notqp and an
Introduction, by SxR CLEMENTS R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres.

R.G.S. pp. XX. 22a Index. Issuedfor 1872.

49—Travels to Tana and Persia,

By JosAVA Barbaro and Ambrogio Contarzni. Translated from the

Italtan 1^ Wiluam Thomas, Clerk of the Council to Edward VI., and by
B. A. Roy, and Edited, with an Introduction, by Lord Stanley of
Aldbrlby. pp. xi. 175. Index. A Narrative of lutian Travels in Persia,

in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries. Translated and Edited by
Charles Grey. pp. xvU. 231. Index. Issuedfor 1873.

60-Tlie Voyages of the Venetian Brothers, NIeelo A Antonio Zeno,

To the Northern Sess in the Fourteenth century. Comprising the latest

lenown scobunts of the Lost Colony of Greenland, & of the Northmen in

America befiire Columbus. Translated & Edited, with Notes and Introduc-

tion, by Richard Hbmry Major, F.S.A., Keeper of Map, British

Museum, Sec. R.G.S. pp. diL 64. a Maps. Index. Issuedfor 1873.

il--Tlie CaBtfYtty or anna Stade of Hesse In 1647-66,

Among the WQd Tribes of Eastern BrariL Translated by Albert Tootal,
of Rio de JsnieKv nnd annotated by SxE Richard Francis Burton,
ICC1C.G. pp. xeri. 169. BibUogmphy. Issued
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62-Tht Pint Voyage Round the World by Magellan. 1618-1621.
Translated from the Accounts of Pigafetta and other contemporary writers.

Accompanied by original Documents, with Notes Sc an Introduction, by Lord
Stanley of Alderley. pp. lx. 257. xx. 2 Maps. 5 Ulus. Index.

{Out of print, ) /ssutdfor 1874.

63-The Commentaries of the Great Afisnso Dalboquerque,
Second Viceroy of India. Translated from the Portuguese Edition of 17741
and Edited by Walter de Gray Birch, F.R.S.L., of the British Museum.
Vol. I. pp. lx. 256. 2 Maps. 1 Ulus. (Index in No. 69.)

(Vol. 2==No. 55. Vol. 3= No. 62. Vol. 4=No. 69.) Issuedfor 1875.

64-The Three Voyages of William Barents to the Arctic Regions, in 1694»

1696, U 1696.

By Gbrkit de Veer. Edited, with an Introduction, by Lieut. Koolemans
Beynen, of the Royal Netherlands Navy. Second Edition, pp. clxxiv. 289.
2 Maps. 12 Illus. Issuid for 1876.

(First Editions: No. 13.)

56—The Commentaries ot the Great Afonso Dalboquerque,

Second Viceroy of India. Translated from the Portuguese Edition 01 1774,
with Notes and an Introduction, by Walter de Gray Birch, F.R.S.L., ol

the British Museum. Vol. 2. pp. cxxxiv. 242, 2 Maps. 2 Illus. (Index in

No. 69.) Issuedfor 1875.
(Vol. i=No. 53. Vol. 3 -No. 62. Vol. 4= No. 69.)

66—The Voyages of Sir James Lancaster, Knt., to the Bast Indies,

With Abstracts of Journals of Voyages to the East Indies, during the Seven-
teenth century, preserved in the India Office, & the Voyage of Captain John
Knight, i6c^, to seek the North-West Passage. Edited by Sir Ci.ements
R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. pp. xxii. 314. Index.

Issuedfor 1877.

67-The Hawkins' Voyages

During* the reigns of Henry VIII, Queen Elisabeth, and James I. [Second
edition of No. 1.] Edited by Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S.*
ex-Pres.,R.G.S. pp. lii. 453. 1 Illus. Index. Is&uidfor 1877.

(First Edition No. x ).

58-The Bondage and Travels of Johann Schiltberger, a Native of Bavaria*
in Europe, Asia, U Africa,

From his capture at the battle of Nicopolis in 1396 to his escape and return

to Europe in 1427. Translated from the Heidel&ig MS., Edited in 1859 by
Professor Karl Fr. Neumann, by Commander John Buchan Tslfrr,
R.N. ; F.S. A. With Notes by Professor P. Bruun, & a Prefisce, Introduction,

& Notes by the Translator & Editor, pp. xxxii. 263. l Map. Bibliograi^y.

Index. Issued for 1878.

69-The Voyages and Works of John Davis the Navigator.

Edited by Admiral Sir Albert Hastings Markham, K.C.B,

pp. xcv. 392. 2 Maps. 15 Illus. Bibliography. Index. Issuedfor

The Map of the World, A.D. 1800.

Called by Shakspere ** The New Map, with the Augmentation of the Indies.”

To illustrate the Voyages of John Davis. Issuedfor 1878*
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00-61—The Natural It Moral History of tho IndloSt
By Father Joseph db Acosta. Reprinted from the English Translated Edition
of Edward Gritnston, 1604; and ^ited by Sir Clements R. Markham,
K.C.B.a F.R.S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. Vol. i, The Natural History Books I.-IV.

pp. xlv. 295. Vol. 2
, The Moral History Books, V.-VIL pp. xiii. 295-55I.

index. Issuedfor 1679.

Map of Peru.
To Illustrate Nos. 33, 41, 45, do, and 61. Issuedfor 1879.

62—The Commentaries of the Great Afonso DalboeuerquOi
Second Viceroy of India.

^
Translated from the Portuguese Edition of 1774»

with Notes & an Introduction, by Walter de Gray Birch, F.S.A., of
the British Museum. Vgl. 3. pp. xliv. 308. 3 Maps. 3 Ulus. (Index in

No. 69.)
J ^ r

Issued for

08-The Voyages of WSlilam Baffin, 1612-1622.

Edited, with Notes & an Introduction, by Sir Clements R. Markham^
K.C.B., F. R.S., ex-Pres. K.G.S. pp. lix. 192. 8 Maps. I lllus. Index.

Issuedfor 1880.

64—Narrative of the Portuguese Embassy to Abyssinia
During the years 1520-1527. By Father Francisco Alvarez. Translated
from the Portuguese & Edited, with Notes & an Introduction, by LORl>
Stanley of Alderlby, pp. xxvii. 416. Index. Issuedfor 1881.

66—The History of the Bermudas or Summer Islands.

Attributed to Captain Nathaniel Butler. Edited from a MS. in the
Sloane Collection, British Museum, by General Sir John Henry Lefroy,
R.A., K.C.M.G., C.B., F.R.S. pp. xii. 327, f Map. 3 lllus. Gloasaiy.

Index. Issuedfor 1881.

66-67—The Diary of Rlehard Coeks,

Cape-Merchant in the English Factory in Japan, 1615*1622, with Corre-
spondence (Add. MSS. 31,300-1, British Museum). Edited by Sir Edyitard
Maundb Thompson, K.C.B., Director of the British Museum. Vol. u
pp. liv. 349. Vol. 2, pp. 368. Index. Issued for i88a.

68—The Second Part of the Chronicle of Peru, 1532-1660*

By Pedro de Cieza db Leon. 1554, Translated and Edited, with Notes-

& an Introduction, by Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S.»
ex-Pres. R.G.S. pp. lx. 247. Index. Issuedfor 1883.

(Vol. l*No. 33.)

66—The Commentaries of the Great Afonso Dalbeauerque,

Second Viceroy of India. Translated from the Portuguese Edition of I774»
with Notes & an Introduction, l^ Walter db Gray Birch, F.S. A., of the

British Museum. Vol. 4. pp. xxxv. 324. 2 Maps. 2 lllus. Index to the

4 vote. Issseedfor 1883.

(Vol. iaBl{^53. VoL 2sNo. 55. Vol. 3»No, 62.-)Vol. i=ryi-53 -

oW^eVoyag70->f^^e Voyage of John Huyghen van Llnsehoten to the Bast Indies.

From the Old English Translation of 1598. The First Book, containing his

^Description of the East. In Two Volumes, Edited, the First Volume, 1^
the late Aethub Coke Burnell, Ph.D., C.I.E., Madras C S. ; the

Second Volume, by Pieter Anton Txelb, of Utrecht. Vol. 1. Ui. 307..

Vol. 2* pp, XV. 341. Index. Issuedfir 1884.
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72*78-’Baply Voyages and '^vels to Russfii and Portia,

By Anthony Jenkinson and other En^^ishmen, with some account of the
drst Intercourse of the E^Ush with Russia and Central Asia by way of the
Caspian Sea. Edited by Inward Dslmar Morgan, and Charles Henry
CooTE, of the British Museum. Vol. i. pp.^:lxiL 176. 2 Maps, 2 lUus.
Vol. 2. pp. 177-496. 2 Maps. I Ulus. Index. Issuedfor 1885.

74^75—The Diary of William Hedges, Esq.,

Afterwards Sir William Hedges, duritup his Agency in Bengal ; as well as on
his Voyage out and Return Overland (16^-1687). Transcribed for the Press,

with Introductory Notes, etc., by R. Barlow, and Illustrated by copious
Extracts from Unpublished Records, etc., by Col. Sir Henry Yule,
K.C.S.I., R.E., C.B., LL.D. Vol. i. The Diary, with Index, pp. xii. 265.
Vol. 2. Notices regarding Sir William Hedges, Documentary Memoirs of Job
Chamock, and other Biographical & Miscellaneous Illustrations of the time in

India, pp. ccclx. 287. 18 itlus. Issuedfor 1886.

(Voj^No. 78.)

^^G-Tf—The Voyage of Francois Pyrard, of Laval, to the East Indies,

"^e Maldives, the Moluccas and Brazil. Translated into English from the
Third French Edition of 1619, and Edited, with Notes, by Albert
Cray, K.C., assisted by Harry Charles Purvis Bell, Ceylon C. S.
Vol. 1. pp. Iviii. I Map. 11 Ulus. Vol. 2. Part I. pp. xlvii. 287. 7 Illus.

(Vol. 2. Part II. 8a) Issuedfor 1887,

78—The Diary of William Hodges, Esq.

Vol. 3. Documentary Contributions to a Biography of Thomas Pitt, Governor
of Fort St. George, with Collections on the Early History of the Company’s
Settlement in Bengal, & on Early Charts and Topography of the HugU River,

pp. cclxii. 1 Map. 8 Illus. Index to Vols. 2, 3. Issutdfor 1888.
(Vols. I, 8=Nos. 74, 75.)

79—Traotatus do Globis, et eorum usu.

A Treatise descriptive of the Globes constructed by Emery Molyneux, and
Published in 1592. By Robert Hues. Edited, with annotated Indices & an
Introduction, by Sir Clements K. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres.

R.G.S. To which is appended.

Sailing Dlraetlons fhr the dreomnavlgatlon of England,
And for a Voyage to the Straits of Gibraltar. From a Fifteenth Century
MS. Edited, with an Account of the MS., by Jambs Gaiednbr, of the
Public Record Oifice ; with a Glossary by Edward Delmar Morgan.

1. 229. 37. 1 Illus. 1 Map. Issutdfor 1888.

go—The Voyage of Francois Pyrard, of Laval, to tho Bast Indies, the
Maldives, the M^imas, and BraML

Translated into English from the Third French Edition of 1619, and Edited,
with Notes, Albert Gray, K.C., assisted by Harry Charles Pubvis
Bell, Ceylon Civil Service. Vol. 2. Pt. II. pp. xiL 289-572. 2 Maps. Index.

(Vol 1. Vol. 2. Pt. I. »Nos. 76, 77.) Issuedfor 1889.

Sl-Tbe Conquest of Ia Plata, IS8S-IS5S,

L—Voyage of Ulrich Schmidt to the Rivers La Plata and Paraguei, from
the original German edition, 1567. II. The Cosnmcntsiies of Alvar Nufieso

Cabefa de Vaca. From the oripnal Spanish Edhilim 1555, ^Tmnriated,
wit]i ''^Kotes and an Introduction, 1^ H» K IlOH Xms

,
IdinH^ .Rcnipotcmtia^ of the A^dne Repiililtle,^:^^ t



82-88-Tha Yofmge af Pranfolf Laffuat, of Bratia. 109M8.
To Rodriguez, Mauritius, Java, and the Cape of Good Hope. Transcribed
from the First English E^tion, 1708. Edited and Annotated by Capt. Samubl
PasFiBLD Oliver, (late) R.A. Vol. i. pp. Ixxxviil 137. i Illus. 6 Maps*
Bibliography. Vol. .2. pp. ssriii. 433. 5 Ulus. 5 Maps. Index.

Issuedfor t89a

84-86-Tha Travels of Platro dalla Valla to India.

From the Old English ^Translation of 1664, by G. Havers. Edited, with
a Life of the Author, an Introduction & Notes by Edward Grey, late

Bengal C. S. Vol. i. pp. Ivi. 192. 2 Maps. 2 lUus. Bibliography. Vol. 2.

pp. xii. 193*456. Index. * Issued/or iSgi.

86*-Tha Journal of Chrlstophap Columbus
During his First Voyage {1492-93), and Documents relating to the Voyages
of John Cabot and Caspar Cortb Rbal. Translated, with Notes & an
Introduction, by Sir Ci.embnts R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex>Pres*

R.G.S. pp. liv. 259. 3 Maps, i Illus. Index. Issued/on tSgz,

87—Early Voyages and Travels In the Levant.

I.—The Diary of Master Thomas Dallam, 1599-160a II.—Extracts from
the Diaries of Dr. John Covbl, 1670-1679. With some Account of the
Levant Company of Turkey Merchants. Edited by Jambs Thbodorb Bent,
F.S.A., F. R.G.S. pp. xlv. 305. Illus. Index.

Issuedfor 1892.

88-88—The Voyages of Captain Luka Foxe, of Hull, and Captain Thomas
James, of Bristol,

In Search of a N.-W. Pass^e, 1631-32; with Narratives of the Earlier

North-West Voyages of Frobi^er, Davis, Weymouth, Hall, Knight, Hudson,
Button, Gibbons, Bylot, Baffin, Hawkridge, & others. Edited, with Notes &
an Introduction, by Robert Miller Christy, F.L.S. Vol. 1. pp. ccxxxi.

259. 2 Maps. 2 Illus. Vol. 2. pp. viti. 261-681. 3 Maps, i Illus. Index.
Issued for 1893.

90—The Letters of Amerigo Vespueel

And other Documents illustrative of his Career. Translated, with Notes &
an Introduction, Sir Clements R. Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., ex-Pres.

R.G.S. pp. xliv. 121. 1 Map. Index.
Issuedfor 1894.

91—Narratives of the Voyages of Pedro Sarmlento do Gamboa to the
Strait! ef Magellan. 1670-80.

Translated and Edited, with lllustmtive Documents and Introduction, by
Sir Clements R. Markham, K.CE, JEJl-S., ex-Pres. R.G.S. pp. xxx.

401. 1 Map. Index.
Issuedfor 1894,

92-88-84—The History and Doserlption of Aftiea,

And of the Notable Thiim Therein Contained. Written by Al-Hassan Ibn
Mohammed Al-Wezaz Al-Fasi, a Momr, baptized as Giovanni Leone, bu
better known as Leo Apricanus. Done into English in the year 1600 bj

*Tohn Poiyrand now edited with an Introduction & Notes, by Dr. Robbri
Brown. In 3 Vote, VoL i. pp. viii. cxL 224. 4 Maps. Vol. 2. pp. 225-698

Vd. 3. pp. 6^1119. Index.rrvxr v
Issuedfor 1895-
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95—The Chronlele of tho Mioovopy and Conaueit of Ouinoa.

Written Iqr Gomes Eannes de Aeueaea. Now first done into English

and Edited by Charles Raymond Beazley, M.A., F.R.G.S., and Edgar
Pemtagb, B.A. Vol. I. (Ch. L—xI.) With Intn^uction on the Ufe &
Writings of the Chronicler, pp. Ixvii. lay. 3 Mips, i Ulus.

(Vol. 2=Na 100.) baudfor 1896.

9e-B7-Danisb Aretle Expeditions, 1605 to 1^0. In Two Botrics.

Book I. The Danish Expeditions to Greenland, 1605-07; to which is added

Captain Jambs Hall’s Voyage to Greenland in 1612. Edited by Christian
Carl August Gosch. pp. xvi. cxviL 205. 10 Maps. Index.

baudfor 1896.

Book 2. The Expedition of Captain Jens Munk to Hudson’s Bay in search

of a North-West Passage in 1619-20. Edited by Christian Cabl August
Gosch. pp. cxviii. 187. 4 Maps. 2 Ulus. Index. baudfor 1897.

98—The Topogpapbla Christiana of Cosmas Indleopleustes, an
Egyptian Monk.

Translated from the Greek and Edited byJohn Watson McCrindlb, LLD.,
M.R.A.S. pp. xii. xxvii. 398. 4 Ulus. Index. baud for 1897.

99-A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco da Gama, 1497*1469.

By an unknown writer. Translated firom the Portuguese, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by Ernest George Ravbnstein, F.R.G.S. pp. xxxvi.

250. 8 Maps. 23 Ulus. Index. (Out print.) baudfor 1%^.

100-The Chronlele of the Discovery and Conquest of Guinea.

Written by Gomes Eannes de Azurara. Now first done into English and

Edited by Charles Raymond Beazley, M.A., F.R.G.S., and Edgar
Prestagb, B.A. Vol. 2. (Ch. xli.—xcvii.) With an Introduction on the

Euly History of African Exploration, Cartography, &c. pp. cl. 362. 3 Maps.

2 Ulus. Index. bstudfor 1898.

(Vol. i=No. 95.)



WORKS ALREADY ISSUED.

SECOND SERIES, 1899. etc.

1-2—The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to the Court of the Great Mogul,
^ 1615-19.

Edited from Contemporary Records by William Foster, B.A., of the
India Office. 2 vols. Portrait, 2 Maps, & 6 Ulus. Index.

( Out ofprint ) Issuedfor 1 899.

3—The Voyage of Sir Robert Dudley to the West Indies and
Galana In 1594.

Edited by George Frederic Warner, Litt.D., F.S.A., Kce^ier of
Manuscripts, British Museum, pp. Ixvi. 104. Portrait, Map, & 1 Illus.

Index. (Out ofprints ) Issuedfor 1 899.

4—The Journeys of William of Rubruek and John of Plan de Carpine
To Tartary in the 13th century. Translated and Edited by H. E. the lion.
Wi4 WooDViLLE Rockhill. pp. Ivi. 304. Bibliography. Index.

(Out ofprint) Issuedfor 1900.

5—The Voyage of Captain John Saris to Japan In 1618.

Edited by H. E. Sir Ernest Mason Satow, G.C.M.G. pp. Ixxxvii. 242.
Map, Sc 5 Illus. Index. (Out ofprint) Issued for 1900.

6—The Strange Adventures of Andrew Battell of Leigh In Essex.

Edited by Ernest George Ravbnstein, F.R.G.S. pp. xx. 210. 2 Maps.
Bibliography. Index. (Out ofprint,) Issuedfor \goo.

7-8—The Voyage of Hendana to the Solomon Islands In 1568.

Edited by the Lord Amherst of Hackney and Basil Thomson. 2 vols.

5 Maps, St 33 Illus. Index. (Out ofprint) Issuedfor 1901.

9-The Journey of Pedito Teixetra from India to Italy by land, 1604-05;

With his Chronicle of the Kin^ of Ormus. Translated and Edited by William
Frederic Sinci.air, late Bomlxiy C. S., with additional Notes, &c., by
Donald Wilijam Ferguson, pp. cviL 292. Index. «

(Out ojprint ) Issuedfor 1901.

10-The Portuguese Expedition to Abyssinia In 1641, as narrated by

Castanhoso and Bermudez. Edited by Richard Stephen Wiiitrway,
late I.C.S. With a Bibliography, by Basil H. Soulsbt, F.S.A., Super-

intendent of the Map Department, British Museum, pp, cxxxii. 296. Map, &
2 Illus. Bibliography. Index. (Outofprtnt) Issuedfor

it- Early Duteh and English Voyages to Spitsbergen In the Seventeenth
Century,

Including Hessel Gerritsz. ** Histoire du Pays nommd Spitsberghe/’ 1613,

translates into English, for the first time, by Basil H. Soulsbt, F.S.A., of

the British Museum : and Jacob Segbbsz. van der Brugge, 'Houmael of Dagh
° Register,** Amsterdam, 1634, translated into English, for the first time, by

J. A. J. DB ViLUBRS, of the British Museum. Edited, with introductions

and notes by Sir Martin Conway, pp. xvi. 191. 3 Maps, de 3 Illus.

^bllography^ Index. Issuedfor 1902.
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18«-The CmintPlM round the Bey of BengeL
Edited, from an unpublished MS., 1669-79, by Thomas Bowkey, by Col. Sir
Richard Carnac Temple, Bart., C.I.E. pp. Ivi. 387. 19 Illus. & 1 Chart.
Bibliography. Index. Issuedfir 1903.

18—The Voyage of Captain Don FpUpe Gonzalez*

in the Ship of the Line San Lorenzo, with the Frigate Santa Rosalia in
company, to Easter Island, in 1770-1771. Preceded by an Extract from
Mynheer Jacob Roggeveen’s Official Log of his Discovery of and Visit to
Easter Island in 1722. Translated, Annotated, and Edited by Bolton
G1.ANVILL CORNKY, Companion of the Imperial Service Order. With a
Preface by Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge, G.C.B. 3 Maps & 4 Illus..

Bibliography. Index, pp, Ixzvii. 176. a Issuedfiri^i.

14, 16—The Voyages of Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, 1596 to 1606.

Translated and Edited by Sir Clements Markham, K.C.B., Pres. R.G.S.,.

President of the Hakluyt Society. With a Note on the Cartography of the
Southern Continent, and a Bibliography, by Basil H. Soulsbt, F.S.A.,.
Superintendent of the Map Department, British Museum. 2 vols. 3 Maps.
Bibliography. Index. Issuedfir 1904.

16-John Jourdain's Journal of a Voyage to the Bast Indies, 1608-1617.

(Sloane MS. ^8, British Museum). Edited by William Foster, B.A.,.

of the India Office, pp, Ixxxii. 394. With Appendices, A—F, and a Biblio-

graphy, by Basil II. Soulsby, F.S.A. 4 Maj^. Index. Issuedfer 1905.

17—The Travels of Potor Xundy In Europe and Asia, 1608-1667.

(Bodleian Library. Rawl. MSS. A. 31$.) Vol. 1. Travels in Europe,.
1608-1628. Edited by Lieut.-Col. SiR Richard Carnac Temple, Bart.,.

C.I.E., Editor of " A Geographical Account of Countries round the Bay of
Bengal.” 3 Maps & 3 Illus. With a Bibliography, alphabetically arranged..

Index, pp. Ixiii. 284. Issued fir 1905.

(Vol. II, Ilia No. 35, 45, 46.)

16—East and West Indian Mirror.

JORis VAN Speii.bergen. An Account of his Voyage Round the Worldl
in the years 1614 to 1617, including the Australian Nai^tions of Jacob lr
Mai RE. Translated from the Dutch edition, **Oost ende West-Indische*

Spiegel, &c.,” Nuolaes van Ceelkereken: Leyden^ i6xq, with Notes and an.

Intr^uction, by John A. J. db Villibrs, of the Brimh Museum. With at

Bibliography & Index by Basil H. Soulsby, F.S.A. 26 Illus. & Maps.
Index, pp. Ixi. 272. Issuedfir 1906.

19, 9D-A Mew Aeoount of Bast India and Persia.

In eight Letters, being Nine Years’ Travels, begun 1672^ and finished 1681..

% John Fryer, M.D., Cantabrig., and Fellow of the Royal Society.

Frinted by R, A*, for Ri, Chisweli ; ai the Rose astd Croton in Si, Fauvr
Churchyard^ London, i6pd, Fol. Edited, with Notes and an Introduction,

WiLUAM CrooEb, B.A., Bengal Civil Service (retired). Editor of.

Hobson Jobson,” &c., &e. Vol. l-ll. (Vol. i) Map & 6 Illus. pp. xxxviiL

353 ; (Vol. II) Map. pp. 371. Issuedfir 1909 and 1912,

(Vol. nissNo. 39.)

81—thoGuanoliosof Tenorlfis.Tho Holy Imago of Our Lady of Candelaria.

With tho Spanish Conquest and Settlement. By the Friar Alonso de
Espinosa* of the Order of Preachers. 1594. Translated and Edited, with

Notes and an Introduction, by SrR Clements Markham, K.C.B., Presidentof
the Hakluyt Sooie^. With a Bibliography of the Canary Islands, a.d. lui- ^
1907, dironologicafly arranged, with the British Museum press-maiks, and an
alj^betical list of authors, editors, and titles. 2 Maps,^ StR Cu^iBNta -

Markham, and 4 Illus. Index, pp. xxvi. 221. Issuedfir 2907.
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22—History of the Inoas.

By Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa. 1572. From ihe MS. sent to

lung Philip 11. of Spain, and now in the Gottingen University Library.
And The Execution of the Inca Tupac Amaru. 1571. By Captain
Baltasar i>b Ocampo. 16x0. (British Museum Add. MSS. 17, 585.)
Translated and Edited, with Notes and an Introduction, by SiR Clements
Markham, K.C.B. 2 Maps and xolllus. Index, pp. xxti. 395.

'— Sujpplement. A Narrative of the Vice-Regal Embassy to Vilcabambal

1571, and 01 the Execution of the Inca Tupac Amaru, Dec. 1571. By Friar
Gabriel ob Oviedo, of Cuzco, 1573. Translated by Sir Clements
Markham, K.C.B. Index, pp. 397-412. Issuedfor 1907.

23, 24, 26—Conquest of New Spain.

The True History of the Conquest of New Spain. By Bernal DIaz
DEL Castillo, one of its Conquerors. From the only exact copy made of the
Original Manuscript. Edited •and |>ublished in Mexico, by Gbnako GarcIa,
1904. Translated into English, with Introduction and Notes, by Alfred
Percival Maudslay, M.A., Hon. Professor of Archaeology, National
Museum, Mexico. Vols. mil (VoI. 1) pp. Ixv. 396. 3 Maps. 15 Illus.

;

(Vol. 11) pp. xvi. 343. Map and 13 Panoramas and Illus. ; (Vol. ill) pp. 38.

8 Maps and Plans in 12 sheets. Issmdfor 1908 aeid 1910.
(Vol. IV and v = Nos. 30 and 40.)

26, 27—Storm van's Gravesande.

The Rise of British Guiana, compiled from his despatches, by C. A. Harris,
C.B., C.M.G., Chief Clerk, Colonial Office, and J. A. J. db Vilhers,
of the British Museum. 2 vols. 703 pp. 3 Maps. 5 Illus.

Issuedfor 1911,

28—Magellan's Strait.

Early Spanish Voy^es, edited, with Notes and Introduction, by Sir Clement
R. Markham, 1CC.B. pp. viii. 288. 3 Maps. 9 Illus, Issuedfor 1911.

29—Book of the Knowledge.
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1 847 Glasgow University Library, Glasgow.
1013 Glyn, Tlio Hon. Mrs. Maurice; Albury HsU, Much Hadham.
1920 Godard, Miss Isobel G., The Ashes, loklesham, Sussex.

1919 Goss, lieut. C. Richard, 2, Colherae Court, KarFs Court, S.W.5.

1920 Gobs, Mrs. George A., 30, Church Street, Waterbiiiy, Conn., U.S.A

1919 Gosse, Philip, iSq., 25, Argylle Street, Kensington, W.8.
1920 Goatling, A. E. A., Esq'., o/o Mc'ssrs. Scott A Hume, Maipu 73,

Buenos Aires.

847 Gottingen University Library, Gottingen, Germany.
877 Gray, Sir Albert, K.C.B., K.O. (IVestdewl), Catherine l.odge,

Tndalgar Square, Chelsea, S.W.3. „ « *

903 GieenleeVwilliam B., Esq., 855, Buena Av., Chicago, lU. U.S.A.

0 Griev4, T., Esq., Kuala l^umpur. Federated Malay States.

9 Gmvenor ^brazy, Buffalo, N.Y., U.S A.

1^7 G^mailf^Frwok HUl, Esq., M.A., M.D., The Old Mill

D GwySerJc^ptl^J?^^^ Coast, West Africa.

.919 Qwjther, J. Howard, Esq., 13, Lancaster Gate, W.2.

H.

1910 Bhuddej Publio library, Muskegon, Mich, U.S,A. u* m k an
1919 BalA, Ernest V.^ Esq., C.B.B., Boyal Thames Yacht Club, 80,

'tloeediUy, Lemdon, W.l-
c
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1847 Hamburg Commerz-Bibliothek, Hamburg, Gemany.
1901 Hammersmith Pubtio Libraries, Carnegie (Central)Library, Hammer-

smith, W.6.
1898 Hannen, The Hon. Henry Arthur, The Hall, West Farleigh, Kent.
1020 Hardwicke, Charles, Esq., Director, Serbian llclief Fund, Nish,

Serbia. t

1916 Harrington, S. T., Esq., M.A., Methodist College, St. John’s, New-
foundland.

1006 Harrison, Carter H., Esq., 311, The Rookery, (Chicago.

1919 Harrison, T. St. C., Esq., Central Secretariat, Lagos, Nigeria.

1906 Harrison, William P., Esq., 2837, Sunnet Place, Los Angeles, Cal.,

U.S.A.
1920 Hart-Synnot, Brig. -Gen. A. H. S., D.S.O., Ballymoyer, White

Cross, CO. Armagh.
1847 Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
1920 Hawkes, W. Blackbume, Esq., c/o W. E. White, Esq., Pendarves

Road, Camborne, Cornwall.
1013 Hay, E. Alan, Esq., l^ngeo House, Hertford.

1919

Hay, G. Goldthorp, Esq., 18, Stonebridge Park, Willesden, N.W.IO.
1919 Heape, Bernard, Esq., Hartley, High L^e, via Stockport.
1887 Heawood, Edward, Esq., M.A., Church Hill, Merstham, Surrey

{Treasurer),

1920 Hcdley, Theodore F., Esq., 26, Beechwood Avenue, Darlington.
1921 Hemingway, Mrs. B. M., 26, Elgin Park, Bristol.

1904 Henderson, George, Esq., 13, P^ace Court, W.2.
1916 Henderson, Capt. B. Ronald, Little Compton Manor, Moroton-in-

Marsh.
1920 Hill, H. Brian C., Esq., o/o Messrs. King, Hamilton &; Co., Calcutta.

1917 Hinks, Arthur Robert., Esq., C.B.E., F.R.S., Sec. R.G.S., 1, Percy
Villas, Campden Hill, W.8.

1874 Hippisley, Alfred Edward, Esq., 8, Herbert Crescent, Hans Plaoe,

S.W.l.
1921 Hirst, Maurice H., Esq., Elmdon Road, Marston Green, Warwick-

shire.

1920 Hobden, Ernest, Esq., c/o The Eastern Extension Australasia and
China Telegraph Co., Ltd., Singapore, Straits Settlements.

1913 Hong Kong University, o/o Messrs. Longmans A Co., 38, Paternoster
Row, E.C.4.

1899 Hoover, Herbert Clark, Esq., 1, London Wall Buildings, E.C.2.
1921 Hopkins, Major R. B., Eldama Ravine, Kenya Colony.

1887 Homer, Sir John Francis Fortesoue, K.C.V.O., Mells Park, Frome,
Somerset.

1911 Hoskins, G. H., Esq., o/o G. A C. Hoskins, Wattle Street, Ultimo,
Sydiney, N.S.W.

1916 Howland, S. S., Esq.

1890 Hoyt Public library. East Saginaw, Mioh., U.S.A.
1899 Httgel, Baron Anatole A. A. von. Curator, Museum of Arohnology and

Ethnology, Cambridge.
1894 Hull Pnblio Libraries, Baker Street, HuU.
1913 Humphreys, John, Esq., 69, Harbome Road, Edgbaston.
1920 Hutton, J. H., Esq., Kohima, Naga Hills, Assam.
1916 Hyde, Charles, Esq., 2 Wood^ume Road, Edgbaston.
1920 Hyderabad, The Nizam’s Government State Library.

I.

1912 Hlinois, University of, Urbana, HL, U.8.A.

1899 Im Thum, Sir Everard, K.C.M.G., K.B.E., O.B., Cookende House,
Preston Pans, East Lothian.



1847 India Offioe, S|t. James’s Park, S.W.I. [8 oopibs.]
1809 Ingle, William Brunoker, Esq., 10 Pond Road, Blaokheath, S.E.3.
1019 Inman, Arthur C., Esq., Garrison Hall, Garrison Street. Boston.

Mass., U.S.A.
1019 Inman, Miss Helen M., 12, Sloane Terrace Mansions, S.W.I.
1802 Inner Temple, Ho^ Society of the, Temple, E.C.4.
1916 Ireland, National library of, Dublin.

1020 Jackson, Richard 11., Esq., Wellington Lodge, Oldham,
1809 Jaokson, Stewart Douglas, Esq., 61, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.
1808 James, Arthur durtiss. Esq., 30, East 60th Street, New York City,

U.S.A.
1920 Jeffery, Charles T., Esq., 3314, Sheridan Road, Chicago, III., U.S.A.
1007 Johannesburg Public Library, Johannesburg, South Africa.

1847 John Carter Brown Library, 357, Benefit Street, Providence, Rhode
Island, U.S.A.

1020 John, Reginald, Esq., 31, Kensington Court, W.8.
1847 John Ryliands library, Doansgate, Manchester.
1847 John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
1910 Jones, L. C., Esq., M.D,, Falmouth, Mass., U.S.A.
1914 Jones, Livingston E., Esq., Germantown, Pa., U.S.A.
1919 Jourdain, Lieut. -Col. H. F. N., 0. M.G., Fyfield Lodge, Fyfield Road,

Oxford.
1913 Jowett, The Rev. Hardy, Ping Kiang, Hunan, China.
1019 Joyce, Capt. T. Athol, British Museum, W.C.I.

E.

1903 Kansas University Library, Lawrence, Kans., U.S.A.
1917 Kay, Richard, Esq.
1887 Keltic, Sir John Scott, LLD., 3, Rosecroft Avenue, Hampstead,

N.W.3. ( Vice-President),

1919 Kempthome, Major H. N. « R.E., c/o Direotor of Trig. Survey, Military

Siding, Nairobi, E.A. Protectorate.

1009 Kesteven, Sir Charles H. , 17 Park Lane, W. 1.

1898 Kinder, Claude William, Esq., C.M.Q., Bracken,” Churt, near

Famham, Surrey.
1890 King’s Inns, The Hon. Society of the, Henrietta Street, Dublin.

1020 Kirkpatrick, Lieut.-Colonel A. B. Y., C.M.G., D.S.O., Kilteman
Lodge, Kilteman, Co. Dublin.

1899 Kitohing, John, Esq., Oaklands,Queen*s Road, Kingston Hill, S.W. 1 5.

1912 Koebel, W* H., Esq., Author’s Club, 2, Whitehall Court, S.W.L
1913 Koloniul Instituut, Amsterdam.
1910 Koninklijk Instituut voor de Taal Land en Volkenkunde van Neder-

landsoh Indie. The Hague.

L,

1890 Langton, J. J. P., Esq., 802, Spruce Street, St, Louis, Mo,, U.S.A.

1890 Larehmont Yaoht Club, Larohmont, N.Y., U.S.A.

1013 Laufer, Berthoid, Esq., Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

1920 Layoook, Major T. S., M.C., 88, Dunvegan Road, S.E.9.

1919 Leeds Oimtral Public library, I^eds.

1899 Leeds Library, 18, Commercial Street, I^ds.
1899 LehkA Univenrity, South Bethlehem, Pa., U.S.A.

1018 Le Hiwte, Sir Qeoige R.t a.C.M.G., Ooombe Meadows, Ascot,

Berkshire.



1803 Leipzig Libnuy of the Univenity of Leipzig.

1912 Lelwof Stanford Junior'UmYenity» JAhaay oU Stanford Univenity,
CaL,U.S.A.

1918

Lethbridge, Alan B«, Esq., Wellington Gnb, Qroavenor Place,

S.W.I.
1912 Lind, Walter, Esq., Finoa Helvetia, Betaftnleu, Guatemala, O.A.
1847 Liverpool Free Fublio Library, William Brown Street, Liverpool.

1890 Liverpool, University of Liverpool.
1911 Loder, Gerald W. ET, Esq., F.S.A., Wakehunt Place, Ardingly,

Sussex.
1920 Logie, W. J., Esq., 00, Graham's Road, Falkirk.

18j^ London Library, 14, St. JamoB*s Square, S.W1.
18to London University, South Kensington, S.W.7.
1020 Long, Arthur Tilnoy, Esq., G.B.E., Office of the Union Agent,

LaurenQo Marques, S. Africa.

1896 Long Island Historical Society, Pierrepont Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

1899 Los .^geles Public Library, Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.
1899 Lowrey, Sir Josimh, K.B.E., The Hermitage, Loughton, Essex.

1912 Luard, Colonel Charles Eckford, M.A., I>.S.O., 12, Elm Tree Road,
N.W.8.

1880 Lucas, Sir Charles Prestwood, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., 65, St. George’s

Squaro, S.W.I.
1896 Lucas, Frederic Wm., Esq., 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.2.
1912 Luke, H. 0., Esq., M.A., Si. James’s Club, Piccadilly, W.L
1898 Lydonberg, H. M., Esq., New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue

and Forty-second Street, New York City, U.S.A.
1880 Lyons University Library, Lyon, France.
1920 Lyttoh Library, The, M.A.O. College, Aligarh, India.

M.
1020 McDonald, Allan M., Esq., 87, Calle Maipu, Buenos Aires.

1008 Maggs Brothers, Messrs., 34, Conduit Street, W.l.
1920 Makins, Capt. A. D., 143, Richmond Road, Twickenham, S.W.
1847 Manchester Publio Free libraries. King Street, Manchester.
1910 Manchester University.

1899 Manierre, George, Esq., Boom 410, 112, Adams Street, Chicago, HI.,

U.S.A.

1919

Mardon, Ernest G., Esq., Eastwood Manor, East Haiptree, near
Bristol.

1892 Mar^^wd, Henry, Esq., Whitegates Fanu, Bedford, New York,

1919 Marsden, W., Esq., 7, Heathfield Place, Halifax, Yorks.
1919 Marsh-Edwards, J. C., Esq., Church Hatch, Ringwood, Hants.
1847 Maasaohusetts Historical Society, 1164, ^ylston Street, Boston,

Mass., U.S.A.
1905 Mandalay, Alfred Peroival, Esq., D.So., Mom^ Cross, Hetefoid.

1919 Maxw^ Lieat.-Commander, P. 8. F R.N., o/o Hydrogra|diio

Department, Admiral^, SiW.l
1919 Mayers, Sidney F., Esq., Britidi and COdnese Ooipotatioa, Peking,

N. China.
« 1914 Means, PhilipJUnsworth, Esq., 64, Vera Cruz, lima. Pern.

, 1913 Mensing^ A. W. M., Esq. (Frederik Muller and Co.), Amsterdam.
1901 Merriman, J. A., Esq., o/o Standard Bank, Cape Town, S. Africa.

1920 Merriman, lieut. Reginald D., B.I.M., Port Omce, Basra.

1911 Messer, Allan E., Esq., 2, Wyndham House, Sloane Gaidens, 8.W.L
1913 Meyendoffl, Baron de, Ambassade de Russie, Madrid,
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1893 Michigan, University of, Ann Arbor, Mioh., U.S.A.
1809 Middletown, Conn., Woaloyan University Library, U.S.A.
1920 Milford Haven, Admiral Tho of, IMJ., G.C.VM).,

K.C.M.G., Fishponds, Netloy Abbey, Hants.
1920 Miller, H. Kric, Esq., 1-4, Great Tower Street, Umdon, E.C.4.
1847 Mills, Colonel DiWoy Aoland, R.E., Drokes, Beaulieu, Hants.
1912 Milward, Graham, Esq., 77, Colmoro Kow, Birmingham.
1896 Milwaukee Public Libraiy, Milwaukee, Wisoonsin, U.S.A.
1895 Minneapolis Athonseum, Minneapolis, Minn., U.S.A.
1899 Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.
1899 Mitchell Library, 2 1 , Miller Street, Glasgow

.

1899 Mitchell, Wni?, Esq., 14, Forbesfield Hoad, Aberdeen.
1902 Mombasa Club Library, Mombasa, o/o Messrs. liichardsoii & Co.

20, King Street, St. James', S.W. 1

.

1899 Monson, The Right Hon. Lord, C.V.O., Burton Hall, Lincoln.

1919 Muutagnicr, Henry F., Esq., 6, Promeiuuie Anglaise, Berne.

1918

Mooi^e-Bennett, Arthur J., Esq., Peking, China.

1918 Moreland, W. Harrison, Esq., C.S.I., G.I.E., Bengoo Old Vicarage,
Hertford.

1919 Morrell, G. F., Esq., Avenue House, Holly Park, Crouch Hill, N.
1920 Morris, O. Llewellyn, Esq., c/o E. K. Given & Co., Ltd., P.G. Box

1192, Cape Town.
1893 Morris, Henry Cecil Low, Esq., M.D., The Sboyno, Bognnr, Sussex.

1899 Morrison, George Ernest, Esq., M.D., H.B.M. I.iegation, Peking.

1899 Morrissun, James W., Esq., 200-200, Kandulph Street, Chicago,

111., U.S.A.
1919 Morse, Hosea Ballou, E-q., Arden, Camb uley, Surrey.

1896 Moxon, Alfred Edward, Esep, 2, Spring "Garih^iH, Toignmouth,
S. Devon.

1899 Mukhopadhyay, Hon. Sir Asiitosh, Kt., C.S.I., D.Sc., LL.D., 77,

Russa Road North, Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

1920 Muller, W. J., Esq., Kuaniati, Patiang, Federated Malay States.

1920

Munns, John Willoughby, Esq., Kent End Ifoiisc, .'lO, J^ondon Road,
Forest Hill, S.E.23.

1013
1899

1020
1894
1920

1900
1913
1880

1899
1847
1847

1899

1920
1899
1899

N.

Natal Society’s Library, Pietermaritzburg, S. Africa.

Nathan, Lt.-CoL Sir Matthew, G.C.M.G., R.E., Government House,
Brisbane, Queensland.

National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Naval and Military Club, 94, Piocadilly, W.1.
Navy League, The Wellington Branch of The, Ballance Stre^et,

Wellington, New Zealand.

Nebraska University Library, Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A.

Needham, J. E., Esq., Bombay Club, Bombay.
Netherlands, Royal Geographical Society of the (Koninklijk Neder-

landsch Aardrijkskundig Genootst^hap), Saxcn-Wciniarlaan 28,

Amsterdam.
Netherlands, Royal Library of the, Tho Hague.
Newberry Library, The, CUcago, 111., U.S.A.

Neweastle-upon'Tyne Literary and Philosophical Society, Westgato

Road, Newoastle-on-Tyne.
Newoastle-upon-Tyne Pubfio Library, New Bridge Street, Newcastle*

on-Tyne.
Newport Public Libraries, Dot'k Street, Newjxirt., Mon.

NewSouth Wales, PubUo Library of, Sydney, N.S.W.

New Tork Athletio dub, Cfentral Park, South, New York City,

VJS.A,
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1S05 Now York Fublio Library, 40, Lafayette Place, New York City,

U.S.A.
1847 Now York State Library, Albany, New York, U.S.A.
1894 Now York Yooht Club. 37 West 44 Street, Now York City, U.S.A.
1807 Now Zealand, The High CommisBioner for, 13, Victoria Street,

S.W.I. ’

1017 NicoU, Lieut. C. L. J., Boyal Indian Marine, o/o Director B.I.M.
Bombay.

1911 Nijhoff, MartinuR, The llaguu, Holland.

1920 Noll, Maurice (1., o/o Mina da Fanasquoira, Cazegas, Beira

Baixa, Port ugal

1896 North Adams Public Library, Ma8Bachu8ot1»B*U.S.A*

1893 Northcliflfo, The Right Hon. Lord, Elmwood, St. Peter’s, Thanet.
1917 Northwestorn University Library, Evanston, Illinoia, U.S.A.
1899 Nottingham Public Library, Sherwood Street, Nottingham.

0 .

1919 Olsen, 0. Orolle, Esq., Post Box 22.'>, Bergen, Norway.
1890 Oriental Club, 18, Hanover Square, W.I.

1919 Oriental Studies, School of, 11, Finsbury Circus, E.0.2.

1919 Oury, Libert, Esq., 3, Thames House, Queen Street Place, E.C.4.

1899 Oxford and Cambridge Club, 7 1 , Pall Mall, S.W. 1

.

1847 Oxford Union Society, Oxford.

P.

1911 Pan-Amorioan Union, Washington, D.C., U.S. A.

1847 Paris, Biblioth^que Nationale, Rue do Richelieu, Paris.

1847 Paris, Institut do France, Qua! do Conti 23, Paris.

1880 Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

1893 Peek, Sir Wilfred, Bart., c/o Mr. Grover, Rousdon, Lyme Regis.

1904 Peiroe, Harold, Esq., 222, Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

1920 Pennington, The Venerable Archdeacon G. E., The Vicarage, Grey-
town, Natal, S. Africa.

1920 Pennsydvania University Library, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
1911 Penrose, R. A. F., Esq., Bullitt Buildings, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1919 Fenzer, N. M., Esq., 12, Clifton Hill, St. John’s Wood, N.W-8.
1899 Poquot Library, Southport, Conn.,U.S.A.
1920 Perry, F. Arthur, Esq., c/o British American Tobacco Co. (China),

Ltd., Hankow, China.

1920 Peters, Sir Byn>n, K.B.E., Windlesham Moor, Windlesham, Suney.
1913 Petersen, V., Esq. ,

Chinese Telegraph Administration, Peking, China.

,1895 Philadelphia Free Library, 13th and Locust Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., U.S.A.

1899 Philadelphia, Library Company of, N.W. oomor Juniper A Locust
Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

1899 Philadelphia, Union League Club, 6, Broad Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., U.S.A.

1918 Philipps, Capt. J. E., Kigezi, Uganda.
1019 Pitt, Colonel William, C.M.G., Fairseat House, Wrotham, Kent.
1920 Plummer, G. S., Esq., Klang, Selangor, Federated Malay States.

1921 Plymouth Command Navid Officers’ Library, B.N. Port Library,

Devonport.

1899 Plymouth Proprietary and Cottonian Library, Cornwall Street,

Plymouth.
1920 Plymouth Publio library, Plymouth.

1920 Poliakoff, V., Esq., 49, Queen’s Gate Gardens, Kensington, S.W.7.
1020 Poole, Major F. G., 12, Palace Street, W.
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1809 Portioo libraiyt 67, Moeley Street, Manohester.
1919 Potter, J. WilMm, Esq., Enton Mill, nr. Godaiming, Sumy.
1916 Prinoeton University Library, Prinoeton (N.J.), U.S.A.
1912 Provincial Library of British Columbia, Victoria, Britisli Columbia.

^ Q.

1894 Quaritch, Bernard, Esq., 11, Grafton Street, New Bond Street, W.l.
• (12 OOP1S8).

191 3 Queen*B University, The, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
1920 Quigley, Riohar^Esq., c/o Borax Oorisolidated, l^td., Casilla 12 y 1 3,

Antofagasta, Chile.

1913 Qttincey, Edmund de Q., Esq., Oakwood, Chislehurst.

R.

1890 Raffles Museum and Library, Singapore,
1920 Rand Club, Johannesburg, South Africa.

1920 Rawii|»ley, Mrs, Walter, Well Vale, Alfonl, Linns.

1914

Rawson, Lieut. G., Royal Indian Marine, Bombay.
1847 Reform Club, 104, Pall Malt, S.W.l.
1920* Rhodes, Miss Alice G., The Elms, Lytliara, Tjancs.

1920 Richards, P. J., Esq., I.C.S., o/o Messrs. Binny &. Co., Madras,
S. India.

1907 Ricketts, D. P., Esq., Im^rial Chinese Railways, Tientsin, China,
191.5 Riggs, E. Francis, Esq., 1617, Eye iSin'et, WashioKUtn, T).C.. U.S.A.

191 1 Rio de Janeiro, Airohivo PubUco Naoional, Sa da ^publica, No. 26.

1919 Rm de Janeiro, Bibliotheca Nacional do, Bio de Janeiro.

1917 ftobertson, Wheatley B., Esq., Gledswood, East Lies, Hants.
1920 Robieson, W. B., Esq., 9.'), Mill brat* Road, T^ingHide, (ilasgow.

1917 RoNdg^, A., Esq., F.L.S., Rossendale, Maymyo, Burma.
1920 Bose, H. A., Esq., Milton House, La Haute, Jersey, Channel Islands.

1906 Rott^amsch Lmkabinet, Rotterdam. '

1917 Rouse, W. H* D.» Esq., Litt.D., Perse School House, Glebe Road,
Cambridge.

1917 Routledge, W. S., Esq., 9 Cadogan Mansions, Sloane Square, S.W.l.

1911 Royal Anthropological Institute, 50, Great RusscU Street, W.0.1.

1921 Royal Asiatic Society, 74, Grr»svenor Street, London, W.l.

1847 Royal Colonial Institute, Northumberland Avenue, W.0.2.

1896 Royal Cruising Club, 1, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.L
1847 Sioyal Engineers' Institute, Chatham.
1847 Royal Geographical Society, Kensington Gore, S.W.7.

1890. Royal Scottish Geographical Society, Synod Hall, Costlo Terrace,

Edinburgh.
1897 Royal Societies Clnb, 63, St. James’s Street, S.W. I

.

1847 Rojral United Service Institution, Whitehall. S.W. 1

.

1899 Runoiman, Tflio Right Hon. Walter, M.P., Boxford, Chathili, North*

umberland.
1900 Ryley, John Horton, Esq., 8, Rued’Auteui], Paris.

8.

1899 St. Andrews University, St. Andrews. „ ^ ,

J899 St BeinioPsUbrary, fewarden, Flintshire, N. Wales.

1890 St. Louis Ifonsatile Library. St. Ixm^, Mo., U.S.^
^

1899 St. Martin-in-the-Ffelds Free Public Library, 116, St. Martin s

W.0.2.
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lQI 1 Saise, Walter, Eaq., D.So., M.lii8t.C.E., Staploton, BrutoL
1913 Salby, Qeorge, Esq., 65, Great BusaeU Street, W.C.I. [3 OOP2B8.]
1915 San Antonio, Soientiflo Society of, 1 and 3, Stovena Buildinga, San

Antonio, Texas, U.S.A.
1920 Sanders, Bernard H., Esq., Itabira de Matto Dentro, Minas Geraes,

Brazil. r

1899 San Franoiaoo Pablio Library, CiTio Oentro, San Francisco, Cal.,

U.S.A.
1920 Soboleiicld, Dr. Guy Hardy, O.B.E., o/o Mrs. Bree, Kirk Street,

Otaki, New Zealand. ^

1919 Sobwabe, A. J„ Esq., 11, Place Boyate, Pan, B.-P., France.
1899 Sclater, Dr. William Lutley, 10, Sloane Couj^, S.W.l.
1920 Seager, Richard B., Esq., o/o Baring Bros. A Co., 8, Bishopsgate,

London, E.C.2.

899 Seattle Public Library, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.
1906 Seligman, C. G., Esq., Soliool of Eeonomioa, Clare Market, W.C.2.
L919 Selinger, Oscar, Esq., Ivy Lodge, Lordship Park, N.16.
L921 Sewell, Fane, Esq., o/o The (^>anshdian Bank of Commerce, Spadina

and College Branch, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
L894 Seymour, Admiral of the Fleet the Right Hon. Sir Edward Hobart,

G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O., LL.D., Hedsor View, Maidenhead.

( Viix-Preaident,)

1920 Sharman, J. D., Esq., Public Works Dept., Victoriaborg, Accra,

Gold Coast.

1898 Sheffield Free Public Libraries, Surrey Street, Sheffield.

L914 Sheppard, S. T., Esq., ByouUa Club, ^mbay, No. 8.

1920 Sheppard, T. Clive, Esq., (\irreo Casilla 84a, La Paz, Bolivia.

1847 Signet Library, 11, Parliament Square, Edinburgh.
1800 Sinclair, Mrs. William Frederic, 102, Oheyne Walk, Chelsea,

S.W.10.
1913 Skinner, Major B. M., R.A.M. Corps, o/o Messrs. Holt and Co., 3,

Whitehall Place, S.W.l.
*

1921 Smith, Gordon P., Esq., Pasaje do Aguirre, Guatemala, G. America.

1906 Smith, J. de Bemiore, Esq., 4, Gloucester Terrace, Regent's Park,

N.W.l.
1913 Smith, The Bight Hon. James Parker, 41, Dnimsheugh Gardens,

Edinburgh.
1904 Smith, John Langford, Esq., H. B. M. Consular Service, China, o/o E.

Greenwood, Esq., Frith Knowl, Elstree.

1918 Smith, eSapt. B. Parker, Clarendon Road, Brooklands Avenue,
. Cambridge.

1920 Snow, Q. H. A., Esq., Yokohama, Japan.
1899 Sooietd Geqgrafioa Italiona, Via del PlelHSoito 102, Rome.
1847 ' Sodidtd de Geographie, Boulevard St. Germain, 184, Paris.

1920 Solomon, Lieut.-Colonel Harold J.,GavaW Club, 127, Piccadilly, W. 1.

1899 Son^ African Pablio library, <^een viotoria Street, Cape Town,
South Africa.

1916 Soutter, Commander James J., Fairfield, Edenbridge, Kent.
1904 Stanton, John, Esq., High Street, Chorley, Lancashire.

1919 Steers, J. A., Esq., Wycombe Honae,’* 2, Qoldington Avenue,
* B^ord.

1916 Stein, Sir Anrel, K.C.I.E., D.Sc., D.Iitt., 23. Merton Street, Oxford.

1918 Stephen, A. G., Esq., Hongkong A Shanghai Bank, Shanghai.
1920 Stephens, Robert, &q., Jehol, C3iihli, N. China.

1847 Stevens, Son, and Stiles, Messrs. Henry, 39, Great Russell Streep
W.C.I.

*

1919 Stovnuon, J. A. D., Eaq.. o/o IComm. B. and H. Gmcii ud SUley

WMr, Ltd., Royal Albort Dock. EL16.
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1847 Stookholm, Boyfl Library of (Kungl, BibUotekat), Sweden.
1920 Stradbroke, Colonel The Earl of, Uenham, Wangfoni, Suffolk.

1019 Stuart, E. A.. Eeq., Alor Star, Kedah, Jdalay Peninsula.
1004 Suarez, Colonel Don Pedro (Bolivian Legation), Santa Cruz, 74,

Ciompavne Gardens, N.W.6.
1920 Superintendent Hkmidya Library, -Bhopal State, Central India.
1910 Sutton, Morris A., Eiq., Thomey, Howick, Natal, S. Africa.

1009 Swan, J. D. 0., Dr., 9, Castle Street, Barnstaple.
1920 Sweet, Henry N.. Esq., 60, Congress Street, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
1908 .Sydney, University of. New South Wales.
1899 Sykes, Brigadier-General Sir Pen^y MoicsworUi, K.C.I.E., C.B.,

C.M.G.
1919 Symons, C. T., Eii., Government Analysts* Office, Colombo, Ceylon.

T.
1914 Taylor, Fredorio W., Esq., 3939, West Seventh Street, Tx>h AiigcdeH,

California.

1917 Taylour, Charles, Esq., Belmont Road, Sharpies, Lancs,
1899 Temple, Liout.-Col. Sir Richard Carnao, Bart., C.B., C.I.E., India

Office, S.W*L
1920^ Tlieomib^ D. E., Esq., c/o Mt-ssra. Glcndcrniid, Ltd., 18, Dowling

• Street. Dunedin, New Zealand.

1894 Thomson, Sir Basil Home, K.C.B., 81, Victoria Road, Kensington,
W,8.

1906 Thomson, Colonel Charles FitzGerald, late 7th Hussars, Kilkenny
House, Sion Hill, Bath.

1016 Thome, J. A., Esq., I.C.S., Quay House, Kingsbrulge, S. Devon.
1020 Tilley, G, S. Esq., 11, Gymkhana Chambers, Bombay, India.

1004 Todd, Captain George James, R.N., The Manse, Kingsbanis, Fife.

1920 Torkildaen, Vilhelm, Esq., Postbox 38, Bergen, Norway.
1914 Toronto T^egislative Library, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
1806 Toronto Public library, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
1890 Toronto University, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
1011 Tower, Sir Reginald, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., Travellers' Club, Pall Mall,

aw.i.
1847 Travellers’ Club, 106, PaU MaU, S.W.l.
1899 Trinder, Arnold, Esq., River House, Walton-on-Thamcs.
1913 Trinder, W. H., Esq., Northerwood Park, Lyndhurst, Hants.
1847 Trinity College, Cambridge,
1847 Trinity House, The Hon. Corporation of, Tower Hill, E.C.3.
1920 Tucker, H. Soott, Esq., 2, l.*aorenee Pountney Hill, E.C.

1 01 1 Tuokermao, Paul, Esq., 60, Wall Street, New York, U.S.A.
1918 Turnbull Library, The, Bowen Street, Wrllingt^m, New Zf^aland.

1002 Tweedjj Arthur H., Esq., Widmoio Lodge, Widmore, Bromley, Kent.

1847
1890

1847
1016

'’1920

1847
1920

u.
United States Congress, library of, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
United States National Museum (library of), Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.
United States Naval Academy libraiy, Annapolis, Md., U.S.A.
Uni^fri^Club library, Fifth Avenue and 64ih Street, New York,

University College Library, Cathays Park, Cardiff.

Umla IJniveiBity Libraiy, ypsala, Sweden.
Usher, Harry, Esq., Calle ^rida 788, Buenos Aires.
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V.
1920 Van den Bexgb, Henry, Esq., 8, Kensington Palace Gardens, W.8.
1919 Vaughan, Paymaster-Lieut. ^ E. H., R.N. Mediterranean dub,

Gibraltar.

1899 Vernon, Boland Venables, Esq., o/o Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall
Gardens, S.W.I. ••

^899 Viotoria, Publio Library, Museums, andwational Gallery of, Mel-
bourne, Australia.

1887 Vignaud, Henry, Esq., LL.D., 2, Hue de la Maixie, Bagneuz (Seine),
France.

1909, Villiers, J. A. J. de. Esq., British Museum {Hon, Secretary) (2).

W.
e

1920 Wakefield, Major T. M., Royal Artillory Mess, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
1919 Wales, National Library of, Aberystw^h, Wales.
1920 Walker, Capt. .1. 15., R.A.F., 11, Broom Water, Teddington, S.W.
1902 War Office, Mobilisation and Intellironoe libm^, Whitehall, S.W.l.
1847 Washington, Department of State, D.C., U.S.A.
1847 Washington, Library of Navy Department, Washington, D.C.,

1918 Watanabe, Count Akira, 7, Takanawa Minamieho, Shibaku, Tokyo,
Japan.

1899 Watkinson Library, Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
,

'

1921 Weir, Jolm, Esq., ** Dunbritton,’* The Drive, South Woodfoid.
1920 Weiasert, Charles A., Esq., Hastings, Michigan, U.S.A.
1899 Wold, Rev. George Francis, Weldwold, Santa Barbara, California.

1899 Wcstaway, Engineer Rear-Admiral Albert Ernest Luscombe,
Meadowcroft, 15, Longlands Road, Sidoup, Kent.

1913 Western Reserve Historioal Society, Cleveland, U.S.A.
1898 Westminster School, Dean’s Yard, S.W.l

.

1914 White, John G., Wi^amson Buildizm, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
1893 Whiteway, Richard Stephen, Esq., Grayswood, Haslemere.
1921 WiddowBon, W. P., Esq., Christ Chure^ Oxford
1800 Williams, O. W., Esq., Fort Stookton, Texas, U.S.A.
1914 Wflliams, Sidney Herl:«rt, Esq., 32, Warrior Sqnare, St. Leohards-on-

Sea.
1920 Williamson, H., Esq., Flat B., Valley Court, Valley Drive, Harro-

gate.

1920 Wilson, G. L.. Esq., Holland House, Bury Street, Tendon, E.C.3.
1895 Wisoonsin, State Historioal Society pf, Madison, Wise., U.KA.
1918 Wood, A. E.,. Esq., Secretariat for Chinese Affaira,. Hongkong.
1^13 Wood, Henry A. Wise, Esq., 25, Madison Avenue, New York.
1900 Woodford, Charles Morris, Esq., C.M.G., The Grinstead, Partridge

Green, Sussex.

1809 Worcester, Massachusetts, Free Library, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
1910 Worcester College Library, Oxford. .

1920 Wright, Rev. Frederick Geoige, B.D., Kingseote, King Street,

Qicster.

1913 Wright, B.> ffiiq.. The Peplfkrs, Worsley Roadt Bwinion, Lancs*

^
^

. Y.
1847 Yale University, Npw Haven, Conn., UlS.A.
1919 Young, L. W* .H., Eeq., Shepherd Buildings, 120, Feexe Road,

Bombay^
Z.

1847 Zdrioh, StadthibUothek, ZOfioh, Switaerland.

fmaa> it i to tmtU
,
SRlIlUb lOSBOa, w.o.














